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   A Note to Delaware’s Health Care Stakeholders 
 

 
The State of Delaware is continuing along our “Road to Value” for our entire health care system. In signing 
Executive Order 25 in November 2018, Governor John Carney laid out a vision for improving the transparency 
and public awareness of health care spending and quality in our State through the adoption of spending and 
quality benchmarks. The Department of Health and Social Services is excited to help champion the 
implementation of the benchmarks, along with our State partners at the Delaware Health Care Commission 
and the Delaware Economic and Financial Advisory Council. Additionally, this effort would not have been 
possible without the valued contribution of our state’s health care leaders and other subject-matter experts. 
 
Our collective progress on the “Road to Value” shows that we are still early in our efforts. However, 
implementing the health care cost and quality benchmarks is a necessary step forward in focusing on total 
cost of care. Unfortunately, on the current trajectory affordability is already threatened and will only worsen 
in the coming years. Additionally, the benchmarks allow us to focus on and measure the impacts of chronic 
disease. This constellation of health conditions becomes more prevalent each year based on the combination 
of an aging population, the effect of primary care access as it intersects the impact of poverty on the health of 
our most vulnerable residents, and the increasing prevalence of illnesses related to substance use disorder 
and obesity across many demographics of Delaware’s population.  
 
The enclosed implementation manual is a milestone achievement for our State. This manual lays out the 
technical steps to implement the benchmarks and provides a road map for the important activities that will be 
occurring in the future. The Department acknowledges that this manual will inevitably undergo changes as we 
gain more hands-on experience. We all are looking forward to learning what the benchmarks will tell us about 
the spending on health care in our state, and adding to our knowledge about health care quality.  
  
While this manual represents a significant achievement, much work is yet to come to operationalize fully the 
benchmark data collection and public reporting processes. Working together, we can support the goal of 
making sure Delawareans can access and afford quality health care.  The benchmarks are the start to a 
conversation about how to improve cost and quality for the individuals we serve as patients and members in 
our communities. 
  
Sincerely, 
 

  

Kara Odom Walker, MD, MPH, MSHS 
Cabinet Secretary 

 

Delaware Health  

and Social Services 

 Office of  the Secretary 
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1  
OVERVIEW 

Governor Carney established health care spending and quality benchmarks in Executive Order  

25 issued on November 20, 2018. This implementation manual contains the technical and 

operational steps that the Delaware Health Care Commission (DHCC) and the Delaware Economic 

and Financial Advisory Council (DEFAC) Health Care Spending Benchmark Subcommittee (DEFAC 

Subcommittee) will need to take to implement Executive Order 25. This manual contains the 

methodologies for setting the health care spending and quality benchmarks, and the methodologies 

for calculating performance against the benchmarks. It also contains the technical specifications for 

data reporting and collection. 

The document is outlined as follows: 

Chapter 2:  Health Care Spending Benchmark Definition and Methodology  

Chapter 3:  Methodology for Assessing Performance Against the Spending Benchmark 

Chapter 4:  Health Care Quality Benchmarks Definitions and Methodologies 

Chapter 5:  Methodologies for Assessing Performance against the Quality Benchmarks 

Appendix A. Insurer TME Data Specification 

Appendix B. Delaware DMMA TME Data Specification 

Appendix C. Medicare Fee-For-Service TME Data Collection Process 

Appendix D. Veterans Administration TME Data Collection Process 

Appendix E. Net Cost of Private Health Insurance Data Specifications  

Appendix F. Delaware Total Population Statistics 

Appendix G. Insurer Quality Data Reporting Manual 

Appendix H. Insurer Attestation 

Appendix I. Staff/Contractor Requirements  
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Appendix J. List of Payers DHCCC Requests Data from for Spending and Quality Benchmarks 

                    and Organizational ID 

Attachment 1. Center for Health Information and Analysis’ Performance of the Massachusetts  

                        Health Care System Annual Report 

Attachment 2. Total Health Care Expenditure Data Book 

Attachment 3. Medicare Expenditure and Enrollment Request Template 

Attachment 4. Benchmark Timeline 

Attachment 5. Spending Benchmark Performance Submission Template 

Attachment 6. Quality Benchmark Performance Submission Template 

Attachment 7. DMMA Spending Benchmark Performance Submission Template 
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2  
HEALTH CARE SPENDING  BENCHMARK 
DEFINITION AND METHODOLOGY 

Definition:  The health care spending benchmark (Spending Benchmark) is the target annual per 

capita growth rate for Delaware’s total health care spending, expressed as the percentage growth 

from the prior year’s per capita spending. The Spending Benchmark is set on a calendar year (CY) 

basis. 

Methodology: Executive Order 25 sets the Spending Benchmark for CYs 2019–2023 as follows: 

• CY 2019: 3.80%  

• CY 2020: 3.50% 

• CY 2021: 3.25% 

• CY 2022: 3.00% 

• CY 2023: 3.00% 

As specified in Executive Order 25, for CYs 2020–2023, the Spending Benchmark is the forecasted 

growth in Delaware’s per capita potential gross state product (PGSP) plus the following transitional 

market adjustments (i.e., add-on factors): +0.5% for CY 2020, +0.25% for CY 2021 and +0% for  

CYs 2022–2023. 

The formula for the forecasted growth in per capita PGSP is as follows: 

expected growth in national labor force productivity + expected growth in the state civilian labor 

force + expected national inflation – expected state population growth 

The sources for each of the components of the PGSP formula are included below in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Sources for PGSP Formula 

C O M P O N E N T S  S O U R C E  

Expected growth in national labor force 

productivity 

The source is the most recently published 

Congressional Budget Office Budget and Economic 

Outlook Report.1  Included within the report is a table of 

Key Inputs in the CBO’s Projections of Real Potential 

GDP that includes the potential labor force productivity 

projected average annual growth. For example, see page 

13, Table 2 of the August 2018 report for the values from 

2023–2028. 

 

The figure used to calculate PGSP should be the value 

that is forecasted for five and 10 years into the future.  

Expected growth in the state civilian labor 

force 

The source is the most recently published Population 

Projections by Single Year, Age, Race and Sex from the 

Delaware Population Consortium.    

 

To calculate the expected growth in the state civilian 

labor force, one must calculate the average percentage 

change in civilian labor force growth for five and 10 years 

into the future. For example, in 2018, the average annual 

growth was calculated by averaging the percentage 

growth for years 2023 through 2028. 

Expected national inflation The source is the most recently published 

Congressional Budget Office Budget and Economic 

Outlook Report.2  Included within the report is a table of 

CBO’s Economic Projections. For example, see page 5, 

Table 1 of the August 2018 report for CYs 2023 to 2028. 

 

The figure used to calculate PGSP should be the value 

of the Personal Consumption Expenditures price index 

annual average percentage change for five and 10 years 

into the future. 

                                                

1 As of January 22, 2019, the Congressional Budget Office published its Budget and Economic Outlook Reports here: 

www.cbo.gov/about/products/major-recurring-reports#1.  

2 As of January 22, 2019, the Congressional Budget Office published its Budget and Economic Outlook Reports here: 

www.cbo.gov/about/products/major-recurring-reports#1.  

https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2018-08/54318-EconomicOutlook-Aug2018-update.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2018-08/54318-EconomicOutlook-Aug2018-update.pdf
https://stateplanning.delaware.gov/demography/dpc-projection-data.shtml
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2018-08/54318-EconomicOutlook-Aug2018-update.pdf
https://www.cbo.gov/system/files?file=2018-08/54318-EconomicOutlook-Aug2018-update.pdf
http://www.cbo.gov/about/products/major-recurring-reports#1
http://www.cbo.gov/about/products/major-recurring-reports#1
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C O M P O N E N T S  S O U R C E  

Expected state population growth The source is the most recently published Population 

Projections by Single Year, Age, Race and Sex from the 

Delaware Population Consortium.    

 

To calculate the expected growth in the state population, 

one must average the forecasted percentage change in 

total population growth for years five to 10 into the future. 

For example, in 2018, the average annual growth was 

calculated using the percentage growth for years 2023 

through 2028.  

 
 

For purposes of this version of the manual and the development of the initial Spending Benchmarks, 

the time period of 2023–2028 was consistent with the desired future forecast period of five to  

10 years into the future (which is a common future period used in economic modeling). In 

subsequent updates to the Spending Benchmark, a commensurate future time period will need to 

be used. 

 

To determine the input values for the PGSP formula, each input value should be rounded to the 

nearest tenth decimal point. For example, if the computed value of Expected State Population 

Growth is 0.87%, the value used in the PGSP formula should be rounded to 0.9%.  

Using the sources listed above, the value calculated in 2018 to establish the PGSP (excluding any 

transitional market adjustments) is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. PGSP Calculation 

C O M P O N E N T S  V A L U E  F R O M  

S O U R C E S  L I S T E D  

I N  T A B L E  1  

F O R M U L A  

Expected growth in national labor force productivity 1.4% A 

Expected growth in the state civilian labor force 0.1% B 

Expected national inflation 2.0% C 

Nominal potential gross state product 3.5% D = A+B+C 

Expected state population growth 0.5% E 

Potential per capita gross state product 3.0% D-E 

 

 

https://stateplanning.delaware.gov/demography/dpc-projection-data.shtml
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Process for Annual Review of Components of PGSP for CYs 2020–2023:  In order to provide 

advance notice to providers, insurers and the State on the value of the Spending Benchmark,  

Executive Order 25 provided information on the Spending Benchmark for five years. Because there 

is importance to providers, insurers and the State in having these values established in advance, 

modifications to those values is expected to occur only if DEFAC and its Subcommittee find that 

large unanticipated economic changes have occurred in Delaware’s economy that warrant 

Spending Benchmark modification.  

Therefore, annually, starting in 2019, the DEFAC Subcommittee is to review all components of the 

PGSP methodology to determine whether the PGSP growth rate has changed in a material way that 

it should be recalculated, therefore, changing the value of the Spending Benchmark. To do so, the 

DEFAC Subcommittee should review the most recently published values for the source data listed 

in Table 1 and compare them to the values calculated in 2018 and presented in Table 2. Prior to 

making recommendations to DEFAC on whether to utilize a recalculated PGSP using updated 

forecast figures for the next year’s health care spending benchmark, the DEFAC Subcommittee is 

required to solicit and consider comments from the public and interested stakeholders. Should 

DEFAC approve use of a recalculated PGSP, and therefore, a new Spending Benchmark, Executive 

Order 25 requires DEFAC to report such changes to the Governor and DHCC no later than May 31 

of the year preceding the restated Spending Benchmark. To maintain public awareness and support 

transparency, the new value of the Spending Benchmark should also be subsequently announced 

to the public, state agencies, payers and providers no later than July 1 of the year preceding the 

restated Spending Benchmark. 

Process for Annual Review of Spending Benchmark Methodology for CYs 2024 and Beyond: 

Per Executive Order 25, no later than March 2023 and each March thereafter, the DEFAC 

Subcommittee is to review the full methodology for defining the Spending Benchmark. Prior to 

making recommendations to DEFAC on whether to modify the methodology and/or recalculate 

PGSP, the DEFAC Subcommittee is to solicit and consider comments from the public and interested 

stakeholders. The DEFAC Subcommittee should also consider the methodologies and experiences 

of other states operating health care spending benchmarks, including but not limited to, 

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. If DEFAC decides to recalculate the PGSP, it will need to obtain 

new forecasts from the sources listed in Table 1, using data that forecast growth from 2028 through 

2033 (or other years as it deems appropriate for future updates). Whether DEFAC decides on a new 

methodology and/or a recalculated PGSP, any changes should be announced to the public, state 

agencies, payers and providers no later than July 1 of the year preceding its implementation. 
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3  
METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING 
PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE SPENDING 
BENCHMARK 

Executive Order 25 encourages the DHCC3 to report each year on the performance relative to the 

Spending Benchmark for the state as a whole, for each insurance market (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, 

commercial), for each individual payer and for large providers. To do so, DHCC staff and/or  

DHCC’s contractor will need to perform a series of data collection activities and calculations.4 This 

chapter contains the methodology for measuring the growth in health care spending at each level, 

including which data are necessary to collect and which calculations need to be performed.5 This 

chapter is organized as follows: 

1. Definitions of Key Terms 

2. Methodology for Measuring Total Health Care Expenditures (THCE) 

3. Data Sources for THCE 

4. Public Reporting of Spending Benchmark Performance 

5. Timeline for Measuring and Reporting the Health Care Spending Benchmark 

                                                

3 Herein, references to DHCC refer to DHCC staff and/or its contracted vendor. They do not refer to the commissioners. 

4 To complete the work, it is estimated that 2.5 FTEs will be needed for the two months following the annual data 

submissions and 0.25 FTE required the rest of the year. These FTEs could be State staff or vendor staff contracted by 

DHCC. For more information on what types of skills staff would need to complete the analysis, please see Appendix H. 

5 These methodologies and reporting specifications are derived, in part, from materials published by the Massachusetts 

Center for Health Information and Analysis. Its published materials have been edited to reflect the Delaware model. 
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D E F I N I T I O N  O F  K E Y  T E R M S  

• Allowed Amount: The amount the payer paid plus any member cost sharing for a claim. 

Allowed amount is typically a dedicated data field in claims data. Allowed amount is the basis for 

measuring the claims component of Total Health Care Expenditures.  

• Insurer: A private health insurance company that offers commercial insurance and may also 

administer benefits for self-insured employers, Medicare Advantage and/or are 

Medicaid/Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) managed care organization (MCO) 

products.  

• Large Provider: A provider of sufficient size to yield statistically meaningful assessments of 

performance relative to the Spending or the Quality Benchmarks, as determined by the DHCC 

for public reporting purposes. 

• Market: The highest level of categorization of the health insurance market. For example, 

Medicare and Medicare Advantage are collectively referred to as the “Medicare Market”. 

Medicaid/CHIP fee-for-service (FFS) and Medicaid/CHIP MCO managed care are collectively 

referred to as the “Medicaid Market”. Individual, self-insured, small and large group markets and 

student health insurance are collectively referred to as the “Commercial Market”. 

• Net Cost of Private Health Insurance (NCPHI): Measures the costs to Delaware residents 

associated with the administration of private health insurance (including Medicare Advantage 

and Medicaid Managed Care). It is defined as the difference between health premiums earned 

and benefits incurred, and consists of insurers’ costs of paying bills, advertising, sales 

commissions and other administrative costs, premium taxes and profits or losses. NCPHI is 

reported as a component of THCE at the state, market and insurer levels. NCPHI will not be 

reported at the provider level.  

• Payer: A term used to refer collectively to both insurers and public programs that are submitting 

data to DHCC.  

• Payer Recoveries: Funds distributed by a payer and then later recouped (either through an 

adjustment from current or future payments, or a cash transfer) due to a review, audit or 

investigation of funds distribution by the payer. Payment recoveries is a separate, reportable 

field in insurer total medical expense (TME) reporting.  
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• Pharmacy Rebates: Any rebates provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers to payers for 

prescription drugs, excluding manufacturer-provided fair market value bona fide service fees.6 

The computation of THCE at the statewide, market and payer level is net of pharmacy rebates 

(i.e., other expenditures are reduced by the amount of the pharmacy rebates). 

• Provider: A term referring to a medical group, individual provider, accountable care organization 

(ACO) or similar entities for which TME data is collected from payers in support of the Spending 

Benchmarks. 

• Public Program: A term used to refer to payers that are not insurers. This includes Medicare 

FFS, Medicaid/CHIP FFS, the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and similar 

entities/programs. 

• Total Health Care Expenditures: The total medical expense incurred by Delaware residents for 

all health care benefits/services by all payers reporting to the DHCC, plus the insurers’ net cost 

of private health insurance.  

• Total Health Care Expenditures Per Capita: Total health care expenditures (as defined above) 

divided by Delaware’s total state population. The annual change in THCE per capita is 

compared to the Spending Benchmark at the State, market and insurer levels. THCE will not be 

reported at the large provider level.7  

• Total Medical Expense: The total medical expense incurred by Delaware residents for all 

health care benefits/services by all payers reporting to the DHCC. TME is reported net of 

pharmacy rebates at the state, market and payer level, but not at the provider level. Payers 

report TME by line of business (e.g., Individual, Self- Insured, Large Group, Small Group, 

Medicare, Medicaid, etc.) and at the provider level whenever possible. More detailed TME 

reporting specifications are contained in the Appendices of this manual. 

• US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA): The federal agency responsible for provision of 

health care benefits to veterans. 
  

                                                

6 Fair market value bona fide service fees are fees paid by a manufacturer to a third party (e.g., insurer, pharmacy benefit 

manager, etc.) that represent fair market value for a bona fide, itemized service actually performed on behalf of the 

manufacturer that the manufacturer would otherwise perform (or contract for) in the absence of the service arrangement 

(e.g., data service feeds, distribution service fees, patient care management programs, etc.). 

7 NCPHI, a component of THCE, is not reportable at the large provider level; therefore, THCE is not reported at the large 

provider level. 
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M E T H O D O L O G Y  F O R  M E A S U R I N G  T O T A L  H E A L T H  C A R E  

E X P E N D I T U R E S   

To assess changes in the amount of health care spending, the DHCC will need to calculate THCE 

annually. The DHCC should measure THCE on an aggregate dollar and per capita basis. The 

aggregate dollar figure will be for informational purposes only. The change in THCE on a per capita 

basis will be used to assess performance against the Spending Benchmark (see Chapter 1). 

THCE (in aggregate) = 

  Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA8 FFS TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

 

THCE (per capita) =  

  Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +      

        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA9 FFS TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

        Delaware Population 

 

The percentage change in THCE per capita between the measurement CY and the prior CY will be 

used to assess performance against the Spending Benchmark, applicable to the respective 

measurement CY. 

Example: If the CY 2019 (i.e., measurement year) THCE per capita amount is $9,500 and the 

CY 2018 (i.e., prior year) THCE per capita amount is $9,200, the change in THCE per capita is 

($9,500-$9,200)/$9,200 = 3.3%. The 3.3% change will be compared to the CY 2019 Spending 

Benchmark as part of assessing performance and subsequent public reporting. 

THCE is based on the following principles:  

• It represents spending by or on behalf of Delaware residents. Spending associated with people 

who live out-of-state is excluded. However, spending by or for Delaware residents on health 

care that is provided out-of-state is included. 

• It includes spending on health care services/benefits. It excludes non-medical spending, even if 

such spending is made by a payer (e.g., gym memberships).  

                                                

8 Division of Medicaid and Medical Assistance. 

9 Ibid. 
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• Vision and dental spending are generally excluded except in instances where vision and dental 

services are covered as a health insurance benefit or are a covered benefit under Medicaid and 

Medicare.  

• It represents the total allowed amount, which is inclusive both of amounts covered by payers 

and out-of-pocket spending associated with insured medical expenditures (e.g., copays and 

deductibles). In order to avoid double counting expenditures, health care premium payments are 

not included. Also, due to the lack of available data, other out-of-pocket expenditures recorded 

by providers, but not by insurers, are not included (e.g., spending for medical care by uninsured 

residents of Delaware, privately purchased health care services).  

• It includes all insurance market segments, including public and private payers listed in this 

manual, fully and self-insured, and student insurance with the following limited exceptions: the 

TRICARE program and health spending by the Delaware Department of Corrections that is not 

otherwise covered by Medicaid/CHIP.  

• The administrative costs and underwriting gain/loss of insurers, referred to as the NCPHI, are 

included (see Section 3 of this chapter for more detail). 

• TME data is only collected from a payer when it is the primary payer for a claim. The primary 

payer will report on the allowed amount. If the secondary payer of the claim were to report, it 

would cause double counting of a portion of the allowed amount by the primary payer.     

• TME is adjusted to account for any pharmacy rebates received by the payer. 

 

D A T A  S O U R C E S  F O R  T H C E  

Data for THCE comes from several sources. Attachment 2 is a sample template DHCC can use to 

input data from these sources. Please note that Attachment 2 contains illustrative data that will 

need to be replaced with the actual data DHCC receives. Insurers will need to report TME for all 

lines of business and, in some instances, insurers will need to report data for the State to calculate 

the NCPHI. Other data sources include the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the 

Division of Medicaid and Medical Assistance (DMMA) and VA. Table 3 below outlines the data 

source by THCE category and the location of the detailed specification or collection process within 

this manual. 
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Table 3. Data Sources for THCE 

T H C E  C A T E G O R Y  D A T A  S O U R C E  L O C A T I O N  O F  

D A T A  

S P E C I F I C A T I O N /  

C O L L E C T I O N  

P R O C E S S  I N  

M A N U A L  

Expenditures from Insurers  

Insurer full claim (comprehensive 

coverage with no carve-outs) 

calculated values 

TME reported by insurers  Appendix A 

Insurer partial claim (coverage with 

carve-outs, such as pharmacy or 

behavioral health) calculated values 

TME reported by insurers, with 

actuarial estimates produced by 

insurers 

Appendix A  

Insurer non-claim payments 

calculated values 

 

TME reported by insurers Appendix A 

Expenditures from Public Programs 

DMMA claim (Medicaid/CHIP FFS 

and other) calculated values 

Delaware DMMA  Appendix B 

Medicare FFS claim (Parts A, B and 

D) calculated values 

CMS Appendix C 

Veterans Health Administration 

summarized data 

US Department of Veterans Affairs Appendix D 

Net Cost of Private Health Insurance 

Insurer NCPHI Calculated from regulatory reports 

submitted by the insurers or 

obtained through public sources  

Appendix E 

Pharmacy Rebates 

Insurers Pharmacy rebate data filing by 

insurers  

Appendix A 

Medicaid/CHIP program Pharmacy rebate data filing by 

Delaware DMMA  

Appendix B 

Population Statistics 

Population of Delaware United States Census Bureau Appendix F 
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Insurer TME Data 

TME represents all payments for medical expenses for the Delaware resident population and will be 

reported by payers for all members (including fully and self-insured members). TME is adjusted 

(reduced) to account for pharmacy rebates.  

Annually, the DHCC will need to direct applicable insurers to submit TME data using the 
specifications outlined in Appendix A and the template provided as Attachment 5. Specifications 
for public programs to submit their TME data are included in Appendices B–D, with the Medicare 
template provided as Attachment 3 and the DMMA template provided as Attachment 7. The full 
list of payers reporting by line of business is included in Appendix J. Table 4, below, lists which 
insurers should report for their commercial, Medicare Advantage and Medicaid/CHIP managed care 
markets10. 
 
Table 4. Insurers Requested to Report TME Data by Market 

I N S U R E R  C O M M E R C I A L  

F U L L Y  A N D  

S E L F - I N S U R E D  

M E D I C A R E  

A D V A N T A G E  

M E D I C A I D / C H I P  

M A N A G E D  

C A R E  

Aetna    

AmeriHealth Caritas    

Cigna    

Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield 

Delaware 

   

UnitedHealthcare    

 

The TME data includes claims and non-claims payments11 for a single calendar year. Payers should 

submit these data based on “allowed amounts”, which include paid claims, as well as patient 

cost-sharing amounts, such as copayments, coinsurance and deductibles. Payers are expected to 

adjust expenditure data for a reasonable and appropriate estimate of unpaid claims liability  

(i.e., incurred but not reported (IBNR) or incurred but not paid (IBNP)) using actuarially sound 

principles. TME spending is only reported by a payer when it is the primary insurer on the claim, as 

secondary coverage expenditures would generally double count a portion of the allowed amount by 

the primary insurer.  

                                                

10 This table represents the largest insurers in the Delaware insurance market as of 2018. Because the market may 

change, this table may need to be updated over time. The intent of Governor Carney’s Executive Order 25 is to capture 

data from all major insurers for all market segments in the state. 

11 Claims payments are payments to providers associated with a health care claim. Non-claims payments are payments to 

providers that are not associated with a claim and include capitation payments, pay-for-performance bonuses, risk 

settlements, care management payments, etc. 
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In some circumstances, insurers are only able to report claim payments for a subset of medical 

services due to benefit design in which the contracting employer may “carve out” some services, 

such as behavioral health or pharmacy services, and contract for their coverage separately from the 

main medical coverage. In these instances, insurers are unable to obtain the payment information 

and do not hold the insurance risk for the carved-out services. Thus, insurers will need to report this 

type of TME data separately in the partial-claim category (see Appendix A for more information). 

To estimate the full TME amount for partial claim population, the insurer will need to make actuarial 

adjustments based on the reported partial-claim TME data. An actuarial adjustment will allow DHCC 

to estimate the full spending amount without having to collect data from carve-out vendors. For 

example, for those members for whom pharmacy benefits are carved out, the insurer might include 

its commercial market book of business average pharmacy spending per-member per-month 

(PMPM) for the same year, calculated on members who had pharmacy coverage, applied to all 

member months for which the carve out applied. Before this adjustment is made, DHCC should 

discuss appropriate methodologies with the insurers, recognizing there is no standardized approach 

to this estimate, but that actuarially sound principles should be used. 

Appendix A includes instructions for insurers to submit pharmacy rebate data so that DHCC can 

subtract pharmacy rebates from THCE and TME at the market and insurer levels. Payers will need 

to proportionally allocate total pharmacy rebates by line of business to Delaware resident members, 

unless rebates can be directly associated to a specific line of business. 

NCPHI Data 

The final component of THCE is NCPHI. This element captures the costs to Delaware residents 

associated with the administration activities and underwriting gain/loss of insurers. It is the 

difference between health premiums earned and benefits incurred. It includes all categories of 

administrative expenditures, net additions to reserves, rate credits and dividends, and profits and 

losses.  

DHCC will need to calculate NCPHI for all Delaware residents whose insurers are submitting data to 

DHCC, using data obtained from insurers and other public sources. NCPHI should exclude 

out-of-state residents covered under Delaware-based insurance plans. The methodology that DHCC 

will need to follow in order to calculate NCPHI is included in Appendix E. 

P U B L I C  R E P O R T I N G  O F  S P E N D I N G  B E N C H M A R K  P E R F O R M A N C E  

To publicly report on performance against the Spending Benchmark, DHCC should report at the 

statewide level, with several “drill-down” analyses. The following specifications propose the minimal 

levels of public reporting that the DHCC should undertake. The type of public reporting of 

performance relative to the Spending Benchmark will likely evolve over time and, thus, this manual 

should be updated as the public reporting processes change.  
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Table 5 outlines the minimum level at which DHCC should publicly report performance.12 When 

reporting TME, DHCC should report on a per-member per-year (PMPY) basis, which calculates the 

average amount of spending per member for a particular market segment. 

Table 5. Levels at Which Public Reporting of Performance Against Spending Benchmark 

Should Occur 

L E V E L  T H C E  T M E / N C P H I  

State level Aggregate and per capita 

 

Compare per capita rate of 

change against benchmark 

Report TME and NCPHI 

components 

Commercial market Aggregate and PMPY 

 

Compare PMPY rate of change 

against benchmark 

Report TME and NCPHI 

components 

Medicare market13 Aggregate and PMPY 

 

Compare PMPY rate of change 

against benchmark 

Report TME only 

(NCPHI not applicable) 

Medicaid market14 Aggregate and PMPY 

 

Report TME only 

(NCPHI not applicable) 

                                                

12 It is not recommended that VA data be reported separately because the TME data are not comparable in nature to the 

calculated data reported by insurers. The data supplied by the VA consists of spending by veterans within the VA system 

and does not cover the spending those veterans receive from non-VA health care facilities, possibly underestimating their 

per capita spending. 

13 This includes Medicare FFS and Medicare Advantage. Medicare Advantage will be reported separately in the Insurer 

Level category; however, Medicare FFS will not. Medicare FFS is not reported separately as the denominator to calculate 

the PMPY is not available. Medicare FFS will report data on individual lines of coverage (Part A, Part B, Part D) and each 

line of coverage will have its own enrollment figures which cannot be combined for risk of duplicating beneficiaries in the 

denominator. DHCC could conceivably report PMPY by line of coverage, but it is not comparable to commercial insurance 

which does not separate out hospital insurance, medical insurance and pharmaceutical insurance, therefore making 

interpretation of the data confusing to the reader.  

14 This includes Medicaid FFS and Medicaid MCO. Medicaid MCO will be reported separately in the Insurer Level 

category; however, Medicaid FFS will not. Medicaid FFS data is not comparable in nature to the calculated data reported 

by insurers since the population in Medicaid FFS consists of small populations eligible for different sets of services, and 

not always a beneficiary’s full spending.   
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L E V E L  T H C E  T M E / N C P H I  

Compare PMPY rate of change 

against benchmark 

Insurer level (e.g., Highmark, AmeriHealth), 

by line of business (including Medicare 

Advantage and Medicaid MCO) 

PMPY  

 

Compare PMPY rate of change 

against benchmark 

Report TME and NCPHI 

components 

Large provider  N/A Report TME only, PMPY 

 

Compare PMPY rate of change 

against benchmark 

 

Reporting should be done using both text and graphics that are engaging to the reader and easy to 

understand. For an example of how reporting can be done, please see Attachment 1.  – 

 Center for Health Information and Analysis’ Performance of the Massachusetts Health Care System 

Annual Report. 
 

Reporting TME by Service Category 

The TME data specifications for payers will allow for data to be reported by major service category. 

By analyzing service category spending, DHCC is able to understand the scale of changes in 

individual service categories and the share of TME spending changes that are attributable to each 

service category.  

A goal with the collection of TME data is to obtain summary level payer data segmented into a 

manageable number of distinct service categories that all payers can consistently and accurately 

report. However, in reality, there may be limitations on some payers’ ability to report data at the 

desired service category level. Therefore, for at least the first year of reporting, the DHCC should 

collect service category data at the highest level. Ideally, payers would utilize a standardized list of 

claims codes by service category, but to create a list requires a time-intensive effort on behalf of the 

State to define the categories or an agreement to use a pre-defined list, like one developed by the 

Health Care Cost Institute.15  Payers would also have to undergo a resource-intensive effort to 

configure reports in the standardized format.  

The highest level individual service categories for the submission and subsequent reporting of TME 

data from all payers consists of the following common service categories: 

• Hospital Inpatient 

                                                

15 See: www.healthcostinstitute.org/images/pdfs/HCCI_2016_Methodology_v1.0_1.23.18.pdf  

http://www.chiamass.gov/assets/2018-annual-report/2018-Annual-Report.pdf
http://www.chiamass.gov/assets/2018-annual-report/2018-Annual-Report.pdf
http://www.healthcostinstitute.org/images/pdfs/HCCI_2016_Methodology_v1.0_1.23.18.pdf
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• Hospital Outpatient  

• Professional Physician (Primary Care) 

• Professional Physician (Specialty Care) 

• Professional Other 

• Long-Term Care 

• Retail Pharmacy  

• Pharmacy Rebates 

• Other 

More information on what specific types of services are included in each of the respective service 

categories is provided within the payer technical specification appendices. For the duration that 

these categories are not defined with specific codes, DHCC should acknowledge when analyzing 

and reporting these data publicly that there may be some limitations in consistent interpretation 

across payers. In future years, DHCC should consider facilitating a process whereby a 

pre-established claims code-level definition could be used consistently across payers. At that time, 

additional, more detailed categories of services could be added, such as lab and imaging, for 

example, to deepen DHCC analysis capabilities.  

Reporting TME by Large Provider and Members Unattributed to a PCP 

DHCC will request that insurers submit TME data at the provider level by applying an attribution 

methodology that will assign members to a primary care provider (PCP)16 as follows: 

1. Delaware members required to select a PCP by plan design (member months for members who 

were attributed to more than one PCP in a calendar year should be allocated based on the 

number of months associated with each PCP) 

2. Members not included in (1) who were attributed during the measurement year to a PCP, 

pursuant to a contract between the insurer and provider for financial or quality performance  

3. Members not included in (1) or (2), attributed to a PCP by the insurer’s own attribution 

methodology 

                                                

16 In this context, PCP could be an individual clinician, a physician/medical group or similar entity, designated by the 

insurer as a PCP. 
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4. Members not attributable to a PCP (aggregate line) 

The data reported for each PCP must be reported in aggregate at the Large Provider level, which is 

outlined in the TME specification in Appendix A. It must include all TME for all attributed members, 

even when care was provided by providers outside of or not affiliated with the respective PCP entity. 

Furthermore, for DHCC to calculate market performance, insurers must report spending in 

aggregate for members not attributable to a PCP and in aggregate for providers that fall below the 

minimum member threshold (see below). The details of insurer attribution to a Large Provider is 

included in the TME specification in Appendix A.  

In order to publicly report on Delaware provider performance, DHCC will need to determine which 

Delaware providers will be subject to public reporting. Annually, DHCC should publicly report, by 

line of business, on the health-status adjusted TME for providers that meet the following criteria: 

• A minimum of 60,000 attributed Medicare member months (5,000 lives) with an individual payer 

for one or more lines of business 

• A minimum of 120,000 attributed Medicaid or commercial member months (10,000 lives) with an 

individual payer for one or more lines of business 

Because many Delaware providers will have small member attribution counts, public reporting of 

TME data on all providers is not appropriate due to the effects of random variation in health care 

spending with small populations. In order to report on primary care providers, DHCC should ask 

each of the insurers to submit data to DHCC on the number of members attributed to each insurer’s 

10 largest contracts and create a list according to insurer reports of provider size. DHCC should 

then modify Appendix A TME Data Submission instructions to include this list.  

DHCC will request insurers submit health status-adjusted and non-adjusted data. TME should be 

adjusted based on health status using insurer-reported health status (risk) adjustment tools. 

Because these tools will likely vary from insurer to insurer, it is not possible to compare or combine 

health status-adjusted TME data across insurers for public reporting purposes.  

Given the small size of many Delaware providers, prior to reporting data in 2020, DHCC should 

consult with a statistician regarding how to report large provider data with proper statistical 

interpretation. 

T I M E L I N E  F O R  M E A S U R I N G  A N D  R E P O R T I N G  T H E  H E A L T H  C A R E  

S P E N D I N G  B E N C H M A R K   

Executive Order 25 calls for DHCC to publish THCE statistics in the fourth quarter of each calendar 

year following the respective reporting/data year. For example, CY 2019 performance will be 

reported in the fourth quarter of CY 2020. To the extent practicable, DHCC should publish the THCE 

statistics close to the beginning of the fourth quarter. DHCC should anticipate that the first year of 
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reporting may involve a longer timeline and higher start-up costs due to the time required to process 

questions, develop reporting templates, create data exhibits and resolve unanticipated issues.  

Since CY 2019 is the first year for which performance against the Spending Benchmark will be 

measured, the DHCC will need to collect CY 2018 THCE data to serve as the initial baseline 

comparison for CY 2019 results. Therefore, the DHCC will first need to collect CY 2018 THCE data 

in the third and fourth quarters of CY 2019. This step will enable the DHCC and payers to work 

through and resolve issues with the data collection process, file formats and other technical or 

logistical issues in advance of the following year’s process of reporting CY 2019 performance 

against the Spending Benchmark.  

Prior to data requests being submitted to insurers, DHCC will need to complete some activities to 

finalize Appendix A, including identifying the final list of large providers for whom insurers will report 

data, and update a website where insurers can access file submission instructions and other key 

details related to the Spending (and Quality) Benchmarks. 

The annual timeline for measuring and reporting on the Spending Benchmark is included as 

Attachment 4.  
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4  
HEALTH CARE QUALITY BENCHMARKS  

Delaware has established health care quality benchmark values intended to foster accountability at 

multiple levels for improved health status and health care quality in the State. The purpose of 

Chapter 4 is to describe the process for the DHCC to evaluate performance against the quality 

benchmarks. This chapter includes six sections: 

• Quality Definitions 

• Methodology for 2019–2021 Quality Benchmarks 

• Data Sources for Evaluating Performance Against Quality Benchmarks 

• Health Insurer Reporting Requirements 

• Calculating Performance Against the Benchmark 

• Quality Benchmark Implementation Training 

Q U A L I T Y  D E F I N I T I O N S  
Annual quality benchmark is a measure of frequency describing the annual performance target for 
a priority Delaware population health or quality-of-care concern. Performance relative to an annual 
quality benchmark is assessed at the state level and depending upon the measure and its data 
source, the market17, insurer and provider levels. 
 
Aspirational quality benchmark is a measure of frequency describing the five-year performance 
goal for a priority Delaware population health or quality-of-care concern. 
 
  

                                                

17 Excluding Medicare FFS and Medicare Advantage 
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M E T H O D O L O G Y  F O R  2 0 1 9 – 2 0 2 1  Q U A L I T Y  B E N C H M A R K S  
There are eight quality measures for which Delaware has adopted quality benchmarks for the years 
2019 through 2021. These measures fall into two categories: 
 

1.  Health status measures: These measures quantify certain population-level characteristics of  

     Delaware residents. 

2.  Health care measures: These measures quantify performance on health care processes or  

     outcomes. Performance is assessed at the state, market, insurer and provider levels. 

Although the annual quality benchmarks have been defined for three years at the outset, the 
corresponding aspirational values assume a longer time horizon (five years). Annual quality 
benchmark values were determined by comparing baseline data to the aspirational value and 
dividing by five, with the annual quality benchmark value being adjusted annually by the quotient. 
Resulting values were rounded to one decimal point. 
 

M E A S U R E  A N D  M E A S U R E  

S T E W A R D  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

Q U A L I T Y  

B E N C H M A R K  

B E N C H M A R K  S O U R C E ( S )  

Health Status Measures 

Adult obesity (CDC) 27.4% 75th percentile (all states, 2016 Behavioral 

Risk Factor Surveillance System, CDC) 

High school students who were 

physically active (CDC) 

48.7% 75th percentile (all states, 2017 Youth Risk 

Behavior Survey, CDC) 

Opioid-related overdose deaths 

(CDC) 

13.3 per 100,000 

(state population) 

50th percentile (all states, 2016, CDC) 

Tobacco use (CDC) 14.6% 75th percentile (all states, 2016 Behavioral 

Risk Factor Surveillance System, CDC) 

Health Care Measures 

Concurrent use of opioids and 

benzodiazepines (PQA) 

TBD18 (commercial 

and Medicaid) 

Analysis of insurer-generated baseline data 

for CY 2018 

Emergency department utilization 

(EDU)  

(NCQA-HEDIS, modified19) 

165.9 per 1,000 risk-

standardized rate 

(commercial) 

75th percentile (national, commercial all lines 

of business, 2017, NCQA 2018 Quality 

Compass)  

                                                

18 The State will gather baseline performance data from Delaware insurers during CY2019 in order to set annual and 

aspirational benchmarks for 2020 and 2021. 

19 Rather than use the HEDIS observed-to-expected ratio, NCQA recommended, and Delaware has adopted, use of a 

risk-standardized rate for the quality benchmark. 
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M E A S U R E  A N D  M E A S U R E  

S T E W A R D  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

Q U A L I T Y  

B E N C H M A R K  

B E N C H M A R K  S O U R C E ( S )  

Persistence of beta-blocker treatment 

after a heart attack (NCQA-HEDIS) 

91.9% (commercial) 

83.9% (Medicaid) 

90th percentile (national, commercial all lines 

of business, 2017, NCQA 2018 Quality 

Compass) 

75th percentile (national, Medicaid HMO, 

2017, NCQA 2018 Quality Compass) 

Statin therapy for patients with 

cardiovascular disease – statin 

adherence 80%  

(NCQA-HEDIS) 

82.1% (commercial) 

68.3% (Medicaid) 

90th percentile (national, commercial all lines 

of business, 2017, NCQA 2018 Quality 

Compass) 

75th percentile (national, Medicaid HMO, 

2017, NCQA 2018 Quality Compass) 

 

Health Status Measures 

Below are the specifications, methods used to establish the benchmarks and state-level benchmark 

values for Delaware’s four health status measures. 

1) Adult Obesity 

Specification: The percentage of adults with a body mass index (BMI) greater than or equal to  

30 weight (kg)/height (m2), as defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).20     

 

BRFSS

 

Methods: Delaware used the 75th percentile value from the 2016 Behavioral Risk Factor 

Surveillance System (BRFSS) results. 

  

                                                                                                                                                              

 

20 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, 

Division of Population Health. BRFSS Prevalence & Trends Data. 2016. Available at www.cdc.gov/brfss/brfssprevalence/. 

Last accessed on January 22, 2019. 

 

http://www.cdc.gov/brfss/brfssprevalence/
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OMB Header and Introductory Text 
 


Read if necessary Read Interviewer instructions  
(not read) 


Public reporting burden of this collection of 
information is estimated to average 27 
minutes per response, including the time for 
reviewing instructions, searching existing 
data sources, gathering and maintaining the 
data needed, and completing and reviewing 
the collection of information. An agency 
may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is 
not required to respond to a collection of 
information unless it displays a currently 
valid OMB control number.  Send comments 
regarding this burden estimate or any other 
aspect of this collection of information, 
including suggestions for reducing this 
burden to CDC/ATSDR Reports Clearance 
Officer; 1600 Clifton Road NE, MS D-74,  
Atlanta, Georgia 30333; ATTN:  PRA (0920-
1061). 


 Form Approved 
OMB No. 0920-1061 
Exp. Date 3/31/2018 
 
Interviewers do not need to read any part of the 


burden estimate nor provide the OMB number unless 


asked by the respondent for specific information. If a 


respondent asks for the length of time of the 


interview provide the most accurate information 


based on the version of the questionnaire that will be 


administered to that respondent.  If the interviewer is 


not sure, provide the average time as indicated in the 


burden statement. If data collectors have questions 


concerning the BRFSS OMB process, please contact 


Carol Pierannunzi at ivk7@cdc.gov. 


 HELLO, I am calling for the    (health department).  
My name is (name).  We are gathering 
information about the health of (state) residents.  
This project is conducted by the health 
department with assistance from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Your telephone 
number has been chosen randomly, and I would 
like to ask some questions about health and 
health practices. 


 


 


  



mailto:ivk7@cdc.gov
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Landline Introduction 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


LL01. 
 


Is this [PHONE NUMBER]? CTELENM1 
 


1 Yes Go to LL02  63 


2 No TERMINATE  


LL02. 
 


Is this a private 
residence? 


PVTRESD1 
 


1 Yes Go to LL04 Read if necessary: By private 
residence we mean someplace like 
a house or apartment. 
Do not read: Private residence 
includes any home where the 
respondent spends at least 30 
days including vacation homes, 
RVs or other locations in which the 
respondent lives for portions of 
the year. 


64 


2 No 
 


Go to LL03  


3 No, this is a 
business 


 Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
on residential phones at this time. 


LL03. 
 


Do you live in college 
housing? 


COLGHOUS 
 


1 Yes Go to LL04 Read if necessary:  By college 
housing we mean dormitory, 
graduate student or visiting faculty 
housing, or other housing 
arrangement provided by a college 
or university. 


65 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in private residences or 
college housing at this time. 


LL04. STATERE1 1 Yes Go to LL05  66 
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 Do you currently live 
in__(state)____? 


 2 No TERMINATE Thank you very much but we are 
only interviewing persons who live 
in [STATE] at this time. 


LL05. Is this a cell phone? CELLFON4 
 


1 Yes, it is a cell 
phone  


TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing by 
landline telephones in private 
residences or college housing at 
this time. 


2 Not a cell 
phone 


Go to LL06 Read if necessary: By cell phone 
we mean a telephone that is 
mobile and usable outside your 
neighborhood. 
Do not read: Telephone service 
over the internet counts as 
landline service (includes Vonage, 
Magic Jack and other home-based 
phone services). 


LL06. 
 


Are you 18 years of age or 
older? 


LADULT 
 


1 Yes, male 
respondent 
2 Yes, female 
respondent 


 Do not read: Sex will be asked 
again in demographics section. 


68 


3 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


LL07. I need to randomly select 
one adult who lives in 
your household to be 
interviewed. Excluding 
adults living away from 
home, such as students 
away at college, how 
many members of your 
household, including 
yourself, are 18 years of 
age or older? 


NUMADULT 
 


1 Go to Transition to 
Section 1. 


Read: Are you that adult? Then 
you are the person I need to speak 
with.  


69-70 


2-6 or more Go to LL08.  
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LL08. How many of these adults 
are men? 


NUMMEN 
 


_ _ Number  
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


  71-72 


LL09. So the number of women 
in the household is [X]. Is 
that correct? 


NUMWOMEN   Do not read: Confirm the number 
of adult women or clarify the total 
number of adults in the 
household. 
Read: The persons in your 
household that I need to speak 
with is [XXX]. 


73-74 


Transition 
to Section 
1.  


  I will not ask for 
your last name, 
address, or other 
personal 
information that 
can identify you.  
You do not have 
to answer any 
question you do 
not want to, and 
you can end the 
interview at any 
time.  Any 
information you 
give me will not 
be connected to 
any personal 
information.  If 
you have any 
questions about 
the survey, 
please call (give 
appropriate state 
telephone 
number). 


 Do not read:  Introductory text 
may be reread when selected 
respondent is reached.  
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Cell Phone Introduction 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


       


CP01. 
 


Is this a safe time to talk 
with you? 


SAFETIME 
 


1 Yes Go to CP02  75 


2 No  ([set appointment if 
possible]) 
TERMINATE] 


Thank you very much. We will call 
you back at a more convenient 
time.   


CP02. 
 


Is this [PHONE NUMBER]? CTELNUM1 
 


1 Yes Go to CP03  76 


2 No TERMINATE  


CP03. 
 


Is this a cell phone? CELLFON5 
 


1 Yes Go to CADULT  77 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


CP04. 
 


Are you 18 years of age or 
older? 


CADULT 
 


1 Yes, male 
respondent 
2 Yes, female 
respondent 


 Do not read: Sex will be asked 
again in demographics section. 


78 


3 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


CP05. 
 


Do you live in a private 
residence? 


PVTRESD3 
 


1 Yes Go to CP07 Read if necessary: By private 
residence we mean someplace 
like a house or apartment 
Do not read: Private residence 
includes any home where the 
respondent spends at least 30 
days including vacation homes, 
RVs or other locations in which 
the respondent lives for portions 
of the year. 


79 
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2 No Go to CP06 Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in a private residence or 
college housing at this time.   


CP06. 
 


Do you live in college 
housing? 


CCLGHOUS 
 


1 Yes Go to CP07 Read if necessary:  By college 
housing we mean dormitory, 
graduate student or visiting 
faculty housing, or other housing 
arrangement provided by a 
college or university. 


80 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in private residences or 
college housing at this time. 


CP07. 
 


Do you currently live 
in___(state)____? 


CSTATE1 
 


1 Yes Go to CP09  81 


2 No Go to CP08  


CP08. 
 


In what state do you 
currently live? 


RSPSTAT1 
 


1 Alabama 
2 Alaska 
4 Arizona 
5 Arkansas 
6 California 
8 Colorado 
9 Connecticut 
10 Delaware 
11 District of 
Columbia 
12 Florida 
13 Georgia 
15 Hawaii 
16 Idaho 
17 Illinois 
18 Indiana 
19 Iowa 
20 Kansas 
21 Kentucky 
22 Louisiana 


  82-83 
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23 Maine 
24 Maryland 
25 Massachusetts 
26 Michigan 
27 Minnesota 
28 Mississippi 
29 Missouri 
30 Montana 
31 Nebraska 
32 Nevada 
33 New 
Hampshire 
34 New Jersey 
35 New Mexico 
36 New York 
37 North Carolina 
38 North Dakota 
39 Ohio 
40 Oklahoma 
41 Oregon 
42 Pennsylvania 
44 Rhode Island 
45 South Carolina 
46 South Dakota 
47 Tennessee 
48 Texas 
49 Utah 
50 Vermont 
51 Virginia 
53 Washington 
54 West Virginia 
55 Wisconsin 
56 Wyoming 
66 Guam 
72 Puerto Rico 
78 Virgin Islands 
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99 Refused 


CP09. 
 


Do you also have a 
landline telephone in your 
home that is used to 
make and receive calls? 


LANDLINE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: By landline 
telephone, we mean a regular 
telephone in your home that is 
used for making or receiving calls. 
Please include landline phones 
used for both business and 
personal use. 


84 


CP10. How many members of 
your household, including 
yourself, are 18 years of 
age or older? 


HHADULT _ _ Number  
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If CP06 = yes then 
number of adults is 
automatically set to 1 


 85-86 


Transition 
to section 
1.  


  I will not ask for 
your last name, 
address, or other 
personal 
information that 
can identify you.  
You do not have 
to answer any 
question you do 
not want to, and 
you can end the 
interview at any 
time.  Any 
information you 
give me will not 
be connected to 
any personal 
information.  If 
you have any 
questions about 
the survey, please 
call (give 
appropriate state 
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telephone 
number). 
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Core Section 1: Health Status 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C01.01 
 


Would you say that in 
general your health is—  


GENHLTH Read: 
1 Excellent 
2 Very Good 
3 Good  
4 Fair 
5 Poor 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  90 
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Core Section 2: Healthy Days 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C02.01 
 


Now thinking about your 
physical health, which 
includes physical illness 
and injury, for how many 
days during the past 30 
days was your physical 
health not good?  


PHYSHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


  91-92 


C02.02 Now thinking about your 
mental health, which 
includes stress, 
depression, and 
problems with emotions, 
for how many days 
during the past 30 days 
was your mental health 
not good? 


MENTHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


  93-94 


C02.03 During the past 30 days, 
for about how many 
days did poor physical or 
mental health keep you 
from doing your usual 
activities, such as self-
care, work, or 
recreation? 


POORHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


Skip if C02.01, 
PHYSHLTH, is 88 and 
C02.02, MENTHLTH, is 
88 


 95-96 
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Core Section 3: Health Care Access 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C03.01 
 


Do you have any kind of 
health care coverage, 
including health 
insurance, prepaid plans 
such as HMOs, or 
government plans such 
as Medicare, or Indian 
Health Service? 


HLTHPLN1 
 


1 Yes If using Health Care 
Access (HCA) Module 
go to Module 03,  
M03.01, else 
continue 


 97 


2 No 
7 Don’t 
know/Not Sure 
9 Refused 


  


C03.02 Do you have one person 
you think of as your 
personal doctor or 
health care provider? 


PERSDOC2 
 


1 Yes, only one 
2 More than one 
3 No  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 If No, read: Is there more than 
one, or is there no person who you 
think of as your personal doctor or 
health care provider? 


98 


C03.03 Was there a time in the 
past 12 months when 
you needed to see a 
doctor but could not 
because of cost? 


MEDCOST 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


If using HCA Module, 
go to Module 03, 
M03.03, else 
continue. 


 99 


C03.04 About how long has it 
been since you last 
visited a doctor for a 
routine checkup? 


CHECKUP1 Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 


If using HCA Module 
and C03.01 = 1 go to 
Module 03 M03.04 
or if using HCA 
Module and C03,01 = 
2, 7, or 9 go to 
Module 03, 


Read if necessary: A routine 
checkup is a general physical 
exam, not an exam for a specific 
injury, illness, or condition.    


100 
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but less than 2 
years ago) 
3 Within the past 
5 years (2 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
4 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
8 Never 
9 Refused 


M03.04A, else go to 
next section. 
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Core Section 4: Exercise 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C04.01 
 


During the past month, 
other than your regular 
job, did you participate in 
any physical activities or 
exercises such as 
running, calisthenics, 
golf, gardening, or 
walking for exercise? 


EXERANY2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Do not read: If respondent does 
not have a regular job or is retired, 
they may count any physical 
activity or exercise they do 


101 
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Core Section 5: Inadequate Sleep 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C05.01 
 


On average, how many 
hours of sleep do you 
get in a 24-hour period? 


SLEPTIM1 _ _ Number of 
hours [01-24]  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused 


 Do not read: Enter hours of sleep in 
whole numbers, rounding 30 
minutes (1/2 hour) or more up to 
the next whole hour and dropping 
29 or fewer minutes. 


102-103 
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Core Section 6: Chronic Health Conditions 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C06.01 
 


Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever told you that you 
had any of the following? 
For each, tell me Yes, No, 
Or You’re Not Sure. 
Ever told) you that you 
had a heart attack also 
called a myocardial 
infarction? 


CVDINFR4 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  104 


C06.02 (Ever told) you had 
angina or coronary heart 
disease? 


CVDCRHD4 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  105 


C06.03 (Ever told) you had a 
stroke? 


CVDSTRK3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  106 


C06.04 (Ever told) you had 
asthma? 


ASTHMA3 1 Yes   107 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C06.06  


C06.05 Do you still have 
asthma? 


ASTHNOW 1 Yes 
2 No 


  108 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


C06.06 (Ever told) you had skin 
cancer? 


CHCSCNCR 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  109 


C06.07 (Ever told) you had any 
other types of cancer? 


CHCOCNCR 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  110 


C06.08 (Ever told) you have 
chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, 
C.O.P.D., emphysema or 
chronic bronchitis? 


CHCCOPD1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  111 


C06.09 (Ever told) you have 
some form of arthritis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, 
gout, lupus, or 
fibromyalgia? 


HAVARTH3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses 
include: rheumatism, polymyalgia 
rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not 
osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, 
bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel 
syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, 
joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, 
ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, 
rotator cuff syndrome, connective 
tissue disease, scleroderma, 
polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, 
vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, 
Henoch-Schonlein purpura, 
Wegener’s granulomatosis, 
polyarteritis  nodosa) 


112 


C06.10 (Ever told) you have a 
depressive disorder 
(including depression, 


ADDEPEV2 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 


  113 
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major depression, 
dysthymia, or minor 
depression)? 


7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


C06.11 Not including kidney 
stones, bladder infection 
or incontinence, were 
you ever told you have 
kidney disease?   


CHCKDNY1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Incontinence is 
not being able to control urine 
flow. 


114 


C06.12 (Ever told) you have 
diabetes? 


DIABETE3 
 


1 Yes 
 


 If yes and respondent is female, 
ask: was this only when you were 
pregnant? If respondent says pre-
diabetes or borderline diabetes, 
use response code 4. 


115 


2 Yes, but female 
told only during 
pregnancy 
3 No 
4 No, pre-
diabetes or 
borderline 
diabetes 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to Pre-Diabetes 
Optional Module (if 
used). Otherwise, go 
to next section. 


 


C06.13 How old were you when 
you were told you have 
diabetes? 


DIABAGE2 _ _ Code age in 
years [97 = 97 
and older]  
98 Don‘t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused 


Go to Diabetes 
Module if used, 
otherwise go to next 
section.  


 116-117 
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Core Section 7: Oral Health 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C07.01 
 


Including all types of 
dentists, such as 
orthodontists, oral 
surgeons, and all other 
dental specialists, as well 
as dental hygienists, how 
long has it been since you 
last visited a dentist or a 
dental clinic for any 
reason? 


LASTDEN4 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
5 years (2 years 
but less than 5 
years ago) 
4 5 or more years 
ago  
Do not read:  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
8 Never 
9 Refused  


  118 


C07.02 Not including teeth lost 
for injury or orthodontics, 
how many of your 
permanent teeth have 
been removed because of 
tooth decay or gum 
disease?   


RMVTETH4 Read if necessary: 
1 1 to 5 
2 6 or more but 
not all 
3 All  
8 None 
Do not read: 


 Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth 
are removed because of tooth 
decay or gum disease, they should 
be included in the count for lost 
teeth. 


119 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 
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Core Section 8: Demographics 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  
(DO NOT READ UNLESS 
OTHERWISE NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C08.01 
 


Format 1:  
What is your sex? 
Format 2: 
What was your sex 
at birth? Was it… 


SEX1 Read if format 2 is selected: 
1 Male 
2 Female 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


States may adopt 
one of the two 
formats of the 
question. If second 
format is used, 
read options. 


[NOTE DELETED HERE] 120 


C08.02 What is your age? AGE 
 


_ _ Code age in years 
07   Don’t know / Not sure 
09  Refused 


  121-122 


C08.03 Are you Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish 
origin? 


HISPANC3 
 


If yes, read: Are you…  
1 Mexican, Mexican 
American, Chicano/a 
2 Puerto Rican 
3 Cuban 
4 Another Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish origin 
Do not read: 
5 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


 One or more categories may 
be selected. 


123-126 


C08.04 Which one or more 
of the following 
would you say is 
your race? 


MRACE1 
 


Please read: 
10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian or 
Alaska Native 
40 Asian 


41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 


If more than one 
response to 
C08.04; continue. 
Otherwise, go to 
C08.06. 


If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories 
underneath major heading. 
One or more categories may 
be selected. 


127-154 
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44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 


50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 


Do not read: 
60 Other 
88 No additional choices 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.05 Which one of these 
groups would you 
say best represents 
your race? 


ORACE3 
 


Please read: 
10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian or 
Alaska Native 
40 Asian 


41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 


50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 


 If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories 
underneath major heading. 
 
If respondent has selected 
multiple races in previous and 
refuses to select a single race, 
code refused 
 


155-156 
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54 Other Pacific 
Islander 


Do not read: 
60 Other 
 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.06 Are you… MARITAL 
 


Please read: 
1 Married 
2 Divorced 
3 Widowed 
4 Separated 
5 Never married 
Or 
6 A member of an 
unmarried couple 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


  157 


C08.07 What is the highest 
grade or year of 
school you 
completed? 


EDUCA 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Never attended school or 
only attended kindergarten 
2 Grades 1 through 8 
(Elementary) 
3 Grades 9 through 11 
(Some high school) 
4 Grade 12 or GED (High 
school graduate) 
5 College 1 year to 3 years 
(Some college or technical 
school) 
6 College 4 years or more 
(College graduate) 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


  158 


C08.08 Do you own or rent 
your home? 


RENTHOM1 
 


1 Own 
2 Rent 


 Other arrangement may 
include group home, staying 


159 
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3 Other arrangement 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


with friends or family without 
paying rent. Home is defined 
as the place where you live 
most of the time/the majority 
of the year.   
Read if necessary:  We ask 
this question in order to 
compare health indicators 
among people with different 
housing situations.    


C08.09 In what county do 
you currently live? 


CTYCODE2 
 


_  _  _ANSI County Code  
777 Don’t know / Not sure 
999 Refused 


  160-162 


C08.10 What is the ZIP 
Code where you 
currently live? 


ZIPCODE1 
 


_ _ _ _ _ 
77777 Do not know 
99999 Refused 


  163-167 


 
C08.11 


Not including cell 
phones or numbers 
used for computers, 
fax machines or 
security systems, do 
you have more than 
one telephone 
number in your 
household?   


NUMHHOL3 
 


1 Yes 
 


If cellular 
telephone 
interview skip to 
8.14 (QSTVER GE 
20) 


 168 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C08.13  


C08.12 How many of these 
telephone numbers 
are residential 
numbers? 


NUMPHON3 
 


__  Enter number (1-5) 
6 Six or more 
7 Don’t know / Not sure  
8 None  
9 Refused 


  169 


C08.13 How many cell 
phones do you have 
for personal use? 


CPDEMO1B 
 


__  Enter number (1-5) 
6 Six or more 
7 Don’t know / Not sure  
8 None  
9 Refused 


Last question 
needed for partial 
complete. 


Read if necessary: Include cell 
phones used for both 
business and personal use. 


170 
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C08.14 Have you ever 
served on active 
duty in the United 
States Armed 
Forces, either in the 
regular military or in 
a National Guard or 
military reserve 
unit? 


VETERAN3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Active duty 
does not include training for 
the Reserves or National 
Guard, but DOES include 
activation, for example, for 
the Persian Gulf War. 


171 


C08.15 Are you currently…? EMPLOY1 
 


Read: 
1 Employed for wages 
2 Self-employed 
3 Out of work for 1 year or 
more  
4 Out of work for less than 
1 year 
5 A Homemaker 
6 A Student 
7 Retired 
Or 
8 Unable to work 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


 If more than one, say “select 
the category which best 
describes you”. 


172 


C08.16 How many children 
less than 18 years of 
age live in your 
household? 


CHILDREN 
 


_  _ Number of children 
88 None 
99 Refused 


  173-174 


C08.17 Is your annual 
household income 
from all sources— 


INCOME2 
 


Read if necessary: 
04 Less than $25,000 
If no, ask 05; if yes, ask 03 
($20,000 to less than 
$25,000) 
03 Less than $20,000 If no, 
code 04; if yes, ask 02 
($15,000 to less than 
$20,000) 


 If respondent refuses at ANY 
income level, code ‘99’ 
(Refused) 
 


175-176 
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02 Less than $15,000 If no, 
code 03; if yes, ask 01 
($10,000 to less than 
$15,000) 
01 Less than $10,000 If no, 
code 02 
05 Less than $35,000 If no, 
ask  
06 ($25,000 to less than 
$35,000) 
06 Less than $50,000 If no, 
ask  
07 ($35,000 to less than 
$50,000) 
07 Less than $75,000 If no, 
code 08 
($50,000 to less than 
$75,000) 
08 $75,000 or more 
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.18 About how much do 
you weigh without 
shoes? 


WEIGHT2 
 


_  _  _  _ Weight 
(pounds/kilograms) 
7777 Don’t know / Not sure 
9999 Refused 


 If respondent answers in 
metrics, put 9 in first column. 
Round fractions up 


177-180 


C08.19 About how tall are 
you without shoes? 


HEIGHT3 
 


_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / 
inches/meters/centimeters) 
77/ 77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99/ 99  Refused 


 If respondent answers in 
metrics, put 9 in first column. 
Round fractions down 


181-184 


C08.20 To your knowledge, 
are you now 
pregnant? 


PREGNANT 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if C08.01, SEX, 
is coded 1; or 
C08.02, AGE,  is 
greater than 49 


 185 
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C08.21 Some people who 
are deaf or have 
serious difficulty 
hearing use assistive 
devices to 
communicate by 
phone. Are you deaf 
or do you have 
serious difficulty 
hearing? 


DEAF 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  186 


C08.22 Are you blind or do 
you have serious 
difficulty seeing, 
even when wearing 
glasses? 


BLIND 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  187 


C08.23 Because of a 
physical, mental, or 
emotional 
condition, do you 
have serious 
difficulty 
concentrating, 
remembering, or 
making decisions? 


DECIDE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  188 


C08.24 Do you have serious 
difficulty walking or 
climbing stairs? 


DIFFWALK 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  189 


C08.25 Do you have 
difficulty dressing or 
bathing? 


DIFFDRES 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  190 


C08.26 Because of a 
physical, mental, or 
emotional 
condition, do you 


DIFFALON 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  191 
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have difficulty doing 
errands alone such 
as visiting a doctor’s 
office or shopping? 


 


Core Section 9: Tobacco Use 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C09.01 
 


Have you smoked at 
least 100 cigarettes in 
your entire life? 


SMOKE100 
 


1 Yes  Do not include: electronic 
cigarettes (e-cigarettes, njoy, 
bluetip), herbal cigarettes, cigars, 
cigarillos, little cigars, pipes, bidis, 
kreteks, water pipes (hookahs) or 
marijuana. 
5 packs = 100 cigarettes 


192 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/Not 
Sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C09.05  


C09.02 Do you now smoke 
cigarettes every day, 
some days, or not at all?
  


SMOKDAY2 
 


1 Every day 
2 Some days 


  193 


3 Not at all    
 


Go to C09.04  


7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to C09.05  


C09.03 During the past 12 
months, have you 
stopped smoking for one 
day or longer because 


STOPSMK2 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


Go to C09.05  194 
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you were trying to quit 
smoking? 


9 Refused 


C09.04 How long has it been 
since you last smoked a 
cigarette, even one or 
two puffs?     


LASTSMK2 
 


Read if necessary: 
01 Within the 
past month (less 
than 1 month 
ago) 
02 Within the 
past 3 months (1 
month but less 
than 3 months 
ago) 
03 Within the 
past 6 months (3 
months but less 
than 6 months 
ago) 
04 Within the 
past year (6 
months but less 
than 1 year ago) 
05 Within the 
past 5 years (1 
year but less than 
5 years ago) 
06 Within the 
past 10 years (5 
years but less 
than 10 years 
ago) 
07 10 years or 
more  
08 Never smoked 
regularly 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  195-196 
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99 Refused 


C09.05 Do you currently use 
chewing tobacco, snuff, 
or snus every day, some 
days, or not at all? 


USENOW3 1 Every day 
2 Some days 
3 Not at all 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish 
for snuff) is a moist smokeless 
tobacco, usually sold in small 
pouches that are placed under the 
lip against the gum. 


197 
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Core Section 10: Alcohol Consumption 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C10.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
how many days per week 
or per month did you 
have at least one drink of 
any alcoholic beverage 
such as beer, wine, a 
malt beverage or liquor? 


ALCDAY5 
 


1 _ _ Days per 
week 
2 _ _ Days in past 
30 days 


  198-200 


888  No drinks in 
past 30 days  
777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


Go to next section  


C10.02 One drink is equivalent 
to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-
ounce glass of wine, or a 
drink with one shot of 
liquor. During the past 
30 days, on the days 
when you drank, about 
how many drinks did you 
drink on the average? 


AVEDRNK2 
 


_ _  Number of 
drinks 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Read if necessary: A 40 ounce beer 
would count as 3 drinks, or a 
cocktail drink with 2 shots would 
count as 2 drinks. 


201-202 


C10.03 Considering all types of 
alcoholic beverages, how 
many times during the 
past 30 days did you 
have X [CATI X = 5 for 
men, X = 4 for women] 
or more drinks on an 
occasion? 


DRNK3GE5 
 


_ _ Number of 
times  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


CATI X = 5 for men, X 
= 4 for women 


 203-204 


C10.04 During the past 30 days, 
what is the largest 
number of drinks you 
had on any occasion? 


MAXDRNKS _ _ Number of 
drinks 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  205-206 
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99 Refused 


Core Section 11: Immunization 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C11.01 
 


During the past 12 
months, have you had 
either a flu shot or a flu 
vaccine that was sprayed 
in your nose? 


FLUSHOT6 
 


1 Yes  Read if necessary: A new flu shot 
came out in 2011 that injects 
vaccine into the skin with a very 
small needle. It is called Fluzone 
Intradermal vaccine. This is also 
considered a flu shot. 


207 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused  


Go to C11.04 


C11.02 During what month and 
year did you receive your 
most recent flu shot 
injected into your arm or 
flu vaccine that was 
sprayed in your nose? 


FLSHTMY2 
 


_ _ / _ _ _ _ 
Month / Year 
77 / 7777 Don’t 
know / Not sure 
09 / 9999 Refused 


  208-213 


C11.03 At what kind of place did 
you get your last flu shot 
or vaccine? 


IMFVPLAC 
 


Read if necessary: 
01 A doctor’s 
office or health 
maintenance 
organization 
(HMO) 
02 A health 
department 
03 Another type 
of clinic or health 
center (a 
community health 
center) 


 Read if necessary: How would you 
describe the place where you went 
to get your most recent flu 
vaccine? 


214-215 
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04 A senior, 
recreation, or 
community center 
05 A store 
(supermarket, 
drug store) 
06 A hospital 
(inpatient) 
07 An emergency 
room 
08 Workplace 
09 Some other 
kind of place 
11 A school 
Do not read: 
10 Received 
vaccination in 
Canada/Mexico 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


C11.04 Have you ever had a 
pneumonia shot also 
known as a 
pneumococcal vaccine? 


PNEUVAC4 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: There are two 
types of pneumonia shots: 
polysaccharide, also known as 
pneumovax, and conjugate, also 
known as prevnar. 


216 
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Core Section 12: Falls 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C12.01 
 


In the past 12 months, 
how many times have 
you fallen? 


FALL12MN 
 


_ _ Number 
of times 


Skip if Section 08.02, 
AGE, coded 18-44 


Read if necessary: By a fall, we 
mean when a person 
unintentionally comes to rest on 
the ground or another lower level. 


217-218 


88 None    
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused  


Go to Next Section 


C12.02 Did this fall cause an 
injury that limited your 
regular activities for at 
least a day or caused 
you to go to see a 
doctor? 
How many of these falls 
caused an injury that 
limited your regular 
activities for at least a 
day or caused you to go 
to see a doctor? 


FALLINJ3 _ _ Number of 
falls [76 = 76 or 
more]  
88 None  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If C12.01 =1 ask first 
version of question, 
if C12.01 > 1 ask 
second version.  
If only one fall from 
C12.01 and response 
is Yes (caused an 
injury); code 01. If 
response is No, code 
88. 


Read if necessary: By an injury, we 
mean the fall caused you to limit 
your regular activities for at least a 
day or to go see a doctor. 


219-220 
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Core Section 13: Seat Belt Use and Drinking and Driving 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C13.01 
 


How often do you use 
seat belts when you 
drive or ride in a car? 
Would you say— 


SEATBELT Read: 
1 Always 
2 Nearly always 
3 Sometimes 
4 Seldom 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  221 


8 Never drive or 
ride in a car 


Go to next section 


9 Refused  


C13.02 During the past 30 days, 
how many times have 
you driven when you’ve 
had perhaps too much 
to drink?  


DRNKDRI2 _ _ Number of 
times  
88 None  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If C10.01 = 888 (No 
drinks in the past 30 
days); go to next 
section. 


 222-223 
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Core Section 14: Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C14.01 
 


The next questions are 
about breast and cervical 
cancer. Have you ever 
had a mammogram? 


HADMAM 
 


1 Yes Skip if male. A mammogram is an x-ray of each 
breast to look for breast cancer. 
   


224 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C14.03 


C14.02 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
mammogram?   


HOWLONG 
 


Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 


  225 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


C14.03 Have you ever had a Pap 
test? 


HADPAP2 
 


1 Yes   226 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


Go to C14.05 


C14.04 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
Pap test?   


LASTPAP2 
 


Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  227 
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C14.05 An H.P.V. test is 
sometimes given with the 
Pap test for cervical 
cancer screening. Have 
you ever had an H.P.V. 
test? 


HPVTEST 
 


1 Yes  Human papillomarvirus (pap-uh-
loh-muh virus) 


228 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


Go to C14.07 


C14.06 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
H.P.V. test? 


HPLSTTST Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  229 


C14.07 Have you had a 
hysterectomy?   


HADHYST2 1 Yes  
2 No  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


If response to Core 
Q8.20 = 1 (is 
pregnant); then go to 
next section. 


Read if necessary: A hysterectomy 
is an operation to remove the 
uterus (womb). 


230 
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Core Section 15: Prostate Cancer Screening 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C15.01 
 


Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever talked with you 
about the advantages of 
the Prostate-Specific 
Antigen or P.S.A. test? 


PCPSAAD3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


If respondent is ≤39 
years of age, or 
C08.01 is coded 2, 
female, go to next 
section. 


Read if necessary: A prostate-
specific antigen test, also called a 
P.S.A. test, is a blood test used to 
check men for prostate cancer.   


231 


C15.02 Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever talked with you 
about the disadvantages 
of the P.S.A. test? 


PCPSADI1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  232 


C15.03 Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever recommended that 
you have a P.S.A. test? 
  


PCPSARE1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


  233 


C15.04 Have you ever had a 
P.S.A. test?   


PSATEST1 
 


1 Yes   234 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to next section 
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C15.05 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
P.S.A. test? 


PSATIME Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  235 


C15.06 What was the main 
reason you had this P.S.A. 
test – was it …? 


PCPSARS1 Read: 
1 Part of a 
routine exam 
2 Because of a 
prostate problem 
3 Because of a 
family history of 
prostate cancer 
4 Because you 
were told you 
had prostate 
cancer 


  236 
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5 Some other 
reason 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure   
9 Refused    
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Core Section 16: Colorectal Cancer Screening 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C16.01 
 


A blood stool test is a test 
that may use a special kit 
at home to determine 
whether the stool 
contains blood.  Have you 
ever had this test using a 
home kit? 


BLDSTOOL 
 


1 Yes Skip if Section 08.02, 
AGE, is less than 50 


 237 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C16.03 


C16.02 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
blood stool test using a 
home kit? 


LSTBLDS3 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  238 
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C16.03 Sigmoidoscopy and 
colonoscopy are exams in 
which a tube is inserted 
in the rectum to view the 
colon for signs of cancer 
or other health problems. 
Have you ever had either 
of these exams?  


HADSIGM3 
 


1 Yes   239 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to next section 


C16.04 For a sigmoidoscopy, a 
flexible tube is inserted 
into the rectum to look 
for problems. A 
colonoscopy is similar, 
but uses a longer tube, 
and you are usually given 
medication through a 
needle in your arm to 
make you sleepy and told 
to have someone else 
drive you home after the 
test. Was your most 
recent exam a 
sigmoidoscopy or a 
colonoscopy? 


HADSGCO1 
 


1 Sigmoidoscopy 
2 Colonoscopy 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  240 


C16.05 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
sigmoidoscopy or 
colonoscopy? 


LASTSIG3 Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago) 
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 


  241 
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but less than 3 
years ago) 
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago) 
5 Within the past 
10 years (5 years 
but less than 10 
years ago) 
6 10 or more 
years ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 
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Core Section 17: H.I.V./AIDS 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C17.01 
 


The next few questions 
are about the national 
health problem of H.I.V., 
the virus that causes 
AIDS.  Please remember 
that your answers are 
strictly confidential and 
that you don’t have to 
answer every question if 
you do not want to. 
Although we will ask you 
about testing, we will 
not ask you about the 
results of any test you 
may have had. 
 
Have you ever been 
tested for H.I.V.?  Do not 
count tests you may 
have had as part of a 
blood donation. Include 
testing fluid from your 
mouth. 


HIVTST6 
 


1 Yes   242 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C17.03 


C17.02 Not including blood 
donations, in what 
month and year was 
your last H.I,V.test? 


HIVTSTD3 
 


_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code 
month and year  
77/ 7777 Don’t 
know / Not sure 
99/ 9999 Refused  


If response is before 
January 1985, code 
"777777". 


INTERVIEWER NOTE: If the 
respondent remembers the year 
but cannot remember the month, 
code the first two digits 77 and the 
last four digits for the year. 


243-248 
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C17.03 I am going to read you a 
list. When I am done, 
please tell me if any of 
the situations apply to 
you. You do not need to 
tell me which one.   
 
You have injected any 
drug other than those 
prescribed for you in the 
past year.   
You have been treated 
for a sexually 
transmitted disease or 
STD in the past year.  
You have given or 
received money or drugs 
in exchange for sex in 
the past year. 
You had anal sex 
without a condom in the 
past year.  
You had four or more 
sex partners in the past 
year.   
Do any of these 
situations apply to you? 
 
Do any of these 
situations apply to you? 


HIVRISK5 1 Yes 
2 No    
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure   
9 Refused  


  249 
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Closing Statement/ Transition to Modules 
 


Read if necessary Read CATI instructions  
(not read) 


That was my last question.  Everyone’s 
answers will be combined to help us provide 
information about the health practices of 
people in this state.  Thank you very much 
for your time and cooperation. 


 Read if no optional modules follow, otherwise 
continue to optional modules. 
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Optional Modules 
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Module 1: Prediabetes 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M01.01 
 


Have you had a test for 
high blood sugar or 
diabetes within the past 
three years? 


PDIABTST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if Section C06.12, 
DIABETE3, is coded 1 


 250 


M01.02 Have you ever been told 
by a doctor or other 
health professional that 
you have pre-diabetes or 
borderline diabetes? 


PREDIAB1 1 Yes 
2 Yes, during 
pregnancy 
3 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if Section 06.12, 
DIABETE3, is coded 1; 
If C06.12, DIABETE3, is 
coded 4 automatically 
code M01.02, 
PREDIAB1, equal to 1 
(yes); 


If Yes and respondent is female, 
ask: Was this only when you were 
pregnant? 


251 
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Module 2: Diabetes 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M02.01 
 


Are you now taking 
insulin?  


INSULIN 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


To be asked 
following Core 
Q6.13; if response to 
Q6.12 is Yes (code = 
1) 


 252 


M02.02 About how often do you 
check your blood for 
glucose or sugar?   
 


BLDSUGAR 
 


1 _  _  Times per 
day 
2 _  _  Times per 
week 
3 _  _  Times per 
month  
4 _  _  Times per 
year  
888 Never  
777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Include times 
when checked by a family member 
or friend, but do not include times 
when checked by a health 
professional.  
 
Do not read: If the respondent uses 
a continuous glucose monitoring 
system (a sensor inserted under 
the skin to check glucose levels 
continuously), fill in ‘98 times per 
day.’ 


253-255 


M02.03 Including times when 
checked by a family 
member or friend, about 
how often do you check 
your feet for any sores or 
irritations?   


FEETCHK3 
 


1 _  _  Times per 
day 
2 _  _  Times per 
week 
3 _  _  Times per 
month  
4 _  _  Times per 
year 
555 No feet  
888 Never  


  256-258 
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777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


M02.04 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
have you seen a doctor, 
nurse, or other health 
professional for your 
diabetes? 


DOCTDIAB 
 


_ _ Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


  259-260 


M02.05 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
has a doctor, nurse, or 
other  health 
professional checked you 
for A-one-C?  


CHKHEMO3 
 


_ _  Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
98 Never heard 
of A-one-C test 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Read if necessary: A test for A-one-
C measures the average level of 
blood sugar over the past three 
months.   


261-262 


M02.06 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
has a health professional 
checked your feet for 
any sores or irritations?  


FEETCHK _ _ Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If M02.03 = 555 (No 
feet), go to M02.07 


 263-264 


M02.07 When was the last time 
you had an eye exam in 
which the pupils were 
dilated, making you 
temporarily sensitive to 
bright light?   


EYEEXAM1 Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
month (anytime 
less than 1 month 
ago) 
2 Within the past 
year (1 month 
but less than 12 
months ago) 


  265 
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3 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago) 
4  2 or more 
years ago 
Do not read:  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
8 Never 
9 Refused 


M02.08 Has a doctor ever told 
you that diabetes has 
affected your eyes or 
that you had 
retinopathy? 


DIABEYE 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  266 


M02.09 Have you ever taken a 
course or class in how to 
manage your diabetes 
yourself?   


DIABEDU 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  267 
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Module 3: Health Care Access 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text  Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M03.01 
 


Do you have Medicare?  MEDICARE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C03.02 Read if necessary: Medicare is a 
coverage plan for people age 65 or 
over and for certain disabled 
people. 


268 


M03.02 What is the primary 
source of your health 
care coverage? Is it…  


HLTHCVR1 
 


Read: 
01 A plan 
purchased 
through an 
employer or union 
(including plans 
purchased 
through another 
person's 
employer)   
02  A plan that 
you or another 
family member 
buys on your own  
03 Medicare             
04  Medicaid or 
other state 
program   
05  TRICARE 
(formerly 
CHAMPUS), VA, or 
Military  


Go to C03.04 
 
If M03.01 = 1 (Yes) 
continue, else go to 
M03.04a 


If the respondent indicates that 
they purchased health insurance 
through the Health Insurance 
Marketplace (name of state 
Marketplace), ask if it was a 
private health insurance plan 
purchased on their own or by a 
family member (private) or if they 
received Medicaid (state plan)?  If 
purchased on their own (or by a 
family member), select 02, if 
Medicaid select 04. 
 


269-270 
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06 Alaska Native, 
Indian Health 
Service, Tribal 
Health Services  
Or 
07 Some other 
source 
08 None (no 
coverage)    
Do not read: 
77 Don't 
know/Not sure    
99 Refused    


M03.03 Other than cost, have 
you delayed getting 
medical care for one of 
the following reasons in 
the past 12 months? 
Was it because….. 


DELAYME1 
 


Read: 
1 You couldn’t get 
through on the 
telephone. 
2 You couldn’t get 
an appointment 
soon enough. 
3 Once you got 
there, you had to 
wait too long to 
see the doctor. 
4 The clinic or 
doctor’s office 
wasn’t open when 
you got there. 
5 You didn’t have 
transportation. 
Do not read: 
        
8 No, I did not 
delay getting 
medical care/did 


 If respondent provides more than 
one reason, say: “Which was the 
most important reason you 
delayed getting care?” 


271 
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not need medical 
care  
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure  
9 Refused 


DLYOTHER 6 Other 
____________ 
(specify)  


272-296 


M03.04 In the past 12 months 
was there any time when 
you did not have any 
health   insurance or 
coverage? 


NOCOV121 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If C03.01 = 2, 7, or 9 
continue, else Go to 
M03.05 


 297 


M03.04a About how long has it 
been since you last had 
health care coverage?  


LSTCOVRG 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 6 months or less  
2 More than 6 
months, but not 
more than 1 year 
ago  
3 More than 1 
year, but not 
more than 3 years 
ago  
4 More than 3 
years 
5 Never  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure  
9 Refused 


  298 


M03.05 How many times have 
you been to a doctor, 
nurse, or other health 
professional in the past 
12 months?  


DRVISITS _ _  Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 


  299-300 
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77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


M03.06 Not including over the 
counter (OTC) 
medications, was there a 
time in the past 12 
months when you did 
not take your medication 
as prescribed because of 
cost? 


MEDSCOS1 1 Yes 
2 No 
3 No medication 
was prescribed 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  301 


M03.07 In general, how satisfied 
are you with the health 
care you received?  
Would you say— 


CARERCVD Read:   
1 Very satisfied 
2 Somewhat 
satisfied 
3 Not at all 
satisfied 
Do not read:  
8 Not applicable  
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  302 


M03.08 Do you currently have 
any health care bills that 
are being paid off over 
time? 


MEDBILL1 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to Core Section 4. Read if necessary: This could 
include medical bills being paid off 
with a credit card, through 
personal loans, or bill paying 
arrangements with hospitals or 
other providers. The bills can be 
from earlier years as well as this 
year. 
 
Read if necessary: Health care bills 
can include medical, dental, 
physical therapy and/or 
chiropractic cost.   


303 
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Module 4: Cognitive Decline 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M04.01 
 


The next few questions 
ask about difficulties in 
thinking or remembering 
that can make a big 
difference in everyday 
activities. This does not 
refer to occasionally 
forgetting your keys or 
the name of someone 
you recently met, which 
is normal. This refers to 
confusion or memory 
loss that is happening 
more often or getting 
worse, such as forgetting 
how to do things you’ve 
always done or forgetting 
things that you would 
normally know. We want 
to know how these 
difficulties impact you.  
 
During the past 12 
months, have you 
experienced confusion or 
memory loss that is 
happening more often or 
is getting worse? 


CIMEMLOS 
 


1 Yes 
 


If respondent is 45 
years of age or older 
continue, else go to 
next module. 
 
Go to  M04.02 


 304 


2 No Go to next module 


7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 


Go to M04.02 


9 Refused Go to next module 
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M04.02 During the past 12 
months, as a result of 
confusion or memory 
loss, how often have you 
given up day-to-day 
household activities or 
chores you used to do, 
such as cooking, 
cleaning, taking 
medications, driving, or 
paying bills? Would you 
say it is… 


CDHOUSE 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  305 


M04.03 As a result of confusion 
or memory loss, how 
often do you need 
assistance with these 
day-to-day activities? 
Would you say it is… 


CDASSIST 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  


  306 


4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to M04.05 


M04.04 When you need help 
with these day-to-day 
activities, how often are 
you able to get the help 
that you need? Would 
you say it is… 


CDHELP 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  307 


M04.05 During the past 12 
months, how often has 
confusion or memory 
loss interfered with your 


CDSOCIAL Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  


  308 
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ability to work, 
volunteer, or engage in 
social activities outside 
the home? Would you 
say it is… 


4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


M04.06 Have you or anyone else 
discussed your confusion 
or memory loss with a 
health care professional? 


CDDISCUS 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  309 
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Module 5: Caregiver 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M05.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
did you provide regular 
care or assistance to a 
friend or family member 
who has a health 
problem or disability? 


CAREGIV1 
 


1 Yes  If caregiving recipient has died in 
the past 30 days, code 8 and say: 
I’m so sorry to hear of your loss 


310 


2 No                                              
7  Don’t know/Not 
sure   


Go to M05.09 


8  Caregiving 
recipient died in 
past 30 days   


Go to next module 


9 Refused Go to M05.09 


M05.02 What is his or her 
relationship to you? 


CRGVREL2 
 


01 Mother 
02 Father 
03 Mother-in-law 
04 Father-in-law 
05 Child 
06 Husband 
07 Wife 
08 Live-in partner 
09 Brother or 
brother-in-law 
10 Sister or sister-
in-law 
11 Grandmother 
12 Grandfather 
13 Grandchild 
14 Other relative                           
15 Non-relative/ 
Family friend 
77 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
99  Refused 


 If more than one person, say: 
Please refer to the person to 
whom you are giving the most 
care. 


311-312 
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M05.03 For how long have you 
provided care for that 
person? Would you say…                                


CRGVLNG1 
 


Read: 
1 Less than 30 days 
2 1 month to less 
than 6 months 
3 6 months to less 
than 2 years 
4  2 years to less 
than 5 years 
5 More than 5 
years 
Do not read: 
7  Don’t Know/ Not 
Sure 
9    Refused 


  313 


M05.04 In an average week, how 
many hours do you 
provide care or 
assistance? Would you 
say… 


CRGVHRS1 
 


Read:                                                                                                                                   
1 Up to 8 hours per 
week 
2 9 to 19 hours per 
week 
3 20 to 39 hours 
per week 
4 40 hours or more 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  314 


M05.05 What is the main health 
problem, long-term 
illness, or disability that 
the person you care for 
has? 


CRGVPRB2 
 


01 Arthritis/ 
rheumatism 
02 Asthma 
03 Cancer 
04 Chronic 
respiratory 
conditions such as 
emphysema or 
COPD 


  315-316 
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05 Alzheimer’s 
disease, dementia 
or other cognitive 
impairment 
disorder 
06 Developmental 
disabilities such as 
autism, Down’s 
Syndrome, and 
spina bifida 
07 Diabetes 
08 Heart disease, 
hypertension, 
stroke 
09 Human 
Immunodeficiency 
Virus Infection 
(H.I.V.) 
10 Mental 
illnesses, such as 
anxiety, 
depression, or 
schizophrenia 
11 Other organ 
failure or diseases 
such as kidney or 
liver problems 
12 Substance 
abuse or addiction 
disorders 
13 Injuries, 
including broken 
bones  
14 Old age/ 
infirmity/frailty 
15 Other 
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77  Don’t 
know/Not sure 
99 Refused 


M05.06 In the past 30 days, did 
you provide care for this 
person by managing 
personal care such as 
giving medications, 
feeding, dressing, or 
bathing?                                          


CRGVPERS 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  317 


M05.07 In the past 30 days, did 
you provide care for this 
person by managing 
household tasks such as 
cleaning, managing 
money, or preparing 
meals? 


CRGVHOUS 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  318 


M05.08 Of the following support 
services, which one do 
you, as a caregiver, most 
need that you are not 
currently getting? 


CRGVMST3 Read: 
1 Classes about 
giving care, such as 
giving medications 
2 Help in getting 
access to services  
3 Support groups 
4 Individual 
counseling to help 
cope with giving 
care 
5 Respite care, or  
6 You don’t need 
any of these 
support services 
Do not read: 
7  Don’t Know /Not 
Sure  
9 Refused 


 If respondent asks what respite 
care is read: “Respite care means 
short-term breaks for people who 
provide care.” 


319 
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M05.09 In the next 2 years, do 
you expect to provide 
care or assistance to a 
friend or family member 
who has a health 
problem or disability?                                                                             


CRGVEXPT 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If M05.01 = 1 or 8, 
go to next module 


 320 
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Module 6: E-Cigarettes 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M06.01 
 


Have you ever used an 
e-cigarette or other 
electronic vaping 
product, even just one 
time, in your entire life? 


ECIGARET 
 


1 Yes  Read if necessary: Electronic 
cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and other 
electronic vaping products include 
electronic hookahs (e-hookahs), 
vape pens, e-cigars, and others. 
These products are battery-
powered and usually contain 
nicotine and flavors such as fruit, 
mint, or candy.  
 
Interviewer note: These questions 
concern electronic vaping products 
for nicotine use. The use of 
electronic vaping products for 
marijuana use is not included in 
these questions. 


321 


2 No                                              
7  Don’t 
know/Not sure   
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M06.02 Do you now use e-
cigarettes or other 
electronic vaping 
products every day, 
some days, or not at all?
  


ECIGNOW 1 Every day 
2 Some days 
3 Not at all 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Interviewer note: These questions 
concern electronic vaping products 
for nicotine use. The use of 
electronic vaping products for 
marijuana use is not included in 
these questions. 


322 
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Module 7: Marijuana Use 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M07.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
on how many days did 
you use marijuana or 
cannabis? 


MARIJAN1 
 


_  _ 01-30 Number 
of days 


  323-324 


88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


Go to next module 


M07.02 During the past 30 days, 
which one of the 
following ways did you 
use marijuana the most 
often? Did you usually… 


USEMRJN2 
 


Read: 
1 Smoke it (for 
example, in a 
joint, bong, pipe, 
or blunt).  
2 Eat it (for 
example, in 
brownies, cakes, 
cookies, or candy)  
3 Drink it (for 
example, in tea, 
cola, or alcohol)  
4 Vaporize it (for 
example, in an e-
cigarette-like 
vaporizer or 
another 
vaporizing device)  
5 Dab it (for 
example, using 
waxes or 
concentrates), or 


 Select one. If respondent provides 
more than one say: which way did 
you use it most often. 


325 
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6 Use it some 
other way. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/not 
sure  
9 Refused 


M07.03 When you used 
marijuana or cannabis 
during the past 30 days, 
was it usually: 


RSNMRJN1 Read:  
1 For medical 
reasons (like to 
treat or decrease 
symptoms of a 
health condition);  
2 For non-
medical reasons 
(like to have fun 
or fit in), or  
3 For both 
medical and non-
medical reasons.  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused  


  326 
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Module 8: Sleep Disorder 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M08.01 
 


Over the last 2 weeks, 
how many days have you 
had trouble falling asleep 
or staying asleep or 
sleeping too much? 


ADSLEEP 
 


_  _ 01-14 
Number of days 
88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


  327-328 


M08.02 Over the last 2 weeks, 
how many days did you 
unintentionally fall asleep 
during the day?    


SLEPDAY1 
 


_  _ 01-14 
Number of days 
88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


  329-330 


M08.03 Have you ever been told 
that you snore loudly? 


SLEPSNO2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  331 


M08.04 Has anyone ever 
observed that you stop 
breathing during your 
sleep?      


SLEPBRTH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


 Enter yes (1) if respondent 
mentions having a machine or 
CPAP that records that breathing 
sometimes stops during the night. 


332 
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Module 9: Depression and Anxiety 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M09.01 


 


Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by having 


little interest or pleasure 


in doing things.  Would 


you say this happens... 


ADPLEAS1 Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  333 


M09.02 Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by feeling 


down, depressed or 


hopeless?  Would you 


say this happens… 


ADDOWN1 Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  334 
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M09.03 Over the last 2 weeks, 
how often have you 
been bothered by feeling 
nervous, anxious or on 
edge?  Would you say 
this happens… 
 


FEELNERV Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  335 


M09.04 Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by not 


being able to stop or 


control worrying?  


Would you say this 


happens…      


STOPWORY Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  336 
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Module 10: Respiratory Health 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M10.01 


 


During the past 3 


months, did you have a 


cough on most days? 


COPDCOGH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  337 


M10.02 During the past 3 


months, did you cough 


up phlegm [FLEM] or 


mucus on most days? 


COPDFLEM 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  338 


M10.03 Do you have shortness of 


breath either when 


hurrying on level ground 


or when walking up a 


slight hill or stairs?   


COPDBRTH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  339 


M10.04 Have you ever been 


given a breathing test to 


diagnose breathing 


problems?     


COPDBTST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  340 
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M10.05 Over your lifetime, how 
many years have you 
smoked tobacco 
products? 


COPDSMOK _ _ Number of 
years (01-76) 
88  Never 
smoked or 
smoked less than 
one year 
77  Don’t 
know/Not sure 
99  Refused 


  341-342 
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Module 11: Indoor Tanning 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M11.01 


 


Not including spray-on 


tans, during the past 12 


months, how many 


times have you used an 


indoor tanning device 


such as a sunlamp, 


tanning bed, or booth? 


INDORTAN _ _ _ Number  (0-
365)  
777 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


  343-345 
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Module 12: Excess Sun Exposure 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M12.01 


 


During the past 12 


months, how many 


times have you had a 


sunburn? 


NUMBURN3 _ _ _ Number  (0-
365)  
777 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


  346-348 


M12.02 When you go outside on 
a warm sunny day for 
more than one hour, 
how often do you 
protect yourself from the 
sun? Is that…. 


SUNPRTCT Read: 
1 Always 
2 Most of the 
time 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
6 Don’t stay 
outside for more 
than one hour on 
warm sunny days  
8 Don’t go 
outside at all on 
warm sunny days 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Protection from the sun may 
include using sunscreen, wearing a 
wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a 
long-sleeved shirt. 


349 
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M12.03 On weekdays, in the 
summer, how long are 
you outside per day 
between 10am and 
4pm?   


WKDAYOUT 01 Less than half 
an hour 
02 (More than 
half an hour) up 
to 1 hour 
03 (More than 1 
hour) up to 2 
hours 
04 (More than 2 
hours) up to 3 
hours 
05 (More than 3 
hours) up to 4 
hours 
06 (More than 4 
hours) up to 5 
hours 
07 (More than 5) 
up to 6 hours 
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Friday is a weekday. 
If respondent says never code 01. 
 


350-351 


M12.04 On weekends in the 
summer, how long are 
you outside each day 
between 10am and 
4pm? 


WKENDOUT 01 Less than half 
an hour 
02 (More than 
half an hour) up 
to 1 hour 
03 (More than 1 
hour) up to 2 
hours 
04 (More than 2 
hours) up to 3 
hours 
05 (More than 3 
hours) up to 4 
hours 


 Friday is a weekday. 
If respondent says never code 01. 
 


352-353 
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06 (More than 4 
hours) up to 5 
hours 
07 (More than 5) 
up to 6 hours 
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 
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Module 13: Lung Cancer Screening 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M13.01 


 


You’ve told us that you 
have smoked in the past 
or are currently smoking.  
The next questions are 
about screening for lung 
cancer. 
 
How old were you when 


you first started to smoke 


cigarettes regularly? 


LCSFIRST 
 


_ _ _ Age in Years 
(001 – 100) 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


If C09.01=1 (yes) and 


C09.02 = 1, 2, or 3 


(every day, some 


days, or not at all) 


continue, else go to 


question M13.04. 


Regularly is at least one cigarette 


or more on days that a respondent 


smokes (either every day or some 


days) or smoked (not at all). 


If respondent indicates age 


inconsistent with previously 


entered age, verify that this is the 


correct answer and change the 


age of the respondent regularly 


smoking or make a note to correct 


the age of the respondent. 


354-356 


888 Never 
smoked 
cigarettes 
regularly 


Go to M13.04 


M13.02 How old were you when 
you last smoked 
cigarettes regularly? 


LCSLAST _ _ _ Age in Years 
(001 – 100) 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


  357-359 


M13.03 On average, when you 
{smoke/smoked} 
regularly, about how 
many cigarettes {do/did} 
you usually smoke each 
day? 


LCSNUMCG _ _ _ Number 
of cigarettes 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


 Regularly is at least one cigarette 
or more on days that a respondent 
smokes (either every day or some 
days) or smoked (not at all). 
Respondents may answer in packs 
instead of number of cigarettes. 
Below is a conversion table: 0.5 
pack = 10 cigarettes/ 1.75 pack = 


360-362 
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35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 
cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 
1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 
50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 
cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 
1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 


M13.04 The next question is 
about CT or CAT scans. 
During this test, you lie 
flat on your back on a 
table. While you hold 
your breath, the table 
moves through a donut 
shaped x-ray machine 
while the scan is done. In 
the last 12 months, did 
you have a CT or CAT 
scan? 


LCSCTSCN Read if 
necessary: 
1 Yes, to check 
for lung cancer 
2 No (did not 
have a CT scan) 
3 Had a CT scan, 
but for some 
other reason 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  363 
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Module 14: Cancer Survivorship 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M14.01 


 


You’ve told us that you 
have had cancer.  I 
would like to ask you a 
few more questions 
about your cancer. 
 
How many different 


types of cancer have 


you had? 


CNCRDIFF 
 


1 Only one 
2 Two 
3 Three or more 
 


If C06.06 or C06.07 


= 1 (Yes) or C15.06 = 


4 (Because you 


were told you had 


prostate cancer) 


continue, else go to 


next module. 


 364 


7 Don’t know / Not 
sure   
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M14.02 At what age were you 
told that you had 
cancer? 


CNCRAGE 
 


 _ _ Age in Years (97 = 
97 and older) 
98 Don't know/Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


 If M14.01= 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or 
more), ask: At what age were 
you first diagnosed with cancer? 
Read if necessary: This question 
refers to the first time they were 
told about their first cancer. 


365-366 


M14.03 What type of cancer 
was it? 


CNCRTYP1 
 


Read if respondent 
needs prompting for 
cancer type: 
01 Breast cancer 
Female reproductive 
(Gynecologic)  
02 Cervical cancer 
(cancer of the cervix) 


If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) 
and M14.01 = 1 
(Only one): ask Was 
it Melanoma or 
other skin cancer?  
then code 21 if 
Melanoma or 22 if 
other skin cancer 
 


If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three 
or more), ask: With your most 
recent diagnoses of cancer, what 
type of cancer was it? 


367-368 
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03 Endometrial 
cancer (cancer of the 
uterus) 
04 Ovarian cancer 
(cancer of the ovary) 
Head/Neck 
05 Head and neck 
cancer 
06 Oral cancer 
07 Pharyngeal 
(throat) cancer 
08 Thyroid 
09 Larynx 
Gastrointestinal  
10 Colon (intestine) 
cancer 
11 Esophageal 
(esophagus) 
12 Liver cancer 
13 Pancreatic 
(pancreas) cancer 
14 Rectal (rectum) 
cancer 
15 Stomach 
Leukemia/Lymphoma 
(lymph nodes and 
bone marrow) 
16 Hodgkin's 
Lymphoma (Hodgkin’s 
disease) 
17 Leukemia (blood) 
cancer  
18 Non-Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma 
Male reproductive 
19 Prostate cancer 


CATI note: If C16.06 
= 4 (Because you 
were told you had 
Prostate Cancer) 
and Q1 = 1 (Only 
one) then code 19. 
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20 Testicular cancer 
Skin 
21 Melanoma 
22 Other skin cancer 
Thoracic 
23 Heart 
24 Lung 
Urinary cancer  
 25 Bladder cancer 
26 Renal (kidney) 
cancer 
Others 
27 Bone  
28 Brain 
29 Neuroblastoma  
30 Other  
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


M14.04 Are you currently 
receiving treatment for 
cancer? 


CSRVTRT2 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Yes 


Go to next module Read if necessary: By treatment, 
we mean surgery, radiation 
therapy, chemotherapy, or 
chemotherapy pills. 


369 


2 No, I’ve completed 
treatment 


 


3 No, I’ve refused 
treatment 
4 No, I haven’t 
started treatment 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused  


Go to next module 
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M14.05 What type of doctor 
provides the majority 
of your health care? Is 
it a…. 
 


CSRVDOC1 
 


Read: 
01 Cancer Surgeon 
02 Family Practitioner    
03 General Surgeon                   
04 Gynecologic 
Oncologist 
05 General 
Practitioner, Internist    
06 Plastic Surgeon, 
Reconstructive 
Surgeon 
07 Medical Oncologist 
08 Radiation 
Oncologist 
09 Urologist 
10 Other 
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


 If the respondent requests 
clarification of this question, say: 
We want to know which type of 
doctor you see most often for 
illness or regular health care 
(Examples: annual exams and/or 
physicals, treatment of colds, 
etc.). 
 
Read if necessary: An oncologist 
is a medical doctor who manages 
a person’s care and treatment 
after a cancer diagnosis. 


370-371 


M14.06 Did any doctor, nurse, 
or other health 
professional ever give 
you a written summary 
of all the cancer 
treatments that you 
received? 


CSRVSUM 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: By ‘other 
healthcare professional’, we 
mean a nurse practitioner, a 
physician’s assistant, social 
worker, or some other licensed 
professional. 
 


372 


M14.07 Have you ever received 
instructions from a 
doctor, nurse, or other 
health professional 
about where you 
should return or who 
you should see for 
routine cancer check-
ups after completing 


CSRVRTRN 
 


1 Yes 
 


  373 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to M14.09 
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your treatment for 
cancer? 


M14.08 Were these 
instructions written 
down or printed on 
paper for you?  


CSRVINST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  374 


M14.09 With your most recent 
diagnosis of cancer, did 
you have health 
insurance that paid for 
all or part of your 
cancer treatment? 


CSRVINSR 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Health 
insurance also includes 
Medicare, Medicaid, or other 
types of state health programs. 


375 


M14.10 Were you ever denied 
health insurance or life 
insurance coverage 
because of your 
cancer? 


CSRVDEIN 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  376 


M14.11 Did you participate in a 
clinical trial as part of 
your cancer treatment? 


CSRVCLIN 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  377 


M14.12 Do you currently have 
physical pain caused by 
your cancer or cancer 
treatment? 


CSRVPAIN 1 Yes   378 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M14.13 Would you say your 
pain is currently under 
control…?   


CSRVCTL1 Read: 
1 With medication (or 
treatment) 


  379 
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2 Without medication 
(or treatment) 
3 Not under control, 
with medication (or 
treatment) 
4 Not under control, 
without medication 
(or treatment) 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused 
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Module 15: Prostate Cancer Screening Decision Making 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M15.01 


 


Which one of the 


following best 


describes the decision 


to have the P.S.A. test 


done? 


PCPSADE1 
 


 If C15.04 = 1 


continue, otherwise 


go to next module.  


 380 


Read: 
1 You made the 
decision alone  
2 Your doctor, nurse, 
or health care 
provider made the 
decision alone 


Go to next module. 


3 You and one or 
more other persons 
made the decision 
together   


 


4 You don’t know 
how the decision 
was made 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M15.02 Who made the 
decision with you? 


PCDMDEC1 Read if necessary: 
1 Doctor/nurse 
/health care 
provider 
2 Spouse/significant 
other 
3 Other family 
member 


 Select one response.  If 
respondent offers more than one 
response ask for primary person 
who made decision. 


381 
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4 Friend/non-
relative 
Do not read:                                    
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9  Refused 
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Module 16: Clinical Breast Exam 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names  Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M16.01 


 


A clinical breast exam is 


when a doctor, nurse, 


or other health 


professional feels the 


breasts for lumps.  Have 


you ever had a clinical 


breast exam? 


PROFEXAM 
 


 If respondent is 
male, go to the next 
module. 


 382 


1 Yes  


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module.  


M16.02 How long has it been 
since your last breast 
exam?  


LENGEXAM Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago)  
2 Within the past 2 
years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago)  
3 Within the past 3 
years (2 years but 
less than 3 years 
ago) 
4 Within the past 5 
years (3 years but 
less than 5 years 
ago)  


  383 
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5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure   
9 Refused 
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Module 17: Adult Human Papillomavirus (HPV) - Vaccination 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M17.01 


 


A vaccine to prevent the 
human papillomavirus 
or H.P.V. infection is 
available and is called 
the cervical cancer or 
genital warts vaccine, 
H.P.V. shot, [Fill: if 
female GARDASIL or 
CERVARIX; if male: 
GARDASIL].   
Have you ever had an 


H.P.V. vaccination? 


HPVADVC2 
 


1 Yes 
 


To be asked of 


respondents 


between the ages of 


18 and 49 years; 


otherwise, go to next 


module. 


Human Papillomavirus (Human 


Pap·uh·loh·muh virus); Gardasil 


(Gar·duh· seel); Cervarix (Sir·var· 


icks) 


384 


2 No 
3 Doctor refused 
when asked 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M17.02 How many H.P.V. shots 
did you receive? 


HPVADSHT _  _ Number of 
shots 
03 All shots 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused  


  385-386 
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Module 18: Tetanus Diphtheria (Tdap) (Adults) 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M18.01 


 


Have you received a 


tetanus shot in the past 


10 years?  


TETANUS1 1 Yes, received 
Tdap 
2 Yes, received 
tetanus shot, but 
not Tdap 
3 Yes, received 
tetanus shot but 
not sure what type 
4 No, did not 
receive any tetanus 
shot in the past 10 
years 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9  Refused 


 If yes, ask: Was this Tdap, the 


tetanus shot that also has 


pertussis or whooping cough 


vaccine? 


387 
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Module 19: Shingles (Zostavax or ZOS) 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M19.01 


 


Have you ever had the 


shingles or zoster 


vaccine?  


SHINGLE2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If respondent is ≤ 49 


years of age, go to 


next section. 


Read if necessary: Shingles is an 


illness that results in a rash or 


blisters on the skin, and is usually 


painful. There are two vaccines 


now available for shingles; 


Zostavax, which requires 1 shot, 


and Shingrix, a new vaccine 


which requires 2 shots. 


388 
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Module 20: Industry and Occupation 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M20.01 


 


What kind of work do 


you do? For example, 


registered nurse, janitor, 


cashier, auto mechanic.  


TYPEWORK  _______Record 


answer 


99 Refused 


If C08.15 = 1 or 4 


(Employed for wages 


or out of work for less 


than 1 year) or 2 


(Self-employed), 


continue. 


If C08.15 = 4 (Out of 
work for less than 1 
year) ask, “What kind 
of work did you do? 
For example, 
registered nurse, 
janitor, cashier, auto 
mechanic.” 
 
Else go to next 


module  


If respondent is unclear, ask: 
What is your job title? 
 
If respondent has more than 


one job ask: What is your main 


job? 


389-488 


M20.02 What kind of business or 
industry do you work in? 
For example, hospital, 
elementary school, 
clothing manufacturing, 
restaurant 


TYPEINDS _______Record 
answer 
99 Refused 


If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out 
of work for less than 
1 year) ask, “What 
kind of business or 
industry did you work 
in? For example, 
hospital, elementary 


 489-588 
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school, clothing 
manufacturing, 
restaurant.”  
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Module 21: Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) 
Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M21.01a 


 


The next two questions 


are about sexual 


orientation and gender 


identity. 


Which of the following 


best represents how you 


think of yourself?  


SOMALE 1 = Gay 
2 = Straight, that is, 
not gay 
3 = Bisexual 
4 = Something else 
7 = I don't know the 
answer 
9 = Refused 


Ask if Sex= 1. Read if necessary: We ask this 
question in order to better 
understand the health and health 
care needs of people with 
different sexual orientations. 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 


589 


M21.01b Which of the following 
best represents how you 
think of yourself? 


SOFEMALE 1 = Lesbian or Gay 
2 = Straight, that is, 
not gay 
3 = Bisexual 
4 = Something else 
7 = I don't know the 
answer 
9 = Refused 


Ask if Sex=2. Read if necessary: We ask this 
question in order to better 
understand the health and health 
care needs of people with 
different sexual orientations. 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 


 


M21.02 Do you consider 
yourself to be 
transgender?   


TRNSGNDR 1  Yes, Transgender, 
male-to-female   
2  Yes, Transgender, 
female to male 
3 Yes, Transgender, 
gender 
nonconforming 
4 No 


 Read if necessary: Some people 
describe themselves as 
transgender when they 
experience a different gender 
identity from their sex at birth.  
For example, a person born into a 
male body, but who feels female 
or lives as a woman would be 


590 
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7 Don’t know/not 
sure 
9 Refused 


transgender.  Some transgender 
people change their physical 
appearance so that it matches 
their internal gender identity. 
Some transgender people take 
hormones and some have 
surgery. A transgender person 
may be of any sexual orientation 
– straight, gay, lesbian, or 
bisexual.   
 
If asked about definition of 
gender non-conforming: Some 
people think of themselves as 
gender non-conforming when 
they do not identify only as a 
man or only as a woman.  
 
If yes, ask Do you consider 
yourself to be 1. male-to-female, 
2. female-to-male, or 3. gender 
non-conforming? 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 
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Module 22: Random Child Selection 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


Intro text 
and  
screening 


If C08.16 = 1 and 
C08.16 does not equal 
88 or 99, Interviewer 
please read:  
Previously, you 
indicated there was 
one child age 17 or 
younger in your 
household.  I would like 
to ask you some 
questions about that 
child. 
 
If C0.16 is >1 and 
C08.16 does not equal 
88 or 99, Interviewer 
please read:  
Previously, you 
indicated there were 
[number] children age 
17 or younger in your 
household. Think about 
those [number] 
children in order of 
their birth, from oldest 
to youngest.  The 


  If C08.16 = 88, or 99 
(No children under 
age 18 in the 
household, or 
Refused), go to next 
module. 
  
CATI INSTRUCTION:  
RANDOMLY SELECT 
ONE OF THE 
CHILDREN.  This is the 
Xth child. Please 
substitute Xth child’s 
number in all 
questions below. 
INTERVIEWER PLEASE 
READ: I have some 
additional questions 
about one specific 
child. The child I will 
be referring to is the 
Xth [CATI: please fill 
in correct number] 
child in your 
household.  All 
following questions 
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oldest child is the first 
child and the youngest 
child is the last. Please 
include children with 
the same birth date, 
including twins, in the 
order of their birth. 


about children will be 
about the Xth [CATI: 
please fill in] child. 


M22.01 


 


What is the birth 


month and year of the 


[Xth] child? 


RCSBIRTH 
 


_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code 
month and year 
77/ 7777  Don’t 
know / Not sure 
99/ 9999  Refused 


  591-596 


M22.02 Is the child a boy or a 
girl? 


RCSGENDR 1 Boy  
2 Girl 
9 Refused 


  597 


M22.03 Is the child Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish 
origin? 
   


RCHISLA1 Read if response is 
yes: 
1 Mexican, 
Mexican American, 
Chicano/a 
2 Puerto Rican 
3 Cuban 
4 Another Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or 
Spanish origin 
Do not read: 
5 No 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 If yes, ask: Are they… 598-601 


M22.04 Which one or more of 
the following would 
you say is the race of 
the child? 


RCSRACE1 10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian 
or Alaska Native 


[CATI NOTE: IF MORE 
THAN ONE RESPONSE 
TO Q4; CONTINUE. 
OTHERWISE, GO TO 
Q6.] 


Select all that apply 
 
If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 


602-629 
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40 Asian 
41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 
50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 
Do not read: 
60 Other 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


code subcategories underneath 
major heading. 


M22.05 Which one of these 
groups would you say 
best represents the 
child’s race? 


RCSBRAC2 10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
40 Asian 
41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 
50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 


 If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories underneath 
major heading. 


630-631 
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52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 
Do not read: 
60 Other 
88 No additional 
choices 
 77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


M22.06 How are you related to 
the child? Are you a…. 


RCSRLTN2 Please read: 
 1 Parent (include 
biologic, step, or 
adoptive parent) 
2 Grandparent 
3 Foster parent or 
guardian  
4 Sibling (include 
biologic, step, and 
adoptive sibling) 
5 Other relative 
6 Not related in 
any way  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9  Refused 


  632 
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Module 23: Childhood Asthma Prevalence 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M23.01 


 


The next two questions 


are about the Xth child.  


Has a doctor, nurse or 


other health 


professional EVER said 


that the child has 


asthma?  


CASTHDX2 
 


 
1 Yes 
 


If response to 
C08.16 = 88 (None) 
or 99 (Refused), go 
to next module. 
Fill in correct [Xth] 
number. 


 633 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M23.02 Does the child still have 
asthma?  


CASTHNO2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  634 
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Asthma Call-Back Permission Script 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


Text 


 


We would like to call 


you again within the 


next 2 weeks to talk in 


more detail about 


(your/your child’s) 


experiences with 


asthma. The information 


will be used to help 


develop and improve 


the asthma programs in 


<STATE>. The 


information you gave us 


today and any you give 


us in the future will be 


kept confidential. If you 


agree to this, we will 


keep your first name or 


initials and phone 


number on file, separate 


from the answers 


collected today. Even if 
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you agree now, you or 


others may refuse to 


participate in the future. 


CB01.01 Would it be okay if we 
called you back to ask 
additional asthma-
related questions at a 
later time? 


CALLBACK 1 Yes 
2 No 
 


  635 


CB01.02 Which person in the 
household was selected 
as the focus of the 
asthma call-back? 


ADLTCHLD 1 Adult 
2 Child 


  636 
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Reproductive Health Call-Back Permission Script 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


CB02.01 We would like to call 
you again to talk in 
more detail about your 
reproductive health. The 
information will be used 
to help develop and 
improve the programs in 
<STATE>. Would it be 
okay if we called you 
back to ask questions 
related to reproductive 
health at a later time? 


CALLBCKZ 1 Yes 
2 No 
 


  637 
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Closing Statement 
Read 


That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in 


this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 
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		telephone number). 









		 

		Core Section 1: Health Status 
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		Question Number 
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		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C01.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Would you say that in general your health is—  



		TD

		Span

		GENHLTH 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Excellent 

		2 Very Good 

		3 Good  

		4 Fair 

		5 Poor 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Core Section 2: Healthy Days 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		Span

		C02.01 
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		Now thinking about your physical health, which includes physical illness and injury, for how many days during the past 30 days was your physical health not good?  



		TD

		Span

		PHYSHLTH 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		91-92 
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		C02.02 

		C02.02 



		Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days was your mental health not good? 

		Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days was your mental health not good? 



		MENTHLTH 

		MENTHLTH 



		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		93-94 
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		C02.03 
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		During the past 30 days, for about how many days did poor physical or mental health keep you from doing your usual activities, such as self-care, work, or recreation? 
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		Span

		POORHLTH 
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		Span

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Span

		Skip if C02.01, PHYSHLTH, is 88 and C02.02, MENTHLTH, is 88 
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		Core Section 3: Health Care Access 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		C03.01 
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		Do you have any kind of health care coverage, including health insurance, prepaid plans such as HMOs, or government plans such as Medicare, or Indian Health Service? 



		TD

		Span

		HLTHPLN1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		If using Health Care Access (HCA) Module go to Module 03,  M03.01, else continue 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		97 
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		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/Not Sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		C03.02 
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		Span

		Do you have one person you think of as your personal doctor or health care provider? 
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		Span

		PERSDOC2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes, only one 

		2 More than one 

		3 No  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If No, read: Is there more than one, or is there no person who you think of as your personal doctor or health care provider? 
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		Span
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		C03.03 

		C03.03 



		Was there a time in the past 12 months when you needed to see a doctor but could not because of cost? 

		Was there a time in the past 12 months when you needed to see a doctor but could not because of cost? 



		MEDCOST 

		MEDCOST 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		If using HCA Module, go to Module 03, M03.03, else continue. 

		If using HCA Module, go to Module 03, M03.03, else continue. 
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		C03.04 
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		About how long has it been since you last visited a doctor for a routine checkup? 
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		Span

		CHECKUP1 
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		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year 
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		If using HCA Module and C03.01 = 1 go to Module 03 M03.04 or if using HCA Module and C03,01 = 2, 7, or 9 go to Module 03, 
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		Read if necessary: A routine checkup is a general physical exam, not an exam for a specific injury, illness, or condition.    
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		but less than 2 years ago) 

		3 Within the past 5 years (2 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		4 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 Never 

		9 Refused 
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		M03.04A, else go to next section. 









		 

		  

		Core Section 4: Exercise 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		C04.01 
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		During the past month, other than your regular job, did you participate in any physical activities or exercises such as running, calisthenics, golf, gardening, or walking for exercise? 
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		Span

		EXERANY2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Do not read: If respondent does not have a regular job or is retired, they may count any physical activity or exercise they do 
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		Core Section 5: Inadequate Sleep 
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		Question text 
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		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		C05.01 
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		Span

		On average, how many hours of sleep do you get in a 24-hour period? 



		TD

		Span

		SLEPTIM1 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of hours [01-24]  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span
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		Span

		Do not read: Enter hours of sleep in whole numbers, rounding 30 minutes (1/2 hour) or more up to the next whole hour and dropping 29 or fewer minutes. 
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		102-103 









		 

		  

		Core Section 6: Chronic Health Conditions 
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		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		C06.01 
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		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever told you that you had any of the following? For each, tell me Yes, No, Or You’re Not Sure. 

		Ever told) you that you had a heart attack also called a myocardial infarction? 
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		CVDINFR4 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		104 
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		C06.02 

		C06.02 



		(Ever told) you had angina or coronary heart disease? 

		(Ever told) you had angina or coronary heart disease? 



		CVDCRHD4 

		CVDCRHD4 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		(Ever told) you had a stroke? 
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		CVDSTRK3 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		106 
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		C06.04 

		C06.04 



		(Ever told) you had asthma? 

		(Ever told) you had asthma? 



		ASTHMA3 

		ASTHMA3 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Go to C06.06 
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		C06.05 

		C06.05 



		Do you still have asthma? 

		Do you still have asthma? 



		ASTHNOW 

		ASTHNOW 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		108 

		108 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		(Ever told) you had skin cancer? 
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		CHCSCNCR 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		C06.07 

		C06.07 



		(Ever told) you had any other types of cancer? 

		(Ever told) you had any other types of cancer? 



		CHCOCNCR 

		CHCOCNCR 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		(Ever told) you have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, C.O.P.D., emphysema or chronic bronchitis? 
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		CHCCOPD1 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		C06.09 

		C06.09 



		(Ever told) you have some form of arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, lupus, or fibromyalgia? 

		(Ever told) you have some form of arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, lupus, or fibromyalgia? 



		HAVARTH3 

		HAVARTH3 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses include: rheumatism, polymyalgia rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, rotator cuff syndrome, connective tissue disease, scleroderma, polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, Henoch-Schonlein purpura, Wegener’s granulomatosis, polyarteritis  nodosa) 

		Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses include: rheumatism, polymyalgia rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, rotator cuff syndrome, connective tissue disease, scleroderma, polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, Henoch-Schonlein purpura, Wegener’s granulomatosis, polyarteritis  nodosa) 
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		(Ever told) you have a depressive disorder (including depression, 
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		ADDEPEV2 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 
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		major depression, dysthymia, or minor depression)? 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		C06.11 

		C06.11 



		Not including kidney stones, bladder infection or incontinence, were you ever told you have kidney disease?   

		Not including kidney stones, bladder infection or incontinence, were you ever told you have kidney disease?   



		CHCKDNY1 

		CHCKDNY1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Incontinence is not being able to control urine flow. 

		Read if necessary: Incontinence is not being able to control urine flow. 
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		C06.12 
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		(Ever told) you have diabetes? 
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		DIABETE3 
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		1 Yes 
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		If yes and respondent is female, ask: was this only when you were pregnant? If respondent says pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes, use response code 4. 
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		Span

		115 
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		2 Yes, but female told only during pregnancy 

		2 Yes, but female told only during pregnancy 

		3 No 

		4 No, pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to Pre-Diabetes Optional Module (if used). Otherwise, go to next section. 

		Go to Pre-Diabetes Optional Module (if used). Otherwise, go to next section. 
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		C06.13 
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		How old were you when you were told you have diabetes? 



		TD

		Span

		DIABAGE2 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Code age in years [97 = 97 and older]  

		98 Don‘t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused 
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		Span

		Go to Diabetes Module if used, otherwise go to next section.  
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		116-117 









		 

		  

		Core Section 7: Oral Health 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C07.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Including all types of dentists, such as orthodontists, oral surgeons, and all other dental specialists, as well as dental hygienists, how long has it been since you last visited a dentist or a dental clinic for any reason? 



		TD

		Span

		LASTDEN4 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 5 years (2 years but less than 5 years ago) 

		4 5 or more years ago  

		Do not read:  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		8 Never 

		9 Refused  
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		118 
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		C07.02 

		C07.02 



		Not including teeth lost for injury or orthodontics, how many of your permanent teeth have been removed because of tooth decay or gum disease?   

		Not including teeth lost for injury or orthodontics, how many of your permanent teeth have been removed because of tooth decay or gum disease?   



		RMVTETH4 

		RMVTETH4 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 1 to 5 

		2 6 or more but not all 

		3 All  

		8 None 

		Do not read: 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth are removed because of tooth decay or gum disease, they should be included in the count for lost teeth. 

		Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth are removed because of tooth decay or gum disease, they should be included in the count for lost teeth. 
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		119 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 









		 

		Core Section 8: Demographics 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C08.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Format 1:  

		What is your sex? 

		Format 2: 

		What was your sex at birth? Was it… 



		TD

		Span

		SEX1 



		TD

		Span

		Read if format 2 is selected: 

		1 Male 

		2 Female 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		States may adopt one of the two formats of the question. If second format is used, read options. 



		TD

		Span

		[NOTE DELETED HERE] 



		TD

		Span

		120 
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		Span

		C08.02 

		C08.02 



		What is your age? 

		What is your age? 



		AGE 

		AGE 

		 



		_ _ Code age in years 

		_ _ Code age in years 

		07   Don’t know / Not sure 

		09  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		121-122 

		121-122 
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		C08.03 
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		Are you Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 



		TD

		Span

		HISPANC3 
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		Span

		If yes, read: Are you…  

		1 Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a 

		2 Puerto Rican 

		3 Cuban 

		4 Another Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin 

		Do not read: 

		5 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		One or more categories may be selected. 
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		123-126 
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		C08.04 

		C08.04 



		Which one or more of the following would you say is your race? 

		Which one or more of the following would you say is your race? 



		MRACE1 

		MRACE1 

		 



		Please read: 

		Please read: 

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 



		If more than one response to C08.04; continue. Otherwise, go to C08.06. 

		If more than one response to C08.04; continue. Otherwise, go to C08.06. 



		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		One or more categories may be selected. 



		127-154 

		127-154 
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		44 Japanese 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		88 No additional choices 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		C08.05 



		TD

		Span

		Which one of these groups would you say best represents your race? 



		TD

		Span

		ORACE3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Please read: 

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 
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		TD
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		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		 

		If respondent has selected multiple races in previous and refuses to select a single race, code refused 
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		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Span

		C08.06 

		C08.06 



		Are you… 

		Are you… 



		MARITAL 

		MARITAL 

		 



		Please read: 

		Please read: 

		1 Married 

		2 Divorced 

		3 Widowed 

		4 Separated 

		5 Never married 

		Or 

		6 A member of an unmarried couple 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		157 

		157 
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		C08.07 
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		What is the highest grade or year of school you completed? 



		TD

		Span

		EDUCA 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Never attended school or only attended kindergarten 

		2 Grades 1 through 8 (Elementary) 

		3 Grades 9 through 11 (Some high school) 

		4 Grade 12 or GED (High school graduate) 

		5 College 1 year to 3 years (Some college or technical school) 

		6 College 4 years or more (College graduate) 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		158 
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		Span

		C08.08 

		C08.08 



		Do you own or rent your home? 

		Do you own or rent your home? 



		RENTHOM1 

		RENTHOM1 

		 



		1 Own 

		1 Own 

		2 Rent 



		 

		 



		Other arrangement may include group home, staying 

		Other arrangement may include group home, staying 



		159 

		159 
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		3 Other arrangement 

		3 Other arrangement 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		with friends or family without paying rent. Home is defined as the place where you live most of the time/the majority of the year.   

		with friends or family without paying rent. Home is defined as the place where you live most of the time/the majority of the year.   

		Read if necessary:  We ask this question in order to compare health indicators among people with different housing situations.    
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		TD

		Span

		C08.09 



		TD

		Span

		In what county do you currently live? 



		TD

		Span

		CTYCODE2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _  _ANSI County Code  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		Span
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		160-162 
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		Span

		C08.10 

		C08.10 



		What is the ZIP Code where you currently live? 

		What is the ZIP Code where you currently live? 



		ZIPCODE1 

		ZIPCODE1 

		 



		_ _ _ _ _ 

		_ _ _ _ _ 

		77777 Do not know 

		99999 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		163-167 

		163-167 
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		C08.11 



		TD
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		Not including cell phones or numbers used for computers, fax machines or security systems, do you have more than one telephone number in your household?   
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		Span

		NUMHHOL3 
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		1 Yes 
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		If cellular telephone interview skip to 8.14 (QSTVER GE 20) 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		168 
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		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C08.13 

		Go to C08.13 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.12 



		TD

		Span

		How many of these telephone numbers are residential numbers? 



		TD

		Span

		NUMPHON3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		6 Six or more 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 None  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		169 





		TR

		Span

		C08.13 

		C08.13 



		How many cell phones do you have for personal use? 

		How many cell phones do you have for personal use? 



		CPDEMO1B 

		CPDEMO1B 

		 



		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		6 Six or more 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 None  

		9 Refused 



		Last question needed for partial complete. 

		Last question needed for partial complete. 



		Read if necessary: Include cell phones used for both business and personal use. 

		Read if necessary: Include cell phones used for both business and personal use. 



		170 

		170 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.14 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever served on active duty in the United States Armed Forces, either in the regular military or in a National Guard or military reserve unit? 



		TD

		Span

		VETERAN3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Active duty does not include training for the Reserves or National Guard, but DOES include activation, for example, for the Persian Gulf War. 



		TD

		Span

		171 





		TR

		Span

		C08.15 

		C08.15 



		Are you currently…? 

		Are you currently…? 



		EMPLOY1 

		EMPLOY1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Employed for wages 

		2 Self-employed 

		3 Out of work for 1 year or more  

		4 Out of work for less than 1 year 

		5 A Homemaker 

		6 A Student 

		7 Retired 

		Or 

		8 Unable to work 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		If more than one, say “select the category which best describes you”. 

		If more than one, say “select the category which best describes you”. 



		172 

		172 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.16 



		TD

		Span

		How many children less than 18 years of age live in your household? 



		TD

		Span

		CHILDREN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ Number of children 

		88 None 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		173-174 





		TR

		Span

		C08.17 

		C08.17 



		Is your annual household income from all sources— 

		Is your annual household income from all sources— 



		INCOME2 

		INCOME2 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		04 Less than $25,000 

		If no, ask 05; if yes, ask 03 ($20,000 to less than $25,000) 

		03 Less than $20,000 If no, code 04; if yes, ask 02 ($15,000 to less than $20,000) 



		 

		 



		If respondent refuses at ANY income level, code ‘99’ (Refused) 

		If respondent refuses at ANY income level, code ‘99’ (Refused) 

		 



		175-176 

		175-176 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		02 Less than $15,000 If no, code 03; if yes, ask 01 ($10,000 to less than $15,000) 

		02 Less than $15,000 If no, code 03; if yes, ask 01 ($10,000 to less than $15,000) 

		01 Less than $10,000 If no, code 02 

		05 Less than $35,000 If no, ask  

		06 ($25,000 to less than $35,000) 

		06 Less than $50,000 If no, ask  

		07 ($35,000 to less than $50,000) 

		07 Less than $75,000 If no, code 08 

		($50,000 to less than $75,000) 

		08 $75,000 or more 

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.18 



		TD

		Span

		About how much do you weigh without shoes? 



		TD

		Span

		WEIGHT2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _  _  _ Weight (pounds/kilograms) 

		7777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions up 



		TD

		Span

		177-180 





		TR

		Span

		C08.19 

		C08.19 



		About how tall are you without shoes? 

		About how tall are you without shoes? 



		HEIGHT3 

		HEIGHT3 

		 



		_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / inches/meters/centimeters) 

		_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / inches/meters/centimeters) 

		77/ 77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99/ 99  Refused 



		 

		 



		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions down 

		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions down 



		181-184 

		181-184 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.20 



		TD

		Span

		To your knowledge, are you now pregnant? 



		TD

		Span

		PREGNANT 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if C08.01, SEX, is coded 1; or C08.02, AGE,  is greater than 49 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		185 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C08.21 

		C08.21 



		Some people who are deaf or have serious difficulty hearing use assistive devices to communicate by phone. Are you deaf or do you have serious difficulty hearing? 

		Some people who are deaf or have serious difficulty hearing use assistive devices to communicate by phone. Are you deaf or do you have serious difficulty hearing? 



		DEAF 

		DEAF 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		186 

		186 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.22 



		TD

		Span

		Are you blind or do you have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses? 



		TD

		Span

		BLIND 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		187 





		TR

		Span

		C08.23 

		C08.23 



		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions? 

		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions? 



		DECIDE 

		DECIDE 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		188 

		188 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.24 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs? 



		TD

		Span

		DIFFWALK 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		189 





		TR

		Span

		C08.25 

		C08.25 



		Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 

		Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 



		DIFFDRES 

		DIFFDRES 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		190 

		190 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.26 



		TD

		Span

		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you 



		TD

		Span

		DIFFALON 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		191 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		have difficulty doing errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping? 









		 

		Core Section 9: Tobacco Use 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 



		TD

		Span

		SMOKE100 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do not include: electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes, njoy, bluetip), herbal cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, little cigars, pipes, bidis, kreteks, water pipes (hookahs) or marijuana. 

		5 packs = 100 cigarettes 



		TD

		Span

		192 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/Not Sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C09.05 

		Go to C09.05 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?  



		TD

		Span

		SMOKDAY2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		193 





		TR

		Span

		3 Not at all    

		3 Not at all    

		 



		Go to C09.04 

		Go to C09.04 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C09.05 



		TD

		Span

		 





		TR

		Span

		C09.03 

		C09.03 



		During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer because 

		During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer because 



		STOPSMK2 

		STOPSMK2 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 



		Go to C09.05 

		Go to C09.05 



		 

		 



		194 

		194 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		you were trying to quit smoking? 

		you were trying to quit smoking? 



		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.04 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you last smoked a cigarette, even one or two puffs?     



		TD

		Span

		LASTSMK2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		01 Within the past month (less than 1 month ago) 

		02 Within the past 3 months (1 month but less than 3 months ago) 

		03 Within the past 6 months (3 months but less than 6 months ago) 

		04 Within the past year (6 months but less than 1 year ago) 

		05 Within the past 5 years (1 year but less than 5 years ago) 

		06 Within the past 10 years (5 years but less than 10 years ago) 

		07 10 years or more  

		08 Never smoked regularly 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		195-196 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		C09.05 

		C09.05 



		Do you currently use chewing tobacco, snuff, or snus every day, some days, or not at all? 

		Do you currently use chewing tobacco, snuff, or snus every day, some days, or not at all? 



		USENOW3 

		USENOW3 



		1 Every day 

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 

		3 Not at all 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish for snuff) is a moist smokeless tobacco, usually sold in small pouches that are placed under the lip against the gum. 

		Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish for snuff) is a moist smokeless tobacco, usually sold in small pouches that are placed under the lip against the gum. 



		197 

		197 









		 

		  

		Core Section 10: Alcohol Consumption 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, how many days per week or per month did you have at least one drink of any alcoholic beverage such as beer, wine, a malt beverage or liquor? 



		TD

		Span

		ALCDAY5 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 _ _ Days per week 

		2 _ _ Days in past 30 days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		198-200 





		TR

		Span

		888  No drinks in past 30 days  

		888  No drinks in past 30 days  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		Go to next section 

		Go to next section 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.02 



		TD

		Span

		One drink is equivalent to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-ounce glass of wine, or a drink with one shot of liquor. During the past 30 days, on the days when you drank, about how many drinks did you drink on the average? 



		TD

		Span

		AVEDRNK2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of drinks 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A 40 ounce beer would count as 3 drinks, or a cocktail drink with 2 shots would count as 2 drinks. 



		TD

		Span

		201-202 





		TR

		Span

		C10.03 

		C10.03 



		Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many times during the past 30 days did you have X [CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women] or more drinks on an occasion? 

		Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many times during the past 30 days did you have X [CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women] or more drinks on an occasion? 



		DRNK3GE5 

		DRNK3GE5 

		 



		_ _ Number of times  

		_ _ Number of times  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women 

		CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women 



		 

		 



		203-204 

		203-204 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.04 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, what is the largest number of drinks you had on any occasion? 



		TD

		Span

		MAXDRNKS 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of drinks 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		205-206 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		99 Refused 









		Core Section 11: Immunization 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C11.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, have you had either a flu shot or a flu vaccine that was sprayed in your nose? 



		TD

		Span

		FLUSHOT6 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A new flu shot came out in 2011 that injects vaccine into the skin with a very small needle. It is called Fluzone Intradermal vaccine. This is also considered a flu shot. 



		TD

		Span

		207 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused  



		Go to C11.04 

		Go to C11.04 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C11.02 



		TD

		Span

		During what month and year did you receive your most recent flu shot injected into your arm or flu vaccine that was sprayed in your nose? 



		TD

		Span

		FLSHTMY2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ / _ _ _ _ Month / Year 

		77 / 7777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		09 / 9999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		208-213 





		TR

		Span

		C11.03 

		C11.03 



		At what kind of place did you get your last flu shot or vaccine? 

		At what kind of place did you get your last flu shot or vaccine? 



		IMFVPLAC 

		IMFVPLAC 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		01 A doctor’s office or health maintenance organization (HMO) 

		02 A health department 

		03 Another type of clinic or health center (a community health center) 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: How would you describe the place where you went to get your most recent flu vaccine? 

		Read if necessary: How would you describe the place where you went to get your most recent flu vaccine? 



		214-215 

		214-215 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		04 A senior, recreation, or community center 

		04 A senior, recreation, or community center 

		05 A store (supermarket, drug store) 

		06 A hospital (inpatient) 

		07 An emergency room 

		08 Workplace 

		09 Some other kind of place 

		11 A school 

		Do not read: 

		10 Received vaccination in Canada/Mexico 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C11.04 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever had a pneumonia shot also known as a pneumococcal vaccine? 



		TD

		Span

		PNEUVAC4 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: There are two types of pneumonia shots: polysaccharide, also known as pneumovax, and conjugate, also known as prevnar. 



		TD

		Span

		216 









		 

		  

		Core Section 12: Falls 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C12.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 12 months, how many times have you fallen? 



		TD

		Span

		FALL12MN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of times 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section 08.02, AGE, coded 18-44 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By a fall, we mean when a person unintentionally comes to rest on the ground or another lower level. 



		TD

		Span

		217-218 





		TR

		Span

		88 None    

		88 None    

		77 Don’t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused  



		Go to Next Section 

		Go to Next Section 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C12.02 



		TD

		Span

		Did this fall cause an injury that limited your regular activities for at least a day or caused you to go to see a doctor? 

		How many of these falls caused an injury that limited your regular activities for at least a day or caused you to go to see a doctor? 



		TD

		Span

		FALLINJ3 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of falls [76 = 76 or more]  

		88 None  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C12.01 =1 ask first version of question, if C12.01 > 1 ask second version.  

		If only one fall from C12.01 and response is Yes (caused an injury); code 01. If response is No, code 88. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By an injury, we mean the fall caused you to limit your regular activities for at least a day or to go see a doctor. 



		TD

		Span

		219-220 









		 

		  

		Core Section 13: Seat Belt Use and Drinking and Driving 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C13.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		How often do you use seat belts when you drive or ride in a car? Would you say— 



		TD

		Span

		SEATBELT 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Always 

		2 Nearly always 

		3 Sometimes 

		4 Seldom 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		221 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		8 Never drive or ride in a car 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 





		TR

		Span

		C13.02 

		C13.02 



		During the past 30 days, how many times have you driven when you’ve had perhaps too much to drink?  

		During the past 30 days, how many times have you driven when you’ve had perhaps too much to drink?  



		DRNKDRI2 

		DRNKDRI2 



		_ _ Number of times  

		_ _ Number of times  

		88 None  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		If C10.01 = 888 (No drinks in the past 30 days); go to next section. 

		If C10.01 = 888 (No drinks in the past 30 days); go to next section. 



		 

		 



		222-223 

		222-223 









		 

		  

		Core Section 14: Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening 

		 

		Table

		TBody
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next questions are about breast and cervical cancer. Have you ever had a mammogram? 



		TD

		Span

		HADMAM 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if male. 



		TD

		Span

		A mammogram is an x-ray of each breast to look for breast cancer.    



		TD

		Span

		224 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.02 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last mammogram?   



		TD

		Span

		HOWLONG 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		225 
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		TBody

		TR
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		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 





		TR

		Span

		C14.03 

		C14.03 



		Have you ever had a Pap test? 

		Have you ever had a Pap test? 



		HADPAP2 

		HADPAP2 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		226 

		226 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.05 





		TR

		Span

		C14.04 

		C14.04 



		How long has it been since you had your last Pap test?   

		How long has it been since you had your last Pap test?   



		LASTPAP2 

		LASTPAP2 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		227 

		227 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.05 



		TD

		Span

		An H.P.V. test is sometimes given with the Pap test for cervical cancer screening. Have you ever had an H.P.V. test? 



		TD

		Span

		HPVTEST 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Human papillomarvirus (pap-uh-loh-muh virus) 



		TD

		Span

		228 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.07 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.06 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last H.P.V. test? 



		TD

		Span

		HPLSTTST 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		229 





		TR

		Span

		C14.07 

		C14.07 



		Have you had a hysterectomy?   

		Have you had a hysterectomy?   



		HADHYST2 

		HADHYST2 



		1 Yes  

		1 Yes  

		2 No  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		If response to Core Q8.20 = 1 (is pregnant); then go to next section. 

		If response to Core Q8.20 = 1 (is pregnant); then go to next section. 



		Read if necessary: A hysterectomy is an operation to remove the uterus (womb). 

		Read if necessary: A hysterectomy is an operation to remove the uterus (womb). 



		230 

		230 









		 

		Core Section 15: Prostate Cancer Screening 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the advantages of the Prostate-Specific Antigen or P.S.A. test? 



		TD

		Span

		PCPSAAD3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is ≤39 years of age, or C08.01 is coded 2, female, go to next section. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A prostate-specific antigen test, also called a P.S.A. test, is a blood test used to check men for prostate cancer.   



		TD

		Span

		231 





		TR

		Span

		C15.02 

		C15.02 



		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the disadvantages of the P.S.A. test? 

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the disadvantages of the P.S.A. test? 



		PCPSADI1 

		PCPSADI1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		232 

		232 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.03 



		TD

		Span

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever recommended that you have a P.S.A. test?   



		TD

		Span

		PCPSARE1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		233 





		TR

		Span

		C15.04 

		C15.04 



		Have you ever had a P.S.A. test?   

		Have you ever had a P.S.A. test?   



		PSATEST1 

		PSATEST1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		234 

		234 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C15.05 

		C15.05 



		How long has it been since you had your last P.S.A. test? 

		How long has it been since you had your last P.S.A. test? 



		PSATIME 

		PSATIME 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		235 

		235 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.06 



		TD

		Span

		What was the main reason you had this P.S.A. test – was it …? 



		TD

		Span

		PCPSARS1 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Part of a routine exam 

		2 Because of a prostate problem 

		3 Because of a family history of prostate cancer 

		4 Because you were told you had prostate cancer 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		236 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		5 Some other reason 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused    









		 

		  

		Core Section 16: Colorectal Cancer Screening 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		A blood stool test is a test that may use a special kit at home to determine whether the stool contains blood.  Have you ever had this test using a home kit? 



		TD

		Span

		BLDSTOOL 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section 08.02, AGE, is less than 50 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		237 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C16.03 

		Go to C16.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.02 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last blood stool test using a home kit? 



		TD

		Span

		LSTBLDS3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		238 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C16.03 

		C16.03 



		Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are exams in which a tube is inserted in the rectum to view the colon for signs of cancer or other health problems. Have you ever had either of these exams?  

		Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are exams in which a tube is inserted in the rectum to view the colon for signs of cancer or other health problems. Have you ever had either of these exams?  



		HADSIGM3 

		HADSIGM3 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		239 

		239 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 





		TR

		Span

		C16.04 

		C16.04 



		For a sigmoidoscopy, a flexible tube is inserted into the rectum to look for problems. A colonoscopy is similar, but uses a longer tube, and you are usually given medication through a needle in your arm to make you sleepy and told to have someone else drive you home after the test. Was your most recent exam a sigmoidoscopy or a colonoscopy? 

		For a sigmoidoscopy, a flexible tube is inserted into the rectum to look for problems. A colonoscopy is similar, but uses a longer tube, and you are usually given medication through a needle in your arm to make you sleepy and told to have someone else drive you home after the test. Was your most recent exam a sigmoidoscopy or a colonoscopy? 



		HADSGCO1 

		HADSGCO1 

		 



		1 Sigmoidoscopy 

		1 Sigmoidoscopy 

		2 Colonoscopy 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		240 

		240 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.05 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy? 



		TD

		Span

		LASTSIG3 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago) 

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		241 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		but less than 3 years ago) 

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago) 

		5 Within the past 10 years (5 years but less than 10 years ago) 

		6 10 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Core Section 17: H.I.V./AIDS 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C17.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next few questions are about the national health problem of H.I.V., the virus that causes AIDS.  Please remember that your answers are strictly confidential and that you don’t have to answer every question if you do not want to. Although we will ask you about testing, we will not ask you about the results of any test you may have had. 

		 

		Have you ever been tested for H.I.V.?  Do not count tests you may have had as part of a blood donation. Include testing fluid from your mouth. 



		TD

		Span

		HIVTST6 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		242 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C17.03 

		Go to C17.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C17.02 



		TD

		Span

		Not including blood donations, in what month and year was your last H.I,V.test? 



		TD

		Span

		HIVTSTD3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year  

		77/ 7777 Don’t know / Not sure 99/ 9999 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		If response is before January 1985, code "777777". 



		TD

		Span

		INTERVIEWER NOTE: If the respondent remembers the year but cannot remember the month, code the first two digits 77 and the last four digits for the year. 



		TD

		Span

		243-248 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C17.03 

		C17.03 



		I am going to read you a list. When I am done, please tell me if any of the situations apply to you. You do not need to tell me which one.   

		I am going to read you a list. When I am done, please tell me if any of the situations apply to you. You do not need to tell me which one.   

		 

		You have injected any drug other than those prescribed for you in the past year.   

		You have been treated for a sexually transmitted disease or STD in the past year.  

		You have given or received money or drugs in exchange for sex in the past year. 

		You had anal sex without a condom in the past year.  

		You had four or more sex partners in the past year.   

		Do any of these situations apply to you? 

		 

		Do any of these situations apply to you? 



		HIVRISK5 

		HIVRISK5 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No    

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		249 

		249 









		 

		Closing Statement/ Transition to Modules 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary 



		TD

		Span

		Read 



		TD

		Span

		CATI instructions  

		(not read) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if no optional modules follow, otherwise continue to optional modules. 









		 

		  

		 

		Optional Modules 

		  

		Module 1: Prediabetes 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M01.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you had a test for high blood sugar or diabetes within the past three years? 



		TD

		Span

		PDIABTST 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		250 





		TR

		Span

		M01.02 

		M01.02 



		Have you ever been told by a doctor or other health professional that you have pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes? 

		Have you ever been told by a doctor or other health professional that you have pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes? 



		PREDIAB1 

		PREDIAB1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 Yes, during pregnancy 

		3 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Skip if Section 06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1; If C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 4 automatically code M01.02, PREDIAB1, equal to 1 (yes); 

		Skip if Section 06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1; If C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 4 automatically code M01.02, PREDIAB1, equal to 1 (yes); 



		If Yes and respondent is female, ask: Was this only when you were pregnant? 

		If Yes and respondent is female, ask: Was this only when you were pregnant? 



		251 

		251 









		 

		  

		Module 2: Diabetes 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Are you now taking insulin?  



		TD

		Span

		INSULIN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		To be asked following Core Q6.13; if response to Q6.12 is Yes (code = 1) 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		252 





		TR

		Span

		M02.02 

		M02.02 



		About how often do you check your blood for glucose or sugar?   

		About how often do you check your blood for glucose or sugar?   

		 



		BLDSUGAR 

		BLDSUGAR 

		 



		1 _  _  Times per day 

		1 _  _  Times per day 

		2 _  _  Times per week 

		3 _  _  Times per month  

		4 _  _  Times per year  

		888 Never  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Include times when checked by a family member or friend, but do not include times when checked by a health professional.  

		Read if necessary: Include times when checked by a family member or friend, but do not include times when checked by a health professional.  

		 

		Do not read: If the respondent uses a continuous glucose monitoring system (a sensor inserted under the skin to check glucose levels continuously), fill in ‘98 times per day.’ 



		253-255 

		253-255 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.03 



		TD

		Span

		Including times when checked by a family member or friend, about how often do you check your feet for any sores or irritations?   



		TD

		Span

		FEETCHK3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 _  _  Times per day 

		2 _  _  Times per week 

		3 _  _  Times per month  

		4 _  _  Times per year 

		555 No feet  

		888 Never  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		256-258 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M02.04 

		M02.04 



		About how many times in the past 12 months have you seen a doctor, nurse, or other health professional for your diabetes? 

		About how many times in the past 12 months have you seen a doctor, nurse, or other health professional for your diabetes? 



		DOCTDIAB 

		DOCTDIAB 

		 



		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		259-260 

		259-260 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.05 



		TD

		Span

		About how many times in the past 12 months has a doctor, nurse, or other  health professional checked you for A-one-C?  



		TD

		Span

		CHKHEMO3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		98 Never heard of A-one-C test 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A test for A-one-C measures the average level of blood sugar over the past three months.   



		TD

		Span

		261-262 





		TR

		Span

		M02.06 

		M02.06 



		About how many times in the past 12 months has a health professional checked your feet for any sores or irritations?  

		About how many times in the past 12 months has a health professional checked your feet for any sores or irritations?  



		FEETCHK 

		FEETCHK 



		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		If M02.03 = 555 (No feet), go to M02.07 

		If M02.03 = 555 (No feet), go to M02.07 



		 

		 



		263-264 

		263-264 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.07 



		TD

		Span

		When was the last time you had an eye exam in which the pupils were dilated, making you temporarily sensitive to bright light?   



		TD

		Span

		EYEEXAM1 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past month (anytime less than 1 month ago) 

		2 Within the past year (1 month but less than 12 months ago) 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		265 
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		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		3 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago) 

		4  2 or more years ago 

		Do not read:  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		8 Never 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M02.08 

		M02.08 



		Has a doctor ever told you that diabetes has affected your eyes or that you had retinopathy? 

		Has a doctor ever told you that diabetes has affected your eyes or that you had retinopathy? 



		DIABEYE 

		DIABEYE 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		266 

		266 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.09 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever taken a course or class in how to manage your diabetes yourself?   



		TD

		Span

		DIABEDU 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		267 









		 

		  

		Module 3: Health Care Access 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have Medicare?  



		TD

		Span

		MEDICARE 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C03.02 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Medicare is a coverage plan for people age 65 or over and for certain disabled people. 



		TD

		Span

		268 





		TR

		Span

		M03.02 

		M03.02 



		What is the primary source of your health care coverage? Is it…  

		What is the primary source of your health care coverage? Is it…  



		HLTHCVR1 

		HLTHCVR1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		01 A plan purchased through an employer or union (including plans purchased through another person's employer)   

		02  A plan that you or another family member buys on your own  

		03 Medicare             

		04  Medicaid or other state program   

		05  TRICARE (formerly CHAMPUS), VA, or Military  



		Go to C03.04 

		Go to C03.04 

		 

		If M03.01 = 1 (Yes) continue, else go to M03.04a 



		If the respondent indicates that they purchased health insurance through the Health Insurance Marketplace (name of state Marketplace), ask if it was a private health insurance plan purchased on their own or by a family member (private) or if they received Medicaid (state plan)?  If purchased on their own (or by a family member), select 02, if Medicaid select 04. 

		If the respondent indicates that they purchased health insurance through the Health Insurance Marketplace (name of state Marketplace), ask if it was a private health insurance plan purchased on their own or by a family member (private) or if they received Medicaid (state plan)?  If purchased on their own (or by a family member), select 02, if Medicaid select 04. 

		 



		269-270 

		269-270 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		06 Alaska Native, Indian Health Service, Tribal Health Services  

		06 Alaska Native, Indian Health Service, Tribal Health Services  

		Or 

		07 Some other source 

		08 None (no coverage)    

		Do not read: 

		77 Don't know/Not sure    

		99 Refused    





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.03 



		TD

		Span

		Other than cost, have you delayed getting medical care for one of the following reasons in the past 12 months? Was it because….. 



		TD

		Span

		DELAYME1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 You couldn’t get through on the telephone. 

		2 You couldn’t get an appointment soon enough. 

		3 Once you got there, you had to wait too long to see the doctor. 

		4 The clinic or doctor’s office wasn’t open when you got there. 

		5 You didn’t have transportation. 

		Do not read: 

		        

		8 No, I did not delay getting medical care/did 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent provides more than one reason, say: “Which was the most important reason you delayed getting care?” 



		TD

		Span

		271 

		 









		Table

		TBody
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		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		not need medical care  

		7 Don’t know/Not sure  

		9 Refused 





		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		DLYOTHER 



		TD

		Span

		6 Other ____________ (specify)  



		TD

		Span

		272-296 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.04 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 12 months was there any time when you did not have any health   insurance or coverage? 



		TD

		Span

		NOCOV121 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C03.01 = 2, 7, or 9 continue, else Go to M03.05 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		297 





		TR

		Span

		M03.04a 

		M03.04a 



		About how long has it been since you last had health care coverage?  

		About how long has it been since you last had health care coverage?  



		LSTCOVRG 

		LSTCOVRG 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 6 months or less  

		2 More than 6 months, but not more than 1 year ago  

		3 More than 1 year, but not more than 3 years ago  

		4 More than 3 years 

		5 Never  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		298 

		298 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.05 



		TD

		Span

		How many times have you been to a doctor, nurse, or other health professional in the past 12 months?  



		TD

		Span

		DRVISITS 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		299-300 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M03.06 

		M03.06 



		Not including over the counter (OTC) medications, was there a time in the past 12 months when you did not take your medication as prescribed because of cost? 

		Not including over the counter (OTC) medications, was there a time in the past 12 months when you did not take your medication as prescribed because of cost? 



		MEDSCOS1 

		MEDSCOS1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		3 No medication was prescribed 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		301 

		301 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.07 



		TD

		Span

		In general, how satisfied are you with the health care you received?  Would you say— 



		TD

		Span

		CARERCVD 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Very satisfied 

		2 Somewhat satisfied 

		3 Not at all satisfied 

		Do not read:  

		8 Not applicable  

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		302 





		TR

		Span

		M03.08 

		M03.08 



		Do you currently have any health care bills that are being paid off over time? 

		Do you currently have any health care bills that are being paid off over time? 



		MEDBILL1 

		MEDBILL1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to Core Section 4. 

		Go to Core Section 4. 



		Read if necessary: This could include medical bills being paid off with a credit card, through personal loans, or bill paying arrangements with hospitals or other providers. The bills can be from earlier years as well as this year. 

		Read if necessary: This could include medical bills being paid off with a credit card, through personal loans, or bill paying arrangements with hospitals or other providers. The bills can be from earlier years as well as this year. 

		 

		Read if necessary: Health care bills can include medical, dental, physical therapy and/or chiropractic cost.   



		303 

		303 









		 

		  

		Module 4: Cognitive Decline 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next few questions ask about difficulties in thinking or remembering that can make a big difference in everyday activities. This does not refer to occasionally forgetting your keys or the name of someone you recently met, which is normal. This refers to confusion or memory loss that is happening more often or getting worse, such as forgetting how to do things you’ve always done or forgetting things that you would normally know. We want to know how these difficulties impact you.  

		 

		During the past 12 months, have you experienced confusion or memory loss that is happening more often or is getting worse? 



		TD

		Span

		CIMEMLOS 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is 45 years of age or older continue, else go to next module. 

		 

		Go to  M04.02 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		304 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 



		TD

		Span

		Go to M04.02 





		TR

		Span

		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.02 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, as a result of confusion or memory loss, how often have you given up day-to-day household activities or chores you used to do, such as cooking, cleaning, taking medications, driving, or paying bills? Would you say it is… 



		TD

		Span

		CDHOUSE 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		305 





		TR

		Span

		M04.03 

		M04.03 



		As a result of confusion or memory loss, how often do you need assistance with these day-to-day activities? Would you say it is… 

		As a result of confusion or memory loss, how often do you need assistance with these day-to-day activities? Would you say it is… 



		CDASSIST 

		CDASSIST 

		 



		Read:   

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		306 

		306 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to M04.05 





		TR

		Span

		M04.04 

		M04.04 



		When you need help with these day-to-day activities, how often are you able to get the help that you need? Would you say it is… 

		When you need help with these day-to-day activities, how often are you able to get the help that you need? Would you say it is… 



		CDHELP 

		CDHELP 

		 



		Read:   

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		307 

		307 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.05 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, how often has confusion or memory loss interfered with your 



		TD

		Span

		CDSOCIAL 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		308 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		ability to work, volunteer, or engage in social activities outside the home? Would you say it is… 



		TD

		Span

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M04.06 

		M04.06 



		Have you or anyone else discussed your confusion or memory loss with a health care professional? 

		Have you or anyone else discussed your confusion or memory loss with a health care professional? 



		CDDISCUS 

		CDDISCUS 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		309 

		309 









		 

		  

		Module 5: Caregiver 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, did you provide regular care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability? 



		TD

		Span

		CAREGIV1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If caregiving recipient has died in the past 30 days, code 8 and say: I’m so sorry to hear of your loss 



		TD

		Span

		310 





		TR

		Span

		2 No                                              

		2 No                                              

		7  Don’t know/Not sure   



		Go to M05.09 

		Go to M05.09 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		8  Caregiving recipient died in past 30 days   



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 



		Go to M05.09 

		Go to M05.09 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.02 



		TD

		Span

		What is his or her relationship to you? 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVREL2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		01 Mother 

		02 Father 

		03 Mother-in-law 

		04 Father-in-law 

		05 Child 

		06 Husband 

		07 Wife 

		08 Live-in partner 

		09 Brother or brother-in-law 

		10 Sister or sister-in-law 

		11 Grandmother 

		12 Grandfather 

		13 Grandchild 

		14 Other relative                           

		15 Non-relative/ Family friend 

		77 Don’t know/Not sure 

		99  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If more than one person, say: Please refer to the person to whom you are giving the most care. 



		TD

		Span

		311-312 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		M05.03 

		M05.03 



		For how long have you provided care for that person? Would you say…                                

		For how long have you provided care for that person? Would you say…                                



		CRGVLNG1 

		CRGVLNG1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Less than 30 days 

		2 1 month to less than 6 months 

		3 6 months to less than 2 years 

		4  2 years to less than 5 years 

		5 More than 5 years 

		Do not read: 

		7  Don’t Know/ Not Sure 

		9    Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		313 

		313 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.04 



		TD

		Span

		In an average week, how many hours do you provide care or assistance? Would you say… 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVHRS1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read:                                                                                                                                   

		1 Up to 8 hours per week 

		2 9 to 19 hours per week 

		3 20 to 39 hours per week 

		4 40 hours or more 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		314 





		TR

		Span

		M05.05 

		M05.05 



		What is the main health problem, long-term illness, or disability that the person you care for has? 

		What is the main health problem, long-term illness, or disability that the person you care for has? 



		CRGVPRB2 

		CRGVPRB2 

		 



		01 Arthritis/ rheumatism 

		01 Arthritis/ rheumatism 

		02 Asthma 

		03 Cancer 

		04 Chronic respiratory conditions such as emphysema or COPD 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		315-316 

		315-316 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		05 Alzheimer’s disease, dementia or other cognitive impairment disorder 

		05 Alzheimer’s disease, dementia or other cognitive impairment disorder 

		06 Developmental disabilities such as autism, Down’s Syndrome, and spina bifida 

		07 Diabetes 

		08 Heart disease, hypertension, stroke 

		09 Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection (H.I.V.) 

		10 Mental illnesses, such as anxiety, depression, or schizophrenia 

		11 Other organ failure or diseases such as kidney or liver problems 

		12 Substance abuse or addiction disorders 

		13 Injuries, including broken bones  

		14 Old age/ infirmity/frailty 

		15 Other 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.06 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing personal care such as giving medications, feeding, dressing, or bathing?                                          



		TD

		Span

		CRGVPERS 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		317 





		TR

		Span

		M05.07 

		M05.07 



		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing household tasks such as cleaning, managing money, or preparing meals? 

		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing household tasks such as cleaning, managing money, or preparing meals? 



		CRGVHOUS 

		CRGVHOUS 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		318 

		318 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.08 



		TD

		Span

		Of the following support services, which one do you, as a caregiver, most need that you are not currently getting? 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVMST3 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Classes about giving care, such as giving medications 

		2 Help in getting access to services  

		3 Support groups 

		4 Individual counseling to help cope with giving care 

		5 Respite care, or  

		6 You don’t need any of these support services 

		Do not read: 

		7  Don’t Know /Not Sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent asks what respite care is read: “Respite care means short-term breaks for people who provide care.” 



		TD

		Span

		319 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		M05.09 

		M05.09 



		In the next 2 years, do you expect to provide care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability?                                                                             

		In the next 2 years, do you expect to provide care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability?                                                                             



		CRGVEXPT 

		CRGVEXPT 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		If M05.01 = 1 or 8, go to next module 

		If M05.01 = 1 or 8, go to next module 



		 

		 



		320 

		320 









		 

		  

		Module 6: E-Cigarettes 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M06.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever used an e-cigarette or other electronic vaping product, even just one time, in your entire life? 



		TD

		Span

		ECIGARET 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and other electronic vaping products include electronic hookahs (e-hookahs), vape pens, e-cigars, and others. These products are battery-powered and usually contain nicotine and flavors such as fruit, mint, or candy.  

		 

		Interviewer note: These questions concern electronic vaping products for nicotine use. The use of electronic vaping products for marijuana use is not included in these questions. 



		TD

		Span

		321 





		TR

		Span

		2 No                                              

		2 No                                              

		7  Don’t know/Not sure   

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M06.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you now use e-cigarettes or other electronic vaping products every day, some days, or not at all?  



		TD

		Span

		ECIGNOW 



		TD

		Span

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 

		3 Not at all 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer note: These questions concern electronic vaping products for nicotine use. The use of electronic vaping products for marijuana use is not included in these questions. 



		TD

		Span

		322 









		 

		  

		Module 7: Marijuana Use 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M07.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use marijuana or cannabis? 



		TD

		Span

		MARIJAN1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ 01-30 Number of days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		323-324 





		TR

		Span

		88 None   

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M07.02 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, which one of the following ways did you use marijuana the most often? Did you usually… 



		TD

		Span

		USEMRJN2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Smoke it (for example, in a joint, bong, pipe, or blunt).  

		2 Eat it (for example, in brownies, cakes, cookies, or candy)  

		3 Drink it (for example, in tea, cola, or alcohol)  

		4 Vaporize it (for example, in an e-cigarette-like vaporizer or another vaporizing device)  

		5 Dab it (for example, using waxes or concentrates), or 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Select one. If respondent provides more than one say: which way did you use it most often. 



		TD

		Span

		325 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		6 Use it some other way. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/not sure  

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M07.03 

		M07.03 



		When you used marijuana or cannabis during the past 30 days, was it usually: 

		When you used marijuana or cannabis during the past 30 days, was it usually: 



		RSNMRJN1 

		RSNMRJN1 



		Read:  

		Read:  

		1 For medical reasons (like to treat or decrease symptoms of a health condition);  

		2 For non-medical reasons (like to have fun or fit in), or  

		3 For both medical and non-medical reasons.  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		326 

		326 









		 

		  

		Module 8: Sleep Disorder 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M08.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days have you had trouble falling asleep or staying asleep or sleeping too much? 



		TD

		Span

		ADSLEEP 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		327-328 





		TR

		Span

		M08.02 

		M08.02 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days did you unintentionally fall asleep during the day?    

		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days did you unintentionally fall asleep during the day?    



		SLEPDAY1 

		SLEPDAY1 

		 



		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		329-330 

		329-330 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M08.03 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever been told that you snore loudly? 



		TD

		Span

		SLEPSNO2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		331 





		TR

		Span

		M08.04 

		M08.04 



		Has anyone ever observed that you stop breathing during your sleep?      

		Has anyone ever observed that you stop breathing during your sleep?      



		SLEPBRTH 

		SLEPBRTH 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Enter yes (1) if respondent mentions having a machine or CPAP that records that breathing sometimes stops during the night. 

		Enter yes (1) if respondent mentions having a machine or CPAP that records that breathing sometimes stops during the night. 



		332 

		332 









		 

		  

		Module 9: Depression and Anxiety 
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		TBody
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		Span
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M09.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by having little interest or pleasure in doing things.  Would you say this happens... 



		TD

		Span

		ADPLEAS1 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		333 





		TR

		Span

		M09.02 

		M09.02 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed or hopeless?  Would you say this happens… 

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed or hopeless?  Would you say this happens… 



		ADDOWN1 

		ADDOWN1 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		334 

		334 
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		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M09.03 



		TD

		Span

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling nervous, anxious or on edge?  Would you say this happens… 

		 



		TD

		Span

		FEELNERV 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		335 





		TR

		Span

		M09.04 

		M09.04 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by not being able to stop or control worrying?  Would you say this happens…      

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by not being able to stop or control worrying?  Would you say this happens…      



		STOPWORY 

		STOPWORY 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		336 

		336 









		 

		  

		Module 10: Respiratory Health 
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		TBody
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		Span
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		Question Number 
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		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M10.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 3 months, did you have a cough on most days? 



		TD

		Span

		COPDCOGH 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		337 





		TR

		Span

		M10.02 

		M10.02 



		During the past 3 months, did you cough up phlegm [FLEM] or mucus on most days? 

		During the past 3 months, did you cough up phlegm [FLEM] or mucus on most days? 



		COPDFLEM 

		COPDFLEM 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		338 

		338 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M10.03 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have shortness of breath either when hurrying on level ground or when walking up a slight hill or stairs?   



		TD

		Span

		COPDBRTH 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		339 





		TR

		Span

		M10.04 

		M10.04 



		Have you ever been given a breathing test to diagnose breathing problems?     

		Have you ever been given a breathing test to diagnose breathing problems?     



		COPDBTST 

		COPDBTST 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		340 

		340 
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		TD

		Span

		M10.05 



		TD

		Span

		Over your lifetime, how many years have you smoked tobacco products? 
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		COPDSMOK 
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		_ _ Number of years (01-76) 

		88  Never smoked or smoked less than one year 

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		99  Refused 
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		341-342 









		 

		  

		Module 11: Indoor Tanning 
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		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M11.01 
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		Not including spray-on tans, during the past 12 months, how many times have you used an indoor tanning device such as a sunlamp, tanning bed, or booth? 
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		INDORTAN 
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		_ _ _ Number  (0-365)  

		777 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		Span
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		Module 12: Excess Sun Exposure 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		During the past 12 months, how many times have you had a sunburn? 
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		NUMBURN3 
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		_ _ _ Number  (0-365)  

		777 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		M12.02 

		M12.02 



		When you go outside on a warm sunny day for more than one hour, how often do you protect yourself from the sun? Is that…. 

		When you go outside on a warm sunny day for more than one hour, how often do you protect yourself from the sun? Is that…. 



		SUNPRTCT 

		SUNPRTCT 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Always 

		2 Most of the time 

		3 Sometimes 

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		6 Don’t stay outside for more than one hour on warm sunny days  

		8 Don’t go outside at all on warm sunny days 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Protection from the sun may include using sunscreen, wearing a wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a long-sleeved shirt. 

		Protection from the sun may include using sunscreen, wearing a wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a long-sleeved shirt. 



		349 
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		M12.03 
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		On weekdays, in the summer, how long are you outside per day between 10am and 4pm?   



		TD
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		WKDAYOUT 
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		01 Less than half an hour 

		02 (More than half an hour) up to 1 hour 

		03 (More than 1 hour) up to 2 hours 

		04 (More than 2 hours) up to 3 hours 

		05 (More than 3 hours) up to 4 hours 

		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		07 (More than 5) up to 6 hours 

		77 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Friday is a weekday. 

		If respondent says never code 01. 
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		M12.04 

		M12.04 



		On weekends in the summer, how long are you outside each day between 10am and 4pm? 

		On weekends in the summer, how long are you outside each day between 10am and 4pm? 



		WKENDOUT 

		WKENDOUT 



		01 Less than half an hour 

		01 Less than half an hour 

		02 (More than half an hour) up to 1 hour 

		03 (More than 1 hour) up to 2 hours 

		04 (More than 2 hours) up to 3 hours 

		05 (More than 3 hours) up to 4 hours 



		 

		 



		Friday is a weekday. 

		Friday is a weekday. 

		If respondent says never code 01. 

		 



		352-353 

		352-353 
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		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		07 (More than 5) up to 6 hours 

		77 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		99 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 13: Lung Cancer Screening 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		You’ve told us that you have smoked in the past or are currently smoking.  The next questions are about screening for lung cancer. 

		 

		How old were you when you first started to smoke cigarettes regularly? 
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		Span

		LCSFIRST 

		 



		TD
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		_ _ _ Age in Years (001 – 100) 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C09.01=1 (yes) and C09.02 = 1, 2, or 3 (every day, some days, or not at all) continue, else go to question M13.04. 



		TD

		Span

		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		If respondent indicates age inconsistent with previously entered age, verify that this is the correct answer and change the age of the respondent regularly smoking or make a note to correct the age of the respondent. 
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		888 Never smoked cigarettes regularly 

		888 Never smoked cigarettes regularly 



		Go to M13.04 

		Go to M13.04 
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		How old were you when you last smoked cigarettes regularly? 
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		Span

		LCSLAST 
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		_ _ _ Age in Years (001 – 100) 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		357-359 
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		M13.03 

		M13.03 



		On average, when you {smoke/smoked} regularly, about how many cigarettes {do/did} you usually smoke each day? 

		On average, when you {smoke/smoked} regularly, about how many cigarettes {do/did} you usually smoke each day? 



		LCSNUMCG 

		LCSNUMCG 



		_ _ _ Number of cigarettes 

		_ _ _ Number of cigarettes 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		 

		 



		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		Respondents may answer in packs instead of number of cigarettes. Below is a conversion table: 0.5 pack = 10 cigarettes/ 1.75 pack = 



		360-362 

		360-362 
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		35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 

		35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 
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		Span
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		M13.04 
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		The next question is about CT or CAT scans. During this test, you lie flat on your back on a table. While you hold your breath, the table moves through a donut shaped x-ray machine while the scan is done. In the last 12 months, did you have a CT or CAT scan? 
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		LCSCTSCN 
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		Read if necessary: 

		1 Yes, to check for lung cancer 

		2 No (did not have a CT scan) 

		3 Had a CT scan, but for some other reason 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		363 









		 

		  

		Module 14: Cancer Survivorship 
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		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		You’ve told us that you have had cancer.  I would like to ask you a few more questions about your cancer. 

		 

		How many different types of cancer have you had? 



		TD

		Span

		CNCRDIFF 
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		1 Only one 

		2 Two 

		3 Three or more 
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		If C06.06 or C06.07 = 1 (Yes) or C15.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had prostate cancer) continue, else go to next module. 
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		364 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		At what age were you told that you had cancer? 



		TD
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		CNCRAGE 
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		 _ _ Age in Years (97 = 97 and older) 

		98 Don't know/Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Span

		 



		TD
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		If M14.01= 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: At what age were you first diagnosed with cancer? 

		Read if necessary: This question refers to the first time they were told about their first cancer. 
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		365-366 
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		M14.03 

		M14.03 



		What type of cancer was it? 

		What type of cancer was it? 



		CNCRTYP1 

		CNCRTYP1 

		 



		Read if respondent needs prompting for cancer type: 

		Read if respondent needs prompting for cancer type: 

		01 Breast cancer 

		Female reproductive (Gynecologic)  

		02 Cervical cancer (cancer of the cervix) 



		If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) and M14.01 = 1 (Only one): ask Was it Melanoma or other skin cancer?  then code 21 if Melanoma or 22 if other skin cancer 

		If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) and M14.01 = 1 (Only one): ask Was it Melanoma or other skin cancer?  then code 21 if Melanoma or 22 if other skin cancer 

		 



		If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: With your most recent diagnoses of cancer, what type of cancer was it? 

		If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: With your most recent diagnoses of cancer, what type of cancer was it? 



		367-368 

		367-368 
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		03 Endometrial cancer (cancer of the uterus) 

		03 Endometrial cancer (cancer of the uterus) 

		04 Ovarian cancer (cancer of the ovary) 

		Head/Neck 

		05 Head and neck cancer 

		06 Oral cancer 

		07 Pharyngeal (throat) cancer 

		08 Thyroid 

		09 Larynx 

		Gastrointestinal  

		10 Colon (intestine) cancer 

		11 Esophageal (esophagus) 

		12 Liver cancer 

		13 Pancreatic (pancreas) cancer 

		14 Rectal (rectum) cancer 

		15 Stomach 

		Leukemia/Lymphoma (lymph nodes and bone marrow) 

		16 Hodgkin's Lymphoma (Hodgkin’s disease) 

		17 Leukemia (blood) cancer  

		18 Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma 

		Male reproductive 

		19 Prostate cancer 



		CATI note: If C16.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had Prostate Cancer) and Q1 = 1 (Only one) then code 19. 

		CATI note: If C16.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had Prostate Cancer) and Q1 = 1 (Only one) then code 19. 
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		20 Testicular cancer 

		20 Testicular cancer 

		Skin 

		21 Melanoma 

		22 Other skin cancer 

		Thoracic 

		23 Heart 

		24 Lung 

		Urinary cancer  

		 25 Bladder cancer 

		26 Renal (kidney) cancer 

		Others 

		27 Bone  

		28 Brain 

		29 Neuroblastoma  

		30 Other  

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		M14.04 
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		Are you currently receiving treatment for cancer? 
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		CSRVTRT2 
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		Read if necessary: 

		1 Yes 
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		Span

		Go to next module 
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		Read if necessary: By treatment, we mean surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or chemotherapy pills. 
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		369 
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		2 No, I’ve completed treatment 

		2 No, I’ve completed treatment 
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		3 No, I’ve refused treatment 

		4 No, I haven’t started treatment 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused  
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		Go to next module 
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		M14.05 

		M14.05 



		What type of doctor provides the majority of your health care? Is it a…. 

		What type of doctor provides the majority of your health care? Is it a…. 

		 



		CSRVDOC1 

		CSRVDOC1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		01 Cancer Surgeon 

		02 Family Practitioner    

		03 General Surgeon                   

		04 Gynecologic Oncologist 

		05 General Practitioner, Internist    

		06 Plastic Surgeon, Reconstructive Surgeon 

		07 Medical Oncologist 

		08 Radiation Oncologist 

		09 Urologist 

		10 Other 

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		If the respondent requests clarification of this question, say: We want to know which type of doctor you see most often for illness or regular health care (Examples: annual exams and/or physicals, treatment of colds, etc.). 

		If the respondent requests clarification of this question, say: We want to know which type of doctor you see most often for illness or regular health care (Examples: annual exams and/or physicals, treatment of colds, etc.). 

		 

		Read if necessary: An oncologist is a medical doctor who manages a person’s care and treatment after a cancer diagnosis. 



		370-371 

		370-371 
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		Did any doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever give you a written summary of all the cancer treatments that you received? 



		TD

		Span

		CSRVSUM 

		 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		 



		TD
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		Read if necessary: By ‘other healthcare professional’, we mean a nurse practitioner, a physician’s assistant, social worker, or some other licensed professional. 
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		372 
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		M14.07 

		M14.07 



		Have you ever received instructions from a doctor, nurse, or other health professional about where you should return or who you should see for routine cancer check-ups after completing 

		Have you ever received instructions from a doctor, nurse, or other health professional about where you should return or who you should see for routine cancer check-ups after completing 



		CSRVRTRN 

		CSRVRTRN 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		373 

		373 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		Go to M14.09 
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		your treatment for cancer? 

		your treatment for cancer? 
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		Span

		M14.08 

		M14.08 



		Were these instructions written down or printed on paper for you?  

		Were these instructions written down or printed on paper for you?  



		CSRVINST 

		CSRVINST 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		374 
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		M14.09 
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		With your most recent diagnosis of cancer, did you have health insurance that paid for all or part of your cancer treatment? 
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		CSRVINSR 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Read if necessary: Health insurance also includes Medicare, Medicaid, or other types of state health programs. 
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		375 
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		M14.10 

		M14.10 



		Were you ever denied health insurance or life insurance coverage because of your cancer? 

		Were you ever denied health insurance or life insurance coverage because of your cancer? 



		CSRVDEIN 

		CSRVDEIN 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		M14.11 
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		Did you participate in a clinical trial as part of your cancer treatment? 
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		CSRVCLIN 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		377 
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		M14.12 

		M14.12 



		Do you currently have physical pain caused by your cancer or cancer treatment? 

		Do you currently have physical pain caused by your cancer or cancer treatment? 



		CSRVPAIN 

		CSRVPAIN 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 
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		378 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Go to next module 
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		M14.13 

		M14.13 



		Would you say your pain is currently under control…?   

		Would you say your pain is currently under control…?   



		CSRVCTL1 

		CSRVCTL1 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 With medication (or treatment) 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		379 

		379 
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		2 Without medication (or treatment) 

		2 Without medication (or treatment) 

		3 Not under control, with medication (or treatment) 

		4 Not under control, without medication (or treatment) 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 15: Prostate Cancer Screening Decision Making 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		M15.01 
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		Which one of the following best describes the decision to have the P.S.A. test done? 
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		Span

		PCPSADE1 
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		If C15.04 = 1 continue, otherwise go to next module.  
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		Span
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		380 
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		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 You made the decision alone  

		2 Your doctor, nurse, or health care provider made the decision alone 



		Go to next module. 

		Go to next module. 
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		3 You and one or more other persons made the decision together   
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		Span
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		4 You don’t know how the decision was made 

		4 You don’t know how the decision was made 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		Span
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		Span

		M15.02 
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		Who made the decision with you? 



		TD

		Span

		PCDMDEC1 



		TD
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		Read if necessary: 

		1 Doctor/nurse /health care provider 

		2 Spouse/significant other 

		3 Other family member 



		TD

		Span
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		Select one response.  If respondent offers more than one response ask for primary person who made decision. 
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		4 Friend/non-relative 

		Do not read:                                    7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9  Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 16: Clinical Breast Exam 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M16.01 
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		A clinical breast exam is when a doctor, nurse, or other health professional feels the breasts for lumps.  Have you ever had a clinical breast exam? 
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		Span

		PROFEXAM 
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		If respondent is male, go to the next module. 
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		382 
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		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module.  
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		Span

		M16.02 

		M16.02 



		How long has it been since your last breast exam?  

		How long has it been since your last breast exam?  



		LENGEXAM 

		LENGEXAM 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago) 

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		383 

		383 
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		5 5 or more years ago 

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 17: Adult Human Papillomavirus (HPV) - Vaccination 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		M17.01 
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		A vaccine to prevent the human papillomavirus or H.P.V. infection is available and is called the cervical cancer or genital warts vaccine, H.P.V. shot, [Fill: if female GARDASIL or CERVARIX; if male: GARDASIL].   

		Have you ever had an H.P.V. vaccination? 
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		HPVADVC2 
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		1 Yes 
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		To be asked of respondents between the ages of 18 and 49 years; otherwise, go to next module. 
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		Human Papillomavirus (Human Pap·uh·loh·muh virus); Gardasil (Gar·duh· seel); Cervarix (Sir·var· icks) 



		TD

		Span

		384 
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		2 No 

		3 Doctor refused when asked 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		Go to next module 
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		M17.02 
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		How many H.P.V. shots did you receive? 



		TD

		Span

		HPVADSHT 
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		_  _ Number of shots 

		03 All shots 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused  
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		385-386 









		 

		  

		Module 18: Tetanus Diphtheria (Tdap) (Adults) 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M18.01 
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		Have you received a tetanus shot in the past 10 years?  



		TD

		Span

		TETANUS1 



		TD
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		1 Yes, received Tdap 

		2 Yes, received tetanus shot, but not Tdap 

		3 Yes, received tetanus shot but not sure what type 

		4 No, did not receive any tetanus shot in the past 10 years 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9  Refused 
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		If yes, ask: Was this Tdap, the tetanus shot that also has pertussis or whooping cough vaccine? 
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		387 









		 

		  

		Module 19: Shingles (Zostavax or ZOS) 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M19.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever had the shingles or zoster vaccine?  



		TD

		Span

		SHINGLE2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is ≤ 49 years of age, go to next section. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Shingles is an illness that results in a rash or blisters on the skin, and is usually painful. There are two vaccines now available for shingles; Zostavax, which requires 1 shot, and Shingrix, a new vaccine which requires 2 shots. 
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		Span

		388 









		 

		  

		Module 20: Industry and Occupation 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 



		TD
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		M20.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		What kind of work do you do? For example, registered nurse, janitor, cashier, auto mechanic.  



		TD

		Span

		TYPEWORK 



		TD

		Span

		 _______Record answer 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.15 = 1 or 4 (Employed for wages or out of work for less than 1 year) or 2 (Self-employed), continue. 

		If C08.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of work did you do? For example, registered nurse, janitor, cashier, auto mechanic.” 

		 

		Else go to next module  



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is unclear, ask: What is your job title? 

		 

		If respondent has more than one job ask: What is your main job? 
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		Span

		389-488 





		TR
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		M20.02 

		M20.02 



		What kind of business or industry do you work in? For example, hospital, elementary school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant 

		What kind of business or industry do you work in? For example, hospital, elementary school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant 



		TYPEINDS 

		TYPEINDS 



		_______Record answer 

		_______Record answer 

		99 Refused 



		If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of business or industry did you work in? For example, hospital, elementary 

		If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of business or industry did you work in? For example, hospital, elementary 



		 

		 



		489-588 

		489-588 
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		school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant.”  

		school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant.”  









		 

		  

		Module 21: Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) 
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		TBody
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M21.01a 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next two questions are about sexual orientation and gender identity. 

		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself?  



		TD

		Span

		SOMALE 



		TD

		Span

		1 = Gay 

		2 = Straight, that is, not gay 

		3 = Bisexual 

		4 = Something else 

		7 = I don't know the answer 

		9 = Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Ask if Sex= 1. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 



		TD

		Span

		589 





		TR

		Span

		M21.01b 

		M21.01b 



		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself? 

		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself? 



		SOFEMALE 

		SOFEMALE 



		1 = Lesbian or Gay 

		1 = Lesbian or Gay 

		2 = Straight, that is, not gay 

		3 = Bisexual 

		4 = Something else 

		7 = I don't know the answer 

		9 = Refused 



		Ask if Sex=2. 

		Ask if Sex=2. 



		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		M21.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you consider yourself to be transgender?   



		TD

		Span

		TRNSGNDR 



		TD

		Span

		1  Yes, Transgender, male-to-female   

		2  Yes, Transgender, female to male 

		3 Yes, Transgender, gender nonconforming 

		4 No 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Some people describe themselves as transgender when they experience a different gender identity from their sex at birth.  For example, a person born into a male body, but who feels female or lives as a woman would be 



		TD

		Span

		590 
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		7 Don’t know/not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		transgender.  Some transgender people change their physical appearance so that it matches their internal gender identity. Some transgender people take hormones and some have surgery. A transgender person may be of any sexual orientation – straight, gay, lesbian, or bisexual.   

		 

		If asked about definition of gender non-conforming: Some people think of themselves as gender non-conforming when they do not identify only as a man or only as a woman.  

		 

		If yes, ask Do you consider yourself to be 1. male-to-female, 2. female-to-male, or 3. gender non-conforming? 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		  

		Module 22: Random Child Selection 
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		Question text 



		TD
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		Intro text and  screening 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.16 = 1 and C08.16 does not equal 88 or 99, Interviewer please read:  Previously, you indicated there was one child age 17 or younger in your household.  I would like to ask you some questions about that child. 

		 

		If C0.16 is >1 and C08.16 does not equal 88 or 99, Interviewer please read:  Previously, you indicated there were [number] children age 17 or younger in your household. Think about those [number] children in order of their birth, from oldest to youngest.  The 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.16 = 88, or 99 (No children under age 18 in the household, or Refused), go to next module. 

		  

		CATI INSTRUCTION:  RANDOMLY SELECT ONE OF THE CHILDREN.  This is the Xth child. Please substitute Xth child’s number in all questions below. 

		INTERVIEWER PLEASE READ: I have some additional questions about one specific child. The child I will be referring to is the Xth [CATI: please fill in correct number] child in your household.  All following questions 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span
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		oldest child is the first child and the youngest child is the last. Please include children with the same birth date, including twins, in the order of their birth. 



		TD

		Span

		about children will be about the Xth [CATI: please fill in] child. 





		TR

		Span

		M22.01 

		M22.01 

		 



		What is the birth month and year of the [Xth] child? 

		What is the birth month and year of the [Xth] child? 



		RCSBIRTH 

		RCSBIRTH 

		 



		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year 

		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year 

		77/ 7777  Don’t know / Not sure 

		99/ 9999  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		591-596 

		591-596 
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		M22.02 
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		Is the child a boy or a girl? 



		TD

		Span

		RCSGENDR 



		TD

		Span

		1 Boy  

		2 Girl 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		597 





		TR

		Span

		M22.03 

		M22.03 



		Is the child Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 

		Is the child Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 

		   



		RCHISLA1 

		RCHISLA1 



		Read if response is yes: 

		Read if response is yes: 

		1 Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a 

		2 Puerto Rican 

		3 Cuban 

		4 Another Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin 

		Do not read: 

		5 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		If yes, ask: Are they… 

		If yes, ask: Are they… 



		598-601 

		598-601 
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		M22.04 



		TD
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		Which one or more of the following would you say is the race of the child? 



		TD

		Span

		RCSRACE1 



		TD

		Span

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 



		TD

		Span

		[CATI NOTE: IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE TO Q4; CONTINUE. OTHERWISE, GO TO Q6.] 



		TD

		Span

		Select all that apply 

		 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and 



		TD

		Span

		602-629 
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		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		code subcategories underneath major heading. 





		TR

		Span

		M22.05 

		M22.05 



		Which one of these groups would you say best represents the child’s race? 

		Which one of these groups would you say best represents the child’s race? 



		RCSBRAC2 

		RCSBRAC2 



		10 White   

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 



		 

		 



		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 



		630-631 

		630-631 
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		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		88 No additional choices 

		 77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		M22.06 



		TD
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		How are you related to the child? Are you a…. 



		TD

		Span

		RCSRLTN2 



		TD

		Span

		Please read: 

		 1 Parent (include biologic, step, or adoptive parent) 

		2 Grandparent 

		3 Foster parent or guardian  

		4 Sibling (include biologic, step, and adoptive sibling) 

		5 Other relative 

		6 Not related in any way  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9  Refused 
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		632 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Module 23: Childhood Asthma Prevalence 
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		M23.01 

		 



		TD
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		The next two questions are about the Xth child.  

		Has a doctor, nurse or other health professional EVER said that the child has asthma?  



		TD

		Span

		CASTHDX2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		 

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If response to C08.16 = 88 (None) or 99 (Refused), go to next module. 

		Fill in correct [Xth] number. 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		633 





		TR
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		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		M23.02 



		TD

		Span

		Does the child still have asthma?  



		TD

		Span

		CASTHNO2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span
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		634 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Asthma Call-Back Permission Script 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Text 
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		We would like to call you again within the next 2 weeks to talk in more detail about (your/your child’s) experiences with asthma. The information will be used to help develop and improve the asthma programs in <STATE>. The information you gave us today and any you give us in the future will be kept confidential. If you agree to this, we will keep your first name or initials and phone number on file, separate from the answers collected today. Even if 
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		you agree now, you or others may refuse to participate in the future. 





		TR
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		CB01.01 

		CB01.01 



		Would it be okay if we called you back to ask additional asthma-related questions at a later time? 

		Would it be okay if we called you back to ask additional asthma-related questions at a later time? 



		CALLBACK 

		CALLBACK 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		635 

		635 
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		CB01.02 



		TD

		Span

		Which person in the household was selected as the focus of the asthma call-back? 



		TD

		Span

		ADLTCHLD 



		TD

		Span

		1 Adult 

		2 Child 



		TD

		Span
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		TD

		Span

		636 









		 

		  

		Reproductive Health Call-Back Permission Script 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		CB02.01 



		TD

		Span

		We would like to call you again to talk in more detail about your reproductive health. The information will be used to help develop and improve the programs in <STATE>. Would it be okay if we called you back to ask questions related to reproductive health at a later time? 



		TD

		Span

		CALLBCKZ 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 
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		637 









		 

		 

		  

		Closing Statement 
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		Read 
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		That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 







Mercer
Benchmarks IM v1.0
BRFSS English Questionnaire 2018



D E L A W A R E  H E A L T H  C A R E  S P E N D I N G  A N D  
Q U A L I T Y  B E N C H M A R K S  

S T A T E  O F  D E L A W A R E   

 

             
 
 

23 

Benchmark Values:  

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware 30.7 0.7 30.0 29.4 28.7 27.4 

 

2) High School Students Who Were Physically Active 

Specification:  The percentage of high school students who were physically active doing any kind of 

physical activity that increased their heart rate and made them breathe hard some of the time for a 

total of at least 60 minutes a day on five or more days during the seven days before the survey, as 

defined by the CDC. 

Methods: Delaware used the of 75th percentile value from the 2017 Youth Risk Behavior Survey. 

Benchmark Values: 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware 43.5 1.1 44.6 N/A* 46.8 48.7 

*There is no benchmark for 2020 because there will be no data available to measure  
performance. The survey serving as the data source is administered by the federal government 
every other year.  
 

3) Opioid-Related Overdose Deaths 
Specification: Number of opioid-related overdose deaths per 100,000 persons, as defined by the 
CDC. Opioid overdose deaths were identified using underlying cause-of-death codes X40–X44 
(unintentional), X60–X64 (suicide), X85 (homicide) or Y10–Y14 (undetermined intent). Among the 
deaths with drug overdose as the underlying cause, the type of opioid involved is indicated by the 
following ICD-10 multiple cause-of-death codes: opioids (T40.0, T40.1, T40.2, T40.3, T40.4 or 
T40.6); natural and semisynthetic opioids (T40.2); methadone (T40.3); synthetic opioids, other than 
methadone (T40.4); and heroin (T40.1). 21 
 

Multiple Cause of 

Death  

                                                

21 Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF). Opioid Overdose Death Rates and All Drug Overdose Death Rates per 100,000 

Population (Age-Adjusted). 2016. Available at www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/opioid-overdose-death-

rates/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D.  

Last accessed on January 22, 2019. 

 

http://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/opioid-overdose-death-rates/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
http://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/opioid-overdose-death-rates/?currentTimeframe=0&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
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Multiple Cause of Death 1999 - 2016
Summary:


  


The Multiple Cause of Death data available on WONDER are county-level national mortality and
population data spanning the years 1999-2016. Data are based on death certificates for U.S.
residents. Each death certificate contains a single underlying cause of death, up to twenty additional
multiple causes, and demographic data. The number of deaths, crude death rates, age-adjusted
death rates and 95% confidence intervals for death rates can be obtained by cause of death (4 digit
ICD-10 codes, 113 selected causes of death, 130 selected causes of infant death, drug and alcohol
related causes of death, injury intent and injury mechanism categories), place of residence
(national, region, division, state, and county), age (single-year-of age, 5-year age groups, 10-year
age groups and infant age groups), race (American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian/Pacific Islander,
Black or African American, White), Hispanic ethnicity, gender and year. Data are also available by
place of death, month and week day of death, and whether an autopsy was performed.


Privacy policy: As of May 23, 2011, all sub-national data representing zero to nine (0-9) deaths or
births are suppressed. Corresponding sub-national denominator population figures are also
suppressed when the population represents fewer than 10 persons. As of December 12, 2011,
additional privacy constraints apply to infant mortality statistics for infant age groups and live births
denominator population figures. See Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.


Mortality
data:


  The mortality data are based on information from all death certificates filed in the fifty states and
the District of Columbia. Deaths of nonresidents (e.g. nonresident aliens, nationals living abroad,
residents of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands, and other territories of the U.S.) and fetal deaths
are excluded. Mortality data from the death certificates are coded by the states and provided to
NCHS through the Vital Statistics Cooperative Program or coded by NCHS from copies of the original
death certificates provided to NCHS by the State registration offices. For more information, see
Technical Appendix from Vital Statistics of United States: 1999 Mortality .


About suppressed data and unreliable rates:
Sub-national data representing fewer than ten persons (0-9) are suppressed for year 1989
and later years. See Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.
Rates are marked as "unreliable" when the death count is less than 20.


About cause of death classification: 
The underlying cause-of-death is defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) as "the
disease or injury which initiated the train of events leading directly to death, or the
circumstances of the accident or violence which produced the fatal injury." Underlying cause-
of-death is selected from the conditions entered by the physician on the cause of death
section of the death certificate. When more than one cause or condition is entered by the
physician, the underlying cause is determined by the sequence of conditions on the
certificate, provisions of the ICD, and associated selection rules and modifications.
Causes of death are classified in accordance with the International Classification of Disease.
Deaths for 1979-98 are classified using the Ninth Revision (ICD-9). Deaths for 1999 and
beyond are classified using the Tenth Revision (ICD-10).
Beginning with data for 2006, the valid ICD-10 codes used to classify causes of death
changed. Effective with the 2006 data year, 18 codes were introduced as valid causes of
death, and 4 codes were discontinued. Effective with the 2007 data year, 4 codes were
introduced as valid causes of death, and 2 codes were discontinued. See ICD-10 Changes for
more information.
Beginning with data for 2001, NCHS introduced categories *U01-*U03 for classifying and
coding deaths due to acts of terrorism. The asterisks before the category codes indicate that
they are not part of the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10).
Description of the specific 4-digit codes can be found at NCHS Classifications of Diseases,
and Functioning & Disability: Appendix I. Deaths classified to the terrorism categories are
included in the categories for Assault (homicide) and Intentional self-harm (suicide) in the
113 cause-of-death list. Additional information on these new categories can be found at
NCHS Classifications of Diseases, and Functioning & Disability: Classification of Death and
Injury Resulting from Terrorism.


About race and ethnicity reporting: 
Race and Hispanic origin are reported separately on the death certificate in accordance with
standards set forth by the Office of Management and Budget. The American Indian or Alaska
Native race category includes: North, Central, and South American Indians, Eskimos, and
Aleuts. The Asian or Pacific Islander race category includes Chinese, Filipino, Hawaiian,
Japanese, and Other Asian or Pacific Islanders.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/TechnicalAppendix1999.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/Appendix%20I.htm

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/otheract/icd9/terrorism_code.htm
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Hispanic origin was not reported on the death certificate for some deaths. On the mortality
file, missing Hispanic origin information is coded as "not stated". There is no corresponding
population figure for this group. Therefore, deaths with Hispanic origin not stated are
excluded when death rates are calculated by Hispanic origin.
Information included on the death certificate about the race and Hispanic ethnicity of the
decedent is reported by the funeral director as provided by an informant, often the surviving
next of kin, or, in the absence of an informant, on the basis of observation. Race and
ethnicity information from the census is by self-report. To the extent that race and Hispanic
origin are inconsistent between these two data sources, death rates will be biased. Studies
have shown that persons self-reported as American Indian, Asian, or Hispanic on census and
survey records may sometimes be reported as white or non-Hispanic on the death
certificate, resulting in an underestimation of deaths and death rates for the American
Indian, Asian, and Hispanic groups. Bias also results from undercounts of some population
groups in the census, particularly young black males, young white males, and elderly
persons, resulting in an overestimation of death rates. In "Quality of death rates by race and


Hispanic origin:  A summary of current research, 1999 ," the authors estimate that the
misclassification and under-coverage result in overstated death rates for the white and black
populations (1% and 5%, respectively) and understated death rates for other population
groups (American Indians, 21%; Asian or Pacific Islanders, 11%; and Hispanics, 2%). See
also The validity of race and Hispanic Origin reporting on death certificates in the United


States .
For 1979-2002, all 50 States and the District of Columbia collected race data on the death
certificates using four single-race categories (American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or
Pacific Islander, Black, and White) in accordance with the 1977 OMB standards, allowing only
a single race to be reported. Beginning with the 2003 data year, some States began
collecting race data in accordance with the 1997 OMB standards, allowing one or more of
five race categories to be reported. In order to provide uniformity and comparability of
mortality data during the transition from the single-race format to the multiple-race format,
NCHS is "bridging" the race responses of those for whom more than one race is reported
(multiple race) to one of the single-race categories. The bridging procedure is similar to the
procedure used to bridge multiple-race population estimates. Multiple-race decedents are
imputed to a single race (White, Black, American Indian or Alaska Native, or Asian or Pacific
Islander) according to their combination of races, Hispanic origin, sex, and age indicated on
the death certificate. The imputation procedure is described in detail at NCHS Procedures for


Multiple-Race and Hispanic Origin Data .
For more discussion of race and ethnicity data, see Race and Ethnicity Questions.


About "Not Stated" age or ethnicity:
Deaths of persons with "Not Stated" age or ethnicity are included in the "All Ages" and "All
Hispanic Origins" categories. Data in the "Not Stated" groups are not distributed among the
other groups. Data in the "Not Stated" age group are not included in age-specific counts,
age-specific rates or in any age-adjusted rates.
Data for the "Not Stated" age category or the "Not Stated" Hispanic Origin category cannot
be combined with any other specified age group or Hispanic Origin categories.
Death rates are not calculated specifically for the "Not Stated" groups because there are no
corresponding population denominator data for these groups.
Effective April 7, 2011 for Multiple Cause of Death mortality data on CDC WONDER:  data for
the "Not Stated" age category or the "Not Stated" Hispanic Origin category cannot be
combined with any other specified age group or Hispanic Origin categories.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/sr02_128.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/sr02_148.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/Multiple_race_procedures_5-7-2004.pdf
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Population
data:


  


The population estimates are U.S. Census Bureau estimates of U.S. national, state, and county
resident populations. The year 1999 population estimates are bridged-race intercensal estimates of
the July 1 resident population, based on the 1990 and the year 2000 census counts. The year 2000
and year 2010 population estimates are April 1 modified census counts, with bridged-race
categories. The year 2011-2016 population estimates are bridged-race postcensal estimates of the
July 1 resident population. The 2001 - 2009 population estimates are bridged-race revised
intercensal estimates of the July 1 resident population, based on the year 2000 and the year 2010
census counts (released by NCHS on 10/26/2012). The 2001 - 2009 archive population estimates
are bridged-race postcensal estimates of the July 1 resident population. For more information, see
Population Data Sources.


NCHS live-birth data are included for "Infant Age Groups" so that infant mortality rates can be
calculated. The number of live births and the population estimate for the "under one year of age"
group differ slightly, thus death rates may differ slightly when compared. For more information, see
Mortality for Infants.


Source:
  


The Multiple Cause of Death data are produced by the Division of Vital Statistics, National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), United States
Department of Health and Human Services (US DHHS). See Data Source Information.


In WONDER:  You can produce tables, maps, charts, and data extracts. Obtain death counts, crude death rates,
age-adjusted rates, 95% confidence intervals and standard errors for rates, and percentage of total.
Select specific disease and demographic criteria to produce cross-tabulated mortality measures.
Data are organized into three levels of geographic detail: national, state (including multi-state
regions and divisions) and county. The population estimates used as the denominator for rate
calculations are also shown. You can limit and index your data by any and all of the variables.


Contents:  Multiple Cause of Death Data Request 
Data Source Information 
Additional Information 


Multiple Cause of Death Data Request


Output:  You can produce tables, maps, charts, and data extracts. Obtain death counts, crude
death rates, age-adjusted rates, 95% confidence intervals and standard errors for
rates, and percentage of total. Select specific disease and demographic criteria to
produce cross-tabulated mortality measures. Data are organized into three levels of
geographic detail: national, state (including multi-state regions and divisions) and
county. The population estimates used as the denominator for rate calculations are
also shown.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Tables

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Maps

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Charts

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts

https://wonder.cdc.gov/MCD.html

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Tables

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Maps

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Charts

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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Variables:  You can limit and index your data by any and all of these variables:
1. Location: HHs Regions, Census Regions and Census Divisions, State, County
2. Age Groups: 10 year age groups, 5 year age groups, single-year age groups and


infant age groups
3. Race: American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian / Pacific Islander, Black or African


American, White (archive data for years 1999-2004: Black or African American,
White, Other Race)


4. Hispanic Origin: Hispanic or Latino, Not Hispanic or Latino, Not stated (Hispanic
Origin not available in archive data 1999-2004)


5. Gender (Sex): Female, Male
6. Year of death: 1999-2016 (Year limited in archive data: 1999-2004, or 2005-2006)
7. Month of death: January through December (Month not available in archive data)
8. Weekday of death: Sunday through Saturday, Unknown (Weekday not available in


archive data)
9. Autopsy performed: No, Yes, Unknown (Autopsy not available in archive data)


10. Place of Death: Medical Facility - Inpatient, Medical Facility - Outpatient or ER,
Medical Facility - Dead on Arrival, Medical Facility - Status unknown (years 1999-
2002 only), Decedent's home, Hospice Facility (years 2003 and later only), Nursing
home/long term care, Other, Place of death unknown (Place of Death not available
in archive data)


11. Cause of Death: underlying and multiple causes of death - ICD-10 codes, 113
Selected Causes, 130 Selected Causes (for infants), Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes
(not available in archive data), Injury Intent and Mechanism groups (not available
in archive data)


12. Urbanization: classifies population density and other factors at the county level -
pick between the 2006 or the 2013 NCHS Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for
Counties


How?  The Request screen has sections to guide you through the making a data request as
step-by-step process. However, to get your first taste of how the system works, you
might want to simply press any Send button, and execute the default data request.
The data results for your query appear on the Table screen. After you get your data
results, try the Chart and Map screens. Or export your data to a file (tab-delimited line
listing) for download to your computer. 
For more information, see the following: 
Quick Start Guide 
Step 1, Organize table layout 
Step 2, Select location 
Step 3, Select demographics 
Step 4, Select year and month 
Step 5, Select weekday, autopsy and place of death 
Step 6, Select underlying cause of death 
Step 7, Select multiple cause of death 
Step 8, Other options


'By-Variables'  Select variables that serve as keys (indexes) for organizing your data. See How do I
organize my data? for more information. 
Note:   To map your data, you must select at least one geographical location as a "By-
Variable" for grouping your data, such as State or County.


Help:  Click on any button labeled "Help", located to the right hand side of the screen at the
top of each section. Each control's label, such as the "Location" label next to the
Location entry box, is linked to the on-line help for that item.


Send:  Sends your data request to be processed on the CDC WONDER databases. The Send
buttons are located on the bottom of the Request page, and also in the upper right
corner of each section, for easy access.


 
Step 1. Organize table layout:


Group Results By:  Select up to five variables that serve as keys for grouping your data. See
Group Results By below for hints.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Tables

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Charts

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Maps

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickstart.html

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickstart.html#Tables
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Measures:  If checked, these measures will appear in the results table. Obtain death
counts, crude death rates, age-adjusted rates, 95% confidence intervals
and standard errors for rates, and percentage of total. Note that additional
measures for rates are available under Additional Rate Options, when you
click the "+" to open this section.


Title:  Enter any desired description to display as a title with your results.
Additional Rate Options:  Click the "+" to open this section, and select more measures for rates. The


options vary, depending on your selections in the Measures section above.
For example, when you check Age-Adjusted Rates in the Measures section,
then you can choose a standard population for weighting the age-adjusted
rates, or you can select criteria to define a non-standard population for
weights, in the Additional Rate Options section. For more information, see
Additional Rate Options


Group Results By...
Select up to five variables that serve as keys for grouping your data. For example, you could select to
group (summarize, stratify, index) your data by State and by County.


How?    See How do I organize my data? for more information.
Hints:   


1. About age-adjusted rates:  
When age-adjusted rates are calculated, you cannot group the data by Age Group.


2. About Multiple Cause of Death:  
When the data are grouped by Multiple Cause of Death, the table shows a row for each
cause of death mentioned, including the number of deaths and rates. Although each
death certificate has only 1 Underlying Cause of death, up to 20 causes can be
indicated in the Multiple Cause of Death field. Thus, the total count by "any mention" of
cause in the Multiple Cause of Death field may exceed the actual number of dead
persons in the selected population.


3. About charts:  
You cannot make charts when your data has more than two By-Variables.


4. About maps:  
To make a map, you must request data with a geographic location variable, such as
State or County, as a "By-Variable." Then click the Map tab.


Death Counts
The death counts in the data represent deaths that occurred in the 50 United States and the district of
Columbia, for the legal place of residence of the decedent. See Mortality data for more information.


Notes:
Death counts are suppressed for sub-national data representing zero to nine (0-9)
deaths. See Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.
The death counts reported for the Multiple Cause of Death field are the number of times
each specific cause of death is mentioned in the record, or "any mention" of the
specified cause of death. Up to 20 causes can be indicated in the Multiple Cause of
Death field on any single death certificate.


Crude Rates
Crude Rates are expressed as the number of deaths reported each calendar year per the factor you
select. The default factor is per 100,000 population, reporting the death rate per 100,000 persons.


Crude Rate = Count / Population * 100,000


See Frequently Asked Questions about Death Rates .


Hints:
Rates calculated with population estimates are per 100,000 persons by default.
However, infant mortality rates are calculated per 1,000 live births by default. See
Additional Rate Options to select the factor for rate calculations.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickstart.html#Tables
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Select the precision for rate calculations in the Other Options section. When the rate
calculated for a small numerator (incidence count) is zero, you may increase the
precision to reveal the rate by showing more numbers to the right of the decimal point.


Notes:
Rates for small populations should be interpreted with caution.
Rates are suppressed for sub-national data representing zero to nine (0-9) deaths.
Corresponding sub-national denominator population figures are also suppressed when
the population represents fewer than 10 persons. See Assurance of Confidentiality for
more information.
Rates are marked as "unreliable" when the death count is less than 20. Rates are not
shown for infant age groups when the death count is less than 20, since December 12,
2011.
Rates and populations are marked as "not applicable" when the population
denominator figure is unavailable, such as persons of "not stated" or unknown age or
Hispanic origin. Rates and populations are not available for month and weekday of
death, place of death, and whether an autopsy was performed.
Crude rates are helpful in determining the need for services for a given population,
relative to another population, regardless of size. Crude rates are influenced by the
underlying age distribution of the state's population. Even if two states have the same
age-adjusted rates, the state with the relatively older population (as demonstrated by
having a higher median age) will have higher crude rates because incidence or death
rates for most cancers increase with increasing age.
The population estimates for the denominators of incidence rates are race-specific and
sex-specific population estimates. The population estimates are aggregated from the
most detailed level selected. For example, if you have requested data for the nation
grouped by state and by county, then the populations are the county-level population
estimates aggregated to the state and national summaries. See Population Denominator
Data Sources below for more information.
The population for "Infant age groups" is the number of live births in the given time
period. See Infant Mortality for more information.


Age-Adjusted Rates
Age-adjusted death rates are weighted averages of the age-specific death rates, where the weights
represent a fixed population by age. They are used to compare relative mortality risk among groups
and over time. An age-adjusted rate represents the rate that would have existed had the age-specific
rates of the particular year prevailed in a population whose age distribution was the same as that of the
fixed population. Age-adjusted rates should be viewed as relative indexes rather than as direct or actual
measures of mortality risk.


The year "2000 U.S. standard" is the default population selection for the calculation of age-adjusted
rates. However, you can select other standard populations, or select specific population criteria to
determine the age distribution ratios. See Frequently Asked Questions about Death Rates for more
information.


The rates of almost all causes of death vary by age. Age adjustment is a technique for "removing" the
effects of age from crude rates, so as to allow meaningful comparisons across populations with different
underlying age structures. For example, comparing the crude rate of heart disease in Florida to that of
California is misleading, because the relatively older population in Florida will lead to a higher crude
death rate, even if the age-specific rates of heart disease in Florida and California are the same. For
such a comparison, age-adjusted rates are preferable. Age-adjusted rates should be viewed as relative
indexes rather than as direct or actual measures of mortality risk.


The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) age-adjusts death rates using the direct method. That
is, by applying age-specific death rates (Ri) to the U.S. standard population age distribution.


R' = S i ( Psi / Ps ) R i


where Psi is the standard population for age group i and Ps is the total U.S. standard population (all
ages combined).


In the direct method, a standard age distribution is chosen and the age-specific death rates are
weighted according to the standard. A reasonable choice for the standard is the U.S. total population
(all races, both genders) for the year under study. To permit comparison of death rates from year to



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/Infant%20Mortality
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year, a standard population is used. Beginning with the 1999 data year, NCHS adopted the year 2000
projected population of the United States as the standard population. This new standard replaces the
1940 standard population that was used by NCHS for over 50 years. The new population standard
affects the level of mortality and to some extent trends and group comparisons. Of particular note are
the effects on race comparison of mortality. For detailed discussion, see:


Anderson RN, Rosenberg HM. Age standardization of death rates: Implementation of the year 2000
standard. National Vital Statistics Reports; vol 47 no 3. Hyattsville, Maryland. National
Center for Health Statistics. 1998.


Beginning with publications of the year 2003 data, the traditional standard million population along with
corresponding standard weights to six decimal places were replaced by the projected year 2000
population age distribution (see 2000 Standard Population below). The effect of the change is negligible
and does not significantly affect comparability with age-adjusted rates calculated using the previous
method.
Age-Adjusted Rates Hints: 


Age-Adjusted Rates are optional, to select age-adjusted rates, see the Measures section in 1.
Organize table layout on the Request Form. See Additional Rate Options to select populations for
weighting the rates, and rate factors.
Rates are calculated per 100,000 population by default. See Additional Rate Options to select the
factor for rate calculations.
Select the precision for rate calculations in the Other Options section. When the rate calculated for a
small numerator (incidence count) is zero, you may increase the precision to reveal the rate by
showing more numbers to the right of the decimal point.
Age-adjusted rates cannot be calculated when the data are grouped by Age Group.
Age-adjusted rates are not calculated when only one age group is selected (the effect is a ratio of
one).
Age-adjusted rates are not available for "Infant age groups" because the populations for these age
groups are the number of live births in the given time period, the same population denominator for
each infant age group.
Standard age-adjusted rates (calculated with standard populations) are only available for Ten-Year
Age Groups.


Notes: 


Rates are suppressed for sub-national data representing zero to nine (0-9) deaths. Corresponding
sub-national denominator population figures are also suppressed when the population represents
fewer than 10 persons. See Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.
Rates are marked as "unreliable" when the death count is less than 20.
Rates are marked as "not applicable" when the denominator population figure is unavailable, such
as "not stated" or unknown age or ethnicity.
Deaths of persons with "not stated" or unknown age are not included in the calculation of age-
adjusted rates.
Age-specific death rates are rounded to 1 decimal place, before the weights are applied for the age
distributions in the standard population. This approach matches NCHS publications, yet may be
more noticeable in the precision of rates calculated for small numbers of deaths.
If a "non-standard" population is selected for age-adjusted rates, then the actual population
estimates for the specified year are used to determine the specific age-distribution ratios (or
weights) used in the calculation.
The following standard populations (see tables below) are used for computing age-adjusted rates:


year 2000 Standard Population
year 2000 Standard Million Population
year 1970 Standard Million Population
year 1940 Standard Million Population


The 2000 Standard Population is a projected population, developed before the April 1, 2000
enumerated Census occurred. For more information, see the following publications:


Age Standardization of Death Rates: Implementation of the Year 2000 Standard


Age-adjusted Death Rates: Trend Data Based on the Year 2000 Standard Population


The Effect of Revised Populations on Mortality Statistics for the United States, 2000



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/nvsr47_03.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/nvsr49_09.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/nvsr51_09.pdf
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Year 2000 Standard Population for the United States
 
   Age Number
 All ages 274,633,642
 Under 1 year 3,794,901
 1-4 years 15,191,619
 5-14 years 39,976,619
 15-24 years 38,076,743
 25-34 years 37,233,437
 35-44 years 44,659,185
 45-54 years 37,030,152
 55-64 years 23,961,506
 65-74 years 18,135,514
 75-84 years 12,314,793
 85 years and over 4,259,173
 
      *  Based on year 2000 projected population.


Year 2000 Standard Million Population for the United States
Numbers and All Ages Proportions (Weights) *
 
   Age Number Weight
 All ages 1,000,000 1.000000
 Under 1 year 13,818 0.013818
 1-4 years 55,317 0.055317
 5-14 years 145,565 0.145565
 15-24 years 138,646 0.138646
 25-34 years 135,573 0.135573
 35-44 years 162,613 0.162613
 45-54 years 134,834 0.134834
 55-64 years 87,247 0.087247
 65-74 years 66,037 0.066037
 75-84 years 44,842 0.044842
 85 years and over 15,508 0.015508
 
      *  Based on year 2000 projected population. 
Note that these weights only apply to the all ages population, 
the weights are calculated dynamically when age groups are selected.


Year 1970 Standard Million Population for the United States
Numbers and All Ages Proportions (Weights) *
 
   Age Number Weight
 All ages 1,000,000 1.000000
 Under 1 year 18,102 0.018102
 1-4 years 66,314 0.066314
 5-14 years 200,508 0.200508
 15-24 years 174,406 0.174406
 25-34 years 122,569 0.122569
 35-44 years 113,614 0.113614
 45-54 years 114,265 0.114265
 55-64 years 91,480 0.091480
 65-74 years 61,195 0.061195
 75-84 years 30,112 0.030112
 85 years and over 7,435 0.007435
 
      *  Based on the year 1970 population. 
Note that these weights only apply to the all ages population, 
the weights are calculated dynamically when age groups are selected.
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Year 1940 Standard Million Population for the United States
Numbers and All Ages Proportions (Weights) *
 
   Age Number Weight
 All ages 1,000,000 1.000000
 Under 1 year 15,343 0.015343
 1-4 years 64,718 0.064718
 5-14 years 170,355 0.170355
 15-24 years 181,677 0.181677
 25-34 years 162,066 0.162166
 35-44 years 139,237 0.139237
 45-54 years 117,811 0.117811
 55-64 years 80,294 0.080294
 65-74 years 48,426 0.048426
 75-84 years 17,303 0.017303
 85 years and over 2,770 0.002770
 
      *  Based on the year 1940 population. 
Note that these weights only apply to the all ages population, 
the weights are calculated dynamically when age groups are selected.


95% Confidence Intervals for Rates
You can request 95% confidence intervals calculated for death rates. The method for confidence
intervals calculated for 100 or more deaths differs slightly from the method for confidence intervals
calculated for 99 or fewer deaths.


How? Click the check box to indicate the desired measure.
Notes:


The method for confidence intervals calculated for 100 or more deaths: 
The lower 95% confidence interval is the crude death rate minus (1.96 times the
standard error of the rate). The upper 95% confidence interval is the crude death rate
plus (1.96 times the standard error of the rate). LCI = R - 1.96 * S (R) 
UCI = R + 1.96 * S (R)
The method for confidence intervals calculated for 99 or fewer deaths: 
The lower 95% confidence interval is the crude death multiplied by the lower 95%
confidence limit factor for a death rate based on a Poisson variable of the number of
deaths. The upper 95% confidence interval is the crude death rate multiplied by the
upper 95% confidence limit factor for a death rate based on a Poisson variable of the
number of deaths. See Vital Statistics of the United States: Mortality, 1999: Technical


Appendix  Table S. LCI = R * L (0.95, D) 
UCI = R * U (0.95, D)
Where:


LCI = lower 95% confidence interval
UCI = upper 95% confidence interval
R = crude death rate R = (deaths / population) * 100,000
D = the total number of deaths upon which the rate is based.
RSE(R) = relative standard error of rate RSE(R) = 100 * square root of (1/D)
S(R) = standard error of rate S(R) = R * (RSE(R) / 100)
L = the lower 95% confidence limit factor for a death rate based on a Poisson
variable of the number of deaths. See Vital Statistics of the United States: Mortality,


1999 Technical Appendix  Table S.
U = the upper 95% confidence limit factor for a death rate based on a Poisson
variable of the number of deaths. See Vital Statistics of the United States: Mortality,


1999 Technical Appendix  Table S.
For more information, refer to


Age-adjusted Death Rates: Trend Data Based on the Year 2000 Standard Population



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#CheckBox

http://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/sci_data/mort/mcmort/type_txt/mcmort05/techap99.pdf

http://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/sci_data/mort/mcmort/type_txt/mcmort05/techap99.pdf

http://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/sci_data/mort/mcmort/type_txt/mcmort05/techap99.pdf

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr49/nvsr49_09.pdf
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Vital Statistics of the United States: Mortality, 1999 Technical Appendix :
See the "Random Variation and Sampling Errors" section for methods.
See "Table S" for the upper and lower confidence limit factors for death rates
based on a Poisson variable of the number of deaths.


Standard Errors for Rates
You can request standard errors calculated for death rates.


How? Click the check box to indicate the desired measure.
Notes:


S(R) = standard error of rate S(R) = R * (RSE(R)/100)
Where:


R = crude death rate R = (deaths / population) * 100,000
D = the total number of deaths upon which the rate is based.
RSE(R) = relative standard error of rate RSE(R) = 100 * square root of (1/D)


For more information, refer to
Age-adjusted Death Rates: Trend Data Based on the Year 2000 Standard Population


Vital Statistics of the United States: Mortality, 1999 Technical Appendix , see the
"Random Variation and Sampling Errors" section for methods.


 
Additional Rate Options:


Click the "+" to open this section. The options shown here vary, depending on the Measures
you checked in section 1. Organize table layout on the Data Request tab. For example, to
pick populations for weighting age-adjusted rates here, you must first check the box for
age-adjusted rates in the Measures section.


Calculate Rates Per:  Select the factor (multiplier) for your rates. By default, all
ages rates are calculated per 100,000 persons, and rates
limited to infant age groups are calculated per 1,000
persons.
How? See How do I select items from the list box?


Archive Rates:  Check the box if you wish to reproduce archive rates and
population figures from the preceding release of these
data. See Comparison with Other Releases for more
information.
How? See "How do I use a checkbox?"



http://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/sci_data/mort/mcmort/type_txt/mcmort05/techap99.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#CheckBox

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr49/nvsr49_09.pdf

http://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/sci_data/mort/mcmort/type_txt/mcmort05/techap99.pdf

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox
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Include age-adjusted rates?  Crude rates are reported by default. Indicate that you wish
to calculate age-adjusted rates by clicking the checkbox
under Measures in section 1. Organize table layout on the
Data Request tab. Then choose the standard population to
use for the ratios in the calculation. For more information,
see:


Age-Adjusted Rates and
Frequently Asked Questions about Death Rates.
How? See How do I use a radio button?


Notes on Age-Adjusted Rates:


Group your data by any variable, except for Age
Groups. You are prevented from grouping the data by
age groups when requesting age-adjusted rates for
mortality data, because any single age group alone
yields a corresponding weight of 1.
Likewise, you must select more than 1 age group
when requesting age-adjusted rates for mortality
data.
Deaths coded to the "unknown" age groups do not
yield a proportional weight, as there is no
corresponding population value.
Select the combined age group for all persons less
than 1 year of age. Age-adjusted rates are not
available for deaths codes to the specific Infant Age
Groups, because the representative population value
for each infant age group is the (same) number of
live births in selected time period.


Populations for Age-
Adjusted Rates:


  If you picked standard age-adjusted rates, then the list of
possible standard populations used to calculate these age-
adjusted rates is shown. See Age-Adjusted Rates for more
information.
How? See How do I select items from the list box?


Note: The standard populations do not include
representations of all age groups included in the mortality
data. Your request criteria must combine data for the
following ranges of ages: "5 - 14 years" combined and "15
- 24 years" combined.


Non-standard Age-
Adjusted Rates:


  If you picked non-standard age-adjusted rates, then
options for selecting possible actual population criteria are
shown. The actual population values for the specified year,
race and location selections provide the age-specific
proportional weights that calculate these age-adjusted
rates. See Frequently Asked Questions about Death Rates
for more information.
How?


See How do I select items from the list box?
Type the desired Location code value into the box, one
code per line. Or leave the box empty for the entire US
(national population). Any region, division, state or
county code shown in the Finder at Step 2 is valid.


Note: If the same population is picked for your query
criteria and your non-standard age-adjusted rate
calculations, then the crude rates and age-adjusted rates
are identical for those data rows that represent the non-
standard population denominator.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections
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Step 2. Select location:


Select the place(s) of interest. Location describes geographic areas in the United States by
1. Regions for multi-state areas;
2. State and County; and also
3. Urbanization classifies population density and other factors at the county level - choose


between the 2013 or the 2006 NCHS Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for Counties.


Location


Data are available for the United States by Region, State and County, as well as by
Urbanization categories for counties. Select the location(s) for the query. Any number of
locations can be specified here.


How?
Click a round button to switch between the State and County list, or the
Census Region and Census Division list, or the HHS Region list.
See How do I use a Finder? for more information.
See Finder Tool help for more hints.


Hints:
The default is all values (the United States).
The Advanced mode let you easily pick several items from different parts of
the list. Items are not selected until you click the "Move" button in
Advanced mode. You may also enter values by hand, one code per line, in
the Advanced mode. Use the Finder to see the correct code format. For
example, 02 is the Alaska state code.
The "plus" symbol, "+" indicates that you can open the item, to see more
items below it.
The results to a search are shown in blue, and indicated by ">".


Region


Regions are multi-state groups. For regional data, you can group by Region, or you can
select any combination of individual regions. There are two types of regions available,
Census Regions and Health and Human Services (HHS) Regions.


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.


Notes:  
Region is based on the person's legal state of residence at the time of
death.
The Regions are identified by both name and codes in data extracts.


Census Regions


The United States is split into 4 regions: Northeast, Midwest, South and West. The states
that comprise each region are shown below.


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.


Notes:  
Census Region is based on the person's legal state of residence at the time
of death.
The Regions are identified by both name and codes in data extracts.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#CheckBox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Finder

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/finder.html

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Finder

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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State abbreviation and name   FIPS code 
________________________________________  


Northeast Census Region:
CT    Connecticut               09 
ME    Maine                     23 
MA    Massachusetts             25 
NH    New Hampshire             33 
NJ    New Jersey                34 
NY    New York                  36 
PA    Pennsylvania              42 
RI    Rhode Island              44 
VT    Vermont                   50 


________________________________________ 


Midwest Census Region:
IL    Illinois                  17 
IN    Indiana                   18 
IA    Iowa                      19 
KS    Kansas                    20 
MI    Michigan                  26 
MN    Minnesota                 27 
MO    Missouri                  29 
NE    Nebraska                  31 
ND    North Dakota              38 
OH    Ohio                      39 
SD    South Dakota              46 
WI    Wisconsin                 55 


________________________________________  


South Census Region:
AL    Alabama                   01 
AR    Arkansas                  05 
DE    Delaware                  10 
DC    District of Columbia      11 
FL    Florida                   12 
GA    Georgia                   13 
KY    Kentucky                  21 
LA    Louisiana                 22 
MD    Maryland                  24 
MS    Mississippi               28 
NC    North Carolina            37 
OK    Oklahoma                  40 
SC    South Carolina            45 
TN    Tennessee                 47 
TX    Texas                     48 
VA    Virginia                  51 
WV    West Virginia             54 


________________________________________  


West Census Region:
AK    Alaska                   02 
AZ    Arizona                  04 
CA    California               06 
CO    Colorado                 08 
HI    Hawaii                   15 
ID    Idaho                    16 
MT    Montana                  30 
NV    Nevada                   32 
NM    New Mexico               35 
OR    Oregon                   41 
UT    Utah                     49 
WA    Washington               53 
WY    Wyoming                  56 


________________________________________  
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Census Division


Census Divisions are multi-state groups, sub-sets of Census Regions. You can group by
Census Division, or select any combination of individual Census Divisions.


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.


Notes:  
Census Division is based on the person's legal state of residence at the time
of death.
The Census Divisions are identified by both name and codes in data
extracts. To see all of the states in each division, group the data by Census
Division and by State.
The United States is split into 9 divisions by the Census Bureau:


Census Division 1: New England, (CENS-D1)
Census Division 2: Middle Atlantic, (CENS-D2)
Census Division 3: East North Central, (CENS-D3)
Census Division 4: West North Central, (CENS-D4)
Census Division 5: South Atlantic, (CENS-D5)
Census Division 6: East South Central, (CENS-D6)
Census Division 7: West South Central, (CENS-D7)
Census Division 8: Mountain, (CENS-D8)
Census Division 9: Pacific, (CENS-D9) 
The states that comprise each Census Division are shown below.


State FIPS Code


Census Division 1: New England, (CENS-D1)
Connecticut 09
Maine 23
Massachusetts 25
New Hampshire 33
Rhode Island 44
Vermont 50


Census Division 2: Middle Atlantic, (CENS-D2)
New Jersey 34
New York 36


Census Division 3: East North Central, (CENS-D3)
Illinois 17
Indiana 18
Michigan 26
Ohio 39
Wisconsin 55


Census Division 4: West North Central, (CENS-D4)
Iowa 19
Kansas 20
Minnesota 27
Missouri 29
Nebraska 31
North Dakota 38



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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South Dakota 46


Census Division 5: South Atlantic (CENS-D5)
Delaware 10
District of Columbia 11
Florida 12
Georgia 13
Maryland 24
North Carolina 37
South Carolina 45
Virginia 51
West Virginia 54


Census Division 6: East South Central (CENS-D6)
Alabama 01
Kentucky 21
Mississippi 28
Tennessee 47


Census Division 7: West South Central (CENS-D7)
Arkansas 05
Louisiana 22
Oklahoma 40
Texas 48


Census Division 8: Mountain (CENS-D8)
Arizona 04
Colorado 08
Idaho 16
Montana 30
Nevada 32
New Mexico 35
Utah 49
Wyoming 56


Census Division 9: Pacific (CENS-D9)
Alaska 02
California 06
Hawaii 15
Oregon 41
Washington 53


HHS Regions


The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) groups the 50 states, the District of
Columbia, and the U.S. territories into ten reporting regions, referred to as the HHS
regions. Any number of locations can be specified here.


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.
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Notes:  
Data for Puerto Rico or any of the U.S. territories are not included.
Therefore, data for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are not included in
HHS Region 2; data for Guam and American Samoa are not included in HHS
Region 9.
HHS Region is based on the person's legal state of residence at the time of
death.


When the data are exported, separate columns show both the label and the
code for each value. To see the full list of labels and code values, request
data grouped by this region for the "All" and export the results.


   Health and Human
Services (HHS)


Regions


List of States


  1 Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont


  2 New Jersey, New York (data for Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands are not included)


  3 Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia


  4
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee


  5 Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin


  6 Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas


  7 Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska


  8 Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Utah, Wyoming


  9
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada (data
for American Samoa and Guam are not
included)


10 Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington


State


For state level data, you can select any combination of individual states. Or group by State
and leave the Location Finder selection at the default (all locations or the 50 United States
and the District of Columbia).


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.


Notes:  
The state coded represents the person's place of legal residence at the time
of death.
The states and the District of Columbia are identified by both state name
and Standard Federal Information Processing (FIPS) codes in data extracts.
See About FIPS Codes below.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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County


County-level data are available for the United States and the District of Columbia. For
county level data, you can select any combination of individual counties, or group by
County. Leave the Location Finder selection at the default (all locations or the 50 United
States and the District of Columbia).


How?  
See Location above for instructions.
See also Group Results By in Step 1.


Notes:  
The county coded represents the person's place of legal residence at the
time of death.
The counties and the District of Columbia are identified by both county
name and Standard Federal Information Processing (FIPS) codes in data
extracts.
About FIPS Codes:   The FIPS State and county codes were established
by the National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce in
1968. This standard set of codes provides names and codes for counties
and county equivalents of the 50 States of the United States and the
District of Columbia. Counties are considered to be the "first order
subdivisions" of each State, regardless of their local designation (county,
parish, borough, census area). Washington, D.C.; the consolidated
government of Columbus City, Georgia; the independent cities of the States
of Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, and Virginia; and the census areas and
boroughs of Alaska are identified as county equivalents. The system is
standard throughout the Federal Government. The State codes are
ascending, two-digit numbers; the county codes are ascending three-digit
numbers. For both the State and county codes, space has been left for new
States or counties. Some changes in the FIPS codes have occurred since
1968. See Location Updates for information on how these changes affect
the data.
About County Changes:   Comparable total deaths and death rates may
be misleading for counties with changing boundaries. See Location Updates
for information on how these changes affect the data. Due to boundary
changes, data are available for some counties for a limited period of time.


The following county-level constraints apply to the Multiple Cause of Death
data:


Alaska:
Denali, Alaska (FIPS code 02068) only has data for year 2003 and
later. Counts and rates shown in multi-year requests show only two
years of data for this entity.
Yukon-Koyukuk, Alaska (FIPS code 02290) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2002 - 2003. Beginning in 2003,
deaths and population counts for a former part of Yukon-Koyukuk
are reported for Denali Borough and are no longer included with
data for Yukon-Koyukuk.


Colorado:
Adams, Colorado (FIPS code 08001) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2002 - 2003. Beginning in 2003,
deaths and population counts for a former part of Adams county are
reported for Broomfield county, and are no longer included with
data for Adams county.
Boulder, Colorado (FIPS code 08003) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2002 - 2003. Beginning in 2003,
deaths and population counts for a former part of Boulder county
are reported for Broomfield county, and are no longer included with
data for Boulder county.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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Broomfield, Colorado (FIPS code 08014) only has data for year
2003 and later. Counts and rates shown in multi-year requests
show only two years of data for this entity.
Jefferson, Colorado (FIPS code 08059) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2002 - 2003. Beginning in 2003,
deaths and population counts for a former part of Jefferson county
are reported for Broomfield county, and are no longer included with
data for Jefferson county.
Weld, Colorado (FIPS code 080123) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2002 - 2003. Beginning in 2003,
deaths and population counts for a former part of Weld county are
reported for Broomfield county, and are no longer included with
data for Weld county.


Virginia:
Alleghany, Virginia (FIPS code 51005) - changes in deaths and
population counts between 2000 - 2001. Beginning in 2001,
deaths and population counts for death counts and population
estimates for Clifton Forge city, Virginia have been combined with
Alleghany county.
Clifton Forge city, Virginia (FIPS code 51560) has data for years
1999 - 2000 only. Counts and rates shown in multi-year requests
show only two years of data for this entity.


Urbanization


Use the radio buttons to select either the 2006 or the 2013 NCHS Urban-Rural Scheme for
Counties. Select All Categories or any combination of values: Large Central Metro, Large
Fringe Metro, Medium Metro, Small Metro, Micropolitan (non-metro), NonCore (non-metro).
Each county is classified as one of six categories. Each death is associated with a category
based on the county of the person's legal residence.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button above the box, to pick your preferred list.
2. See "How do I select items from the list box?," to limit your data to


selected categories in the list.


Notes:  


These categories are from the 2006 or 2013 NCHS Urban-Rural
Classification Scheme for Counties.
See the NCHS Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for Counties web page for
more information about the Urbanization categories.
The large central metro category contains counties in metropolitan
statistical areas (MSAs) of one million or more population that have been
identified by NCHS classification rules as central because they contain all or
part of a principal city of the area. The large fringe metro category contains
the remaining counties (similar to suburbs) in MSAs of one million or more.
Counties in MSAs of 250,000 to 999,999 population are assigned to the
medium metro category and counties in MSAs with populations under
250,000 are assigned to the small metro category. Nonmetropolitan
counties that are designated by the Office of Management and Budget as
belonging to a micropolitan statistical area are assigned to the micropolitan
category and the remaining nonmetropolitan counties are assigned to the
noncore category. The large central metro category is the most "urban"
category and the noncore category is the most "rural" category.
To understand how the classification schemes were developed, see:


NCHS Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for Counties
2013 NCHS Urban-Rural Classification Scheme for Counties


Most counties are in the same urbanization category for both the 2013 and
2006 schemes. However, for those counties whose category differs in the
two schemes, some moved from a less urban to a more urban category,
while others moved from a more urban category to a less urban category.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#CheckBox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data_access/urban_rural.htm

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/sr02_154.pdf
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For more information, see "Changes in county urbanization category:  2013
scheme versus 2006 scheme" in the report, 2013 NCHS Urban-Rural
Classification Scheme for Counties.
It is recommended that the micropolitan category not be aggregated with
metropolitan categories.
The Urbanization categories are identified by two columns, labels and
codes, in data extracts.


 
Step 3. Select demographics:


Limit your data for any of the following data elements:
1. Age Groups - 10 year age groups, 5 year age groups, single-year ages, infant age


groups (only standard age groups and infant age groups are available in archive data
1999-2004, and archive data 2005-2006)


2. Gender - All, Female, Male
3. Race - All, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Black or African


American, White (archive data for years 1999-2004: All, Black / African American,
Other Race, White)


4. Hispanic Origin - All, Hispanic or Latino, Not Hispanic or Latino, Not stated (not available
in archive data 1999-2004)


Note: Archive data 1999-2004 and archive data 2005-2006 include Year and Urbanization
categories for counties in section 3.


Age Groups: 10-Year Age Groups, 5-Year Age Groups, Single-Year Ages,
Infant Age Groups


First click the round radio button to show the preferred list of age groups. Then select All
Ages or any combination of the individual age groups in the list box.


How?  
See How do I use a radio button?.
See How do I select items from the list box?.


Notes:  


Note that the population for the infant age groups is the number of live
births in the given time period. Thus each infant age group shows the total
number of live births in that period of years. For more information about
infant age groups, see Mortality for Infants .
The population for the other age groups is the population estimate for each
age group in the given time period. The population estimates for each year
are summed together. For example, if data is requested for the age group
"15 - 19 years" in the years 2000-2001, then the population estimate for
this age group in the year 2000 is added to the population estimate for this
age group in the year 2001. The combined population estimates for the
time period are the denominator for the death rates.
Deaths of persons with "Unknown" or "Not Stated" age are included in "All"
counts and rates, but are not distributed among age groups, so are not
included in age-specific counts, age-specific rates or in any age-adjusted
rates. See About "Not Stated" age or ethnicity for more information.
Refer to Age-Adjusted Rates for a discussion on the use of age-groups in
calculating age-adjusted rates. Note that some of the age groups available
in the data are not available in the standard population tables used to
calculate age-adjusted rates. Deaths of persons of "Not stated" age are not
included in age-adjusted rate calculations. Also, age-adjusted rates are not
available for infant age groups.
Rates and Populations are reported as "Not Applicable" for any subset of
ages 85 and over, because population estimates are not available for those
ages.



http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data_access/urban_rural.htm#update

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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Erratum:  Between July 21, 2014 and August 8, 2014, the number of
deaths by Single Year of Age reported in CDC WONDER in the year 2011
were inaccurate for the following categories: "< 1 year" and "Not Stated."
We regret this error and apologize for any inconvenience.
The age groups are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in data
extracts.
The following age groups are available:



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/QuickStart.html#Extracts
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10-Year Age groups: 
under 1 year 
1 - 4 years 
5 - 14 years 
10 - 14 years 
15 - 24 years 
20 - 24 years 
25 - 34 years 
35 - 44 years 
45 - 54 years 
55 - 64 years 
65 - 74 years 
75 - 84 years 


85 years and over 
Not stated 


 
- or-


5-Year Age groups: 
under 1 year 
1 - 4 years 
5 - 9 years 


10 - 14 years 
15 - 19 years 
20 - 24 years 
25 - 29 years 
30 - 34 years 
35 - 39 years 
40 - 44 years 
45 - 49 years 
50 - 54 years 
55 - 59 years 
60 - 64 years 
65 - 69 years 
70 - 74 years 
75 - 79 years 
80 - 84 years 
85 - 89 years 
90 - 94 years 
95 - 99 years 


100 years and over 
Not stated 


 
- or-


Single-Year Age groups: 
under 1 year 


to 
100 years and over 


Not stated 
 


- or-


Infant age groups (live births): 
under 1 day 
1 - 6 days 
7 - 27 days 


28 - 364 days 
 


Gender
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Select All Genders or any combination of other values: female, male.


How?   See How do I select items from the list box?.
Note:   The genders are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in data
extracts.


Race


Select All Races or any combination of other values: American Indian or Alaskan Native,
Asian / Pacific Islander, Black or African American, White. (Archive data years 1999-2004:
Black / African American, Other Race, White.)


How?   See How do I select items from the list box?.
Notes:  


See Race and Ethnicity Questions for more information about the issues of
race categories and ethnicity in the data.
The Race categories are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in
data extracts.


Hispanic Origin


Select All values or any combination of other values: Hispanic or Latino, Not Hispanic or
Latino, Not stated. (Hispanic Origin data are not available in archive data 1999-2004.)


How?   See How do I select items from the list box?.
Notes:  


Population denominator data are not available for the "Not stated" category,
thus rates are flagged as "not applicable."
Deaths of persons with unknown or "Not Stated" Hispanic origin are
included in "All" counts and rates, but are not distributed among Hispanic
Origin groups, so are not included in the Hispanic Origin specific counts and
rates . See About "Not Stated" age or ethnicity for more information.


See Race and Ethnicity Questions for more information about the issues of
race categories and ethnicity in the data.
The Hispanic Origin categories are identified by two columns, labels and
codes, in data extracts.


 
Step 4. Select year and month:


Select any specific years or year/month dates to limit your data to the specified time of
occurrence of death. The default value is the full range of years and months in the data
collection. (Month of death is not available in archive data 1999-2004 or archive data 2005-
2006.)


How?
The first level shows the years. Select one or more years, and then click the
Open button below the list to see the months in each year.
See "How do I use a Finder?" for help.
If you prefer, You can also enter date values by hand:
1. Click the link for Advanced mode. (Advanced mode is only available


when JavaScript is enabled.)
2. Use yyyy (1994) for years, yyyy/mm (1992/01) for months. Enter one


date per line.
See Finder Tool help for more hints.


Notes:  



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections
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Each month is considered a unique combination of year and month, such as July, 2011.
Rates and populations are shown as "Not Applicable" for months.
When the data are exported, separate columns show both the label and the code for
each value.


 
Step 5. Select weekday, autopsy and place of death:


Limit your data for any of the following data elements:
1. Weekday of death: - Sunday through Saturday, Unknown
2. Autopsy performed: - No, Yes, Unknown
3. Place of Death: - Medical Facility - Inpatient, Medical Facility - Outpatient or ER, Medical


Facility - Dead on Arrival, Medical Facility - Status unknown (years 1999-2002 only),
Decedent's home, Hospice Facility (years 2003 and later only), Nursing home/long term
care, Other, Place of death unknown.


Note that rates and populations are shown as "Not Applicable" for Weekday, Autopsy and
Place of Death. (Weekday, Autopsy and Place of Death are not available in archive data
1999-2004 or archive data 2005-2006.)


Weekday of Death


Select All any combination of other values for the weekday of occurrence of
death: Sunday through Saturday, Unknown. (Weekday of death is not available
in archive data 1999-2004 or 2005-2006.)


How?   See "How do I select items from the list box?"
Notes:  


Note that rates and populations are shown as "Not Applicable"
for weekday of death.
Erratum: Between December 15, 2011 and March 13, 2012,
the number of deaths by "Weekday of Death" reported in CDC
WONDER for the year 2003 were inaccurate for the following
states: California, Idaho, Montana and New York. We regret this
error and apologize for any inconvenience.
Data are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in data
extracts.


Autopsy Performed


Select All any combination of other values for the whether an autopsy was
performed: No, Yes, Unknown. (Autopsy is not available in archive data 1999-
2004 or 2005-2006.)


How?   See "How do I select items from the list box?"
Notes:  


Note that rates and populations are shown as "Not Applicable"
for whether an autopsy was performed.
Data are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in data
extracts.


Place of Death


Select All any combination of other values for the place of death: Medical
Facility - Inpatient, Medical Facility - Outpatient or ER, Medical Facility - Dead
on Arrival, Decedent's home, Hospice Facility, Nursing home/long term care,



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections
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Other, Place of death unknown. (Place of Death not available in archive data
1999-2004 or 2005-2006.)


How?   See "How do I select items from the list box?"
Notes:  


Note that rates and populations are shown as "Not Applicable"
for place of death.
The Place of Death categories changed in 2003. The "Medical
Facility - Status unknown" category is only available in years
1999-2002. The "Hospice Facility" category is only available in
years 2003 and later. Death counts for these categories are
shown as "Missing" for those years when the data are
unavailable.
Erratum: Between December 15, 2011 and February 22, 2012,
the number of deaths by "Place of Death" reported in CDC
WONDER for the years 1999-2002 were inaccurate for the
following categories: Decedent's home, Hospice Facility, and
Nursing home/long term care. We regret this error and
apologize for any inconvenience.
Data are identified by two columns, labels and codes, in data
extracts.


 
Step 6. Select underlying cause of death:


Select categories that represent the underlying cause of death from the death
certificate. Only one underlying cause of death is indicated for each death.
Deaths are coded to the International Classification of Disease Tenth Revision
(ICD-10) codes. The ICD system is organized by chapters, sub-chapters and
codes. Selected causes are also grouped into categories for mortality analysis.
Any number of causes can be specified here. However, you can only limit data
to one of the lists for any single query. 
 
Be sure the Radio Button is set to your choice. Pick between:
1. ICD-10 Codes listed as chapters, sub-chapters and individual codes
2. ICD-10 113 Groups for selected causes of death
3. ICD-10 130 Groups for selected causes of infant mortality
4. Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes not available in archive data)
5. Injury Intent and Mechanism (not available in archive data)


Hints:  
Only those ICD codes that are used to classify underlying
causes of death in the mortality data are available in the Finder
for this section. Symptoms are not classified as underlying
causes of death.
Deaths in the years 1999 and later are coded to the tenth
revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10).
There are 113 selected causes of death groups for the ICD-10
codes.
When you select a code, remember that some deaths are coded
to the 3 length code, and not the more detailed designation.
Thus some deaths may be excluded from your data selection if
your criteria are limited to only 4 length codes. For example,
the ICD-10 code A09 is the correct specification; A09.0 will not
pick up deaths coded A09.
The causes of death are identified by two columns, labels and
codes, in data extracts.


Notes:  
About the International Classification of Diseases: 
The mortality data are compiled in accordance with the World
Health Organization (WHO) regulations, which specify that
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member nations classify and code causes of death in
accordance with the current revision of the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD). The
International Classification of Diseases is developed
collaboratively between the World Health Organization (WHO)
and 10 international centers, for purposes of ensuring that
medical terms reported on death certificates are internationally
comparable and lend themselves to statistical analysis. The ICD
has been revised approximately every 10 years since 1900 in
order to reflect changes in understanding of disease
mechanisms and in disease terminology.
See also ICD 10th revision notes.
Archive data 1999-2004 and archive data 2005-2005 select
underlying cause of death in step 4 on the Request Form.
Injury Intent and Mechanism, and Drug/Alcohol Induced
Causes are not available in the archive data.


 


ICD-10 Codes


Limit the data to any number of causes of death, for selected chapters, sub-
chapters or codes. The default selection is "all causes" of death.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to the left of the box, to pick your


preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your data. The


default value for any list is all causes of death. 
Hints:


See How do use a Finder? to learn more about search
options, expanding or collapsing selected items, and
displaying details for selected items in the Finder.
The "plus" symbol, "+" indicates that you can open the
item, to see more items below it.
The results to a search are shown in blue, and indicated by
">".
The Advanced mode let you easily pick several items from
different parts of the list. Items are not selected until you
click the "Move" button in Advanced mode.
You may also enter values by hand, one code per line, in
the Advanced mode. Use the Finder to see the correct code
format. For example, "I20-I25" is the ICD-10 code for
ischemic heart diseases.
See Finder Tool help for more hints.


Notes:  


The International Classification of Disease (ICD) 10th revision
is used to represent the causes of death for the years 1999 and
later. The ICD system is organized by chapters, sub-chapters
and codes.
ICD-10 uses a 4-length alphanumeric coding scheme. Each of
the 21 chapters in ICD-10 is classified to a letter or letters of
the alphabet. Infectious disease codes in Chapter 1, for
example, begin with an "A" or "B". Thus, Acute poliomyelitis is
associated with the codes A80.0-A80.9 and Viral hepatitis is
classified as B15.0-B19.9. The ICD 10 system begins codes
with a letter from the alphabet, followed by two numerals, then
a decimal point to indicate subordinate position, and then more
numerals. Some causes of death are represented by 3 length
codes, although most causes of death are represented by 4
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length codes (format A12.3). Greater detail than 4 length codes
are not included in the data.
About Underlying Cause of Death: 


The underlying cause-of-death is defined by the World
Health Organization (WHO) as "the disease or injury which
initiated the train of events leading directly to death, or the
circumstances of the accident or violence which produced
the fatal injury." Underlying cause-of-death is selected from
the conditions entered by the physician on the cause of
death section of the death certificate. When more than one
cause or condition is entered by the physician, the
underlying cause is determined by the sequence of
conditions on the certificate, provisions of the ICD, and
associated selection rules and modifications.
Each death certificate contains a single underlying cause of
death.
Only those ICD codes that are used to classify underlying
causes of death in the mortality data are available in the
Finder for selecting underlying causes of death. Symptoms
are not classified as underlying causes of death.


About Multiple Cause of Death: 
Each death certificate contains up to twenty multiple causes
of death.
The ICD-10 "S" and "T" chapters are available in the Finder
for selecting multiple causes of death. Symptom and
"nature of injury" classifications are available for the
Multiple Cause of Death field, although not available in the
Underlying Cause of Death field.
You can form Boolean "AND" queries for Multiple Causes of
Death. More information.
When data are grouped by Multiple Cause of Death, the
numbers of deaths are shown attributed to each cause.
However, a single person's death may have up to 20 causes
on the death certificate. Thus the total number of deaths
per cause may exceed the actual number of dead persons
in the selected population.


About changes in ICD-10 codes:   
The valid ICD-10 codes used to classify cause of death change
over time, refer to table below for details. Effective with the
2011 data year, 33 codes were introduced as valid causes of
death. Effective with the 2009 data year, 5 codes were
introduced as valid causes of death, and 11 codes were
discontinued. Effective with the 2007 data year, 4 codes were
introduced as valid causes of death, and 2 codes were
discontinued. Effective with the 2006 data year, 18 codes were
introduced as valid causes of death, and 4 codes were
discontinued. The World Health Organization (WHO) added
code I27.2 in 2003. Prior to 2003, if the certifier listed
"secondary pulmonary hypertension" the condition would be
coded I27.0 because there was no code for secondary
pulmonary hypertension. After code I27.2 was added in 2003,
the number of deaths coded to I27.0 dropped significantly.


New causes of death in 2011
ICD-
10
Code


Title


B17.9 Acute viral hepatitis, unspecified
D68.5 Primary thrombophilia
D68.6 Other thrombophilia
D89.3 Immune reconstitution syndrome
E88.3 Tumor lysis syndrome
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G14 Postpolio syndrome
G21.4 Vascular parkinsonism
H54.9 Unspecified visual impairment (binocular)
I72.5 Aneurysm and dissection of other precerebral arteries
J12.3 Human metapneumovirus pneumonia
J21.1 Acute bronchiolitis due to human metapneumovirus
K12.3 Oral mucositis (ulcerative)
K35.2 Acute appendicitis with generalized peritonitis
K35.3 Acute appendicitis with localized peritonitis
K35.8 Acute appendicitis, other and unspecified
L89.0 Stage I decubitus ulcer and pressure area
L89.1 Stage II decubitus ulcer
L89.2 Stage III decubitus ulcer
L89.3 Stage IV decubitus ulcer
L89.9 Decubitus ulcer and pressure area, unspecified
N18.1 Chronic kidney disease, stage 1
N18.2 Chronic kidney disease, stage 2
N18.3 Chronic kidney disease, stage 3
N18.4 Chronic kidney disease, stage 4
N18.5 Chronic kidney disease, stage 5
N42.3 Dysplasia of prostate
O14.2 HELLP syndrome
O43.2 Morbidly adherent placenta


O96.0 Death from direct obstetric cause occurring more than
42 days but less than one year after delivery


O96.1 Death from indirect obstetric cause occurring more than
42 days but less than one year after delivery


O96.9 Death from unspecified obstetric cause occurring more
than 42 days but less than one year after delivery


O97.0 Death from sequelae of direct obstetric cause
O97.1 Death from sequelae of indirect obstetric cause
O97.9 Death from sequelae of obstetric cause, unspecified


O98.7 Human immunodeficiency [HIV] disease complicating
pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium


X34.0 Victim of cataclysmic earth movements caused by
earthquake


X34.1 Victim of tsunami
X34.8 Victim of other specified effects of earthquake
X34.9 Victim of unspecified effect of earthquake
New causes of death in 2009
ICD-
10
Code


Title


A09.0 Other and unspecified gastroenteritis and colitis of
infectious origin


A09.9 Gastroenteritis and colitis of unspecified origin
K52.3 Indeterminate colitis
R26.3 Immobility
R63.6 Insufficient intake of food and water due to self neglect
New causes of death in 2007
ICD-
10
Code


Title


J09 Influenza due to identified avian influenza virus
U04.9 Severe acute respiratory syndrome [SARS], unspecified
X59.0 Exposure to unspecified factor causing fracture


X59.9 Exposure to unspecified factor causing other and
unspecified injury


New causes of death in 2006
ICD-
10
Code


Title


B33.4 Hantavirus (cardio)-pulmonary syndrome [HPS][HCPS]
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G90.4 Autonomic dysreflexia
I15.0 Renovascular hypertension
I15.9 Secondary hypertension, unspecified
K22.7 Barrett's esophagus
K85.0 Idiopathic acute pancreatitis
K85.1 Biliary acute pancreatitis
K85.2 Alcohol-induced acute pancreatitis
K85.3 Drug-induced acute pancreatitis
K85.8 Other acute pancreatitis
K85.9 Acute pancreatitis, unspecified
M31.7 Microscopic polyangiitis
M79.7 Fibromyalgia
P91.6 Hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy of newborn
R29.6 Tendency to fall, not elsewhere classified
R50.2 Drug-induced fever
R50.8 Other specified fever
W46 Contact with hypodermic needle
New causes of death in 2003
ICD-
10
Code


Title


I27.2 Other secondary pulmonary hypertension
 
Discontinued causes of death in 2009
ICD-
10
Code


Title


A09 Diarrhea and gastroenteritis of infectious origin


F11.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of opioids,
acute intoxication


F12.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of
cannabinoids, acute intoxication


F13.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of sedatives
or hypnotics, acute intoxication


F14.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of cocaine,
acute intoxication


F15.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of other
stimulants, including caffeine, acute intoxication


F16.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of
hallucinogens, acute intoxication


F17.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of tobacco,
acute intoxication


F18.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of volatile
solvents, acute intoxication


F19.0
Mental and behavioral disorders due to multiple drug use
and use of other psychoactive substances, acute
intoxication


K51.1 Ulcerative (chronic) ileocolitis
 
Discontinued causes of death in 2007
ICD-
10
Code


Title


F10.0 Mental and behavioral disorders due to use of alcohol,
acute intoxication


X59 Exposure to unspecified factor
 
Discontinued causes of death in 2006
ICD-
10
Code


Title


I25.2 Old myocardial infarction
K85 Acute pancreatitis
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R50.0 Fever with chills
R50.1 Persistent fever


About deaths due to acts of terrorism:   
Beginning with data for 2001, NCHS introduced categories
*U01-*U03 for classifying and coding deaths due to acts of
terrorism. The asterisks before the category codes indicate that
they are not part of the International Classification of Diseases,
Tenth Revision (ICD-10). Description of the specific 4-digit
codes can be found at NCHS Classifications of Diseases,
Functioning and Disability: Appendix I. Deaths classified to the
terrorism categories are included in the categories for Assault
(homicide) and Intentional self-harm (suicide) in the 113
cause-of-death list. Additional information on these new
categories can be found at NCHS Classifications of Diseases,
Functioning and Disability: Classification of Death and Injury
Resulting from Terrorism. Terrorism related deaths in this data
do not represent a final count of deaths resulting from the
terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, as this figure had not
been determined. As of October 24, 2002, death certificates
were issued for 2,957 of the estimated 3,028 individuals
believed to have died as a result of the September 11, 2001
attacks. Of these, four were issued for terrorists and are
classified as suicides. The criteria for issuing a death certificate
for those believed to have died in the attacks differed by state,
reflecting differences in state laws regarding death certification.
Pennsylvania issued a death certificate for every individual,
including the terrorists. Death certificates were not issued for
any of the terrorists in Virginia or New York City. Virginia issued
a death certificate only for those victims whose remains were
identified. New York City issued a death certificate for those
whose remains were identified or, if remains were not
recovered, for those whose families applied for a death
certificate. For more detailed information regarding New York
City's processing of these deaths, see Deaths in World Trade
Center Terrorist Attacks---New York City, 2001.


 


ICD-10 113 Groups - 113 Selected Causes of Death


Limit the data to any number of groups of selected causes of death.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to pick your preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your data. Use


Ctrl + Click for multiple selections, or Shift + Click for a range.


Notes:  


Deaths in the years 1999 and later are coded to the tenth
revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10).
There are 113 selected causes of death groups for the ICD-10
codes.
NCHS has defined selected causes of death groups for analysis
of mortality data: the "113 Selected Causes of Death" for all
age groups, and the "130 Selected Cause of Infant Death"
categorize ICD-10 codes for analysis of deaths in the years
1999 and later. The group code values are not actual ICD codes
published in the International Classification of Diseases, but are



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/Appendix%20I.htm
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"recodes" defined to support analysis by the Selected Causes of
Death groups.
Group the data by "ICD-10 113 Groups" and also by "Cause of
Death" to see the individual ICD codes included in each
category.
A "#" symbol preceding the label indicates a "rankable" cause
of death, from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)
list of rankable causes of death. The rankable causes are a
subset of the 113 selected causes of death, and the 130
selected causes of death for infants.
Group results by "15 Leading Causes" to get death counts and
rates for the top 15 rankable causes of death, for your selected
query criteria. Note that cross-tabulations, zero value death
counts, and suppressed values are not permitted when you
group results by "15 Leading Causes." When more than one
rankable cause of death occurs in the last position, all these
causes are shown. The "Leading Causes of Death" and
"Rankable Causes of Death" apply only to underlying causes of
death. These terms are not used for analysis of contributing or
multiple causes of death.
Erratum for the MCD 113 Cause List:  Between May 7, 2009
and July 21, 2014, the number of deaths by MCD ICD-10 113
Cause List reported in CDC WONDER in the years 1999-2010
were inaccurate for the following category: "All other diseases
(Residual)." The inaccuracy occurred because deaths with the
contributing causes "H95 (Postprocedural disorders of ear and
mastoid process, not elsewhere classified)" and "N99
(Postprocedural disorders of genitourinary system, not
elsewhere classified)" had been inadvertently omitted from the
summary group. We regret this error and apologize for any
inconvenience.


 


ICD-10 130 Groups (Infants) - 130 Selected Causes of Infant
Death


Limit the data to any number of groups of selected causes of death, or
individual codes.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to pick your preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your data. Use


Ctrl + Click for multiple selections, or Shift + Click for a range.


Notes:  


Deaths in the years 1999 and later are coded to the tenth
revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10).
There are 130 Selected Causes of Infant Death groups for the
ICD-10 codes.
NCHS has defined selected causes of death groups for analysis
of all ages mortality data: the "113 Selected Causes of Death"
for all age groups, and the "130 Selected Cause of Infant
Death" categorize ICD-10 codes for analysis of deaths in the
years 1999 and later. The group code values are not actual ICD
codes published in the International Classification of Diseases,
but are "recodes" defined to support analysis by the Selected
Causes of Death groups.
A "#" symbol preceding the label indicates a "rankable" cause
of death, from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)
list of rankable causes of death. The rankable causes are a
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subset of the 113 selected causes of death, and the 130
selected causes of death for infants.
Group results by "15 Leading Causes" to get death counts and
rates for the top 15 rankable causes of death, for your selected
query criteria. Note that cross-tabulations, zero value death
counts, and suppressed values are not permitted when you
group results by "15 Leading Causes." When more than one
rankable cause of death occurs in the last position, all these
causes are shown. The "Leading Causes of Death" and
"Rankable Causes of Death" apply only to underlying causes of
death. These terms are not used for analysis of contributing or
multiple causes of death.


 


Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes


Limit the data to any number of groups of selected causes of death, or
individual codes.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to pick your preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your data. Use


Ctrl + Click for multiple selections, or Shift + Click for a range.


Notes:  


Deaths in the years 1999 and later are coded to the tenth
revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10).
NCHS has defined selected causes of death groups for analysis
of all ages mortality data: Drug-Induced causes, Alcohol-
Induced Causes, All Other Causes. The group code values are
not actual ICD codes published in the International
Classification of Diseases, but are "recodes" defined to support
analysis by the Selected Causes of Death groups.
Group the data by "Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes" and also by
"Cause of Death" to see the individual ICD codes included in
each category.
Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes of death are not available in the
archive data.


 


Injury Intent and Mechanism


Limit your data for any of the following data elements: 


1. Injury Intent
2. Injury Mechanism & All Other Leading Causes


About the External Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix:
For the analysis of injury mortality data, all causes of death have been
classified by intent and by mechanism. The causes of death that are not related
to injuries have been categorized as non-injuries, and are categorized in
keeping with the 113 selected causes of death groups for ICD-10. The groups
of injury mechanisms are different from those based on the "113 Selected
Causes of Death" for ICD-10 codes. The groupings are based on the External
Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix. In addition, some non-injury groups have
been combined to make for broader categories, such as Heart Disease and
Tuberculosis. Note that Injury Intent and Mechanism categories are only
available for underlying cause of death. Injury Intent and Mechanism categories
are not available in the archive data.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#CheckBox
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For more information, see:   External Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix.


 


Injury Intent


Limit the data to any number of categories. Note that Injury Intent
categories are only available for underlying cause of death.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to pick your preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your


data. Use Ctrl + Click for multiple selections, or
Shift + Click for a range.


Notes:  


Group the data by "Injury Intent" and also by
"Cause of Death" to see the individual ICD codes
included in each category.
Refer to External Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix
for more information.
Injury Intent and Mechanism categories are not
available in the archive data.


 


Injury Mechanism & All Other Leading Causes


Limit the data to any number of categories. Note that Injury
Mechanism categories are only available for underlying cause of
death.


How?  
1. Click the Radio Button to pick your preferred list.
2. Select one or more items from the list to limit your


data. Use Ctrl + Click for multiple selections, or
Shift + Click for a range.


Notes:  


Group the data by "Injury Mechanism" and also by
"Cause of Death" to see the individual ICD codes
included in each category.
NCHS has defined selected causes of death groups
for analysis of injury mortality data. The groups of
injury mechanisms are different from those based
on the "113 Selected Causes of Death" for ICD-10
codes. The groupings are based on the External
Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix. In addition, some
non-injury groups have been combined to make for
broader categories, such as Heart Disease and
Tuberculosis.
Refer to External Cause of Injury Mortality Matrix
for more information.
Injury Intent and Mechanism categories are not
available in the archive data.
In order to allow analysis of Injury Mortality across
a larger span of years, the ICD-9 codes that
classify the underlying cause of death for years
1979 - 1998 have been categorized to be
compatible with the ICD-10 External Cause of
Mortality Matrix. The categories in WONDER differ



http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/otheract/ice/matrix10.htm
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slightly from the original ICD-9 External Cause of
Mortality Matrix, as follows:


ICD-9 Codes and Updated Injury Mechanism
Categories


ICD-9 Code Values


Categories in
the original  


ICD-9
External
Cause


Mortality
Matrix


Categories
compatible
with the  
ICD-10


External
Cause of
Mortality


Matrix


E990


Other specified
and
classifiable,
legal
intervention


Fire or hot
object or
substance,
legal
intervention


E800 - 
E807(.0,.1,.8,.9),     
E820 - E825(.0 - .5,.8,.9),
E826(.2 - .8),
E827 - E829(.2 - .9)


Transport,
other,
unintentional


Other land
transport,
unintentional


E846


Other specified
and
classifiable,
unintentional


Other land
transport,
unintentional


E958.5 Motor Vehicle
Traffic, suicide


Other land
transport,
suicide


E988.5
Motor Vehicle
Traffic,
undetermined


Other land
transport,
undetermined


E830 - E832 Drowning,
Unintentional


Other
transport,
unintentional


E847 - E848


Other specified
and
classifiable,
unintentional


Other
transport,
unintentional


E994


Other specified
and
classifiable,
legal
intervention


Other
transport,
legal
intervention


E958(.3)
Natural or
environmental,
suicide


Other
specified
classifiable,
suicide


E958(.6) Transport,
other, suicide


Other
specified, not
elsewhere
classified,
suicide


E988(.3)
Natural or
environmental,
undetermined


Other
specified
classifiable,
undetermined
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E988(.6)
Transport,
other,
undetermined


Other
specified, not
elsewhere
classified,
undetermined


 
Step 7. Select multiple cause of death


Limit the data to only those deaths that indicate the selected causes of death in
the Multiple Cause of Death field. Each death certificate can include up to 20
causes of death in the Multiple Cause of Death field. The output reports the
number of deaths with at least one mention of the specified causes of death,
referred to as "any mentions" of deaths attributed to each cause. Choose from
these classifications:


1. ICD-10 Codes listed as chapters, sub-chapters and individual codes
2. ICD-10 113 Groups for selected causes of death
3. ICD-10 130 Groups for selected causes of infant mortality
4. Drug/Alcohol Induced Causes


How?  
1. Be sure the round radio button indicates your desired


classification system. See 'How to change a radio button'.
2. Your selections to limit the data must go into the top most box


under the "Select Records" area on the left. When the box is
blank, all causes of death are the possible value.


3. Enter codes by hand, one per line. Or find items in the Finder
Tool on the right, and then use the "Move Items Over" button in
the middle to move the highlighted items from the Finder. 
Note: JavaScript must be enabled for the "Move" and "Clear"
buttons to work. Enter or clear codes by hand if the buttons
don't work.


4. See 'How to use the Finder Tool' or Finder Tool Help for more
information.


5. You can form Boolean "AND" queries for Multiple Causes of
Death. More information.


Notes:  


Refer to the following sections for more information on cause of
death classifications:
About Multiple Cause of Death: 


Each death certificate contains up to twenty multiple causes
of death.
The ICD-10 "S" and "T" chapters are available in the Finder
for selecting multiple causes of death. These "Nature of
Injury" and symptom classifications are available for the
Multiple Cause of Death field, although not available in the
Underlying Cause of Death field.
You can form Boolean "AND" queries for Multiple Causes of
Death. More information.
When data are grouped by Multiple Cause of Death, the
numbers shown are the number of deaths with at least one
mention of the specified causes of death, referred to as
"any mentions" of deaths attributed to each cause.
However, a single person's death may have up to 20 causes
on the death certificate. Thus the total number of deaths
per cause may exceed the actual number of dead persons
in the selected population.


About Boolean AND queries: 



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickstart.html#CheckBox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickstart.html#Finder
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You can form Boolean "AND" queries that limit your data
results to those deaths with any cause in the top box AND
any cause in the lower box, such as deaths with both
diabetes and nephritis on the same death certificate.
Note that more than one ICD-10 code in the same box is
treated as "this cause OR that cause."
The "AND" condition is imposed for the join of the set of
codes in the top box and the set of codes in the bottom
box. For example, if the top box has codes for hypertensive
renal disease (I12) and also chronic ischemic heart disease
(I25], and the bottom box has codes for diabetes mellitus
(E10-E14), then the results will show deaths where the
record indicates both hypertensive renal disease AND
diabetes mellitus occurring, and also deaths where the
record indicates both chronic ischemic heart disease AND
diabetes mellitus occurring at the time of death.


Note that "Select multiple cause of death" is section 5 in the
Request Form in the archive data for 1999-2004 and 2005-
2006.


 
Step 8. Other options:


Export Results:  If checked query results are exported to a local file. More information
on how to import this file into other applications can be found here. 
How? See How do I use a checkbox?


Show Totals:  If checked totals and sub-totals will appear in the results table. 
How? See How do I use a checkbox?


Show Zero Values:  If checked, rows containing zero counts are included in the results
table. If unchecked, zero count rows are not included. 
How? See How do I use a checkbox?


Precision:  Select the precision for rate calculations. When the rate calculated for
a small numerator (incidence count) is zero, you may increase the
precision to reveal the rate by showing more numbers to the right of
the decimal point. 
How? See How do I select items from the list box?


Data Access
Timeout:


  This value specifies the maximum time to wait for the data access for
a query to complete. If the data access takes too long to complete, a
message will be displayed and you can increase the timeout or
simplify your request. If you can't complete a request using the
maximum timeout, contact user support and we will try to run a
custom data request for you. 
How? See How do I select items from the list box?


Note that "Other Options" is section 6 in the Request Form in the archive data for 1999-
2004 and 2005-2006.


Data Source Information



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/DataExport.html

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Selections
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Mortality
Data


Sources:


  The Multiple Cause of Death data are produced by the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). Mortality information is collected by state registries
and provided to the National Vital Statistics System. Underlying cause of
death and demographic descriptors are indicated on the death
certificates. Each death certificate contains a single underlying cause of
death, up to twenty additional multiple causes, and demographic data.
The underlying cause-of-death is defined by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as "the disease or injury which initiated the train of
events leading directly to death, or the circumstances of the accident or
violence which produced the fatal injury." Underlying cause-of-death is
selected from the conditions entered by the physician on the cause of
death section of the death certificate. When more than one cause or
condition is entered by the physician, the underlying cause is
determined by the sequence of conditions on the certificate, provisions
of the International Classification of Diseases, and associated selection
rules and modifications.
To learn more about the methods and source of these data please
reference:


National Center for Health Statistics: (NCHS) Multiple Cause of
Death data web site
National Vital Statistics System: Mortality web site
See also Data Source Citations


Population
Denominator


Data
Sources:


  The population estimates are bridged-race estimates based on Bureau of
the Census estimates of total U.S., State, and county resident
populations. The 1999 population estimates are intercensal estimates of
the July 1 resident population, based on the year 1999 and year 2000
census counts. The year 2000 and year 2010 populations are April 1
modified census counts. The year 2011-2016 population estimates are
bridged-race postcensal estimates of the July 1 resident population. The
2001 through 2009 population estimates are revised intercensal
estimates of the July 1 resident population, based on the year 2000 and
year 2010 census counts (released by NCHS on 10/26/2012). The
archive population estimates for years 2001 - 2009 are postcensal
estimates of the July 1 resident population. Note that these estimates
are based on bridged-race categories. The population estimates are by
geographic unit (total United States, State, and county), year, race
(white, black, other races), sex, and age group (13 age groups). To
permit the calculation of infant mortality rates, NCHS live-birth data are
included on the file.
For more information on the population estimates, see:


Population Data


Additional Information



http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/elec_prods/subject/mortmcd.htm

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/deaths.htm

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/major/dvs/popbridge/popbridge.htm
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Suggested
Data Source


Citations:


  United States Department of Health and Human Services (US DHHS),  
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),  
National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS),  
Multiple Cause of Death 1999-2016 on CDC WONDER Online Database,
released 2017. Data are compiled from data provided by the 57 vital
statistics jurisdictions through the Vital Statistics Cooperative Program.


Data for year 2016 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2016, Series 20, No. 2V, 2017. 
Data for year 2015 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2015, Series 20, No. 2U, 2016. 
Data for year 2014 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2014, Series 20, No. 2T, 2015. 
Data for year 2013 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2013, Series 20, No. 2S, 2014. 
Data for year 2012 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2012, Series 20, No. 2R, 2014. 
Data for year 2011 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2011, Series 20, No. 2Q, 2014. 
Data for year 2010 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2010, Series 20, No. 2P, 2012. 
Data for year 2009 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2009, Series 20 No. 2O, 2012. 
Data for year 2008 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2008, Series 20 No. 2N, 2011. 
Data for year 2007 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of Death File
2007, Series 20 No. 2M, 2010. 
Data for years 2005-2006 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of
Death File 2005-2006, Series 20, No. 2L, 2009. 
Data for years 1999-2004 are compiled from the Multiple Cause of
Death File 1999-2004, Series 20, No. 2J, 2007. 
Accessed at http://wonder.cdc.gov/ucd-icd10.html.


The suggested citation including the original series for the data is shown
below each table, chart or map.


Contact:   For data questions that are not addressed in this document, e-mail
nchsquery@cdc.gov.


Other Issues:   Reference the following topics: 
Frequently Asked Questions about Death Rates 
Mortality Data 
Infant Mortality 
Population Estimates 
Age Adjustment of Death Rates 
Assurance of Confidentiality 
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 
Locations: About County Level Changes  
Contact for Data Questions 
Suggested Citation 
Notes:


Reporting anomalies:
About Georgia reporting anomalies in 2008-2009: 
Circumstances in Georgia for the years 2008 and 2009 have
resulted in unusually high death counts for the Place of Death
category "Place of death unknown," and for the ICD-10 cause of
death code R99, "Other ill-defined and unspecified causes of
mortality" for deaths occurring in years 2008 and 2009. Caution
should be used in interpreting these data. For more information,
see Deaths: Final Data for 2008 .
About New Jersey reporting anomalies in 2009: 
Circumstances in New Jersey for the year 2009 have resulted in
unusually high death counts for the ICD-10 cause of death code



mailto:nchsquery@cdc.gov

https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/nvsr59_10.pdf
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R99, "Other ill-defined and unspecified causes of mortality" and
therefore unusually low death counts in other ICD-10 codes,
most notably R95, "Sudden Infant Death Syndrome" and X40-
X49, "Unintentional poisoning." Caution should be used in
interpreting these data. For more information, see Deaths: Final


Data for 2009 .
About Allen Parish, Louisiana reporting anomalies in
2006-2008:  Deaths for Allen Parish, Louisiana (FIPS code
22003] in years 2006 through 2008 are under reported due to
problems with registering the deaths with the Louisiana Vital
Statistics Office.
About California reporting anomalies in 2000 - 2001: 
Circumstances in California resulted in unusually high death
counts for the ICD-10 cause of death code R99, "Other ill-
defined and unspecified causes of mortality" for deaths occurring
in years 2000 and 2001. Caution should be used in interpreting
these data.
About cause of death classification changes:  Changes to
cause of death classification affect reporting trends. For more
information, see Changes in ICD-10 codes.


Demographic reporting:
Deaths of persons with Age "Not Stated" are included in "All"
counts and rates, but are not distributed among age groups, so
are not included in age-specific counts, age-specific rates or in
any age-adjusted rates. For more information, see Not Stated
Age or Ethnicity.
Information included on the death certificate about the race and
Hispanic ethnicity of the decedent is reported by the funeral
director as provided by an informant, often the surviving next of
kin, or, in the absence of an informant, on the basis of
observation. Race and ethnicity information from the census is
by self-report. To the extent that race and Hispanic origin are
inconsistent between these two data sources, death rates will be
biased. For more information, see Race and Ethnicity Reporting.


Revisions and errata: 
About revised 2014 deaths:   A revised data file for 2014 was
released on April 3, 2017 to include corrections affecting 125
deaths previously coded to "Accidental discharge of firearms"
(ICD-10 codes W32-W34). This corrected file replaced the file
released on December 9, 2015. The underlying cause of death
changed for 125 deaths in 2014 that occurred in Tennessee
(80%) and Massachusetts (20%). (Note: Data by state of
residence are also impacted in Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, North Carolina and Virginia for records where the
death occurred in Tennessee or Massachusetts but the decedent
was a resident of another state.) Prior to the revision, the
underlying cause of death for all 125 deaths were classified as
"Accidental discharge of firearms" (ICD-10 codes W32-W34).
After the revision, 50% of the changed records are now
classified as "Assault (homicide) by discharge of firearms" (ICD-
10 codes *U01.4, X93-X95); 42% are now classified as
"Intentional self-harm (suicide) by discharge of firearms (ICD-10
codes X72-X74); 4% of the revised death records are now
classified as "Discharge of firearms, undetermined intent" (ICD-
10 codes Y22-Y24); and the remaining 4% to various other
causes. For more information, please refer to Deaths: Final Data


for 2014 .
Rates for state and county combinations:  Prior to
September 22, 2015, the population figures used for the
Multiple Cause of Death 1999-2004 and 2005-2006 archive
online databases, involving state and counties combined may



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/nvsr60_03.pdf

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr65/nvsr65_04.pdf
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have been incorrect. When a query on the CDC WONDER archive
online databases included both state and counties in the query
criteria (e.g., death rates for New Hampshire and adjacent York
County, Maine), the population figures and the subsequent rate
calculations may have been incorrect because the population of
the selected state may have been included twice.
Place of Death:  Between December 15, 2011 and February
22, 2012, the number of deaths by Place of Death reported in
CDC WONDER in the years 1999-2002 were inaccurate for the
following categories: Decedent's home, Hospice Facility, and
Nursing home/long term care.
Weekday of Death:  Between December 15, 2011 and March
13, 2012, the number of deaths by Weekday of Death reported
in CDC WONDER for the year 2003 were inaccurate for the
following states: California, Idaho, Montana and New York.
Single Year of Age:  Between July 21, 2014 and August 8,
2014, the number of deaths by Single Year of Age reported in
CDC WONDER in the year 2011 were inaccurate for the following
categories: "< 1 year" and "Not Stated."
MCD 113 Cause List:   Between May 7, 2009 and July 21,
2014, the number of deaths by MCD ICD-10 113 Cause List
reported in CDC WONDER in the years 1999-2010 were
inaccurate for the following category: "All other diseases
(Residual)." The inaccuracy occurred because deaths with the
contributing causes "H95 (Postprocedural disorders of ear and
mastoid process, not elsewhere classified)" and "N99
(Postprocedural disorders of genitourinary system, not
elsewhere classified)" had been inadvertently omitted from the
summary group.
Two counties in Connecticut in year 2000:  County of
residence is misidentified in 316 deaths that occurred in the
year 2000, for Hartford County, CT (FIPS code 09003) and New
London County, CT (FIPS code 09011). Data for the aggregate
state of Connecticut for deaths occurring in year 2000 are
correct, as well as data for the aggregate of the 2 counties
combined. This discrepancy affects the Detailed Mortality
(Underlying cause of Death) and the Multiple Cause of Death
online databases in CDC WONDER, as well as the all-county
Multiple Cause of Death data set for year 2000. However, the
Compressed Mortality data set correctly identifies the county of
residence for the 316 deaths in year 2000 in Connecticut.


We regret these errors and apologize for any inconvenience.


 


Population Estimates


Reference the following topics to learn more about population denominators for rate calculation:
Population Information for the Current Release


1999 Population Estimates
2000 Population Estimates
2001 - 2009 Population Estimates
2010 Population
2011 Population
2012 Population
2013 Population
2014 Population
2015 Population
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2016 Population
Comparison with other releases
Archive 2001 - 2009 Population Estimates
Archive 2001 - 2004 Population Estimates
Archive 2005 - 2006 Population Estimates
Population migration due to hurricanes in 2005


 


Population Information for the Current Release


The population data are bridged-race estimates derived from U.S. Census Bureau files. The population
estimates for the year 1999 are intercensal estimates of the July 1, resident population, estimates
based on both the year 1990 and year 2000 census counts. The population estimates for the Census
years 2000 and 2010 are April 1, modified census counts. The population estimates for the years 2001
through 2009 are revised intercensal estimates of the July 1, resident population, estimates based on
both the year 2000 and year 2010 census counts (released by NCHS on 10/26/2012). Note: In
contrast, the archive population estimates for the non-Census years 2001 through 2009 are
postcensal estimates of the July 1, resident population.


The following modifications of the Census population estimates were made by NCHS:


a. To permit the calculation of infant mortality rates, NCHS live-birth data are included for "Infant
age Groups." The race code for these records is derived from "race of mother".


b. When the age group 1-4 years did not appear on the Census file, the age group 0-4 years was
multiplied by 0.8 to obtain an estimate of the population 1-4 years.


Specific Details


1. 1999 Population Estimates
The population estimates for 1999 are county-level U.S. Census Bureau bridged-race intercensal
estimates of the July 1, resident population, based on the 1990 census and the bridged-race 2000
census. Derivation of the race-specific intercensal population estimates for the 1990s was
complicated by the incomparability of the race data on the 1990 and 2000 censuses. Before the
intercensal estimates for the 1990s could be derived, the race groups on the 2000 census had to
be made consistent with ("bridged to") the race groups on the 1990 census. Race data on the
2000 Census were collected in accordance with the 1997 Office of Management and Budget's
standards on race and ethnicity. The 1997 standards specify 5 single-race categories (American
Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific
Islander, and White) and permit the reporting of more than one race. As a result, there were 31
race groups on the 2000 census (5 single-race groups and 26 multiple-race groups). NCHS, in
collaboration with the Census Bureau, developed methodology for bridging the multiple-race
groups to single-race categories (American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian or Pacific Islander,
Black, and White). The 1990 census race groups are White, Black, American Indian or Alaska
Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander.


2. 2000 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are from the U.S. Census Bureau April 1,
bridged modified race 2000 Census counts. The original census counts were modified by the
U.S. Census Bureau to assign persons who reported their race as "other " to one of the 31 single
or multiple-race groups specified in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 1997 Standards
on Race and Ethnicity. The resulting counts were then bridged to (made consistent with) the four
single-race categories on the 1990 Census (White, Black, American Indian or Alaska Native, and
Asian or Pacific Islander).


3. 2001 - 2009 Population Estimates
The current population estimates for years 2001 through 2009 are July 1 resident population
estimates from the U.S. Census Bureau's bridged-race revised intercensal series, released by
NCHS on October 26, 2012. The bridged-race population files have estimates for the four single-
race categories (White, Black, American Indian or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander).
The revised intercensal July 1st population estimates for years 2001-2009 takes into account both
the year 2000 and the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.
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The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year. The population estimates correspond to the revised intercensal series
(released by NCHS on 10/26/2012) that was used to produce the trends tables, when NCHS
published the "Final Report" for deaths in year 2010.


4. 2010 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are from the U.S. Census Bureau April 1, bridged
modified race 2010 Census counts. The original census counts were modified by the U.S. Census
Bureau to assign persons who reported their race as "other " to one of the 31 single or multiple-
race groups specified in the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 1997 Standards on Race and
Ethnicity. The resulting counts were then bridged to (made consistent with) the four single-race
categories on the 1990 Census (White, Black, American Indian or Alaska Native, and Asian or
Pacific Islander).


5. 2011 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2011 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 7/18/2012). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


6. 2012 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2012 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 6/13/2013). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


7. 2013 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2013 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 6/26/2014). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


8. 2014 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2014 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 6/30/2015). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


9. 2015 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2015 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 6/28/2016). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.
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The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


10. 2016 Population Estimates
National, state, and county population estimates are July 1 resident population estimates from the
Vintage 2016 bridged-race postcensal series (released by NCHS on 6/26/2017). The bridged-race
population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian
or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander). The postcensal July 1st population estimates are
based on the year 2010 April 1st Census counts.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year.


11. Comparison with other releases:
The current rates and population figures for years 2001-2009 are different from the previous
release of these data on CDC WONDER. A different series of population estimates is currently used
to calculate rates for 2001-2009. Current population figures for years 2001-2009, other than the
infant age groups, are bridged-race estimates of the July 1 resident population, from the revised
intercensal county-level 2000-2009 series, released by NCHS on October 26, 2012.


Archive population figures for 2001-2009, other than the infant age groups, are postcensal
bridged-race estimates of the July 1 resident population. Archive rates and population figures for
years 2001-2009 match NCHS mortality reports published in that time period, but differ slightly
from reports published after 2009, because later reports are calculated with more recently
produced population estimates for those years.


For more information about specific archive population sources:


Archive 2001-2009 Population Estimates for populations in the 1999-2009 data;
Archive 2005-2006 Population Estimates for populations in the 2005-2006 data; and
Archive 2001-2004 Population Estimates for populations in the 1999-2004 data.


If you wish to reproduce archive rates and populations from the preceding release of 1999-2009
data:


1. Go to the Additional Rate Options section of the Request Form.
2. Check the box labeled "Archive rates (calculated with postcensal populations for 2001-2009)."
3. Refer to the Notes section below the resulting table, map or chart to see the specific


population sources for the population figures and rates. Please make note of the archive
population sources when citing archive statistics.


If you wish to reproduce archive rates and populations from the preceding releases of the 1999-
2004 or the 2005-2006 data, please see the archive online databases on the Multiple Cause of
Death Data menu. 
Note:  Use of the current data is strongly recommended and encouraged.


Reports of trends for the 2000-2010 decade published in the 2012 year before October 26, 2012
calculated rates with early releases of the 2000-2010 intercensal estimates of US resident
population. These early releases were superseded by the revised intercensal release of July 1
estimates of the US population in October 2012. The current (default) populations for years 2001-
2009 used here are the revised intercensal July 1 Bridged-race population estimates of the US
resident population, released by NCHS on October 26, 2012). Therefore, the rates and populations
differ slightly from publications produced before October 26, 2012.


Other releases of archive mortality data on CDC WONDER, such as Compressed Mortality and
previous releases of Multiple Cause Mortality, use a different approach for population denominator
data: national population figures for 2001 - 2009 are county-level bridged-race postcensal
estimates of the July 1 resident population from the corresponding postcensal series: 2001 from
the 2001 series, 2002 from the 2002 series, and so on. However, the region, division, state and
county estimates are derived from county-level estimates of the most recently available postcensal
series at the time of publication. For example, the previously released Multiple Cause Mortality
2005-2006 online database includes regional, state and county population figures derived from the
Vintage 2007 postcensal series for years 2005-2006. The Compressed Mortality 1999-2008 online
database includes regional, state and county population figures derived from the Vintage 2009
postcensal series for years 2001-2008.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/quickStart.html#Checkbox

https://wonder.cdc.gov/mcd.html
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12. Archive 2001-2004 Population Estimates in the Archive 1999-2004 Data
The archive population estimates for 2001 - 2004 are July 1 resident population estimates from
the U.S. Census Bureau's bridged-race postcensal series.


The bridged-race population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black,
American Indian or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander).


For the current release of the 1999-2004 data, the national population figures for 2001 - 2004 are
bridged-race postcensal estimates of the July 1 resident population from the corresponding
postcensal series: 2001 from the Vintage 2001 series, 2002 from the Vintage 2002 series, 2003
from the Vintage 2003 series, and 2004 from the Vintage 2004 series.


The region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county estimates of the
Vintage 2005 series, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each
other.


See Comparison with Other Releases for more information, and instruction on how to reproduce
archive rates and populations.


13. Archive 2005-2006 Population Estimates in the Archive 2005-2006 Data
The archive population estimates for 2005 and 2006 are July 1 resident population estimates
from the U.S. Census Bureau's bridged-race postcensal series.


The bridged-race population files have estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black,
American Indian or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander).


For the current release of the 2005-2006 data, the national population figures are bridged-race
postcensal estimates of the July 1 resident population from the corresponding postcensal series:
2005 from the Vintage 2005 series and 2006 from the Vintage 2006 series.


The region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county estimates of the
Vintage 2007 series, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each
other.


See Comparison with Other Releases for more information, and instruction on how to reproduce
archive rates and populations.


14. Archive 2001-2009 Population Estimates 
The archive population estimates for 2001 - 2009 are July 1 resident population estimates from
the U.S. Census Bureau's bridged-race postcensal series. The bridged-race population files have
estimates for the four single-race categories (White, Black, American Indian or Alaska Native, and
Asian or Pacific Islander). The national, region, division, state and county population figures for
2001 - 2009 are county-level bridged-race postcensal estimates of the July 1 resident population
from the corresponding postcensal series: 2001 and 2002 from the Vintage 2002 series, 2003
from the Vintage 2003 series, 2004 from the Vintage 2004 series, 2005 from the Vintage 2005
series, 2006 from the Vintage 2006 series, 2007 from the Vintage 2007 series, 2008 from the
Vintage 2008 series, and 2009 from the Vintage 2009 series.


The national, region, division, and state estimates were obtained by summing the county
estimates, so the region, division, state and county estimates are consistent with each other
within a given year. The population estimates correspond to the series that was used when NCHS
published the "Final Report" for deaths in the given year, except for year 2001, because detailed
population estimates are not available until the 2002 series.


See Comparison with Other Releases for more information, and instruction on how to reproduce
archive rates and populations.


15. About population migration due to hurricanes in 2005: 
The state and county population estimates for Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas reflect
population changes that occurred after Hurricane Katrina and Rita in 2005. To accommodate
geographic shifts of the Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas populations resulting from
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005, the U.S. Census Bureau developed adjustments in the
methodology for state and county population estimates. See methodology for more information.


Note: this concern refers to the archive postcensal population estimates for the years 2005-2009.


If you have additional questions about the population estimates, please see U.S. Census Populations
With Bridged Race Categories (http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/major/dvs/popbridge/popbridge.htm)
or contact PopEst@cdc.gov.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/wonder/help/CMF/HurricanesKatrinaAndRitaMethodology.html

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/major/dvs/popbridge/popbridge.htm

mailto:PopEst@cdc.gov
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Frequently Asked Questions about Mortality


The questions are in three sections:


Questions about Death Rates
Data Release Questions
Race and Ethnicity Questions


1. Questions about Death Rates


a. How do I get the top 15 leading causes of death in WONDER?
Group results by "15 Leading Causes" to get death counts and rates for the top 15 rankable
causes of death, for your selected query criteria. Note that cross-tabulations, zero value death
counts, and suppressed values are not permitted when you group results by "15 Leading
Causes." When more than one rankable cause of death occurs in the last position, all these
causes are shown.


The "leading causes of death" published by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)
are also called "rankable causes of death." The rankable causes are a subset of the 113
selected causes of death, and the 130 selected causes of death for infants. A "#" symbol
preceding the label indicates a "rankable" cause of death, from the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) list of rankable causes of death.


The "15 leading causes of death" and the "rankable causes of death" apply only to the
underlying causes of death. These concepts are not used for analysis of the contributing or
multiple causes of death.


b. How are crude death rates calculated in WONDER?
The "crude death rate" is the number of deaths divided by the population, multiplied by
100,000.


Crude Death Rate = (number of deaths / population) * 100,000


Note: 100,000 is the default multiplier, other multipliers can be specified in the query.


c. How are age-adjusted death rates calculated in WONDER?
The age-adjusted rate is calculated by multiplying the age-specific death rate for each age
group by the corresponding weight from the specified standard population, summing across all
age groups, and then multiplying this result by 100,000 (or whatever multiplier is specified in
the query).


Age-Adjusted Death Rate = Sum of (Age Specific Death Rate * Standard Population weight) *
100,000


The age-specific death rate is the number of deaths for a given age group divided by the
population of that age group.


Age Specific Death Rate = (number of deaths in age group / population of age group)


The "standard population weight " for an age group is calculated by dividing the population for
the age group by the sum of the populations for all of the age groups in the query. Please see
the question below on "children under 1 year" age categories.


Standard Population Weight = population for age group  
/ sum of age group populations for all age groups in query


See http://seer.cancer.gov/seerstat/tutorials/aarates/definition.html  for a step-by-step
tutorial with an example of the calculations.


Note that the precision of the age-specific death rate is rounded to 1 decimal place, before
proceeding to the next step in the calculation of age-adjusted death rates for NCHS Detailed
Mortality and NCHS Multiple Cause of Death on WONDER, in order to match rates in NCHS
publications. However, Compressed Mortality on WONDER does not round the age-specific
death rate. Slight differences may be noted when comparing age-adjusted deaths rates. This
rounding step may have a more noticeable effect on the precision of rates calculated for small
numbers of deaths.


d. What are the "Standard" and "Non-Standard" populations?



http://seer.cancer.gov/seerstat/tutorials/aarates/definition.html
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WONDER allows the user to select the population distribution used for calculating age-adjusted
rates. Three "Standard" populations are offered: the year 2000 standard population (the
default), the 1970 standard population, and the 1940 standard population. Alternatively, the
user can specify a "Non-Standard" population for use as the population distribution in the age-
adjustment.


The 1940 and 2000 standard populations were obtained from the National Center for
Health Statistics. Beginning with the 1999 data year, NCHS adopted the year 2000
projected population of the U.S. as the standard population for use in age adjusting death
rates. The year 2000 standard replaced the 1940 standard population that had been used
for over 50 years. The new population standard affects levels of mortality, and to some
extent, trends and group comparisons.


The 1970 standard population is the one used by the National Cancer Institute.


When the user requests that a "non-standard " population is used in the calculation of age-
adjusted rates, WONDER uses the Census population estimates/counts included in the data
to determine the weights used in the age-adjustment. See Population Data Description for
more information.


e. What age categories are used for age-adjusted rates?
Only age groups that fall within the age range specified in the query are used to calculate an
age-adjusted rate. The "total population" for a query is the sum of the populations of each age
group included in that query. For example, if an age-adjusted rate is requested for 45-74 year
olds, then the total population is the sum of the 45-54 year olds, 55-64 year olds, and 65-74
year old populations. For the 1940, 1970 and 2000 standard populations, the possible age
groups are:


less than 1 year, 1-4, 5-14, 15-24, 25-34, ....85 years and over.


If the user specifies a "non-standard" population for use in age-adjustment, then any age
groups may be used.


Note that age groups differ from the age groups used for "standard" years.


See Age Adjustment of Death Rates for more information.


f. What about children under 1 year and rate calculation?
When calculating mortality rates for "Infant Age Groups" (under 1 day, 1-6 days, 7-27 days,
28-264 days), the population is the number of live births in the given time period. Note that
rates for infant age groups are not shown for fewer than twenty deaths, nor are race and
Hispanic Origin data available, due to privacy constraints; see Assurance of Confidentiality for
more information. Note that age-adjusted rates are not calculated for infant age groups,
because the denominator population is the number of live births in the specified years.


However, rates for race and Hispanic Origin are available for the age group "under 1 year of
age." The "under 1 year of age" age group represents the population estimates for the given
time period. For more information, see Mortality for Infants.


g. Why are death rates sometimes flagged as "Unreliable" or "Suppressed"?
Death rates based on counts of less than twenty (death count < 20) are flagged as "Unreliable".
A death rate based on fewer than 20 deaths has a relative standard error (RSE(R)) of 23
percent or more. A RES(R) of 23 percent is considered statistically unreliable.


Death counts and death rates are "Suppressed" when the data meets the criteria for
confidentiality constraints. See Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.


h. What are the "archive" rates and populations?
"Archive" rates and population figures refer to statistics produced by preceding releases of
these data. Population estimates are updated and revised over time, newer population
estimates replace previous estimates. Rates calculated with revised population estimates may
differ from previous figures. For more information, see Comparison with Other Releases.


2. Data Release Questions


a. What are the Assurance of Confidentiality constraints for the data?
Data reports for years 1989 and later must meet the NCHS data use restrictions. Vital
statistics data are suppressed due to confidentiality constraints, in order to protect personal
privacy. The term "Suppressed" replaces sub-national death counts, births counts, death rates



https://wonder.cdc.gov/datause.html
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and associated confidence intervals and standard errors, as well as corresponding population
figures, when the figure represents zero to nine (0-9) persons.


As of December 12, 2011, additional privacy constraints apply to infant mortality statistics
representing infant age groups and live births as the denominator population. When an infant
mortality measure represents fewer than ten (0-9) infant deaths, all corresponding live birth
population denominator figures are suppressed. When the infant mortality measure represents
ten to nineteen (10-19) infant deaths, the number of deaths and live births are shown, but
rates and associated measures are not shown. Race and Hispanic origin data are not available
in this online database for infant age groups. However, race and Hispanic origin data are
available for persons under one year of age in the other age groups, which use population
estimates as population denominator data. Race and Hispanic origin detail for infant mortality
statistics are available in the Linked Birth / Infant Death Records data collections.


Prior to May 23, 2011, data cells in tables for year 1989 and later years were suppressed only
for single county-level data, when the data represented five or fewer (1-5) deaths for a time
period less than three years, and the county's total population in the April 1st, 2000 Census
was fewer than one hundred thousand (100,000) persons.


Totals and sub-totals are suppressed when the value falls within scope of the suppression
criteria, or when the summary value includes a single suppressed figure, in order to prevent
the inadvertent disclosure of suppressed values.


The confidentiality constraints and use of the "Unreliable" flag are established by the original
data providers. For more information, please contact the data providers.


b. What are my responsibilities in accessing this data?
See Data Use Restrictions to review the policies affecting access to the data. Note that use of
the data implies consent or agreement to abide by the policies.


c. Why do the rates change when compared to the same time period in the archive
data?
The rates change in comparison to the archive data, because the population estimates used as
the denominators in the rate calculations change. In the years following the decennial census,
the Census Bureau annually produces a set of estimates containing estimates of the current
year population and revised estimates of the population for previous years. Each set of
estimates is referred to as a postcensal series. When the decade has passed, the population
estimates for the preceding decade are revised again, producing an intercensal series of
estimates. For more information, refer to the Population Data section and the section on
Comparison with Other Releases.


3. Race and Ethnicity Questions


a. What racial categories are included in the "Other" classification?
The archive 1999-2004 data set has 3 race groups: Black, Other Races, White. The "other
races" category includes the American Indian or Alaskan Native race category and the Asian or
Pacific Islander race category. The archive 1999-2004 data set does not include Hispanic
ethnicity classifications. The 1999-2013 data set, the archive 2001-2009 populations and the
archive 2005-2006 data set have these four race groups: American Indian or Alaskan Native,
Asian / Pacific Islander, Black or African American, White. The 1999-2013 data set, the archive
2001-2009 populations and the archive 2005-2006 data set have 3 Hispanic Origin categories:
Hispanic or Latino, Not Hispanic or Latino, Not stated.


b. How are multi-racial persons classified?
Race data are collected on death certificates in accordance with the 1977 OMB standards on
race and ethnicity. The 1977 standards specified four race categories (white, black, American
Indian or Alaska Native, and Asian or Pacific Islander) and did not permit more than one racial
category to be identified for an individual. Population data through the 1990s were also
obtained in accordance with the 1977 standards. Race data on the 2000 census were collected
in accordance with the 1997 OMB standards on race and ethnicity. The 1997 standards specify
5 single-race categories (American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian, black, Hawaiian or Other
Pacific Islander, and white) and permit the reporting of more than one race. As a result, there
were 31 racial groups on the 2000 census (5 single-race groups and 26 multiple-race groups).
NCHS, in collaboration with the Census Bureau, developed methodology for bridging the
multiple-race groups to single-race categories, so that the race categories in the population
data would match the race categories in the mortality data. Please see U.S. Census
Populations With Bridged Race Categories.



https://wonder.cdc.gov/lbd.html

https://wonder.cdc.gov/datause.html

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/major/dvs/popbridge/popbridge.htm
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c. How are Hispanic persons who reported their race as "Other" on the census assigned
to a race group?
The Census Bureau has assigned all persons (including Hispanic persons) who specified their
race as "other" on the census (1980, 1990, and 2000) to one of the OMB specified racial
categories. The algorithm used by the Census Bureau to make these assignments has differed
for the 1980, 1990, and 2000 censuses, and is described in the Population Data section.


 
Mortality for Infants (under 1 Year of Age)
Causes of death among persons less than one year of age vary greatly during the first year of life,
and therefore special "rates" (actually, ratios) have long been used in public health to provide
meaningful indicators of infant mortality. Infant mortality rates are typically calculated as the
number of deaths per 1,000 live births.


Select "Infant Age Groups" for rates calculated using the number live births as the population
denominator. The default multiplier for Infant Age Groups (live births population) is 1,000 births.
However, the default multiplier for death rates calculated with the population estimate for persons
under 1 year of age is 100,000 persons.


Three commonly used indicators of infant mortality that can be calculated in WONDER are:


1. Infant Mortality Rate 
Number of deaths of infants (less than 1 year of age of death)  
divided by the number of live births during a given period,  
then multiplied by 1,000;


(Deaths of persons under 1 year of age) / Live Births) * 1000


2. Neonatal Mortality Rate  
Number of deaths of infants less than 28 days of age  
divided by the number of live births during a given period,  
then multiplied by 1,000;  


(Deaths of persons under 28 days of age) / Live Births) * 1000


3. Postneonatal Mortality Rate 
Number of deaths of infants 28 days to 1 year of age  
divided by the number of live births during a given period,  
then multiplied by 1,000.  


(Deaths of persons age 28 days to 1 year of age) / Live Births) * 1000


Note that all three indicators use the same denominator:   number of live births during a given
period.


To support these and other infant mortality indicators, the online database provides first-year
mortality data as follows:


Infant Age Groups
less than one day old;
1 to 6 days old;
7 to 27 days old;
and 28 to 364 days old. 
 
Hints:


Select "Infant Age Groups" for rates calculated using the number live births as
the population denominator. The default multiplier for Infant Age Groups (live
births population) is 1,000 births.
The single age group labeled "under 1 of age year" in the standard "Age Groups"
list represents the population estimates for this age group. Death rates based on
the population estimates are calculated per 100,000 persons, unless another
multiplier is specified.
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Change the default multiplier for the rate per number of persons in the Additional
Rate Options section on the Request screen.


Notes:
Age-adjusted rates are not available for the live births population, because each
infant age group uses the same population, the number of live births, to produce
the age-specific rates.
Age-adjusted rates are available for the "under 1 year of age" group, when this
group is combined with other age groups. Age-adjusted rates are not calculated
for any single age group because the ratio is effectively "1" in this case.
The number of live births are not summed together for the population total when
the data are grouped by infant age groups, because the number of live births is
used as the population denominator for each infant age group.
Note that rates for infant age groups are not shown for fewer than twenty
deaths, nor are race and Hispanic Origin data available, due to privacy
constraints; see Assurance of Confidentiality for more information.


Location Updates: notes about specific county-level changes in boundaries
and codes


Comparable total deaths and death rates may be misleading for counties with changing
boundaries. The data collection may lag behind some Federal Information Processing (FIPS)
location code changes. Some places, such as independent cities and New York City boroughs are
included as unique locations in the data. Some county and census tract area (CA) locations are not
included, instead the deaths are associated with a neighboring county or the previous location
name and FIPS code. The list below of county-level changes is organized alphabetically by state
name and then county name.


1. Alaska boroughs and census areas: 
Data are available for Alaskan boroughs and census areas, represented by FIPS codes.
1. Prince of Wales-Hyder Census Area, Hoonah-Angoon Census Area, Skagway


Municipality, Petersburg Borough/Census Area, and Wrangell City and Borough,
Alaska Prince of Wales-Outer Ketchikan Census Area, Alaska, Skagway-Hoonah-
Angoon Census Area, Alaska and Wrangell-Petersburg Census Area, Alaska 


Deaths and population data begin on year 2014 for the following areas: Prince of
Wales-Hyder Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02198), Hoonah-Angoon Census Area,
Alaska (FIPS code 02105), Skagway Municipality, Alaska (FIPS code 02230),
Petersburg Borough/Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02195) and Wrangell City and
Borough, Alaska (FIPS code 02275). Data are only available for these areas for years
2014-2016; deaths and population estimates for years 1999-2013 are missing (zero).
Thus, counts and rates shown in multi-year requests for these entities do not include
any data for years 1999-2013.
Beginning in 2014, deaths and population data are no longer available for the following
areas: Prince of Wales-Outer Ketchikan Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02201),
Skagway-Hoonah-Angoon Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02232) and Wrangell-
Petersburg Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02280). Data are only available for these
areas for years 1999-2013; deaths and population estimates for years 2014-2016 are
missing (zero). Thus, counts and rates shown in multi-year requests for these entities
do not include any data for years 2014 and later.
Hoonah-Angoon Census Area, Alaska (02105) and Skagway Municipality, Alaska
(02230) are formed from the former Skagway-Hoonah-Angoon Census Area, Alaska
(02232). Petersburg Borough/Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02195) and Wrangell
City and Borough, Alaska (FIPS code 02275) are formed from the former Wrangell-
Petersburg Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02280). Prince of Wales-Hyder Census
Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02198) is formed from the former Prince of Wales-Outer
Ketchikan Census Area, Alaska (FIPS code 02201).


Denali borough, Alaska 
On December 7, 1990, Denali, Alaska(FIPS code 02068) was organized, mostly from the
Yukon-Koyukuk census area (FIPS code 02290) with a small part from Southeast Fairbanks
(FIPS code 02240). Deaths and population estimates for Denali are available for year 2003
and later; counts and population estimates for years 1999-2002 are missing (zero). Thus,
counts and rates shown in multi-year requests for this entity do not include any data for
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years prior to 2003, only data for 2003 and later. For the years 1989-2002, deaths and
population estimates for Denali have been recoded to Yukon-Koyukuk (FIPS code 02290).


2. Yukon-Koyukuk, Alaska 
Yukon-Koyukuk, Alaska (FIPS code 02290) shows a discontinuity in the mortality and
population data for Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area (FIPS code 02290) between 2002 and
2003. The discontinuity occurs because part of Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area became Denali
Borough, Alaska (FIPS code 02068) and beginning in 2003, deaths and population counts
for this former part of Yukon-Koyukuk are reported for Denali Borough and are no longer
included with data for Yukon-Koyukuk.


2. Colorado:
1. Adams, Colorado 


Adams county, Colorado (FIPS code 08001) shows a discontinuity in the mortality and
population data between 2002 and 2003. This discontinuity occurs because territory in
each of these four counties has been combined to form a new county, Broomfield, Colorado
(FIPS code 08014). Beginning in 2003, deaths and population counts for this territory are
reported for Broomfield county and are no longer included with data for Adams county.


2. Boulder, Colorado 
Boulder county, Colorado (FIPS code 08003) shows a discontinuity in the mortality and
population data between 2002 and 2003. This discontinuity occurs because territory in
each of these four counties has been combined to form a new county, Broomfield, Colorado
(FIPS code 08014). Beginning in 2003, deaths and population counts for this territory are
reported for Broomfield county and are no longer included with data for Boulder county.


3. Broomfield county 
Broomfield county, Colorado (FIPS code 08014) was created effective November 15, 2001
from parts of four counties: Adams, Boulder, Jefferson, and Weld. Deaths and population
estimates for Broomfield county are available for year 2003 and later. Deaths and
population estimates before 2003 are coded to the original locations. For years 1999-2002,
data for Broomfield county are missing (zero). Thus, counts and rates shown in multi-year
requests for this entity do not include any data for years prior to 2003, only data for 2003
and later.


4. Jefferson, Colorado 
Jefferson county, Colorado (FIPS code 08059) shows a discontinuity in the mortality and
population data between 2002 and 2003. This discontinuity occurs because territory in
each of these four counties has been combined to form a new county, Broomfield, Colorado
(FIPS code 08014). Beginning in 2003, deaths and population counts for this territory are
reported for Broomfield county and are no longer included with data for Jefferson county.


5. Weld, Colorado 
Weld county, Colorado (FIPS code 080123) shows a discontinuity in the mortality and
population data between 2002 and 2003. This discontinuity occurs because territory in
each of these four counties has been combined to form a new county, Broomfield, Colorado
(FIPS code 08014). Beginning in 2003, deaths and population counts for this territory are
reported for Broomfield county and are no longer included with data for Weld county.


3. Florida: Dade county and Miami city 
Dade county, Florida (FIPS code 12025) was renamed Miami-Dade County and its FIPS code
changed to 12086, effective November 13, 1997. The new code [12086] is used here.


4. Maryland: Baltimore city and Baltimore county 
The independent city of Baltimore, Maryland has been treated as a county. Death counts and
population estimates are reported separately for Baltimore city (FIPS code 24510) and
Baltimore county (FIPS code 24005).


5. Missouri:
1. St. Genevieve county, Missouri 


In order to achieve alphabetical consistency, the FIPS code for St. Genevieve, Missouri was
changed in 1979 from 29193 to 29186. The new code (29186) is used here.


2. St. Louis city and St. Louis county, Missouri 
The independent city of St. Louis, Missouri has been treated as a county. Death counts and
population estimates are reported separately for St. Louis city (FIPS code 29510) and St.
Louis county (FIPS code 29189).


6. Nevada: Carson City 
The independent city of Carson City, Nevada (FIPS code 32510) has been treated as a county.
Deaths and population estimates are shown separately from the adjacent counties for Carson
City, Nevada.


7. New York: New York City boroughs  
The five boroughs of New York City have been treated as counties and maintained as separate
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entities on this file.  


Borough County FIPS Code


Bronx Bronx 36005


Brooklyn Kings 36047


Manhattan New York 36061


Queens Queens 36081


Staten Island  Richmond  36085


8. Virginia independent cities:  
a. Alleghany, Virginia 


Alleghany, Virginia (FIPS code 51005) shows a discontinuity in mortality and population
data ) between 2000 and 2001. This discontinuity occurs because beginning in 2001, death
counts and population estimates for Clifton Forge city, Virginia (FIPS code 51560) have
been combined with those for Alleghany county.


b. Bedford City, Virginia 
Bedford City, Virginia (FIPS code 51515), formerly an independent city, merged with
Bedford County, Virginia (FIPS code 51019) on July 1, 2013. Beginning in year 2014, this
change is effective for deaths and population estimates. Deaths and population estimates
for Bedford City, Virginia (FIPS code 51515) are only available for the years prior to 2014.
Deaths are population estimates are missing (zero) for Bedford City, Virginia beginning in
year 2014. Bedford County, Virginia (FIPS code 51019) has a discontinuity in the
population estimates between 2013 and 2014 due to the addition of the city population.


c. Clifton Forge city, Virginia 
On July 1, 2001, Clifton Forge city, Virginia (FIPS code 51560), formerly an independent
city, merged with Alleghany county (FIPS code 51005). Deaths and population estimates
are available for Clifton Forge city through the year 2000. For 2001 and beyond, death
counts and population estimates for Clifton Forge city have been combined with those for
Alleghany county, Virginia (FIPS code 51005). Death counts and population estimates for
this entity from multi-year requests only reflect data from 1999 and 2000; for years 2001
and beyond they are shown as missing (zero).


d. Nansemond city, Virginia 
Nansemond city, Virginia (FIPS code 51123) has been part of the independent city of
Suffolk, VA (FIPS code 51800) since 1979. For all years, death counts and population
estimates for Nansemond have been aggregated with those for Suffolk city.


e. Table of Virginia independent cities and counties 
The Virginia independent cities are treated as counties and appear on the data with the
following FIPS codes:


   Independent City        County 


Name      FIPS code Name     FIPS code    
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Alexandria  51510 Arlington 51013 
Bedford   51515 Bedford  51019 
Bristol   51520 Washington 51191 
Buena Vista  51530 Rockbridge 51163 
Charlottesville  51540 Albemarle  51003 
Chesapeake  51550  
Clifton Forge  51560 Alleghany  51005  
Colonial Heights 51570 Chesterfield  51041 
Covington  51580 Alleghany  51005 
Danville  51590 Pittsylvania  51143 
Emporia   51595 Greensville 51081 
Fairfax   51600 Fairfax   51059 
Falls Church  51610 Fairfax  51059 
Franklin  51620 Southampton 51175 
Fredericksburg  51630 Spotsylvania 51177 
Galax   51640 Grayson  51077           
Hampton   51650 
Harrisonburg  51660 Rockingham 51165 
Hopewell  51670 Prince George 51149 
Lexington  51678 Rockbridge 51163 
Lynchburg  51680 Campbell  51031 
Manassas  51683 Prince William 51153 
Manassas Park  51685 Prince William 51153 
Martinsville  51690 Henry   51089 
Newport News  51700 
Norfolk   51710 
Norton   51720 Wise   51195 
Petersburg  51730 Dinwiddie 51053 
Poquoson  51735 York   51199 
Portsmouth  51740 Norfolk city 51710 
Radford   51750 Montgomery 51121 
Richmond  51760 Henrico   51087 
Roanoke   51770 Roanoke   51161 
Salem   51775 Roanoke   51161 
Staunton  51790 Augusta   51015 
Suffolk   51800 
Virginia Beach  51810 
Waynesboro  51820 Augusta   51015 
Williamsburg  51830 James City 51095 
Winchester  51840 Frederick 51069 
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Methods: Delaware used the 50th percentile of state opioid-related overdose deaths, obtained from 
2016 CDC data, as the aspirational benchmark.  
 
Benchmark Values:  
 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware 16.9 0.7 16.2 15.5 14.7 13.3 

 

4) Tobacco Use 
Specification: The percentage of adults who report that they are current smokers. Current smokers 
are defined as persons who reported smoking at least 100 cigarettes during their lifetime and who, 
at the time they participated in a survey about this topic, reported smoking every day or some days 
as defined by the CDC. 
 

BRFSS

 
  
Methods: Delaware used the 75th percentile value for the number of adults who are current 
smokers from the 2016 BRFSS results as its aspirational benchmark. 
 
Benchmark Values:  
 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware 17.7 0.6 17.1 16.4 15.8 14.6 

 

Health Care Measures 
Below are the specifications, methods used to establish the benchmarks and state-level benchmark 
values for Delaware’s four health care measures. These benchmark values shall also be applied at 
market, insurer and provider levels, all by line of business as indicated below.  
 

1) Concurrent Use of Opioids and Benzodiazepines 
Specification: The percentage of individuals 18 years and older with concurrent use of prescription 
opioids and benzodiazepines, as defined by the Pharmacy Quality Alliance. The denominator 
includes individuals 18 years and older by the first day of the measurement year, with two or more 
prescription claims for opioids filled on two or more separate days, for which the sum of the days’ 
supply is 15 or more days during the measurement period. Patients in hospice care and those with a 
cancer diagnosis are excluded. The numerator includes individuals from the denominator with two 
or more prescription claims for benzodiazepines filled on two or more separate days, and concurrent 
use of opioids and benzodiazepines for 30 or more cumulative days. 
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OMB Header and Introductory Text 
 


Read if necessary Read Interviewer instructions  
(not read) 


Public reporting burden of this collection of 
information is estimated to average 27 
minutes per response, including the time for 
reviewing instructions, searching existing 
data sources, gathering and maintaining the 
data needed, and completing and reviewing 
the collection of information. An agency 
may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is 
not required to respond to a collection of 
information unless it displays a currently 
valid OMB control number.  Send comments 
regarding this burden estimate or any other 
aspect of this collection of information, 
including suggestions for reducing this 
burden to CDC/ATSDR Reports Clearance 
Officer; 1600 Clifton Road NE, MS D-74,  
Atlanta, Georgia 30333; ATTN:  PRA (0920-
1061). 


 Form Approved 
OMB No. 0920-1061 
Exp. Date 3/31/2018 
 
Interviewers do not need to read any part of the 


burden estimate nor provide the OMB number unless 


asked by the respondent for specific information. If a 


respondent asks for the length of time of the 


interview provide the most accurate information 


based on the version of the questionnaire that will be 


administered to that respondent.  If the interviewer is 


not sure, provide the average time as indicated in the 


burden statement. If data collectors have questions 


concerning the BRFSS OMB process, please contact 


Carol Pierannunzi at ivk7@cdc.gov. 


 HELLO, I am calling for the    (health department).  
My name is (name).  We are gathering 
information about the health of (state) residents.  
This project is conducted by the health 
department with assistance from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Your telephone 
number has been chosen randomly, and I would 
like to ask some questions about health and 
health practices. 


 


 


  



mailto:ivk7@cdc.gov
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Landline Introduction 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


LL01. 
 


Is this [PHONE NUMBER]? CTELENM1 
 


1 Yes Go to LL02  63 


2 No TERMINATE  


LL02. 
 


Is this a private 
residence? 


PVTRESD1 
 


1 Yes Go to LL04 Read if necessary: By private 
residence we mean someplace like 
a house or apartment. 
Do not read: Private residence 
includes any home where the 
respondent spends at least 30 
days including vacation homes, 
RVs or other locations in which the 
respondent lives for portions of 
the year. 


64 


2 No 
 


Go to LL03  


3 No, this is a 
business 


 Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
on residential phones at this time. 


LL03. 
 


Do you live in college 
housing? 


COLGHOUS 
 


1 Yes Go to LL04 Read if necessary:  By college 
housing we mean dormitory, 
graduate student or visiting faculty 
housing, or other housing 
arrangement provided by a college 
or university. 


65 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in private residences or 
college housing at this time. 


LL04. STATERE1 1 Yes Go to LL05  66 
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 Do you currently live 
in__(state)____? 


 2 No TERMINATE Thank you very much but we are 
only interviewing persons who live 
in [STATE] at this time. 


LL05. Is this a cell phone? CELLFON4 
 


1 Yes, it is a cell 
phone  


TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing by 
landline telephones in private 
residences or college housing at 
this time. 


2 Not a cell 
phone 


Go to LL06 Read if necessary: By cell phone 
we mean a telephone that is 
mobile and usable outside your 
neighborhood. 
Do not read: Telephone service 
over the internet counts as 
landline service (includes Vonage, 
Magic Jack and other home-based 
phone services). 


LL06. 
 


Are you 18 years of age or 
older? 


LADULT 
 


1 Yes, male 
respondent 
2 Yes, female 
respondent 


 Do not read: Sex will be asked 
again in demographics section. 


68 


3 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


LL07. I need to randomly select 
one adult who lives in 
your household to be 
interviewed. Excluding 
adults living away from 
home, such as students 
away at college, how 
many members of your 
household, including 
yourself, are 18 years of 
age or older? 


NUMADULT 
 


1 Go to Transition to 
Section 1. 


Read: Are you that adult? Then 
you are the person I need to speak 
with.  


69-70 


2-6 or more Go to LL08.  
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LL08. How many of these adults 
are men? 


NUMMEN 
 


_ _ Number  
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


  71-72 


LL09. So the number of women 
in the household is [X]. Is 
that correct? 


NUMWOMEN   Do not read: Confirm the number 
of adult women or clarify the total 
number of adults in the 
household. 
Read: The persons in your 
household that I need to speak 
with is [XXX]. 


73-74 


Transition 
to Section 
1.  


  I will not ask for 
your last name, 
address, or other 
personal 
information that 
can identify you.  
You do not have 
to answer any 
question you do 
not want to, and 
you can end the 
interview at any 
time.  Any 
information you 
give me will not 
be connected to 
any personal 
information.  If 
you have any 
questions about 
the survey, 
please call (give 
appropriate state 
telephone 
number). 


 Do not read:  Introductory text 
may be reread when selected 
respondent is reached.  
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Cell Phone Introduction 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


       


CP01. 
 


Is this a safe time to talk 
with you? 


SAFETIME 
 


1 Yes Go to CP02  75 


2 No  ([set appointment if 
possible]) 
TERMINATE] 


Thank you very much. We will call 
you back at a more convenient 
time.   


CP02. 
 


Is this [PHONE NUMBER]? CTELNUM1 
 


1 Yes Go to CP03  76 


2 No TERMINATE  


CP03. 
 


Is this a cell phone? CELLFON5 
 


1 Yes Go to CADULT  77 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


CP04. 
 


Are you 18 years of age or 
older? 


CADULT 
 


1 Yes, male 
respondent 
2 Yes, female 
respondent 


 Do not read: Sex will be asked 
again in demographics section. 


78 


3 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much but 
we are only interviewing persons 
aged 18 or older at this time. 


CP05. 
 


Do you live in a private 
residence? 


PVTRESD3 
 


1 Yes Go to CP07 Read if necessary: By private 
residence we mean someplace 
like a house or apartment 
Do not read: Private residence 
includes any home where the 
respondent spends at least 30 
days including vacation homes, 
RVs or other locations in which 
the respondent lives for portions 
of the year. 


79 
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2 No Go to CP06 Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in a private residence or 
college housing at this time.   


CP06. 
 


Do you live in college 
housing? 


CCLGHOUS 
 


1 Yes Go to CP07 Read if necessary:  By college 
housing we mean dormitory, 
graduate student or visiting 
faculty housing, or other housing 
arrangement provided by a 
college or university. 


80 


2 No TERMINATE Read: Thank you very much, but 
we are only interviewing persons 
who live in private residences or 
college housing at this time. 


CP07. 
 


Do you currently live 
in___(state)____? 


CSTATE1 
 


1 Yes Go to CP09  81 


2 No Go to CP08  


CP08. 
 


In what state do you 
currently live? 


RSPSTAT1 
 


1 Alabama 
2 Alaska 
4 Arizona 
5 Arkansas 
6 California 
8 Colorado 
9 Connecticut 
10 Delaware 
11 District of 
Columbia 
12 Florida 
13 Georgia 
15 Hawaii 
16 Idaho 
17 Illinois 
18 Indiana 
19 Iowa 
20 Kansas 
21 Kentucky 
22 Louisiana 


  82-83 
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23 Maine 
24 Maryland 
25 Massachusetts 
26 Michigan 
27 Minnesota 
28 Mississippi 
29 Missouri 
30 Montana 
31 Nebraska 
32 Nevada 
33 New 
Hampshire 
34 New Jersey 
35 New Mexico 
36 New York 
37 North Carolina 
38 North Dakota 
39 Ohio 
40 Oklahoma 
41 Oregon 
42 Pennsylvania 
44 Rhode Island 
45 South Carolina 
46 South Dakota 
47 Tennessee 
48 Texas 
49 Utah 
50 Vermont 
51 Virginia 
53 Washington 
54 West Virginia 
55 Wisconsin 
56 Wyoming 
66 Guam 
72 Puerto Rico 
78 Virgin Islands 
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99 Refused 


CP09. 
 


Do you also have a 
landline telephone in your 
home that is used to 
make and receive calls? 


LANDLINE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: By landline 
telephone, we mean a regular 
telephone in your home that is 
used for making or receiving calls. 
Please include landline phones 
used for both business and 
personal use. 


84 


CP10. How many members of 
your household, including 
yourself, are 18 years of 
age or older? 


HHADULT _ _ Number  
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If CP06 = yes then 
number of adults is 
automatically set to 1 


 85-86 


Transition 
to section 
1.  


  I will not ask for 
your last name, 
address, or other 
personal 
information that 
can identify you.  
You do not have 
to answer any 
question you do 
not want to, and 
you can end the 
interview at any 
time.  Any 
information you 
give me will not 
be connected to 
any personal 
information.  If 
you have any 
questions about 
the survey, please 
call (give 
appropriate state 
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telephone 
number). 
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Core Section 1: Health Status 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C01.01 
 


Would you say that in 
general your health is—  


GENHLTH Read: 
1 Excellent 
2 Very Good 
3 Good  
4 Fair 
5 Poor 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  90 
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Core Section 2: Healthy Days 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C02.01 
 


Now thinking about your 
physical health, which 
includes physical illness 
and injury, for how many 
days during the past 30 
days was your physical 
health not good?  


PHYSHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


  91-92 


C02.02 Now thinking about your 
mental health, which 
includes stress, 
depression, and 
problems with emotions, 
for how many days 
during the past 30 days 
was your mental health 
not good? 


MENTHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


  93-94 


C02.03 During the past 30 days, 
for about how many 
days did poor physical or 
mental health keep you 
from doing your usual 
activities, such as self-
care, work, or 
recreation? 


POORHLTH _ _ Number of 
days (01-30) 
88 None 
77 Don’t 
know/not sure 
99 Refused 


Skip if C02.01, 
PHYSHLTH, is 88 and 
C02.02, MENTHLTH, is 
88 


 95-96 
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Core Section 3: Health Care Access 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C03.01 
 


Do you have any kind of 
health care coverage, 
including health 
insurance, prepaid plans 
such as HMOs, or 
government plans such 
as Medicare, or Indian 
Health Service? 


HLTHPLN1 
 


1 Yes If using Health Care 
Access (HCA) Module 
go to Module 03,  
M03.01, else 
continue 


 97 


2 No 
7 Don’t 
know/Not Sure 
9 Refused 


  


C03.02 Do you have one person 
you think of as your 
personal doctor or 
health care provider? 


PERSDOC2 
 


1 Yes, only one 
2 More than one 
3 No  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 If No, read: Is there more than 
one, or is there no person who you 
think of as your personal doctor or 
health care provider? 


98 


C03.03 Was there a time in the 
past 12 months when 
you needed to see a 
doctor but could not 
because of cost? 


MEDCOST 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


If using HCA Module, 
go to Module 03, 
M03.03, else 
continue. 


 99 


C03.04 About how long has it 
been since you last 
visited a doctor for a 
routine checkup? 


CHECKUP1 Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 


If using HCA Module 
and C03.01 = 1 go to 
Module 03 M03.04 
or if using HCA 
Module and C03,01 = 
2, 7, or 9 go to 
Module 03, 


Read if necessary: A routine 
checkup is a general physical 
exam, not an exam for a specific 
injury, illness, or condition.    


100 
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but less than 2 
years ago) 
3 Within the past 
5 years (2 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
4 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
8 Never 
9 Refused 


M03.04A, else go to 
next section. 
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Core Section 4: Exercise 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C04.01 
 


During the past month, 
other than your regular 
job, did you participate in 
any physical activities or 
exercises such as 
running, calisthenics, 
golf, gardening, or 
walking for exercise? 


EXERANY2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Do not read: If respondent does 
not have a regular job or is retired, 
they may count any physical 
activity or exercise they do 


101 
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Core Section 5: Inadequate Sleep 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C05.01 
 


On average, how many 
hours of sleep do you 
get in a 24-hour period? 


SLEPTIM1 _ _ Number of 
hours [01-24]  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused 


 Do not read: Enter hours of sleep in 
whole numbers, rounding 30 
minutes (1/2 hour) or more up to 
the next whole hour and dropping 
29 or fewer minutes. 


102-103 
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Core Section 6: Chronic Health Conditions 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C06.01 
 


Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever told you that you 
had any of the following? 
For each, tell me Yes, No, 
Or You’re Not Sure. 
Ever told) you that you 
had a heart attack also 
called a myocardial 
infarction? 


CVDINFR4 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  104 


C06.02 (Ever told) you had 
angina or coronary heart 
disease? 


CVDCRHD4 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  105 


C06.03 (Ever told) you had a 
stroke? 


CVDSTRK3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  106 


C06.04 (Ever told) you had 
asthma? 


ASTHMA3 1 Yes   107 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C06.06  


C06.05 Do you still have 
asthma? 


ASTHNOW 1 Yes 
2 No 


  108 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


C06.06 (Ever told) you had skin 
cancer? 


CHCSCNCR 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  109 


C06.07 (Ever told) you had any 
other types of cancer? 


CHCOCNCR 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  110 


C06.08 (Ever told) you have 
chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, 
C.O.P.D., emphysema or 
chronic bronchitis? 


CHCCOPD1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  111 


C06.09 (Ever told) you have 
some form of arthritis, 
rheumatoid arthritis, 
gout, lupus, or 
fibromyalgia? 


HAVARTH3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses 
include: rheumatism, polymyalgia 
rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not 
osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, 
bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel 
syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, 
joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, 
ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, 
rotator cuff syndrome, connective 
tissue disease, scleroderma, 
polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, 
vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, 
Henoch-Schonlein purpura, 
Wegener’s granulomatosis, 
polyarteritis  nodosa) 


112 


C06.10 (Ever told) you have a 
depressive disorder 
(including depression, 


ADDEPEV2 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 


  113 
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major depression, 
dysthymia, or minor 
depression)? 


7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


C06.11 Not including kidney 
stones, bladder infection 
or incontinence, were 
you ever told you have 
kidney disease?   


CHCKDNY1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Incontinence is 
not being able to control urine 
flow. 


114 


C06.12 (Ever told) you have 
diabetes? 


DIABETE3 
 


1 Yes 
 


 If yes and respondent is female, 
ask: was this only when you were 
pregnant? If respondent says pre-
diabetes or borderline diabetes, 
use response code 4. 


115 


2 Yes, but female 
told only during 
pregnancy 
3 No 
4 No, pre-
diabetes or 
borderline 
diabetes 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to Pre-Diabetes 
Optional Module (if 
used). Otherwise, go 
to next section. 


 


C06.13 How old were you when 
you were told you have 
diabetes? 


DIABAGE2 _ _ Code age in 
years [97 = 97 
and older]  
98 Don‘t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused 


Go to Diabetes 
Module if used, 
otherwise go to next 
section.  


 116-117 
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Core Section 7: Oral Health 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C07.01 
 


Including all types of 
dentists, such as 
orthodontists, oral 
surgeons, and all other 
dental specialists, as well 
as dental hygienists, how 
long has it been since you 
last visited a dentist or a 
dental clinic for any 
reason? 


LASTDEN4 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
5 years (2 years 
but less than 5 
years ago) 
4 5 or more years 
ago  
Do not read:  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
8 Never 
9 Refused  


  118 


C07.02 Not including teeth lost 
for injury or orthodontics, 
how many of your 
permanent teeth have 
been removed because of 
tooth decay or gum 
disease?   


RMVTETH4 Read if necessary: 
1 1 to 5 
2 6 or more but 
not all 
3 All  
8 None 
Do not read: 


 Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth 
are removed because of tooth 
decay or gum disease, they should 
be included in the count for lost 
teeth. 


119 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 
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Core Section 8: Demographics 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  
(DO NOT READ UNLESS 
OTHERWISE NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C08.01 
 


Format 1:  
What is your sex? 
Format 2: 
What was your sex 
at birth? Was it… 


SEX1 Read if format 2 is selected: 
1 Male 
2 Female 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


States may adopt 
one of the two 
formats of the 
question. If second 
format is used, 
read options. 


[NOTE DELETED HERE] 120 


C08.02 What is your age? AGE 
 


_ _ Code age in years 
07   Don’t know / Not sure 
09  Refused 


  121-122 


C08.03 Are you Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish 
origin? 


HISPANC3 
 


If yes, read: Are you…  
1 Mexican, Mexican 
American, Chicano/a 
2 Puerto Rican 
3 Cuban 
4 Another Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish origin 
Do not read: 
5 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


 One or more categories may 
be selected. 


123-126 


C08.04 Which one or more 
of the following 
would you say is 
your race? 


MRACE1 
 


Please read: 
10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian or 
Alaska Native 
40 Asian 


41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 


If more than one 
response to 
C08.04; continue. 
Otherwise, go to 
C08.06. 


If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories 
underneath major heading. 
One or more categories may 
be selected. 


127-154 
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44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 


50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 


Do not read: 
60 Other 
88 No additional choices 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.05 Which one of these 
groups would you 
say best represents 
your race? 


ORACE3 
 


Please read: 
10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian or 
Alaska Native 
40 Asian 


41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 


50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 


 If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories 
underneath major heading. 
 
If respondent has selected 
multiple races in previous and 
refuses to select a single race, 
code refused 
 


155-156 
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54 Other Pacific 
Islander 


Do not read: 
60 Other 
 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.06 Are you… MARITAL 
 


Please read: 
1 Married 
2 Divorced 
3 Widowed 
4 Separated 
5 Never married 
Or 
6 A member of an 
unmarried couple 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


  157 


C08.07 What is the highest 
grade or year of 
school you 
completed? 


EDUCA 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Never attended school or 
only attended kindergarten 
2 Grades 1 through 8 
(Elementary) 
3 Grades 9 through 11 
(Some high school) 
4 Grade 12 or GED (High 
school graduate) 
5 College 1 year to 3 years 
(Some college or technical 
school) 
6 College 4 years or more 
(College graduate) 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


  158 


C08.08 Do you own or rent 
your home? 


RENTHOM1 
 


1 Own 
2 Rent 


 Other arrangement may 
include group home, staying 


159 
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3 Other arrangement 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


with friends or family without 
paying rent. Home is defined 
as the place where you live 
most of the time/the majority 
of the year.   
Read if necessary:  We ask 
this question in order to 
compare health indicators 
among people with different 
housing situations.    


C08.09 In what county do 
you currently live? 


CTYCODE2 
 


_  _  _ANSI County Code  
777 Don’t know / Not sure 
999 Refused 


  160-162 


C08.10 What is the ZIP 
Code where you 
currently live? 


ZIPCODE1 
 


_ _ _ _ _ 
77777 Do not know 
99999 Refused 


  163-167 


 
C08.11 


Not including cell 
phones or numbers 
used for computers, 
fax machines or 
security systems, do 
you have more than 
one telephone 
number in your 
household?   


NUMHHOL3 
 


1 Yes 
 


If cellular 
telephone 
interview skip to 
8.14 (QSTVER GE 
20) 


 168 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C08.13  


C08.12 How many of these 
telephone numbers 
are residential 
numbers? 


NUMPHON3 
 


__  Enter number (1-5) 
6 Six or more 
7 Don’t know / Not sure  
8 None  
9 Refused 


  169 


C08.13 How many cell 
phones do you have 
for personal use? 


CPDEMO1B 
 


__  Enter number (1-5) 
6 Six or more 
7 Don’t know / Not sure  
8 None  
9 Refused 


Last question 
needed for partial 
complete. 


Read if necessary: Include cell 
phones used for both 
business and personal use. 


170 
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C08.14 Have you ever 
served on active 
duty in the United 
States Armed 
Forces, either in the 
regular military or in 
a National Guard or 
military reserve 
unit? 


VETERAN3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Active duty 
does not include training for 
the Reserves or National 
Guard, but DOES include 
activation, for example, for 
the Persian Gulf War. 
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C08.15 Are you currently…? EMPLOY1 
 


Read: 
1 Employed for wages 
2 Self-employed 
3 Out of work for 1 year or 
more  
4 Out of work for less than 
1 year 
5 A Homemaker 
6 A Student 
7 Retired 
Or 
8 Unable to work 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


 If more than one, say “select 
the category which best 
describes you”. 


172 


C08.16 How many children 
less than 18 years of 
age live in your 
household? 


CHILDREN 
 


_  _ Number of children 
88 None 
99 Refused 


  173-174 


C08.17 Is your annual 
household income 
from all sources— 


INCOME2 
 


Read if necessary: 
04 Less than $25,000 
If no, ask 05; if yes, ask 03 
($20,000 to less than 
$25,000) 
03 Less than $20,000 If no, 
code 04; if yes, ask 02 
($15,000 to less than 
$20,000) 


 If respondent refuses at ANY 
income level, code ‘99’ 
(Refused) 
 


175-176 
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02 Less than $15,000 If no, 
code 03; if yes, ask 01 
($10,000 to less than 
$15,000) 
01 Less than $10,000 If no, 
code 02 
05 Less than $35,000 If no, 
ask  
06 ($25,000 to less than 
$35,000) 
06 Less than $50,000 If no, 
ask  
07 ($35,000 to less than 
$50,000) 
07 Less than $75,000 If no, 
code 08 
($50,000 to less than 
$75,000) 
08 $75,000 or more 
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not sure 
99 Refused 


C08.18 About how much do 
you weigh without 
shoes? 


WEIGHT2 
 


_  _  _  _ Weight 
(pounds/kilograms) 
7777 Don’t know / Not sure 
9999 Refused 


 If respondent answers in 
metrics, put 9 in first column. 
Round fractions up 


177-180 


C08.19 About how tall are 
you without shoes? 


HEIGHT3 
 


_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / 
inches/meters/centimeters) 
77/ 77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99/ 99  Refused 


 If respondent answers in 
metrics, put 9 in first column. 
Round fractions down 


181-184 


C08.20 To your knowledge, 
are you now 
pregnant? 


PREGNANT 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if C08.01, SEX, 
is coded 1; or 
C08.02, AGE,  is 
greater than 49 


 185 
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C08.21 Some people who 
are deaf or have 
serious difficulty 
hearing use assistive 
devices to 
communicate by 
phone. Are you deaf 
or do you have 
serious difficulty 
hearing? 


DEAF 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  186 


C08.22 Are you blind or do 
you have serious 
difficulty seeing, 
even when wearing 
glasses? 


BLIND 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  187 


C08.23 Because of a 
physical, mental, or 
emotional 
condition, do you 
have serious 
difficulty 
concentrating, 
remembering, or 
making decisions? 


DECIDE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  188 


C08.24 Do you have serious 
difficulty walking or 
climbing stairs? 


DIFFWALK 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  189 


C08.25 Do you have 
difficulty dressing or 
bathing? 


DIFFDRES 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  190 


C08.26 Because of a 
physical, mental, or 
emotional 
condition, do you 


DIFFALON 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / Not sure 
9 Refused 


  191 
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have difficulty doing 
errands alone such 
as visiting a doctor’s 
office or shopping? 


 


Core Section 9: Tobacco Use 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C09.01 
 


Have you smoked at 
least 100 cigarettes in 
your entire life? 


SMOKE100 
 


1 Yes  Do not include: electronic 
cigarettes (e-cigarettes, njoy, 
bluetip), herbal cigarettes, cigars, 
cigarillos, little cigars, pipes, bidis, 
kreteks, water pipes (hookahs) or 
marijuana. 
5 packs = 100 cigarettes 


192 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/Not 
Sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C09.05  


C09.02 Do you now smoke 
cigarettes every day, 
some days, or not at all?
  


SMOKDAY2 
 


1 Every day 
2 Some days 


  193 


3 Not at all    
 


Go to C09.04  


7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to C09.05  


C09.03 During the past 12 
months, have you 
stopped smoking for one 
day or longer because 


STOPSMK2 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


Go to C09.05  194 
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you were trying to quit 
smoking? 


9 Refused 


C09.04 How long has it been 
since you last smoked a 
cigarette, even one or 
two puffs?     


LASTSMK2 
 


Read if necessary: 
01 Within the 
past month (less 
than 1 month 
ago) 
02 Within the 
past 3 months (1 
month but less 
than 3 months 
ago) 
03 Within the 
past 6 months (3 
months but less 
than 6 months 
ago) 
04 Within the 
past year (6 
months but less 
than 1 year ago) 
05 Within the 
past 5 years (1 
year but less than 
5 years ago) 
06 Within the 
past 10 years (5 
years but less 
than 10 years 
ago) 
07 10 years or 
more  
08 Never smoked 
regularly 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  195-196 
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99 Refused 


C09.05 Do you currently use 
chewing tobacco, snuff, 
or snus every day, some 
days, or not at all? 


USENOW3 1 Every day 
2 Some days 
3 Not at all 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish 
for snuff) is a moist smokeless 
tobacco, usually sold in small 
pouches that are placed under the 
lip against the gum. 


197 
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Core Section 10: Alcohol Consumption 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C10.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
how many days per week 
or per month did you 
have at least one drink of 
any alcoholic beverage 
such as beer, wine, a 
malt beverage or liquor? 


ALCDAY5 
 


1 _ _ Days per 
week 
2 _ _ Days in past 
30 days 


  198-200 


888  No drinks in 
past 30 days  
777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


Go to next section  


C10.02 One drink is equivalent 
to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-
ounce glass of wine, or a 
drink with one shot of 
liquor. During the past 
30 days, on the days 
when you drank, about 
how many drinks did you 
drink on the average? 


AVEDRNK2 
 


_ _  Number of 
drinks 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Read if necessary: A 40 ounce beer 
would count as 3 drinks, or a 
cocktail drink with 2 shots would 
count as 2 drinks. 


201-202 


C10.03 Considering all types of 
alcoholic beverages, how 
many times during the 
past 30 days did you 
have X [CATI X = 5 for 
men, X = 4 for women] 
or more drinks on an 
occasion? 


DRNK3GE5 
 


_ _ Number of 
times  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


CATI X = 5 for men, X 
= 4 for women 


 203-204 


C10.04 During the past 30 days, 
what is the largest 
number of drinks you 
had on any occasion? 


MAXDRNKS _ _ Number of 
drinks 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  205-206 
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99 Refused 


Core Section 11: Immunization 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C11.01 
 


During the past 12 
months, have you had 
either a flu shot or a flu 
vaccine that was sprayed 
in your nose? 


FLUSHOT6 
 


1 Yes  Read if necessary: A new flu shot 
came out in 2011 that injects 
vaccine into the skin with a very 
small needle. It is called Fluzone 
Intradermal vaccine. This is also 
considered a flu shot. 


207 


2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused  


Go to C11.04 


C11.02 During what month and 
year did you receive your 
most recent flu shot 
injected into your arm or 
flu vaccine that was 
sprayed in your nose? 


FLSHTMY2 
 


_ _ / _ _ _ _ 
Month / Year 
77 / 7777 Don’t 
know / Not sure 
09 / 9999 Refused 


  208-213 


C11.03 At what kind of place did 
you get your last flu shot 
or vaccine? 


IMFVPLAC 
 


Read if necessary: 
01 A doctor’s 
office or health 
maintenance 
organization 
(HMO) 
02 A health 
department 
03 Another type 
of clinic or health 
center (a 
community health 
center) 


 Read if necessary: How would you 
describe the place where you went 
to get your most recent flu 
vaccine? 


214-215 
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04 A senior, 
recreation, or 
community center 
05 A store 
(supermarket, 
drug store) 
06 A hospital 
(inpatient) 
07 An emergency 
room 
08 Workplace 
09 Some other 
kind of place 
11 A school 
Do not read: 
10 Received 
vaccination in 
Canada/Mexico 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


C11.04 Have you ever had a 
pneumonia shot also 
known as a 
pneumococcal vaccine? 


PNEUVAC4 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: There are two 
types of pneumonia shots: 
polysaccharide, also known as 
pneumovax, and conjugate, also 
known as prevnar. 


216 
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Core Section 12: Falls 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C12.01 
 


In the past 12 months, 
how many times have 
you fallen? 


FALL12MN 
 


_ _ Number 
of times 


Skip if Section 08.02, 
AGE, coded 18-44 


Read if necessary: By a fall, we 
mean when a person 
unintentionally comes to rest on 
the ground or another lower level. 


217-218 


88 None    
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
99 Refused  


Go to Next Section 


C12.02 Did this fall cause an 
injury that limited your 
regular activities for at 
least a day or caused 
you to go to see a 
doctor? 
How many of these falls 
caused an injury that 
limited your regular 
activities for at least a 
day or caused you to go 
to see a doctor? 


FALLINJ3 _ _ Number of 
falls [76 = 76 or 
more]  
88 None  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If C12.01 =1 ask first 
version of question, 
if C12.01 > 1 ask 
second version.  
If only one fall from 
C12.01 and response 
is Yes (caused an 
injury); code 01. If 
response is No, code 
88. 


Read if necessary: By an injury, we 
mean the fall caused you to limit 
your regular activities for at least a 
day or to go see a doctor. 


219-220 
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Core Section 13: Seat Belt Use and Drinking and Driving 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C13.01 
 


How often do you use 
seat belts when you 
drive or ride in a car? 
Would you say— 


SEATBELT Read: 
1 Always 
2 Nearly always 
3 Sometimes 
4 Seldom 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 


  221 


8 Never drive or 
ride in a car 


Go to next section 


9 Refused  


C13.02 During the past 30 days, 
how many times have 
you driven when you’ve 
had perhaps too much 
to drink?  


DRNKDRI2 _ _ Number of 
times  
88 None  
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If C10.01 = 888 (No 
drinks in the past 30 
days); go to next 
section. 


 222-223 
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Core Section 14: Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C14.01 
 


The next questions are 
about breast and cervical 
cancer. Have you ever 
had a mammogram? 


HADMAM 
 


1 Yes Skip if male. A mammogram is an x-ray of each 
breast to look for breast cancer. 
   


224 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C14.03 


C14.02 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
mammogram?   


HOWLONG 
 


Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 


  225 
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7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


C14.03 Have you ever had a Pap 
test? 


HADPAP2 
 


1 Yes   226 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


Go to C14.05 


C14.04 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
Pap test?   


LASTPAP2 
 


Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  227 
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C14.05 An H.P.V. test is 
sometimes given with the 
Pap test for cervical 
cancer screening. Have 
you ever had an H.P.V. 
test? 


HPVTEST 
 


1 Yes  Human papillomarvirus (pap-uh-
loh-muh virus) 


228 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


Go to C14.07 


C14.06 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
H.P.V. test? 


HPLSTTST Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  229 


C14.07 Have you had a 
hysterectomy?   


HADHYST2 1 Yes  
2 No  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


If response to Core 
Q8.20 = 1 (is 
pregnant); then go to 
next section. 


Read if necessary: A hysterectomy 
is an operation to remove the 
uterus (womb). 


230 
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Core Section 15: Prostate Cancer Screening 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C15.01 
 


Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever talked with you 
about the advantages of 
the Prostate-Specific 
Antigen or P.S.A. test? 


PCPSAAD3 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


If respondent is ≤39 
years of age, or 
C08.01 is coded 2, 
female, go to next 
section. 


Read if necessary: A prostate-
specific antigen test, also called a 
P.S.A. test, is a blood test used to 
check men for prostate cancer.   
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C15.02 Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever talked with you 
about the disadvantages 
of the P.S.A. test? 


PCPSADI1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  232 


C15.03 Has a doctor, nurse, or 
other health professional 
ever recommended that 
you have a P.S.A. test? 
  


PCPSARE1 
 


1 Yes 
2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused  


  233 


C15.04 Have you ever had a 
P.S.A. test?   


PSATEST1 
 


1 Yes   234 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to next section 
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C15.05 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
P.S.A. test? 


PSATIME Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime 
less than 12 
months ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 
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C15.06 What was the main 
reason you had this P.S.A. 
test – was it …? 


PCPSARS1 Read: 
1 Part of a 
routine exam 
2 Because of a 
prostate problem 
3 Because of a 
family history of 
prostate cancer 
4 Because you 
were told you 
had prostate 
cancer 


  236 
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5 Some other 
reason 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure   
9 Refused    
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Core Section 16: Colorectal Cancer Screening 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C16.01 
 


A blood stool test is a test 
that may use a special kit 
at home to determine 
whether the stool 
contains blood.  Have you 
ever had this test using a 
home kit? 


BLDSTOOL 
 


1 Yes Skip if Section 08.02, 
AGE, is less than 50 
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2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C16.03 


C16.02 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
blood stool test using a 
home kit? 


LSTBLDS3 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago)  
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago)  
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
but less than 3 
years ago)  
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago)  
5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9  Refused 


  238 
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C16.03 Sigmoidoscopy and 
colonoscopy are exams in 
which a tube is inserted 
in the rectum to view the 
colon for signs of cancer 
or other health problems. 
Have you ever had either 
of these exams?  


HADSIGM3 
 


1 Yes   239 


2 No     
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure  
9 Refused 


Go to next section 


C16.04 For a sigmoidoscopy, a 
flexible tube is inserted 
into the rectum to look 
for problems. A 
colonoscopy is similar, 
but uses a longer tube, 
and you are usually given 
medication through a 
needle in your arm to 
make you sleepy and told 
to have someone else 
drive you home after the 
test. Was your most 
recent exam a 
sigmoidoscopy or a 
colonoscopy? 


HADSGCO1 
 


1 Sigmoidoscopy 
2 Colonoscopy 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  240 


C16.05 How long has it been 
since you had your last 
sigmoidoscopy or 
colonoscopy? 


LASTSIG3 Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago) 
2 Within the past 
2 years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago) 
3 Within the past 
3 years (2 years 
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but less than 3 
years ago) 
4 Within the past 
5 years (3 years 
but less than 5 
years ago) 
5 Within the past 
10 years (5 years 
but less than 10 
years ago) 
6 10 or more 
years ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 
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Core Section 17: H.I.V./AIDS 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


C17.01 
 


The next few questions 
are about the national 
health problem of H.I.V., 
the virus that causes 
AIDS.  Please remember 
that your answers are 
strictly confidential and 
that you don’t have to 
answer every question if 
you do not want to. 
Although we will ask you 
about testing, we will 
not ask you about the 
results of any test you 
may have had. 
 
Have you ever been 
tested for H.I.V.?  Do not 
count tests you may 
have had as part of a 
blood donation. Include 
testing fluid from your 
mouth. 


HIVTST6 
 


1 Yes   242 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C17.03 


C17.02 Not including blood 
donations, in what 
month and year was 
your last H.I,V.test? 


HIVTSTD3 
 


_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code 
month and year  
77/ 7777 Don’t 
know / Not sure 
99/ 9999 Refused  


If response is before 
January 1985, code 
"777777". 


INTERVIEWER NOTE: If the 
respondent remembers the year 
but cannot remember the month, 
code the first two digits 77 and the 
last four digits for the year. 
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C17.03 I am going to read you a 
list. When I am done, 
please tell me if any of 
the situations apply to 
you. You do not need to 
tell me which one.   
 
You have injected any 
drug other than those 
prescribed for you in the 
past year.   
You have been treated 
for a sexually 
transmitted disease or 
STD in the past year.  
You have given or 
received money or drugs 
in exchange for sex in 
the past year. 
You had anal sex 
without a condom in the 
past year.  
You had four or more 
sex partners in the past 
year.   
Do any of these 
situations apply to you? 
 
Do any of these 
situations apply to you? 


HIVRISK5 1 Yes 
2 No    
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure   
9 Refused  
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Closing Statement/ Transition to Modules 
 


Read if necessary Read CATI instructions  
(not read) 


That was my last question.  Everyone’s 
answers will be combined to help us provide 
information about the health practices of 
people in this state.  Thank you very much 
for your time and cooperation. 


 Read if no optional modules follow, otherwise 
continue to optional modules. 
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Optional Modules 
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Module 1: Prediabetes 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M01.01 
 


Have you had a test for 
high blood sugar or 
diabetes within the past 
three years? 


PDIABTST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if Section C06.12, 
DIABETE3, is coded 1 


 250 


M01.02 Have you ever been told 
by a doctor or other 
health professional that 
you have pre-diabetes or 
borderline diabetes? 


PREDIAB1 1 Yes 
2 Yes, during 
pregnancy 
3 No 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


Skip if Section 06.12, 
DIABETE3, is coded 1; 
If C06.12, DIABETE3, is 
coded 4 automatically 
code M01.02, 
PREDIAB1, equal to 1 
(yes); 


If Yes and respondent is female, 
ask: Was this only when you were 
pregnant? 
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Module 2: Diabetes 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M02.01 
 


Are you now taking 
insulin?  


INSULIN 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


To be asked 
following Core 
Q6.13; if response to 
Q6.12 is Yes (code = 
1) 


 252 


M02.02 About how often do you 
check your blood for 
glucose or sugar?   
 


BLDSUGAR 
 


1 _  _  Times per 
day 
2 _  _  Times per 
week 
3 _  _  Times per 
month  
4 _  _  Times per 
year  
888 Never  
777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Include times 
when checked by a family member 
or friend, but do not include times 
when checked by a health 
professional.  
 
Do not read: If the respondent uses 
a continuous glucose monitoring 
system (a sensor inserted under 
the skin to check glucose levels 
continuously), fill in ‘98 times per 
day.’ 


253-255 


M02.03 Including times when 
checked by a family 
member or friend, about 
how often do you check 
your feet for any sores or 
irritations?   


FEETCHK3 
 


1 _  _  Times per 
day 
2 _  _  Times per 
week 
3 _  _  Times per 
month  
4 _  _  Times per 
year 
555 No feet  
888 Never  


  256-258 
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777 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


M02.04 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
have you seen a doctor, 
nurse, or other health 
professional for your 
diabetes? 


DOCTDIAB 
 


_ _ Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


  259-260 


M02.05 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
has a doctor, nurse, or 
other  health 
professional checked you 
for A-one-C?  


CHKHEMO3 
 


_ _  Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
98 Never heard 
of A-one-C test 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Read if necessary: A test for A-one-
C measures the average level of 
blood sugar over the past three 
months.   


261-262 


M02.06 About how many times 
in the past 12 months 
has a health professional 
checked your feet for 
any sores or irritations?  


FEETCHK _ _ Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


If M02.03 = 555 (No 
feet), go to M02.07 


 263-264 


M02.07 When was the last time 
you had an eye exam in 
which the pupils were 
dilated, making you 
temporarily sensitive to 
bright light?   


EYEEXAM1 Read if 
necessary: 
1 Within the past 
month (anytime 
less than 1 month 
ago) 
2 Within the past 
year (1 month 
but less than 12 
months ago) 


  265 
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3 Within the past 
2 years (1 year 
but less than 2 
years ago) 
4  2 or more 
years ago 
Do not read:  
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
8 Never 
9 Refused 


M02.08 Has a doctor ever told 
you that diabetes has 
affected your eyes or 
that you had 
retinopathy? 


DIABEYE 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  266 


M02.09 Have you ever taken a 
course or class in how to 
manage your diabetes 
yourself?   


DIABEDU 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  267 
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Module 3: Health Care Access 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text  Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M03.01 
 


Do you have Medicare?  MEDICARE 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to C03.02 Read if necessary: Medicare is a 
coverage plan for people age 65 or 
over and for certain disabled 
people. 


268 


M03.02 What is the primary 
source of your health 
care coverage? Is it…  


HLTHCVR1 
 


Read: 
01 A plan 
purchased 
through an 
employer or union 
(including plans 
purchased 
through another 
person's 
employer)   
02  A plan that 
you or another 
family member 
buys on your own  
03 Medicare             
04  Medicaid or 
other state 
program   
05  TRICARE 
(formerly 
CHAMPUS), VA, or 
Military  


Go to C03.04 
 
If M03.01 = 1 (Yes) 
continue, else go to 
M03.04a 


If the respondent indicates that 
they purchased health insurance 
through the Health Insurance 
Marketplace (name of state 
Marketplace), ask if it was a 
private health insurance plan 
purchased on their own or by a 
family member (private) or if they 
received Medicaid (state plan)?  If 
purchased on their own (or by a 
family member), select 02, if 
Medicaid select 04. 
 


269-270 
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06 Alaska Native, 
Indian Health 
Service, Tribal 
Health Services  
Or 
07 Some other 
source 
08 None (no 
coverage)    
Do not read: 
77 Don't 
know/Not sure    
99 Refused    


M03.03 Other than cost, have 
you delayed getting 
medical care for one of 
the following reasons in 
the past 12 months? 
Was it because….. 


DELAYME1 
 


Read: 
1 You couldn’t get 
through on the 
telephone. 
2 You couldn’t get 
an appointment 
soon enough. 
3 Once you got 
there, you had to 
wait too long to 
see the doctor. 
4 The clinic or 
doctor’s office 
wasn’t open when 
you got there. 
5 You didn’t have 
transportation. 
Do not read: 
        
8 No, I did not 
delay getting 
medical care/did 


 If respondent provides more than 
one reason, say: “Which was the 
most important reason you 
delayed getting care?” 
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not need medical 
care  
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure  
9 Refused 


DLYOTHER 6 Other 
____________ 
(specify)  


272-296 


M03.04 In the past 12 months 
was there any time when 
you did not have any 
health   insurance or 
coverage? 


NOCOV121 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If C03.01 = 2, 7, or 9 
continue, else Go to 
M03.05 


 297 


M03.04a About how long has it 
been since you last had 
health care coverage?  


LSTCOVRG 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 6 months or less  
2 More than 6 
months, but not 
more than 1 year 
ago  
3 More than 1 
year, but not 
more than 3 years 
ago  
4 More than 3 
years 
5 Never  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure  
9 Refused 


  298 


M03.05 How many times have 
you been to a doctor, 
nurse, or other health 
professional in the past 
12 months?  


DRVISITS _ _  Number of 
times [76 = 76 or 
more] 
88 None 


  299-300 
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77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


M03.06 Not including over the 
counter (OTC) 
medications, was there a 
time in the past 12 
months when you did 
not take your medication 
as prescribed because of 
cost? 


MEDSCOS1 1 Yes 
2 No 
3 No medication 
was prescribed 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  301 


M03.07 In general, how satisfied 
are you with the health 
care you received?  
Would you say— 


CARERCVD Read:   
1 Very satisfied 
2 Somewhat 
satisfied 
3 Not at all 
satisfied 
Do not read:  
8 Not applicable  
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  302 


M03.08 Do you currently have 
any health care bills that 
are being paid off over 
time? 


MEDBILL1 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to Core Section 4. Read if necessary: This could 
include medical bills being paid off 
with a credit card, through 
personal loans, or bill paying 
arrangements with hospitals or 
other providers. The bills can be 
from earlier years as well as this 
year. 
 
Read if necessary: Health care bills 
can include medical, dental, 
physical therapy and/or 
chiropractic cost.   


303 
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Module 4: Cognitive Decline 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M04.01 
 


The next few questions 
ask about difficulties in 
thinking or remembering 
that can make a big 
difference in everyday 
activities. This does not 
refer to occasionally 
forgetting your keys or 
the name of someone 
you recently met, which 
is normal. This refers to 
confusion or memory 
loss that is happening 
more often or getting 
worse, such as forgetting 
how to do things you’ve 
always done or forgetting 
things that you would 
normally know. We want 
to know how these 
difficulties impact you.  
 
During the past 12 
months, have you 
experienced confusion or 
memory loss that is 
happening more often or 
is getting worse? 


CIMEMLOS 
 


1 Yes 
 


If respondent is 45 
years of age or older 
continue, else go to 
next module. 
 
Go to  M04.02 


 304 


2 No Go to next module 


7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 


Go to M04.02 


9 Refused Go to next module 
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M04.02 During the past 12 
months, as a result of 
confusion or memory 
loss, how often have you 
given up day-to-day 
household activities or 
chores you used to do, 
such as cooking, 
cleaning, taking 
medications, driving, or 
paying bills? Would you 
say it is… 


CDHOUSE 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  305 


M04.03 As a result of confusion 
or memory loss, how 
often do you need 
assistance with these 
day-to-day activities? 
Would you say it is… 


CDASSIST 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  


  306 


4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to M04.05 


M04.04 When you need help 
with these day-to-day 
activities, how often are 
you able to get the help 
that you need? Would 
you say it is… 


CDHELP 
 


Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  307 


M04.05 During the past 12 
months, how often has 
confusion or memory 
loss interfered with your 


CDSOCIAL Read:   
1 Always  
2 Usually  
3 Sometimes  


  308 
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ability to work, 
volunteer, or engage in 
social activities outside 
the home? Would you 
say it is… 


4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


M04.06 Have you or anyone else 
discussed your confusion 
or memory loss with a 
health care professional? 


CDDISCUS 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  309 
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Module 5: Caregiver 
Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M05.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
did you provide regular 
care or assistance to a 
friend or family member 
who has a health 
problem or disability? 


CAREGIV1 
 


1 Yes  If caregiving recipient has died in 
the past 30 days, code 8 and say: 
I’m so sorry to hear of your loss 


310 


2 No                                              
7  Don’t know/Not 
sure   


Go to M05.09 


8  Caregiving 
recipient died in 
past 30 days   


Go to next module 


9 Refused Go to M05.09 


M05.02 What is his or her 
relationship to you? 


CRGVREL2 
 


01 Mother 
02 Father 
03 Mother-in-law 
04 Father-in-law 
05 Child 
06 Husband 
07 Wife 
08 Live-in partner 
09 Brother or 
brother-in-law 
10 Sister or sister-
in-law 
11 Grandmother 
12 Grandfather 
13 Grandchild 
14 Other relative                           
15 Non-relative/ 
Family friend 
77 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
99  Refused 


 If more than one person, say: 
Please refer to the person to 
whom you are giving the most 
care. 


311-312 
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M05.03 For how long have you 
provided care for that 
person? Would you say…                                


CRGVLNG1 
 


Read: 
1 Less than 30 days 
2 1 month to less 
than 6 months 
3 6 months to less 
than 2 years 
4  2 years to less 
than 5 years 
5 More than 5 
years 
Do not read: 
7  Don’t Know/ Not 
Sure 
9    Refused 


  313 


M05.04 In an average week, how 
many hours do you 
provide care or 
assistance? Would you 
say… 


CRGVHRS1 
 


Read:                                                                                                                                   
1 Up to 8 hours per 
week 
2 9 to 19 hours per 
week 
3 20 to 39 hours 
per week 
4 40 hours or more 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  314 


M05.05 What is the main health 
problem, long-term 
illness, or disability that 
the person you care for 
has? 


CRGVPRB2 
 


01 Arthritis/ 
rheumatism 
02 Asthma 
03 Cancer 
04 Chronic 
respiratory 
conditions such as 
emphysema or 
COPD 


  315-316 
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05 Alzheimer’s 
disease, dementia 
or other cognitive 
impairment 
disorder 
06 Developmental 
disabilities such as 
autism, Down’s 
Syndrome, and 
spina bifida 
07 Diabetes 
08 Heart disease, 
hypertension, 
stroke 
09 Human 
Immunodeficiency 
Virus Infection 
(H.I.V.) 
10 Mental 
illnesses, such as 
anxiety, 
depression, or 
schizophrenia 
11 Other organ 
failure or diseases 
such as kidney or 
liver problems 
12 Substance 
abuse or addiction 
disorders 
13 Injuries, 
including broken 
bones  
14 Old age/ 
infirmity/frailty 
15 Other 
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77  Don’t 
know/Not sure 
99 Refused 


M05.06 In the past 30 days, did 
you provide care for this 
person by managing 
personal care such as 
giving medications, 
feeding, dressing, or 
bathing?                                          


CRGVPERS 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  317 


M05.07 In the past 30 days, did 
you provide care for this 
person by managing 
household tasks such as 
cleaning, managing 
money, or preparing 
meals? 


CRGVHOUS 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  318 


M05.08 Of the following support 
services, which one do 
you, as a caregiver, most 
need that you are not 
currently getting? 


CRGVMST3 Read: 
1 Classes about 
giving care, such as 
giving medications 
2 Help in getting 
access to services  
3 Support groups 
4 Individual 
counseling to help 
cope with giving 
care 
5 Respite care, or  
6 You don’t need 
any of these 
support services 
Do not read: 
7  Don’t Know /Not 
Sure  
9 Refused 


 If respondent asks what respite 
care is read: “Respite care means 
short-term breaks for people who 
provide care.” 


319 
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M05.09 In the next 2 years, do 
you expect to provide 
care or assistance to a 
friend or family member 
who has a health 
problem or disability?                                                                             


CRGVEXPT 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If M05.01 = 1 or 8, 
go to next module 


 320 
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Module 6: E-Cigarettes 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M06.01 
 


Have you ever used an 
e-cigarette or other 
electronic vaping 
product, even just one 
time, in your entire life? 


ECIGARET 
 


1 Yes  Read if necessary: Electronic 
cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and other 
electronic vaping products include 
electronic hookahs (e-hookahs), 
vape pens, e-cigars, and others. 
These products are battery-
powered and usually contain 
nicotine and flavors such as fruit, 
mint, or candy.  
 
Interviewer note: These questions 
concern electronic vaping products 
for nicotine use. The use of 
electronic vaping products for 
marijuana use is not included in 
these questions. 


321 


2 No                                              
7  Don’t 
know/Not sure   
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M06.02 Do you now use e-
cigarettes or other 
electronic vaping 
products every day, 
some days, or not at all?
  


ECIGNOW 1 Every day 
2 Some days 
3 Not at all 
7 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Interviewer note: These questions 
concern electronic vaping products 
for nicotine use. The use of 
electronic vaping products for 
marijuana use is not included in 
these questions. 


322 
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Module 7: Marijuana Use 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M07.01 
 


During the past 30 days, 
on how many days did 
you use marijuana or 
cannabis? 


MARIJAN1 
 


_  _ 01-30 Number 
of days 


  323-324 


88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


Go to next module 


M07.02 During the past 30 days, 
which one of the 
following ways did you 
use marijuana the most 
often? Did you usually… 


USEMRJN2 
 


Read: 
1 Smoke it (for 
example, in a 
joint, bong, pipe, 
or blunt).  
2 Eat it (for 
example, in 
brownies, cakes, 
cookies, or candy)  
3 Drink it (for 
example, in tea, 
cola, or alcohol)  
4 Vaporize it (for 
example, in an e-
cigarette-like 
vaporizer or 
another 
vaporizing device)  
5 Dab it (for 
example, using 
waxes or 
concentrates), or 


 Select one. If respondent provides 
more than one say: which way did 
you use it most often. 
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6 Use it some 
other way. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/not 
sure  
9 Refused 


M07.03 When you used 
marijuana or cannabis 
during the past 30 days, 
was it usually: 


RSNMRJN1 Read:  
1 For medical 
reasons (like to 
treat or decrease 
symptoms of a 
health condition);  
2 For non-
medical reasons 
(like to have fun 
or fit in), or  
3 For both 
medical and non-
medical reasons.  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9 Refused  


  326 
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Module 8: Sleep Disorder 
 


Question 
Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  
(DO NOT READ 
UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 
Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M08.01 
 


Over the last 2 weeks, 
how many days have you 
had trouble falling asleep 
or staying asleep or 
sleeping too much? 


ADSLEEP 
 


_  _ 01-14 
Number of days 
88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


  327-328 


M08.02 Over the last 2 weeks, 
how many days did you 
unintentionally fall asleep 
during the day?    


SLEPDAY1 
 


_  _ 01-14 
Number of days 
88 None   
77 Don’t 
know/not sure   
99 Refused 


  329-330 


M08.03 Have you ever been told 
that you snore loudly? 


SLEPSNO2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  331 


M08.04 Has anyone ever 
observed that you stop 
breathing during your 
sleep?      


SLEPBRTH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


 Enter yes (1) if respondent 
mentions having a machine or 
CPAP that records that breathing 
sometimes stops during the night. 


332 
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Module 9: Depression and Anxiety 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M09.01 


 


Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by having 


little interest or pleasure 


in doing things.  Would 


you say this happens... 


ADPLEAS1 Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  333 


M09.02 Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by feeling 


down, depressed or 


hopeless?  Would you 


say this happens… 


ADDOWN1 Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  334 
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M09.03 Over the last 2 weeks, 
how often have you 
been bothered by feeling 
nervous, anxious or on 
edge?  Would you say 
this happens… 
 


FEELNERV Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  335 


M09.04 Over the last 2 weeks, 


how often have you 


been bothered by not 


being able to stop or 


control worrying?  


Would you say this 


happens…      


STOPWORY Read: 
1 Never, 
2 for several 
days, 
3 for more than 
half the days or 
4 nearly every 
day. 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


  336 
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Module 10: Respiratory Health 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M10.01 


 


During the past 3 


months, did you have a 


cough on most days? 


COPDCOGH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  337 


M10.02 During the past 3 


months, did you cough 


up phlegm [FLEM] or 


mucus on most days? 


COPDFLEM 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  338 


M10.03 Do you have shortness of 


breath either when 


hurrying on level ground 


or when walking up a 


slight hill or stairs?   


COPDBRTH 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  339 


M10.04 Have you ever been 


given a breathing test to 


diagnose breathing 


problems?     


COPDBTST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ 
not sure 
9 Refused 


  340 
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M10.05 Over your lifetime, how 
many years have you 
smoked tobacco 
products? 


COPDSMOK _ _ Number of 
years (01-76) 
88  Never 
smoked or 
smoked less than 
one year 
77  Don’t 
know/Not sure 
99  Refused 


  341-342 
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Module 11: Indoor Tanning 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M11.01 


 


Not including spray-on 


tans, during the past 12 


months, how many 


times have you used an 


indoor tanning device 


such as a sunlamp, 


tanning bed, or booth? 


INDORTAN _ _ _ Number  (0-
365)  
777 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


  343-345 
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Module 12: Excess Sun Exposure 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M12.01 


 


During the past 12 


months, how many 


times have you had a 


sunburn? 


NUMBURN3 _ _ _ Number  (0-
365)  
777 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
999 Refused 


  346-348 


M12.02 When you go outside on 
a warm sunny day for 
more than one hour, 
how often do you 
protect yourself from the 
sun? Is that…. 


SUNPRTCT Read: 
1 Always 
2 Most of the 
time 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
Do not read: 
6 Don’t stay 
outside for more 
than one hour on 
warm sunny days  
8 Don’t go 
outside at all on 
warm sunny days 
7 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
9 Refused 


 Protection from the sun may 
include using sunscreen, wearing a 
wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a 
long-sleeved shirt. 


349 
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M12.03 On weekdays, in the 
summer, how long are 
you outside per day 
between 10am and 
4pm?   


WKDAYOUT 01 Less than half 
an hour 
02 (More than 
half an hour) up 
to 1 hour 
03 (More than 1 
hour) up to 2 
hours 
04 (More than 2 
hours) up to 3 
hours 
05 (More than 3 
hours) up to 4 
hours 
06 (More than 4 
hours) up to 5 
hours 
07 (More than 5) 
up to 6 hours 
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


 Friday is a weekday. 
If respondent says never code 01. 
 


350-351 


M12.04 On weekends in the 
summer, how long are 
you outside each day 
between 10am and 
4pm? 


WKENDOUT 01 Less than half 
an hour 
02 (More than 
half an hour) up 
to 1 hour 
03 (More than 1 
hour) up to 2 
hours 
04 (More than 2 
hours) up to 3 
hours 
05 (More than 3 
hours) up to 4 
hours 


 Friday is a weekday. 
If respondent says never code 01. 
 


352-353 
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06 (More than 4 
hours) up to 5 
hours 
07 (More than 5) 
up to 6 hours 
77 Don’t know/ 
Not sure 
99 Refused 
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Module 13: Lung Cancer Screening 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M13.01 


 


You’ve told us that you 
have smoked in the past 
or are currently smoking.  
The next questions are 
about screening for lung 
cancer. 
 
How old were you when 


you first started to smoke 


cigarettes regularly? 


LCSFIRST 
 


_ _ _ Age in Years 
(001 – 100) 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


If C09.01=1 (yes) and 


C09.02 = 1, 2, or 3 


(every day, some 


days, or not at all) 


continue, else go to 


question M13.04. 


Regularly is at least one cigarette 


or more on days that a respondent 


smokes (either every day or some 


days) or smoked (not at all). 


If respondent indicates age 


inconsistent with previously 


entered age, verify that this is the 


correct answer and change the 


age of the respondent regularly 


smoking or make a note to correct 


the age of the respondent. 


354-356 


888 Never 
smoked 
cigarettes 
regularly 


Go to M13.04 


M13.02 How old were you when 
you last smoked 
cigarettes regularly? 


LCSLAST _ _ _ Age in Years 
(001 – 100) 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


  357-359 


M13.03 On average, when you 
{smoke/smoked} 
regularly, about how 
many cigarettes {do/did} 
you usually smoke each 
day? 


LCSNUMCG _ _ _ Number 
of cigarettes 
777 Don't 
know/Not sure 
999 Refused 


 Regularly is at least one cigarette 
or more on days that a respondent 
smokes (either every day or some 
days) or smoked (not at all). 
Respondents may answer in packs 
instead of number of cigarettes. 
Below is a conversion table: 0.5 
pack = 10 cigarettes/ 1.75 pack = 


360-362 
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35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 
cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 
1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 
50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 
cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 
1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 


M13.04 The next question is 
about CT or CAT scans. 
During this test, you lie 
flat on your back on a 
table. While you hold 
your breath, the table 
moves through a donut 
shaped x-ray machine 
while the scan is done. In 
the last 12 months, did 
you have a CT or CAT 
scan? 


LCSCTSCN Read if 
necessary: 
1 Yes, to check 
for lung cancer 
2 No (did not 
have a CT scan) 
3 Had a CT scan, 
but for some 
other reason 
Do not read: 
7 Don't know/not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  363 
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Module 14: Cancer Survivorship 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M14.01 


 


You’ve told us that you 
have had cancer.  I 
would like to ask you a 
few more questions 
about your cancer. 
 
How many different 


types of cancer have 


you had? 


CNCRDIFF 
 


1 Only one 
2 Two 
3 Three or more 
 


If C06.06 or C06.07 


= 1 (Yes) or C15.06 = 


4 (Because you 


were told you had 


prostate cancer) 


continue, else go to 


next module. 


 364 


7 Don’t know / Not 
sure   
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M14.02 At what age were you 
told that you had 
cancer? 


CNCRAGE 
 


 _ _ Age in Years (97 = 
97 and older) 
98 Don't know/Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


 If M14.01= 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or 
more), ask: At what age were 
you first diagnosed with cancer? 
Read if necessary: This question 
refers to the first time they were 
told about their first cancer. 


365-366 


M14.03 What type of cancer 
was it? 


CNCRTYP1 
 


Read if respondent 
needs prompting for 
cancer type: 
01 Breast cancer 
Female reproductive 
(Gynecologic)  
02 Cervical cancer 
(cancer of the cervix) 


If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) 
and M14.01 = 1 
(Only one): ask Was 
it Melanoma or 
other skin cancer?  
then code 21 if 
Melanoma or 22 if 
other skin cancer 
 


If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three 
or more), ask: With your most 
recent diagnoses of cancer, what 
type of cancer was it? 


367-368 
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03 Endometrial 
cancer (cancer of the 
uterus) 
04 Ovarian cancer 
(cancer of the ovary) 
Head/Neck 
05 Head and neck 
cancer 
06 Oral cancer 
07 Pharyngeal 
(throat) cancer 
08 Thyroid 
09 Larynx 
Gastrointestinal  
10 Colon (intestine) 
cancer 
11 Esophageal 
(esophagus) 
12 Liver cancer 
13 Pancreatic 
(pancreas) cancer 
14 Rectal (rectum) 
cancer 
15 Stomach 
Leukemia/Lymphoma 
(lymph nodes and 
bone marrow) 
16 Hodgkin's 
Lymphoma (Hodgkin’s 
disease) 
17 Leukemia (blood) 
cancer  
18 Non-Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma 
Male reproductive 
19 Prostate cancer 


CATI note: If C16.06 
= 4 (Because you 
were told you had 
Prostate Cancer) 
and Q1 = 1 (Only 
one) then code 19. 
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20 Testicular cancer 
Skin 
21 Melanoma 
22 Other skin cancer 
Thoracic 
23 Heart 
24 Lung 
Urinary cancer  
 25 Bladder cancer 
26 Renal (kidney) 
cancer 
Others 
27 Bone  
28 Brain 
29 Neuroblastoma  
30 Other  
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


M14.04 Are you currently 
receiving treatment for 
cancer? 


CSRVTRT2 
 


Read if necessary: 
1 Yes 


Go to next module Read if necessary: By treatment, 
we mean surgery, radiation 
therapy, chemotherapy, or 
chemotherapy pills. 


369 


2 No, I’ve completed 
treatment 


 


3 No, I’ve refused 
treatment 
4 No, I haven’t 
started treatment 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused  


Go to next module 
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M14.05 What type of doctor 
provides the majority 
of your health care? Is 
it a…. 
 


CSRVDOC1 
 


Read: 
01 Cancer Surgeon 
02 Family Practitioner    
03 General Surgeon                   
04 Gynecologic 
Oncologist 
05 General 
Practitioner, Internist    
06 Plastic Surgeon, 
Reconstructive 
Surgeon 
07 Medical Oncologist 
08 Radiation 
Oncologist 
09 Urologist 
10 Other 
Do not read: 
77 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
99 Refused 


 If the respondent requests 
clarification of this question, say: 
We want to know which type of 
doctor you see most often for 
illness or regular health care 
(Examples: annual exams and/or 
physicals, treatment of colds, 
etc.). 
 
Read if necessary: An oncologist 
is a medical doctor who manages 
a person’s care and treatment 
after a cancer diagnosis. 


370-371 


M14.06 Did any doctor, nurse, 
or other health 
professional ever give 
you a written summary 
of all the cancer 
treatments that you 
received? 


CSRVSUM 
 


1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: By ‘other 
healthcare professional’, we 
mean a nurse practitioner, a 
physician’s assistant, social 
worker, or some other licensed 
professional. 
 


372 


M14.07 Have you ever received 
instructions from a 
doctor, nurse, or other 
health professional 
about where you 
should return or who 
you should see for 
routine cancer check-
ups after completing 


CSRVRTRN 
 


1 Yes 
 


  373 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to M14.09 
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your treatment for 
cancer? 


M14.08 Were these 
instructions written 
down or printed on 
paper for you?  


CSRVINST 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  374 


M14.09 With your most recent 
diagnosis of cancer, did 
you have health 
insurance that paid for 
all or part of your 
cancer treatment? 


CSRVINSR 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 Read if necessary: Health 
insurance also includes 
Medicare, Medicaid, or other 
types of state health programs. 


375 


M14.10 Were you ever denied 
health insurance or life 
insurance coverage 
because of your 
cancer? 


CSRVDEIN 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  376 


M14.11 Did you participate in a 
clinical trial as part of 
your cancer treatment? 


CSRVCLIN 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


  377 


M14.12 Do you currently have 
physical pain caused by 
your cancer or cancer 
treatment? 


CSRVPAIN 1 Yes   378 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M14.13 Would you say your 
pain is currently under 
control…?   


CSRVCTL1 Read: 
1 With medication (or 
treatment) 


  379 
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2 Without medication 
(or treatment) 
3 Not under control, 
with medication (or 
treatment) 
4 Not under control, 
without medication 
(or treatment) 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused 
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Module 15: Prostate Cancer Screening Decision Making 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M15.01 


 


Which one of the 


following best 


describes the decision 


to have the P.S.A. test 


done? 


PCPSADE1 
 


 If C15.04 = 1 


continue, otherwise 


go to next module.  


 380 


Read: 
1 You made the 
decision alone  
2 Your doctor, nurse, 
or health care 
provider made the 
decision alone 


Go to next module. 


3 You and one or 
more other persons 
made the decision 
together   


 


4 You don’t know 
how the decision 
was made 
Do not read: 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M15.02 Who made the 
decision with you? 


PCDMDEC1 Read if necessary: 
1 Doctor/nurse 
/health care 
provider 
2 Spouse/significant 
other 
3 Other family 
member 


 Select one response.  If 
respondent offers more than one 
response ask for primary person 
who made decision. 


381 
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4 Friend/non-
relative 
Do not read:                                    
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9  Refused 
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Module 16: Clinical Breast Exam 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names  Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M16.01 


 


A clinical breast exam is 


when a doctor, nurse, 


or other health 


professional feels the 


breasts for lumps.  Have 


you ever had a clinical 


breast exam? 


PROFEXAM 
 


 If respondent is 
male, go to the next 
module. 


 382 


1 Yes  


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module.  


M16.02 How long has it been 
since your last breast 
exam?  


LENGEXAM Read if necessary: 
1 Within the past 
year (anytime less 
than 12 months 
ago)  
2 Within the past 2 
years (1 year but 
less than 2 years 
ago)  
3 Within the past 3 
years (2 years but 
less than 3 years 
ago) 
4 Within the past 5 
years (3 years but 
less than 5 years 
ago)  


  383 
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5 5 or more years 
ago 
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure   
9 Refused 
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Module 17: Adult Human Papillomavirus (HPV) - Vaccination 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M17.01 


 


A vaccine to prevent the 
human papillomavirus 
or H.P.V. infection is 
available and is called 
the cervical cancer or 
genital warts vaccine, 
H.P.V. shot, [Fill: if 
female GARDASIL or 
CERVARIX; if male: 
GARDASIL].   
Have you ever had an 


H.P.V. vaccination? 


HPVADVC2 
 


1 Yes 
 


To be asked of 


respondents 


between the ages of 


18 and 49 years; 


otherwise, go to next 


module. 


Human Papillomavirus (Human 


Pap·uh·loh·muh virus); Gardasil 


(Gar·duh· seel); Cervarix (Sir·var· 


icks) 


384 


2 No 
3 Doctor refused 
when asked 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M17.02 How many H.P.V. shots 
did you receive? 


HPVADSHT _  _ Number of 
shots 
03 All shots 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused  


  385-386 
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Module 18: Tetanus Diphtheria (Tdap) (Adults) 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M18.01 


 


Have you received a 


tetanus shot in the past 


10 years?  


TETANUS1 1 Yes, received 
Tdap 
2 Yes, received 
tetanus shot, but 
not Tdap 
3 Yes, received 
tetanus shot but 
not sure what type 
4 No, did not 
receive any tetanus 
shot in the past 10 
years 
7 Don’t know/Not 
sure 
9  Refused 


 If yes, ask: Was this Tdap, the 


tetanus shot that also has 


pertussis or whooping cough 


vaccine? 


387 
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Module 19: Shingles (Zostavax or ZOS) 
 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M19.01 


 


Have you ever had the 


shingles or zoster 


vaccine?  


SHINGLE2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


If respondent is ≤ 49 


years of age, go to 


next section. 


Read if necessary: Shingles is an 


illness that results in a rash or 


blisters on the skin, and is usually 


painful. There are two vaccines 


now available for shingles; 


Zostavax, which requires 1 shot, 


and Shingrix, a new vaccine 


which requires 2 shots. 


388 
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Module 20: Industry and Occupation 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable 
names 


Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M20.01 


 


What kind of work do 


you do? For example, 


registered nurse, janitor, 


cashier, auto mechanic.  


TYPEWORK  _______Record 


answer 


99 Refused 


If C08.15 = 1 or 4 


(Employed for wages 


or out of work for less 


than 1 year) or 2 


(Self-employed), 


continue. 


If C08.15 = 4 (Out of 
work for less than 1 
year) ask, “What kind 
of work did you do? 
For example, 
registered nurse, 
janitor, cashier, auto 
mechanic.” 
 
Else go to next 


module  


If respondent is unclear, ask: 
What is your job title? 
 
If respondent has more than 


one job ask: What is your main 


job? 


389-488 


M20.02 What kind of business or 
industry do you work in? 
For example, hospital, 
elementary school, 
clothing manufacturing, 
restaurant 


TYPEINDS _______Record 
answer 
99 Refused 


If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out 
of work for less than 
1 year) ask, “What 
kind of business or 
industry did you work 
in? For example, 
hospital, elementary 


 489-588 
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school, clothing 
manufacturing, 
restaurant.”  
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Module 21: Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) 
Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M21.01a 


 


The next two questions 


are about sexual 


orientation and gender 


identity. 


Which of the following 


best represents how you 


think of yourself?  


SOMALE 1 = Gay 
2 = Straight, that is, 
not gay 
3 = Bisexual 
4 = Something else 
7 = I don't know the 
answer 
9 = Refused 


Ask if Sex= 1. Read if necessary: We ask this 
question in order to better 
understand the health and health 
care needs of people with 
different sexual orientations. 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 


589 


M21.01b Which of the following 
best represents how you 
think of yourself? 


SOFEMALE 1 = Lesbian or Gay 
2 = Straight, that is, 
not gay 
3 = Bisexual 
4 = Something else 
7 = I don't know the 
answer 
9 = Refused 


Ask if Sex=2. Read if necessary: We ask this 
question in order to better 
understand the health and health 
care needs of people with 
different sexual orientations. 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 


 


M21.02 Do you consider 
yourself to be 
transgender?   


TRNSGNDR 1  Yes, Transgender, 
male-to-female   
2  Yes, Transgender, 
female to male 
3 Yes, Transgender, 
gender 
nonconforming 
4 No 


 Read if necessary: Some people 
describe themselves as 
transgender when they 
experience a different gender 
identity from their sex at birth.  
For example, a person born into a 
male body, but who feels female 
or lives as a woman would be 


590 
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7 Don’t know/not 
sure 
9 Refused 


transgender.  Some transgender 
people change their physical 
appearance so that it matches 
their internal gender identity. 
Some transgender people take 
hormones and some have 
surgery. A transgender person 
may be of any sexual orientation 
– straight, gay, lesbian, or 
bisexual.   
 
If asked about definition of 
gender non-conforming: Some 
people think of themselves as 
gender non-conforming when 
they do not identify only as a 
man or only as a woman.  
 
If yes, ask Do you consider 
yourself to be 1. male-to-female, 
2. female-to-male, or 3. gender 
non-conforming? 
 
Please say the number before the 
text response.  Respondent can 
answer with either the number 
or the text/word. 
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Module 22: Random Child Selection 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI Note Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


Intro text 
and  
screening 


If C08.16 = 1 and 
C08.16 does not equal 
88 or 99, Interviewer 
please read:  
Previously, you 
indicated there was 
one child age 17 or 
younger in your 
household.  I would like 
to ask you some 
questions about that 
child. 
 
If C0.16 is >1 and 
C08.16 does not equal 
88 or 99, Interviewer 
please read:  
Previously, you 
indicated there were 
[number] children age 
17 or younger in your 
household. Think about 
those [number] 
children in order of 
their birth, from oldest 
to youngest.  The 


  If C08.16 = 88, or 99 
(No children under 
age 18 in the 
household, or 
Refused), go to next 
module. 
  
CATI INSTRUCTION:  
RANDOMLY SELECT 
ONE OF THE 
CHILDREN.  This is the 
Xth child. Please 
substitute Xth child’s 
number in all 
questions below. 
INTERVIEWER PLEASE 
READ: I have some 
additional questions 
about one specific 
child. The child I will 
be referring to is the 
Xth [CATI: please fill 
in correct number] 
child in your 
household.  All 
following questions 
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oldest child is the first 
child and the youngest 
child is the last. Please 
include children with 
the same birth date, 
including twins, in the 
order of their birth. 


about children will be 
about the Xth [CATI: 
please fill in] child. 


M22.01 


 


What is the birth 


month and year of the 


[Xth] child? 


RCSBIRTH 
 


_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code 
month and year 
77/ 7777  Don’t 
know / Not sure 
99/ 9999  Refused 


  591-596 


M22.02 Is the child a boy or a 
girl? 


RCSGENDR 1 Boy  
2 Girl 
9 Refused 


  597 


M22.03 Is the child Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or Spanish 
origin? 
   


RCHISLA1 Read if response is 
yes: 
1 Mexican, 
Mexican American, 
Chicano/a 
2 Puerto Rican 
3 Cuban 
4 Another Hispanic, 
Latino/a, or 
Spanish origin 
Do not read: 
5 No 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9 Refused 


 If yes, ask: Are they… 598-601 


M22.04 Which one or more of 
the following would 
you say is the race of 
the child? 


RCSRACE1 10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian 
or Alaska Native 


[CATI NOTE: IF MORE 
THAN ONE RESPONSE 
TO Q4; CONTINUE. 
OTHERWISE, GO TO 
Q6.] 


Select all that apply 
 
If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 


602-629 
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40 Asian 
41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 
50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 
52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 
Do not read: 
60 Other 
77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


code subcategories underneath 
major heading. 


M22.05 Which one of these 
groups would you say 
best represents the 
child’s race? 


RCSBRAC2 10 White   
20 Black or African 
American  
30 American Indian 
or Alaska Native 
40 Asian 
41 Asian Indian 
42 Chinese 
43 Filipino 
44 Japanese 
45 Korean 
46 Vietnamese 
47 Other Asian 
50 Pacific Islander 
51 Native Hawaiian 


 If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific 
Islander) is selected read and 
code subcategories underneath 
major heading. 


630-631 
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52 Guamanian or 
Chamorro 
53 Samoan 
54 Other Pacific 
Islander 
Do not read: 
60 Other 
88 No additional 
choices 
 77 Don’t know / 
Not sure 
99 Refused 


M22.06 How are you related to 
the child? Are you a…. 


RCSRLTN2 Please read: 
 1 Parent (include 
biologic, step, or 
adoptive parent) 
2 Grandparent 
3 Foster parent or 
guardian  
4 Sibling (include 
biologic, step, and 
adoptive sibling) 
5 Other relative 
6 Not related in 
any way  
Do not read: 
7 Don’t know / Not 
sure 
9  Refused 
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Module 23: Childhood Asthma Prevalence 


 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


M23.01 


 


The next two questions 


are about the Xth child.  


Has a doctor, nurse or 


other health 


professional EVER said 


that the child has 


asthma?  


CASTHDX2 
 


 
1 Yes 
 


If response to 
C08.16 = 88 (None) 
or 99 (Refused), go 
to next module. 
Fill in correct [Xth] 
number. 


 633 


2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 


Go to next module 


M23.02 Does the child still have 
asthma?  


CASTHNO2 1 Yes 
2 No 
7 Don’t know/ not 
sure 
9 Refused 
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Asthma Call-Back Permission Script 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


Text 


 


We would like to call 


you again within the 


next 2 weeks to talk in 


more detail about 


(your/your child’s) 


experiences with 


asthma. The information 


will be used to help 


develop and improve 


the asthma programs in 


<STATE>. The 


information you gave us 


today and any you give 


us in the future will be 


kept confidential. If you 


agree to this, we will 


keep your first name or 


initials and phone 


number on file, separate 


from the answers 


collected today. Even if 
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you agree now, you or 


others may refuse to 


participate in the future. 


CB01.01 Would it be okay if we 
called you back to ask 
additional asthma-
related questions at a 
later time? 


CALLBACK 1 Yes 
2 No 
 


  635 


CB01.02 Which person in the 
household was selected 
as the focus of the 
asthma call-back? 


ADLTCHLD 1 Adult 
2 Child 
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Reproductive Health Call-Back Permission Script 


Question 


Number 


Question text Variable names Responses  


(DO NOT READ 


UNLESS 


OTHERWISE 


NOTED) 


SKIP INFO/ CATI 


Note 


Interviewer Note (s) Column(s) 


CB02.01 We would like to call 
you again to talk in 
more detail about your 
reproductive health. The 
information will be used 
to help develop and 
improve the programs in 
<STATE>. Would it be 
okay if we called you 
back to ask questions 
related to reproductive 
health at a later time? 


CALLBCKZ 1 Yes 
2 No 
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Closing Statement 
Read 


That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in 


this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 
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		Read if necessary:  By college housing we mean dormitory, graduate student or visiting faculty housing, or other housing arrangement provided by a college or university. 



		80 

		80 
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		Span
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		Span

		2 No 



		TD

		Span

		TERMINATE 



		TD

		Span

		Read: Thank you very much, but we are only interviewing persons who live in private residences or college housing at this time. 





		TR

		Span

		CP07. 

		CP07. 

		 



		Do you currently live in___(state)____? 

		Do you currently live in___(state)____? 



		CSTATE1 

		CSTATE1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		Go to CP09 

		Go to CP09 



		 

		 



		81 

		81 
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		Span
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		Span

		2 No 



		TD

		Span

		Go to CP08 



		TD

		Span

		 





		TR

		Span

		CP08. 

		CP08. 

		 



		In what state do you currently live? 

		In what state do you currently live? 



		RSPSTAT1 

		RSPSTAT1 

		 



		1 Alabama 

		1 Alabama 

		2 Alaska 

		4 Arizona 

		5 Arkansas 

		6 California 

		8 Colorado 

		9 Connecticut 

		10 Delaware 

		11 District of Columbia 

		12 Florida 

		13 Georgia 

		15 Hawaii 

		16 Idaho 

		17 Illinois 

		18 Indiana 

		19 Iowa 

		20 Kansas 

		21 Kentucky 

		22 Louisiana 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		82-83 

		82-83 
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		23 Maine 

		23 Maine 

		24 Maryland 

		25 Massachusetts 

		26 Michigan 

		27 Minnesota 

		28 Mississippi 

		29 Missouri 

		30 Montana 

		31 Nebraska 

		32 Nevada 

		33 New Hampshire 

		34 New Jersey 

		35 New Mexico 

		36 New York 

		37 North Carolina 

		38 North Dakota 

		39 Ohio 

		40 Oklahoma 

		41 Oregon 

		42 Pennsylvania 

		44 Rhode Island 

		45 South Carolina 

		46 South Dakota 

		47 Tennessee 

		48 Texas 

		49 Utah 

		50 Vermont 

		51 Virginia 

		53 Washington 

		54 West Virginia 

		55 Wisconsin 

		56 Wyoming 

		66 Guam 

		72 Puerto Rico 

		78 Virgin Islands 
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		99 Refused 

		99 Refused 
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		TD

		Span

		CP09. 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do you also have a landline telephone in your home that is used to make and receive calls? 



		TD

		Span

		LANDLINE 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By landline telephone, we mean a regular telephone in your home that is used for making or receiving calls. Please include landline phones used for both business and personal use. 



		TD

		Span

		84 





		TR

		Span

		CP10. 

		CP10. 



		How many members of your household, including yourself, are 18 years of age or older? 

		How many members of your household, including yourself, are 18 years of age or older? 



		HHADULT 

		HHADULT 



		_ _ Number  

		_ _ Number  

		77 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		If CP06 = yes then number of adults is automatically set to 1 

		If CP06 = yes then number of adults is automatically set to 1 



		 

		 



		85-86 

		85-86 
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		Transition to section 1.  



		TD

		Span
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		I will not ask for your last name, address, or other personal information that can identify you.  You do not have to answer any question you do not want to, and you can end the interview at any time.  Any information you give me will not be connected to any personal information.  If you have any questions about the survey, please call (give appropriate state 
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		Span
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		telephone number). 









		 

		Core Section 1: Health Status 
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		TBody
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C01.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Would you say that in general your health is—  



		TD

		Span

		GENHLTH 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Excellent 

		2 Very Good 

		3 Good  

		4 Fair 

		5 Poor 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		90 









		 

		  

		Core Section 2: Healthy Days 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C02.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Now thinking about your physical health, which includes physical illness and injury, for how many days during the past 30 days was your physical health not good?  



		TD

		Span

		PHYSHLTH 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span
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		Span
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		Span

		91-92 
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		C02.02 

		C02.02 



		Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days was your mental health not good? 

		Now thinking about your mental health, which includes stress, depression, and problems with emotions, for how many days during the past 30 days was your mental health not good? 



		MENTHLTH 

		MENTHLTH 



		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		93-94 

		93-94 
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		Span

		C02.03 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, for about how many days did poor physical or mental health keep you from doing your usual activities, such as self-care, work, or recreation? 



		TD

		Span

		POORHLTH 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of days (01-30) 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know/not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if C02.01, PHYSHLTH, is 88 and C02.02, MENTHLTH, is 88 
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		Span
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		95-96 









		 

		  

		Core Section 3: Health Care Access 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span
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		Span

		C03.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have any kind of health care coverage, including health insurance, prepaid plans such as HMOs, or government plans such as Medicare, or Indian Health Service? 



		TD

		Span

		HLTHPLN1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		If using Health Care Access (HCA) Module go to Module 03,  M03.01, else continue 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		97 
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		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/Not Sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Span

		C03.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have one person you think of as your personal doctor or health care provider? 



		TD

		Span

		PERSDOC2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes, only one 

		2 More than one 

		3 No  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If No, read: Is there more than one, or is there no person who you think of as your personal doctor or health care provider? 



		TD

		Span

		98 
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		C03.03 

		C03.03 



		Was there a time in the past 12 months when you needed to see a doctor but could not because of cost? 

		Was there a time in the past 12 months when you needed to see a doctor but could not because of cost? 



		MEDCOST 

		MEDCOST 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		If using HCA Module, go to Module 03, M03.03, else continue. 

		If using HCA Module, go to Module 03, M03.03, else continue. 



		 

		 



		99 

		99 
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		C03.04 



		TD

		Span

		About how long has it been since you last visited a doctor for a routine checkup? 



		TD

		Span

		CHECKUP1 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year 



		TD

		Span

		If using HCA Module and C03.01 = 1 go to Module 03 M03.04 or if using HCA Module and C03,01 = 2, 7, or 9 go to Module 03, 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A routine checkup is a general physical exam, not an exam for a specific injury, illness, or condition.    
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		100 
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		but less than 2 years ago) 

		3 Within the past 5 years (2 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		4 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 Never 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		M03.04A, else go to next section. 









		 

		  

		Core Section 4: Exercise 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C04.01 

		 



		TD
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		During the past month, other than your regular job, did you participate in any physical activities or exercises such as running, calisthenics, golf, gardening, or walking for exercise? 



		TD

		Span

		EXERANY2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do not read: If respondent does not have a regular job or is retired, they may count any physical activity or exercise they do 
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		Span

		101 









		 

		  

		Core Section 5: Inadequate Sleep 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C05.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		On average, how many hours of sleep do you get in a 24-hour period? 



		TD

		Span

		SLEPTIM1 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of hours [01-24]  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do not read: Enter hours of sleep in whole numbers, rounding 30 minutes (1/2 hour) or more up to the next whole hour and dropping 29 or fewer minutes. 
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		102-103 









		 

		  

		Core Section 6: Chronic Health Conditions 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C06.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever told you that you had any of the following? For each, tell me Yes, No, Or You’re Not Sure. 

		Ever told) you that you had a heart attack also called a myocardial infarction? 



		TD

		Span

		CVDINFR4 

		 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Span
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		Span

		104 
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		C06.02 

		C06.02 



		(Ever told) you had angina or coronary heart disease? 

		(Ever told) you had angina or coronary heart disease? 



		CVDCRHD4 

		CVDCRHD4 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		105 
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		C06.03 



		TD
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		(Ever told) you had a stroke? 
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		CVDSTRK3 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Span
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		Span

		106 
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		Span

		C06.04 

		C06.04 



		(Ever told) you had asthma? 

		(Ever told) you had asthma? 



		ASTHMA3 

		ASTHMA3 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		107 

		107 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Go to C06.06 



		TD

		Span
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		Span

		C06.05 

		C06.05 



		Do you still have asthma? 

		Do you still have asthma? 



		ASTHNOW 

		ASTHNOW 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		108 

		108 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		C06.06 
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		(Ever told) you had skin cancer? 



		TD

		Span

		CHCSCNCR 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		109 
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		C06.07 

		C06.07 



		(Ever told) you had any other types of cancer? 

		(Ever told) you had any other types of cancer? 



		CHCOCNCR 

		CHCOCNCR 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		110 
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		C06.08 
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		(Ever told) you have chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, C.O.P.D., emphysema or chronic bronchitis? 



		TD

		Span

		CHCCOPD1 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span
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		Span
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		Span

		111 
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		C06.09 

		C06.09 



		(Ever told) you have some form of arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, lupus, or fibromyalgia? 

		(Ever told) you have some form of arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, lupus, or fibromyalgia? 



		HAVARTH3 

		HAVARTH3 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses include: rheumatism, polymyalgia rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, rotator cuff syndrome, connective tissue disease, scleroderma, polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, Henoch-Schonlein purpura, Wegener’s granulomatosis, polyarteritis  nodosa) 

		Do not read: Arthritis diagnoses include: rheumatism, polymyalgia rheumatic, osteoarthritis (not osteoporosis), tendonitis, bursitis, bunion, tennis elbow, carpal tunnel syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, joint infection, Reiter’s syndrome, ankylosing spondylitis; spondylosis, rotator cuff syndrome, connective tissue disease, scleroderma, polymyositis, Raynaud’s syndrome, vasculitis, giant cell arteritis, Henoch-Schonlein purpura, Wegener’s granulomatosis, polyarteritis  nodosa) 
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		112 
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		C06.10 
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		(Ever told) you have a depressive disorder (including depression, 
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		Span

		ADDEPEV2 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 
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		113 
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		major depression, dysthymia, or minor depression)? 
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		Span

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span

		C06.11 

		C06.11 



		Not including kidney stones, bladder infection or incontinence, were you ever told you have kidney disease?   

		Not including kidney stones, bladder infection or incontinence, were you ever told you have kidney disease?   



		CHCKDNY1 

		CHCKDNY1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Incontinence is not being able to control urine flow. 

		Read if necessary: Incontinence is not being able to control urine flow. 



		114 

		114 
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		C06.12 



		TD

		Span

		(Ever told) you have diabetes? 



		TD

		Span

		DIABETE3 
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		Span

		1 Yes 
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If yes and respondent is female, ask: was this only when you were pregnant? If respondent says pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes, use response code 4. 



		TD

		Span

		115 
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		2 Yes, but female told only during pregnancy 

		2 Yes, but female told only during pregnancy 

		3 No 

		4 No, pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to Pre-Diabetes Optional Module (if used). Otherwise, go to next section. 

		Go to Pre-Diabetes Optional Module (if used). Otherwise, go to next section. 
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		C06.13 



		TD

		Span

		How old were you when you were told you have diabetes? 



		TD

		Span

		DIABAGE2 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Code age in years [97 = 97 and older]  

		98 Don‘t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to Diabetes Module if used, otherwise go to next section.  
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		Span

		116-117 









		 

		  

		Core Section 7: Oral Health 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C07.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Including all types of dentists, such as orthodontists, oral surgeons, and all other dental specialists, as well as dental hygienists, how long has it been since you last visited a dentist or a dental clinic for any reason? 



		TD

		Span

		LASTDEN4 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 5 years (2 years but less than 5 years ago) 

		4 5 or more years ago  

		Do not read:  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		8 Never 

		9 Refused  
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		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		118 
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		C07.02 

		C07.02 



		Not including teeth lost for injury or orthodontics, how many of your permanent teeth have been removed because of tooth decay or gum disease?   

		Not including teeth lost for injury or orthodontics, how many of your permanent teeth have been removed because of tooth decay or gum disease?   



		RMVTETH4 

		RMVTETH4 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 1 to 5 

		2 6 or more but not all 

		3 All  

		8 None 

		Do not read: 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth are removed because of tooth decay or gum disease, they should be included in the count for lost teeth. 

		Read if necessary: If wisdom teeth are removed because of tooth decay or gum disease, they should be included in the count for lost teeth. 
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		119 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 









		 

		Core Section 8: Demographics 
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		Question Number 
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		Span

		Question text 
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		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		C08.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Format 1:  

		What is your sex? 

		Format 2: 

		What was your sex at birth? Was it… 



		TD

		Span

		SEX1 



		TD

		Span

		Read if format 2 is selected: 

		1 Male 

		2 Female 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		States may adopt one of the two formats of the question. If second format is used, read options. 



		TD

		Span

		[NOTE DELETED HERE] 
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		Span

		120 
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		C08.02 

		C08.02 



		What is your age? 

		What is your age? 



		AGE 

		AGE 

		 



		_ _ Code age in years 

		_ _ Code age in years 

		07   Don’t know / Not sure 

		09  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		121-122 

		121-122 
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		C08.03 
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		Are you Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 



		TD

		Span

		HISPANC3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If yes, read: Are you…  

		1 Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a 

		2 Puerto Rican 

		3 Cuban 

		4 Another Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin 

		Do not read: 

		5 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		One or more categories may be selected. 
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		123-126 
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		C08.04 

		C08.04 



		Which one or more of the following would you say is your race? 

		Which one or more of the following would you say is your race? 



		MRACE1 

		MRACE1 

		 



		Please read: 

		Please read: 

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 



		If more than one response to C08.04; continue. Otherwise, go to C08.06. 

		If more than one response to C08.04; continue. Otherwise, go to C08.06. 



		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		One or more categories may be selected. 



		127-154 

		127-154 
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		44 Japanese 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		88 No additional choices 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		C08.05 



		TD
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		Which one of these groups would you say best represents your race? 



		TD

		Span

		ORACE3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Please read: 

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		 

		If respondent has selected multiple races in previous and refuses to select a single race, code refused 

		 



		TD

		Span

		155-156 
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		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		C08.06 

		C08.06 



		Are you… 

		Are you… 



		MARITAL 

		MARITAL 

		 



		Please read: 

		Please read: 

		1 Married 

		2 Divorced 

		3 Widowed 

		4 Separated 

		5 Never married 

		Or 

		6 A member of an unmarried couple 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		157 

		157 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.07 



		TD

		Span

		What is the highest grade or year of school you completed? 



		TD

		Span

		EDUCA 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Never attended school or only attended kindergarten 

		2 Grades 1 through 8 (Elementary) 

		3 Grades 9 through 11 (Some high school) 

		4 Grade 12 or GED (High school graduate) 

		5 College 1 year to 3 years (Some college or technical school) 

		6 College 4 years or more (College graduate) 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		158 





		TR

		Span

		C08.08 

		C08.08 



		Do you own or rent your home? 

		Do you own or rent your home? 



		RENTHOM1 

		RENTHOM1 

		 



		1 Own 

		1 Own 

		2 Rent 



		 

		 



		Other arrangement may include group home, staying 

		Other arrangement may include group home, staying 



		159 

		159 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		3 Other arrangement 

		3 Other arrangement 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		with friends or family without paying rent. Home is defined as the place where you live most of the time/the majority of the year.   

		with friends or family without paying rent. Home is defined as the place where you live most of the time/the majority of the year.   

		Read if necessary:  We ask this question in order to compare health indicators among people with different housing situations.    





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.09 



		TD

		Span

		In what county do you currently live? 



		TD

		Span

		CTYCODE2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _  _ANSI County Code  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		160-162 





		TR

		Span

		C08.10 

		C08.10 



		What is the ZIP Code where you currently live? 

		What is the ZIP Code where you currently live? 



		ZIPCODE1 

		ZIPCODE1 

		 



		_ _ _ _ _ 

		_ _ _ _ _ 

		77777 Do not know 

		99999 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		163-167 

		163-167 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		 

		C08.11 



		TD

		Span

		Not including cell phones or numbers used for computers, fax machines or security systems, do you have more than one telephone number in your household?   



		TD

		Span

		NUMHHOL3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If cellular telephone interview skip to 8.14 (QSTVER GE 20) 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		168 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C08.13 

		Go to C08.13 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.12 



		TD

		Span

		How many of these telephone numbers are residential numbers? 



		TD

		Span

		NUMPHON3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		6 Six or more 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 None  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		169 





		TR

		Span

		C08.13 

		C08.13 



		How many cell phones do you have for personal use? 

		How many cell phones do you have for personal use? 



		CPDEMO1B 

		CPDEMO1B 

		 



		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		__  Enter number (1-5) 

		6 Six or more 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		8 None  

		9 Refused 



		Last question needed for partial complete. 

		Last question needed for partial complete. 



		Read if necessary: Include cell phones used for both business and personal use. 

		Read if necessary: Include cell phones used for both business and personal use. 



		170 

		170 
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		TBody
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.14 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever served on active duty in the United States Armed Forces, either in the regular military or in a National Guard or military reserve unit? 



		TD

		Span

		VETERAN3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Active duty does not include training for the Reserves or National Guard, but DOES include activation, for example, for the Persian Gulf War. 



		TD

		Span

		171 





		TR

		Span

		C08.15 

		C08.15 



		Are you currently…? 

		Are you currently…? 



		EMPLOY1 

		EMPLOY1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Employed for wages 

		2 Self-employed 

		3 Out of work for 1 year or more  

		4 Out of work for less than 1 year 

		5 A Homemaker 

		6 A Student 

		7 Retired 

		Or 

		8 Unable to work 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		If more than one, say “select the category which best describes you”. 

		If more than one, say “select the category which best describes you”. 



		172 

		172 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.16 



		TD

		Span

		How many children less than 18 years of age live in your household? 



		TD

		Span

		CHILDREN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ Number of children 

		88 None 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		173-174 





		TR

		Span

		C08.17 

		C08.17 



		Is your annual household income from all sources— 

		Is your annual household income from all sources— 



		INCOME2 

		INCOME2 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		04 Less than $25,000 

		If no, ask 05; if yes, ask 03 ($20,000 to less than $25,000) 

		03 Less than $20,000 If no, code 04; if yes, ask 02 ($15,000 to less than $20,000) 



		 

		 



		If respondent refuses at ANY income level, code ‘99’ (Refused) 

		If respondent refuses at ANY income level, code ‘99’ (Refused) 

		 



		175-176 

		175-176 
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		TBody
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		Span

		02 Less than $15,000 If no, code 03; if yes, ask 01 ($10,000 to less than $15,000) 

		02 Less than $15,000 If no, code 03; if yes, ask 01 ($10,000 to less than $15,000) 

		01 Less than $10,000 If no, code 02 

		05 Less than $35,000 If no, ask  

		06 ($25,000 to less than $35,000) 

		06 Less than $50,000 If no, ask  

		07 ($35,000 to less than $50,000) 

		07 Less than $75,000 If no, code 08 

		($50,000 to less than $75,000) 

		08 $75,000 or more 

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.18 



		TD

		Span

		About how much do you weigh without shoes? 



		TD

		Span

		WEIGHT2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _  _  _ Weight (pounds/kilograms) 

		7777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions up 



		TD

		Span

		177-180 





		TR

		Span

		C08.19 

		C08.19 



		About how tall are you without shoes? 

		About how tall are you without shoes? 



		HEIGHT3 

		HEIGHT3 

		 



		_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / inches/meters/centimeters) 

		_  _ / _ _ Height (ft / inches/meters/centimeters) 

		77/ 77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99/ 99  Refused 



		 

		 



		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions down 

		If respondent answers in metrics, put 9 in first column. Round fractions down 



		181-184 

		181-184 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.20 



		TD

		Span

		To your knowledge, are you now pregnant? 



		TD

		Span

		PREGNANT 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if C08.01, SEX, is coded 1; or C08.02, AGE,  is greater than 49 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		185 
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		Span

		C08.21 

		C08.21 



		Some people who are deaf or have serious difficulty hearing use assistive devices to communicate by phone. Are you deaf or do you have serious difficulty hearing? 

		Some people who are deaf or have serious difficulty hearing use assistive devices to communicate by phone. Are you deaf or do you have serious difficulty hearing? 



		DEAF 

		DEAF 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		186 

		186 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.22 



		TD

		Span

		Are you blind or do you have serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses? 



		TD

		Span

		BLIND 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		187 





		TR

		Span

		C08.23 

		C08.23 



		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions? 

		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you have serious difficulty concentrating, remembering, or making decisions? 



		DECIDE 

		DECIDE 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		188 

		188 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.24 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs? 



		TD

		Span

		DIFFWALK 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		189 





		TR

		Span

		C08.25 

		C08.25 



		Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 

		Do you have difficulty dressing or bathing? 



		DIFFDRES 

		DIFFDRES 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		190 

		190 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C08.26 



		TD

		Span

		Because of a physical, mental, or emotional condition, do you 



		TD

		Span

		DIFFALON 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		191 
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		Span
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		Span

		have difficulty doing errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping? 









		 

		Core Section 9: Tobacco Use 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 



		TD

		Span

		SMOKE100 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do not include: electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes, njoy, bluetip), herbal cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, little cigars, pipes, bidis, kreteks, water pipes (hookahs) or marijuana. 

		5 packs = 100 cigarettes 



		TD

		Span

		192 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/Not Sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C09.05 

		Go to C09.05 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?  



		TD

		Span

		SMOKDAY2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		193 





		TR

		Span

		3 Not at all    

		3 Not at all    

		 



		Go to C09.04 

		Go to C09.04 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C09.05 



		TD

		Span

		 





		TR

		Span

		C09.03 

		C09.03 



		During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer because 

		During the past 12 months, have you stopped smoking for one day or longer because 



		STOPSMK2 

		STOPSMK2 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 



		Go to C09.05 

		Go to C09.05 



		 

		 



		194 

		194 









		Table

		TBody
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		Span

		you were trying to quit smoking? 

		you were trying to quit smoking? 



		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C09.04 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you last smoked a cigarette, even one or two puffs?     



		TD

		Span

		LASTSMK2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		01 Within the past month (less than 1 month ago) 

		02 Within the past 3 months (1 month but less than 3 months ago) 

		03 Within the past 6 months (3 months but less than 6 months ago) 

		04 Within the past year (6 months but less than 1 year ago) 

		05 Within the past 5 years (1 year but less than 5 years ago) 

		06 Within the past 10 years (5 years but less than 10 years ago) 

		07 10 years or more  

		08 Never smoked regularly 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		195-196 
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		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		C09.05 

		C09.05 



		Do you currently use chewing tobacco, snuff, or snus every day, some days, or not at all? 

		Do you currently use chewing tobacco, snuff, or snus every day, some days, or not at all? 



		USENOW3 

		USENOW3 



		1 Every day 

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 

		3 Not at all 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish for snuff) is a moist smokeless tobacco, usually sold in small pouches that are placed under the lip against the gum. 

		Read if necessary: Snus (Swedish for snuff) is a moist smokeless tobacco, usually sold in small pouches that are placed under the lip against the gum. 



		197 

		197 









		 

		  

		Core Section 10: Alcohol Consumption 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, how many days per week or per month did you have at least one drink of any alcoholic beverage such as beer, wine, a malt beverage or liquor? 



		TD

		Span

		ALCDAY5 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 _ _ Days per week 

		2 _ _ Days in past 30 days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		198-200 





		TR

		Span

		888  No drinks in past 30 days  

		888  No drinks in past 30 days  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		Go to next section 

		Go to next section 



		 

		 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.02 



		TD

		Span

		One drink is equivalent to a 12-ounce beer, a 5-ounce glass of wine, or a drink with one shot of liquor. During the past 30 days, on the days when you drank, about how many drinks did you drink on the average? 



		TD

		Span

		AVEDRNK2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of drinks 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A 40 ounce beer would count as 3 drinks, or a cocktail drink with 2 shots would count as 2 drinks. 



		TD

		Span

		201-202 





		TR

		Span

		C10.03 

		C10.03 



		Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many times during the past 30 days did you have X [CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women] or more drinks on an occasion? 

		Considering all types of alcoholic beverages, how many times during the past 30 days did you have X [CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women] or more drinks on an occasion? 



		DRNK3GE5 

		DRNK3GE5 

		 



		_ _ Number of times  

		_ _ Number of times  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women 

		CATI X = 5 for men, X = 4 for women 



		 

		 



		203-204 

		203-204 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C10.04 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, what is the largest number of drinks you had on any occasion? 



		TD

		Span

		MAXDRNKS 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of drinks 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		205-206 
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		99 Refused 









		Core Section 11: Immunization 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C11.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, have you had either a flu shot or a flu vaccine that was sprayed in your nose? 



		TD

		Span

		FLUSHOT6 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A new flu shot came out in 2011 that injects vaccine into the skin with a very small needle. It is called Fluzone Intradermal vaccine. This is also considered a flu shot. 



		TD

		Span

		207 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused  



		Go to C11.04 

		Go to C11.04 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C11.02 



		TD

		Span

		During what month and year did you receive your most recent flu shot injected into your arm or flu vaccine that was sprayed in your nose? 



		TD

		Span

		FLSHTMY2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ / _ _ _ _ Month / Year 

		77 / 7777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		09 / 9999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		208-213 





		TR

		Span

		C11.03 

		C11.03 



		At what kind of place did you get your last flu shot or vaccine? 

		At what kind of place did you get your last flu shot or vaccine? 



		IMFVPLAC 

		IMFVPLAC 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		01 A doctor’s office or health maintenance organization (HMO) 

		02 A health department 

		03 Another type of clinic or health center (a community health center) 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: How would you describe the place where you went to get your most recent flu vaccine? 

		Read if necessary: How would you describe the place where you went to get your most recent flu vaccine? 



		214-215 

		214-215 









		Table

		TBody
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		Span

		04 A senior, recreation, or community center 

		04 A senior, recreation, or community center 

		05 A store (supermarket, drug store) 

		06 A hospital (inpatient) 

		07 An emergency room 

		08 Workplace 

		09 Some other kind of place 

		11 A school 

		Do not read: 

		10 Received vaccination in Canada/Mexico 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Span

		C11.04 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever had a pneumonia shot also known as a pneumococcal vaccine? 



		TD

		Span

		PNEUVAC4 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: There are two types of pneumonia shots: polysaccharide, also known as pneumovax, and conjugate, also known as prevnar. 
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		Span

		216 









		 

		  

		Core Section 12: Falls 
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		TBody
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		Question Number 
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		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C12.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 12 months, how many times have you fallen? 



		TD

		Span

		FALL12MN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of times 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section 08.02, AGE, coded 18-44 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By a fall, we mean when a person unintentionally comes to rest on the ground or another lower level. 



		TD

		Span

		217-218 





		TR

		Span

		88 None    

		88 None    

		77 Don’t know / Not sure  

		99 Refused  



		Go to Next Section 

		Go to Next Section 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C12.02 



		TD

		Span

		Did this fall cause an injury that limited your regular activities for at least a day or caused you to go to see a doctor? 

		How many of these falls caused an injury that limited your regular activities for at least a day or caused you to go to see a doctor? 



		TD

		Span

		FALLINJ3 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of falls [76 = 76 or more]  

		88 None  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C12.01 =1 ask first version of question, if C12.01 > 1 ask second version.  

		If only one fall from C12.01 and response is Yes (caused an injury); code 01. If response is No, code 88. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By an injury, we mean the fall caused you to limit your regular activities for at least a day or to go see a doctor. 



		TD

		Span

		219-220 









		 

		  

		Core Section 13: Seat Belt Use and Drinking and Driving 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 
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		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C13.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		How often do you use seat belts when you drive or ride in a car? Would you say— 



		TD

		Span

		SEATBELT 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Always 

		2 Nearly always 

		3 Sometimes 

		4 Seldom 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 



		TD

		Span
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		221 
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		8 Never drive or ride in a car 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 
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		9 Refused 



		TD
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		Span

		C13.02 

		C13.02 



		During the past 30 days, how many times have you driven when you’ve had perhaps too much to drink?  

		During the past 30 days, how many times have you driven when you’ve had perhaps too much to drink?  



		DRNKDRI2 

		DRNKDRI2 



		_ _ Number of times  

		_ _ Number of times  

		88 None  

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		If C10.01 = 888 (No drinks in the past 30 days); go to next section. 

		If C10.01 = 888 (No drinks in the past 30 days); go to next section. 



		 

		 



		222-223 

		222-223 









		 

		  

		Core Section 14: Breast and Cervical Cancer Screening 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next questions are about breast and cervical cancer. Have you ever had a mammogram? 



		TD

		Span

		HADMAM 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if male. 



		TD

		Span

		A mammogram is an x-ray of each breast to look for breast cancer.    



		TD

		Span

		224 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.02 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last mammogram?   



		TD

		Span

		HOWLONG 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		225 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 





		TR

		Span

		C14.03 

		C14.03 



		Have you ever had a Pap test? 

		Have you ever had a Pap test? 



		HADPAP2 

		HADPAP2 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		226 

		226 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.05 





		TR

		Span

		C14.04 

		C14.04 



		How long has it been since you had your last Pap test?   

		How long has it been since you had your last Pap test?   



		LASTPAP2 

		LASTPAP2 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		227 

		227 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.05 



		TD

		Span

		An H.P.V. test is sometimes given with the Pap test for cervical cancer screening. Have you ever had an H.P.V. test? 



		TD

		Span

		HPVTEST 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Human papillomarvirus (pap-uh-loh-muh virus) 



		TD

		Span

		228 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		Go to C14.07 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C14.06 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last H.P.V. test? 



		TD

		Span

		HPLSTTST 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		229 





		TR

		Span

		C14.07 

		C14.07 



		Have you had a hysterectomy?   

		Have you had a hysterectomy?   



		HADHYST2 

		HADHYST2 



		1 Yes  

		1 Yes  

		2 No  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		If response to Core Q8.20 = 1 (is pregnant); then go to next section. 

		If response to Core Q8.20 = 1 (is pregnant); then go to next section. 



		Read if necessary: A hysterectomy is an operation to remove the uterus (womb). 

		Read if necessary: A hysterectomy is an operation to remove the uterus (womb). 



		230 

		230 









		 

		Core Section 15: Prostate Cancer Screening 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the advantages of the Prostate-Specific Antigen or P.S.A. test? 



		TD

		Span

		PCPSAAD3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is ≤39 years of age, or C08.01 is coded 2, female, go to next section. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A prostate-specific antigen test, also called a P.S.A. test, is a blood test used to check men for prostate cancer.   



		TD

		Span

		231 





		TR

		Span

		C15.02 

		C15.02 



		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the disadvantages of the P.S.A. test? 

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever talked with you about the disadvantages of the P.S.A. test? 



		PCPSADI1 

		PCPSADI1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		232 

		232 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.03 



		TD

		Span

		Has a doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever recommended that you have a P.S.A. test?   



		TD

		Span

		PCPSARE1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		233 





		TR

		Span

		C15.04 

		C15.04 



		Have you ever had a P.S.A. test?   

		Have you ever had a P.S.A. test?   



		PSATEST1 

		PSATEST1 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		234 

		234 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C15.05 

		C15.05 



		How long has it been since you had your last P.S.A. test? 

		How long has it been since you had your last P.S.A. test? 



		PSATIME 

		PSATIME 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		235 

		235 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C15.06 



		TD

		Span

		What was the main reason you had this P.S.A. test – was it …? 



		TD

		Span

		PCPSARS1 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Part of a routine exam 

		2 Because of a prostate problem 

		3 Because of a family history of prostate cancer 

		4 Because you were told you had prostate cancer 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		236 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		5 Some other reason 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused    









		 

		  

		Core Section 16: Colorectal Cancer Screening 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		A blood stool test is a test that may use a special kit at home to determine whether the stool contains blood.  Have you ever had this test using a home kit? 



		TD

		Span

		BLDSTOOL 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section 08.02, AGE, is less than 50 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		237 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C16.03 

		Go to C16.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.02 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last blood stool test using a home kit? 



		TD

		Span

		LSTBLDS3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago)  

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		238 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C16.03 

		C16.03 



		Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are exams in which a tube is inserted in the rectum to view the colon for signs of cancer or other health problems. Have you ever had either of these exams?  

		Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy are exams in which a tube is inserted in the rectum to view the colon for signs of cancer or other health problems. Have you ever had either of these exams?  



		HADSIGM3 

		HADSIGM3 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		239 

		239 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		2 No     

		7 Don’t know / Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next section 





		TR

		Span

		C16.04 

		C16.04 



		For a sigmoidoscopy, a flexible tube is inserted into the rectum to look for problems. A colonoscopy is similar, but uses a longer tube, and you are usually given medication through a needle in your arm to make you sleepy and told to have someone else drive you home after the test. Was your most recent exam a sigmoidoscopy or a colonoscopy? 

		For a sigmoidoscopy, a flexible tube is inserted into the rectum to look for problems. A colonoscopy is similar, but uses a longer tube, and you are usually given medication through a needle in your arm to make you sleepy and told to have someone else drive you home after the test. Was your most recent exam a sigmoidoscopy or a colonoscopy? 



		HADSGCO1 

		HADSGCO1 

		 



		1 Sigmoidoscopy 

		1 Sigmoidoscopy 

		2 Colonoscopy 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		240 

		240 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C16.05 



		TD

		Span

		How long has it been since you had your last sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy? 



		TD

		Span

		LASTSIG3 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago) 

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago) 

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		241 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		but less than 3 years ago) 

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago) 

		5 Within the past 10 years (5 years but less than 10 years ago) 

		6 10 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Core Section 17: H.I.V./AIDS 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C17.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next few questions are about the national health problem of H.I.V., the virus that causes AIDS.  Please remember that your answers are strictly confidential and that you don’t have to answer every question if you do not want to. Although we will ask you about testing, we will not ask you about the results of any test you may have had. 

		 

		Have you ever been tested for H.I.V.?  Do not count tests you may have had as part of a blood donation. Include testing fluid from your mouth. 



		TD

		Span

		HIVTST6 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		242 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to C17.03 

		Go to C17.03 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		C17.02 



		TD

		Span

		Not including blood donations, in what month and year was your last H.I,V.test? 



		TD

		Span

		HIVTSTD3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year  

		77/ 7777 Don’t know / Not sure 99/ 9999 Refused  



		TD

		Span

		If response is before January 1985, code "777777". 



		TD

		Span

		INTERVIEWER NOTE: If the respondent remembers the year but cannot remember the month, code the first two digits 77 and the last four digits for the year. 



		TD

		Span

		243-248 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		C17.03 

		C17.03 



		I am going to read you a list. When I am done, please tell me if any of the situations apply to you. You do not need to tell me which one.   

		I am going to read you a list. When I am done, please tell me if any of the situations apply to you. You do not need to tell me which one.   

		 

		You have injected any drug other than those prescribed for you in the past year.   

		You have been treated for a sexually transmitted disease or STD in the past year.  

		You have given or received money or drugs in exchange for sex in the past year. 

		You had anal sex without a condom in the past year.  

		You had four or more sex partners in the past year.   

		Do any of these situations apply to you? 

		 

		Do any of these situations apply to you? 



		HIVRISK5 

		HIVRISK5 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No    

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		249 

		249 









		 

		Closing Statement/ Transition to Modules 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary 



		TD

		Span

		Read 



		TD

		Span

		CATI instructions  

		(not read) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if no optional modules follow, otherwise continue to optional modules. 









		 

		  

		 

		Optional Modules 

		  

		Module 1: Prediabetes 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M01.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you had a test for high blood sugar or diabetes within the past three years? 



		TD

		Span

		PDIABTST 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Skip if Section C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		250 





		TR

		Span

		M01.02 

		M01.02 



		Have you ever been told by a doctor or other health professional that you have pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes? 

		Have you ever been told by a doctor or other health professional that you have pre-diabetes or borderline diabetes? 



		PREDIAB1 

		PREDIAB1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 Yes, during pregnancy 

		3 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Skip if Section 06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1; If C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 4 automatically code M01.02, PREDIAB1, equal to 1 (yes); 

		Skip if Section 06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 1; If C06.12, DIABETE3, is coded 4 automatically code M01.02, PREDIAB1, equal to 1 (yes); 



		If Yes and respondent is female, ask: Was this only when you were pregnant? 

		If Yes and respondent is female, ask: Was this only when you were pregnant? 



		251 

		251 









		 

		  

		Module 2: Diabetes 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Are you now taking insulin?  



		TD

		Span

		INSULIN 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		To be asked following Core Q6.13; if response to Q6.12 is Yes (code = 1) 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		252 





		TR

		Span

		M02.02 

		M02.02 



		About how often do you check your blood for glucose or sugar?   

		About how often do you check your blood for glucose or sugar?   

		 



		BLDSUGAR 

		BLDSUGAR 

		 



		1 _  _  Times per day 

		1 _  _  Times per day 

		2 _  _  Times per week 

		3 _  _  Times per month  

		4 _  _  Times per year  

		888 Never  

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		 

		 



		Read if necessary: Include times when checked by a family member or friend, but do not include times when checked by a health professional.  

		Read if necessary: Include times when checked by a family member or friend, but do not include times when checked by a health professional.  

		 

		Do not read: If the respondent uses a continuous glucose monitoring system (a sensor inserted under the skin to check glucose levels continuously), fill in ‘98 times per day.’ 



		253-255 

		253-255 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.03 



		TD

		Span

		Including times when checked by a family member or friend, about how often do you check your feet for any sores or irritations?   



		TD

		Span

		FEETCHK3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 _  _  Times per day 

		2 _  _  Times per week 

		3 _  _  Times per month  

		4 _  _  Times per year 

		555 No feet  

		888 Never  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		256-258 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		777 Don’t know / Not sure 

		999 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M02.04 

		M02.04 



		About how many times in the past 12 months have you seen a doctor, nurse, or other health professional for your diabetes? 

		About how many times in the past 12 months have you seen a doctor, nurse, or other health professional for your diabetes? 



		DOCTDIAB 

		DOCTDIAB 

		 



		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		259-260 

		259-260 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.05 



		TD

		Span

		About how many times in the past 12 months has a doctor, nurse, or other  health professional checked you for A-one-C?  



		TD

		Span

		CHKHEMO3 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		98 Never heard of A-one-C test 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: A test for A-one-C measures the average level of blood sugar over the past three months.   



		TD

		Span

		261-262 





		TR

		Span

		M02.06 

		M02.06 



		About how many times in the past 12 months has a health professional checked your feet for any sores or irritations?  

		About how many times in the past 12 months has a health professional checked your feet for any sores or irritations?  



		FEETCHK 

		FEETCHK 



		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		_ _ Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		If M02.03 = 555 (No feet), go to M02.07 

		If M02.03 = 555 (No feet), go to M02.07 



		 

		 



		263-264 

		263-264 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.07 



		TD

		Span

		When was the last time you had an eye exam in which the pupils were dilated, making you temporarily sensitive to bright light?   



		TD

		Span

		EYEEXAM1 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past month (anytime less than 1 month ago) 

		2 Within the past year (1 month but less than 12 months ago) 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		265 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		3 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago) 

		4  2 or more years ago 

		Do not read:  

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		8 Never 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M02.08 

		M02.08 



		Has a doctor ever told you that diabetes has affected your eyes or that you had retinopathy? 

		Has a doctor ever told you that diabetes has affected your eyes or that you had retinopathy? 



		DIABEYE 

		DIABEYE 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		266 

		266 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M02.09 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever taken a course or class in how to manage your diabetes yourself?   



		TD

		Span

		DIABEDU 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		267 









		 

		  

		Module 3: Health Care Access 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Do you have Medicare?  



		TD

		Span

		MEDICARE 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to C03.02 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Medicare is a coverage plan for people age 65 or over and for certain disabled people. 



		TD

		Span

		268 





		TR

		Span

		M03.02 

		M03.02 



		What is the primary source of your health care coverage? Is it…  

		What is the primary source of your health care coverage? Is it…  



		HLTHCVR1 

		HLTHCVR1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		01 A plan purchased through an employer or union (including plans purchased through another person's employer)   

		02  A plan that you or another family member buys on your own  

		03 Medicare             

		04  Medicaid or other state program   

		05  TRICARE (formerly CHAMPUS), VA, or Military  



		Go to C03.04 

		Go to C03.04 

		 

		If M03.01 = 1 (Yes) continue, else go to M03.04a 



		If the respondent indicates that they purchased health insurance through the Health Insurance Marketplace (name of state Marketplace), ask if it was a private health insurance plan purchased on their own or by a family member (private) or if they received Medicaid (state plan)?  If purchased on their own (or by a family member), select 02, if Medicaid select 04. 

		If the respondent indicates that they purchased health insurance through the Health Insurance Marketplace (name of state Marketplace), ask if it was a private health insurance plan purchased on their own or by a family member (private) or if they received Medicaid (state plan)?  If purchased on their own (or by a family member), select 02, if Medicaid select 04. 

		 



		269-270 

		269-270 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		06 Alaska Native, Indian Health Service, Tribal Health Services  

		06 Alaska Native, Indian Health Service, Tribal Health Services  

		Or 

		07 Some other source 

		08 None (no coverage)    

		Do not read: 

		77 Don't know/Not sure    

		99 Refused    





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.03 



		TD

		Span

		Other than cost, have you delayed getting medical care for one of the following reasons in the past 12 months? Was it because….. 



		TD

		Span

		DELAYME1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 You couldn’t get through on the telephone. 

		2 You couldn’t get an appointment soon enough. 

		3 Once you got there, you had to wait too long to see the doctor. 

		4 The clinic or doctor’s office wasn’t open when you got there. 

		5 You didn’t have transportation. 

		Do not read: 

		        

		8 No, I did not delay getting medical care/did 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent provides more than one reason, say: “Which was the most important reason you delayed getting care?” 



		TD

		Span

		271 

		 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		not need medical care  

		7 Don’t know/Not sure  

		9 Refused 





		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		DLYOTHER 



		TD

		Span

		6 Other ____________ (specify)  



		TD

		Span

		272-296 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.04 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 12 months was there any time when you did not have any health   insurance or coverage? 



		TD

		Span

		NOCOV121 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C03.01 = 2, 7, or 9 continue, else Go to M03.05 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		297 





		TR

		Span

		M03.04a 

		M03.04a 



		About how long has it been since you last had health care coverage?  

		About how long has it been since you last had health care coverage?  



		LSTCOVRG 

		LSTCOVRG 

		 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 6 months or less  

		2 More than 6 months, but not more than 1 year ago  

		3 More than 1 year, but not more than 3 years ago  

		4 More than 3 years 

		5 Never  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure  

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		298 

		298 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.05 



		TD

		Span

		How many times have you been to a doctor, nurse, or other health professional in the past 12 months?  



		TD

		Span

		DRVISITS 



		TD

		Span

		_ _  Number of times [76 = 76 or more] 

		88 None 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		299-300 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M03.06 

		M03.06 



		Not including over the counter (OTC) medications, was there a time in the past 12 months when you did not take your medication as prescribed because of cost? 

		Not including over the counter (OTC) medications, was there a time in the past 12 months when you did not take your medication as prescribed because of cost? 



		MEDSCOS1 

		MEDSCOS1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		3 No medication was prescribed 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		301 

		301 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M03.07 



		TD

		Span

		In general, how satisfied are you with the health care you received?  Would you say— 



		TD

		Span

		CARERCVD 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Very satisfied 

		2 Somewhat satisfied 

		3 Not at all satisfied 

		Do not read:  

		8 Not applicable  

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		302 





		TR

		Span

		M03.08 

		M03.08 



		Do you currently have any health care bills that are being paid off over time? 

		Do you currently have any health care bills that are being paid off over time? 



		MEDBILL1 

		MEDBILL1 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to Core Section 4. 

		Go to Core Section 4. 



		Read if necessary: This could include medical bills being paid off with a credit card, through personal loans, or bill paying arrangements with hospitals or other providers. The bills can be from earlier years as well as this year. 

		Read if necessary: This could include medical bills being paid off with a credit card, through personal loans, or bill paying arrangements with hospitals or other providers. The bills can be from earlier years as well as this year. 

		 

		Read if necessary: Health care bills can include medical, dental, physical therapy and/or chiropractic cost.   



		303 

		303 









		 

		  

		Module 4: Cognitive Decline 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next few questions ask about difficulties in thinking or remembering that can make a big difference in everyday activities. This does not refer to occasionally forgetting your keys or the name of someone you recently met, which is normal. This refers to confusion or memory loss that is happening more often or getting worse, such as forgetting how to do things you’ve always done or forgetting things that you would normally know. We want to know how these difficulties impact you.  

		 

		During the past 12 months, have you experienced confusion or memory loss that is happening more often or is getting worse? 



		TD

		Span

		CIMEMLOS 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is 45 years of age or older continue, else go to next module. 

		 

		Go to  M04.02 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		304 





		TR

		Span

		2 No 

		2 No 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 



		TD

		Span

		Go to M04.02 





		TR

		Span

		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.02 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, as a result of confusion or memory loss, how often have you given up day-to-day household activities or chores you used to do, such as cooking, cleaning, taking medications, driving, or paying bills? Would you say it is… 



		TD

		Span

		CDHOUSE 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		305 





		TR

		Span

		M04.03 

		M04.03 



		As a result of confusion or memory loss, how often do you need assistance with these day-to-day activities? Would you say it is… 

		As a result of confusion or memory loss, how often do you need assistance with these day-to-day activities? Would you say it is… 



		CDASSIST 

		CDASSIST 

		 



		Read:   

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		306 

		306 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to M04.05 





		TR

		Span

		M04.04 

		M04.04 



		When you need help with these day-to-day activities, how often are you able to get the help that you need? Would you say it is… 

		When you need help with these day-to-day activities, how often are you able to get the help that you need? Would you say it is… 



		CDHELP 

		CDHELP 

		 



		Read:   

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		307 

		307 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M04.05 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 12 months, how often has confusion or memory loss interfered with your 



		TD

		Span

		CDSOCIAL 



		TD

		Span

		Read:   

		1 Always  

		2 Usually  

		3 Sometimes  



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		308 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		ability to work, volunteer, or engage in social activities outside the home? Would you say it is… 



		TD

		Span

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M04.06 

		M04.06 



		Have you or anyone else discussed your confusion or memory loss with a health care professional? 

		Have you or anyone else discussed your confusion or memory loss with a health care professional? 



		CDDISCUS 

		CDDISCUS 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		309 

		309 









		 

		  

		Module 5: Caregiver 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, did you provide regular care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability? 



		TD

		Span

		CAREGIV1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If caregiving recipient has died in the past 30 days, code 8 and say: I’m so sorry to hear of your loss 



		TD

		Span

		310 





		TR

		Span

		2 No                                              

		2 No                                              

		7  Don’t know/Not sure   



		Go to M05.09 

		Go to M05.09 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		8  Caregiving recipient died in past 30 days   



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		9 Refused 

		9 Refused 



		Go to M05.09 

		Go to M05.09 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.02 



		TD

		Span

		What is his or her relationship to you? 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVREL2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		01 Mother 

		02 Father 

		03 Mother-in-law 

		04 Father-in-law 

		05 Child 

		06 Husband 

		07 Wife 

		08 Live-in partner 

		09 Brother or brother-in-law 

		10 Sister or sister-in-law 

		11 Grandmother 

		12 Grandfather 

		13 Grandchild 

		14 Other relative                           

		15 Non-relative/ Family friend 

		77 Don’t know/Not sure 

		99  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If more than one person, say: Please refer to the person to whom you are giving the most care. 



		TD

		Span

		311-312 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		M05.03 

		M05.03 



		For how long have you provided care for that person? Would you say…                                

		For how long have you provided care for that person? Would you say…                                



		CRGVLNG1 

		CRGVLNG1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Less than 30 days 

		2 1 month to less than 6 months 

		3 6 months to less than 2 years 

		4  2 years to less than 5 years 

		5 More than 5 years 

		Do not read: 

		7  Don’t Know/ Not Sure 

		9    Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		313 

		313 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.04 



		TD

		Span

		In an average week, how many hours do you provide care or assistance? Would you say… 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVHRS1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read:                                                                                                                                   

		1 Up to 8 hours per week 

		2 9 to 19 hours per week 

		3 20 to 39 hours per week 

		4 40 hours or more 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		314 





		TR

		Span

		M05.05 

		M05.05 



		What is the main health problem, long-term illness, or disability that the person you care for has? 

		What is the main health problem, long-term illness, or disability that the person you care for has? 



		CRGVPRB2 

		CRGVPRB2 

		 



		01 Arthritis/ rheumatism 

		01 Arthritis/ rheumatism 

		02 Asthma 

		03 Cancer 

		04 Chronic respiratory conditions such as emphysema or COPD 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		315-316 

		315-316 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		05 Alzheimer’s disease, dementia or other cognitive impairment disorder 

		05 Alzheimer’s disease, dementia or other cognitive impairment disorder 

		06 Developmental disabilities such as autism, Down’s Syndrome, and spina bifida 

		07 Diabetes 

		08 Heart disease, hypertension, stroke 

		09 Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection (H.I.V.) 

		10 Mental illnesses, such as anxiety, depression, or schizophrenia 

		11 Other organ failure or diseases such as kidney or liver problems 

		12 Substance abuse or addiction disorders 

		13 Injuries, including broken bones  

		14 Old age/ infirmity/frailty 

		15 Other 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		99 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.06 



		TD

		Span

		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing personal care such as giving medications, feeding, dressing, or bathing?                                          



		TD

		Span

		CRGVPERS 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		317 





		TR

		Span

		M05.07 

		M05.07 



		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing household tasks such as cleaning, managing money, or preparing meals? 

		In the past 30 days, did you provide care for this person by managing household tasks such as cleaning, managing money, or preparing meals? 



		CRGVHOUS 

		CRGVHOUS 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		318 

		318 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M05.08 



		TD

		Span

		Of the following support services, which one do you, as a caregiver, most need that you are not currently getting? 



		TD

		Span

		CRGVMST3 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Classes about giving care, such as giving medications 

		2 Help in getting access to services  

		3 Support groups 

		4 Individual counseling to help cope with giving care 

		5 Respite care, or  

		6 You don’t need any of these support services 

		Do not read: 

		7  Don’t Know /Not Sure  

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent asks what respite care is read: “Respite care means short-term breaks for people who provide care.” 



		TD

		Span

		319 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		M05.09 

		M05.09 



		In the next 2 years, do you expect to provide care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability?                                                                             

		In the next 2 years, do you expect to provide care or assistance to a friend or family member who has a health problem or disability?                                                                             



		CRGVEXPT 

		CRGVEXPT 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		If M05.01 = 1 or 8, go to next module 

		If M05.01 = 1 or 8, go to next module 



		 

		 



		320 

		320 









		 

		  

		Module 6: E-Cigarettes 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M06.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever used an e-cigarette or other electronic vaping product, even just one time, in your entire life? 



		TD

		Span

		ECIGARET 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) and other electronic vaping products include electronic hookahs (e-hookahs), vape pens, e-cigars, and others. These products are battery-powered and usually contain nicotine and flavors such as fruit, mint, or candy.  

		 

		Interviewer note: These questions concern electronic vaping products for nicotine use. The use of electronic vaping products for marijuana use is not included in these questions. 



		TD

		Span

		321 





		TR

		Span

		2 No                                              

		2 No                                              

		7  Don’t know/Not sure   

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M06.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you now use e-cigarettes or other electronic vaping products every day, some days, or not at all?  



		TD

		Span

		ECIGNOW 



		TD

		Span

		1 Every day 

		2 Some days 

		3 Not at all 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer note: These questions concern electronic vaping products for nicotine use. The use of electronic vaping products for marijuana use is not included in these questions. 



		TD

		Span

		322 









		 

		  

		Module 7: Marijuana Use 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M07.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use marijuana or cannabis? 



		TD

		Span

		MARIJAN1 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ 01-30 Number of days 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		323-324 





		TR

		Span

		88 None   

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M07.02 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 30 days, which one of the following ways did you use marijuana the most often? Did you usually… 



		TD

		Span

		USEMRJN2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Smoke it (for example, in a joint, bong, pipe, or blunt).  

		2 Eat it (for example, in brownies, cakes, cookies, or candy)  

		3 Drink it (for example, in tea, cola, or alcohol)  

		4 Vaporize it (for example, in an e-cigarette-like vaporizer or another vaporizing device)  

		5 Dab it (for example, using waxes or concentrates), or 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Select one. If respondent provides more than one say: which way did you use it most often. 



		TD

		Span

		325 









		Table

		TBody

		TR

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		TD

		Span

		TD

		Span

		6 Use it some other way. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/not sure  

		9 Refused 





		TR

		Span

		M07.03 

		M07.03 



		When you used marijuana or cannabis during the past 30 days, was it usually: 

		When you used marijuana or cannabis during the past 30 days, was it usually: 



		RSNMRJN1 

		RSNMRJN1 



		Read:  

		Read:  

		1 For medical reasons (like to treat or decrease symptoms of a health condition);  

		2 For non-medical reasons (like to have fun or fit in), or  

		3 For both medical and non-medical reasons.  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9 Refused  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		326 

		326 









		 

		  

		Module 8: Sleep Disorder 

		 

		Table

		TBody

		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M08.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days have you had trouble falling asleep or staying asleep or sleeping too much? 



		TD

		Span

		ADSLEEP 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		327-328 





		TR

		Span

		M08.02 

		M08.02 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days did you unintentionally fall asleep during the day?    

		Over the last 2 weeks, how many days did you unintentionally fall asleep during the day?    



		SLEPDAY1 

		SLEPDAY1 

		 



		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		_  _ 01-14 Number of days 

		88 None   

		77 Don’t know/not sure   

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		329-330 

		329-330 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M08.03 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever been told that you snore loudly? 



		TD

		Span

		SLEPSNO2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		331 





		TR

		Span

		M08.04 

		M08.04 



		Has anyone ever observed that you stop breathing during your sleep?      

		Has anyone ever observed that you stop breathing during your sleep?      



		SLEPBRTH 

		SLEPBRTH 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Enter yes (1) if respondent mentions having a machine or CPAP that records that breathing sometimes stops during the night. 

		Enter yes (1) if respondent mentions having a machine or CPAP that records that breathing sometimes stops during the night. 



		332 

		332 









		 

		  

		Module 9: Depression and Anxiety 

		 

		Table

		TBody
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		Span
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M09.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by having little interest or pleasure in doing things.  Would you say this happens... 



		TD

		Span

		ADPLEAS1 



		TD

		Span

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		333 





		TR

		Span

		M09.02 

		M09.02 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed or hopeless?  Would you say this happens… 

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed or hopeless?  Would you say this happens… 



		ADDOWN1 

		ADDOWN1 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		334 
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		M09.03 
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		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling nervous, anxious or on edge?  Would you say this happens… 

		 



		TD

		Span

		FEELNERV 



		TD
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		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Span
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		Span
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		335 
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		M09.04 

		M09.04 



		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by not being able to stop or control worrying?  Would you say this happens…      

		Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by not being able to stop or control worrying?  Would you say this happens…      



		STOPWORY 

		STOPWORY 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Never, 

		2 for several days, 

		3 for more than half the days or 

		4 nearly every day. 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		336 









		 

		  

		Module 10: Respiratory Health 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M10.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		During the past 3 months, did you have a cough on most days? 



		TD

		Span

		COPDCOGH 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		337 
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		M10.02 

		M10.02 



		During the past 3 months, did you cough up phlegm [FLEM] or mucus on most days? 

		During the past 3 months, did you cough up phlegm [FLEM] or mucus on most days? 



		COPDFLEM 

		COPDFLEM 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Do you have shortness of breath either when hurrying on level ground or when walking up a slight hill or stairs?   
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		COPDBRTH 
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		339 
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		M10.04 

		M10.04 



		Have you ever been given a breathing test to diagnose breathing problems?     

		Have you ever been given a breathing test to diagnose breathing problems?     



		COPDBTST 

		COPDBTST 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		M10.05 
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		Over your lifetime, how many years have you smoked tobacco products? 
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		COPDSMOK 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ Number of years (01-76) 

		88  Never smoked or smoked less than one year 

		77  Don’t know/Not sure 

		99  Refused 
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		Span
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		341-342 









		 

		  

		Module 11: Indoor Tanning 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Span

		M11.01 

		 



		TD
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		Not including spray-on tans, during the past 12 months, how many times have you used an indoor tanning device such as a sunlamp, tanning bed, or booth? 



		TD

		Span

		INDORTAN 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ _ Number  (0-365)  

		777 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		Span
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		343-345 









		 

		 

		 

		  

		Module 12: Excess Sun Exposure 
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		Question Number 
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		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M12.01 
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		During the past 12 months, how many times have you had a sunburn? 



		TD

		Span

		NUMBURN3 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ _ Number  (0-365)  

		777 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		Span
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		M12.02 

		M12.02 



		When you go outside on a warm sunny day for more than one hour, how often do you protect yourself from the sun? Is that…. 

		When you go outside on a warm sunny day for more than one hour, how often do you protect yourself from the sun? Is that…. 



		SUNPRTCT 

		SUNPRTCT 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 Always 

		2 Most of the time 

		3 Sometimes 

		4 Rarely 

		5 Never 

		Do not read: 

		6 Don’t stay outside for more than one hour on warm sunny days  

		8 Don’t go outside at all on warm sunny days 

		7 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		Protection from the sun may include using sunscreen, wearing a wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a long-sleeved shirt. 

		Protection from the sun may include using sunscreen, wearing a wide-brimmed hat, or wearing a long-sleeved shirt. 
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		On weekdays, in the summer, how long are you outside per day between 10am and 4pm?   



		TD

		Span

		WKDAYOUT 



		TD

		Span

		01 Less than half an hour 

		02 (More than half an hour) up to 1 hour 

		03 (More than 1 hour) up to 2 hours 

		04 (More than 2 hours) up to 3 hours 

		05 (More than 3 hours) up to 4 hours 

		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		07 (More than 5) up to 6 hours 

		77 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		Span
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		Friday is a weekday. 

		If respondent says never code 01. 
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		M12.04 

		M12.04 



		On weekends in the summer, how long are you outside each day between 10am and 4pm? 

		On weekends in the summer, how long are you outside each day between 10am and 4pm? 



		WKENDOUT 

		WKENDOUT 



		01 Less than half an hour 

		01 Less than half an hour 

		02 (More than half an hour) up to 1 hour 

		03 (More than 1 hour) up to 2 hours 

		04 (More than 2 hours) up to 3 hours 

		05 (More than 3 hours) up to 4 hours 



		 

		 



		Friday is a weekday. 

		Friday is a weekday. 

		If respondent says never code 01. 

		 



		352-353 

		352-353 
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		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		06 (More than 4 hours) up to 5 hours 

		07 (More than 5) up to 6 hours 

		77 Don’t know/ Not sure 

		99 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 13: Lung Cancer Screening 
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		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M13.01 
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		You’ve told us that you have smoked in the past or are currently smoking.  The next questions are about screening for lung cancer. 

		 

		How old were you when you first started to smoke cigarettes regularly? 



		TD

		Span

		LCSFIRST 

		 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ _ Age in Years (001 – 100) 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C09.01=1 (yes) and C09.02 = 1, 2, or 3 (every day, some days, or not at all) continue, else go to question M13.04. 



		TD

		Span

		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		If respondent indicates age inconsistent with previously entered age, verify that this is the correct answer and change the age of the respondent regularly smoking or make a note to correct the age of the respondent. 
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		Span

		354-356 
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		888 Never smoked cigarettes regularly 

		888 Never smoked cigarettes regularly 



		Go to M13.04 

		Go to M13.04 
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		Span
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		Span

		M13.02 
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		How old were you when you last smoked cigarettes regularly? 



		TD

		Span

		LCSLAST 



		TD

		Span

		_ _ _ Age in Years (001 – 100) 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 
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		Span
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		357-359 
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		Span

		M13.03 

		M13.03 



		On average, when you {smoke/smoked} regularly, about how many cigarettes {do/did} you usually smoke each day? 

		On average, when you {smoke/smoked} regularly, about how many cigarettes {do/did} you usually smoke each day? 



		LCSNUMCG 

		LCSNUMCG 



		_ _ _ Number of cigarettes 

		_ _ _ Number of cigarettes 

		777 Don't know/Not sure 

		999 Refused 



		 

		 



		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		Regularly is at least one cigarette or more on days that a respondent smokes (either every day or some days) or smoked (not at all). 

		Respondents may answer in packs instead of number of cigarettes. Below is a conversion table: 0.5 pack = 10 cigarettes/ 1.75 pack = 



		360-362 

		360-362 
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		35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 

		35 cigarettes/ 0.75 pack = 15 cigarettes/ 2 packs = 40 cigarettes/ 1 pack = 20 cigarettes/ 2.5 packs= 50 cigarettes/ 1.25 pack = 25 cigarettes/ 3 packs= 60 cigarettes/ 1.5 pack = 30 cigarettes 
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		Span
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		M13.04 
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		The next question is about CT or CAT scans. During this test, you lie flat on your back on a table. While you hold your breath, the table moves through a donut shaped x-ray machine while the scan is done. In the last 12 months, did you have a CT or CAT scan? 



		TD

		Span

		LCSCTSCN 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Yes, to check for lung cancer 

		2 No (did not have a CT scan) 

		3 Had a CT scan, but for some other reason 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don't know/not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		363 









		 

		  

		Module 14: Cancer Survivorship 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M14.01 
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		You’ve told us that you have had cancer.  I would like to ask you a few more questions about your cancer. 

		 

		How many different types of cancer have you had? 



		TD

		Span

		CNCRDIFF 
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		1 Only one 

		2 Two 

		3 Three or more 

		 



		TD
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		If C06.06 or C06.07 = 1 (Yes) or C15.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had prostate cancer) continue, else go to next module. 
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		Span
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		364 
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		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		M14.02 
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		At what age were you told that you had cancer? 



		TD

		Span

		CNCRAGE 

		 



		TD
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		 _ _ Age in Years (97 = 97 and older) 

		98 Don't know/Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If M14.01= 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: At what age were you first diagnosed with cancer? 

		Read if necessary: This question refers to the first time they were told about their first cancer. 
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		365-366 
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		Span

		M14.03 

		M14.03 



		What type of cancer was it? 

		What type of cancer was it? 



		CNCRTYP1 

		CNCRTYP1 

		 



		Read if respondent needs prompting for cancer type: 

		Read if respondent needs prompting for cancer type: 

		01 Breast cancer 

		Female reproductive (Gynecologic)  

		02 Cervical cancer (cancer of the cervix) 



		If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) and M14.01 = 1 (Only one): ask Was it Melanoma or other skin cancer?  then code 21 if Melanoma or 22 if other skin cancer 

		If C06.06 = 1 (Yes) and M14.01 = 1 (Only one): ask Was it Melanoma or other skin cancer?  then code 21 if Melanoma or 22 if other skin cancer 

		 



		If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: With your most recent diagnoses of cancer, what type of cancer was it? 

		If M14.01 = 2 (Two) or 3 (Three or more), ask: With your most recent diagnoses of cancer, what type of cancer was it? 



		367-368 

		367-368 
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		03 Endometrial cancer (cancer of the uterus) 

		03 Endometrial cancer (cancer of the uterus) 

		04 Ovarian cancer (cancer of the ovary) 

		Head/Neck 

		05 Head and neck cancer 

		06 Oral cancer 

		07 Pharyngeal (throat) cancer 

		08 Thyroid 

		09 Larynx 

		Gastrointestinal  

		10 Colon (intestine) cancer 

		11 Esophageal (esophagus) 

		12 Liver cancer 

		13 Pancreatic (pancreas) cancer 

		14 Rectal (rectum) cancer 

		15 Stomach 

		Leukemia/Lymphoma (lymph nodes and bone marrow) 

		16 Hodgkin's Lymphoma (Hodgkin’s disease) 

		17 Leukemia (blood) cancer  

		18 Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma 

		Male reproductive 

		19 Prostate cancer 



		CATI note: If C16.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had Prostate Cancer) and Q1 = 1 (Only one) then code 19. 

		CATI note: If C16.06 = 4 (Because you were told you had Prostate Cancer) and Q1 = 1 (Only one) then code 19. 
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		20 Testicular cancer 

		20 Testicular cancer 

		Skin 

		21 Melanoma 

		22 Other skin cancer 

		Thoracic 

		23 Heart 

		24 Lung 

		Urinary cancer  

		 25 Bladder cancer 

		26 Renal (kidney) cancer 

		Others 

		27 Bone  

		28 Brain 

		29 Neuroblastoma  

		30 Other  

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		M14.04 
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		Are you currently receiving treatment for cancer? 



		TD

		Span

		CSRVTRT2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Yes 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module 



		TD
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		Read if necessary: By treatment, we mean surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or chemotherapy pills. 
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		Span

		369 
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		2 No, I’ve completed treatment 

		2 No, I’ve completed treatment 
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		3 No, I’ve refused treatment 

		4 No, I haven’t started treatment 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused  



		TD
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		Go to next module 
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		M14.05 

		M14.05 



		What type of doctor provides the majority of your health care? Is it a…. 

		What type of doctor provides the majority of your health care? Is it a…. 

		 



		CSRVDOC1 

		CSRVDOC1 

		 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		01 Cancer Surgeon 

		02 Family Practitioner    

		03 General Surgeon                   

		04 Gynecologic Oncologist 

		05 General Practitioner, Internist    

		06 Plastic Surgeon, Reconstructive Surgeon 

		07 Medical Oncologist 

		08 Radiation Oncologist 

		09 Urologist 

		10 Other 

		Do not read: 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		 

		 



		If the respondent requests clarification of this question, say: We want to know which type of doctor you see most often for illness or regular health care (Examples: annual exams and/or physicals, treatment of colds, etc.). 

		If the respondent requests clarification of this question, say: We want to know which type of doctor you see most often for illness or regular health care (Examples: annual exams and/or physicals, treatment of colds, etc.). 

		 

		Read if necessary: An oncologist is a medical doctor who manages a person’s care and treatment after a cancer diagnosis. 



		370-371 

		370-371 
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		M14.06 
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		Did any doctor, nurse, or other health professional ever give you a written summary of all the cancer treatments that you received? 



		TD

		Span

		CSRVSUM 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: By ‘other healthcare professional’, we mean a nurse practitioner, a physician’s assistant, social worker, or some other licensed professional. 
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		372 
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		M14.07 

		M14.07 



		Have you ever received instructions from a doctor, nurse, or other health professional about where you should return or who you should see for routine cancer check-ups after completing 

		Have you ever received instructions from a doctor, nurse, or other health professional about where you should return or who you should see for routine cancer check-ups after completing 



		CSRVRTRN 

		CSRVRTRN 

		 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		373 

		373 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to M14.09 
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		your treatment for cancer? 

		your treatment for cancer? 
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		M14.08 

		M14.08 



		Were these instructions written down or printed on paper for you?  

		Were these instructions written down or printed on paper for you?  



		CSRVINST 

		CSRVINST 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		374 
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		M14.09 
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		With your most recent diagnosis of cancer, did you have health insurance that paid for all or part of your cancer treatment? 



		TD

		Span

		CSRVINSR 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD
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		Read if necessary: Health insurance also includes Medicare, Medicaid, or other types of state health programs. 
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		375 
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		M14.10 

		M14.10 



		Were you ever denied health insurance or life insurance coverage because of your cancer? 

		Were you ever denied health insurance or life insurance coverage because of your cancer? 



		CSRVDEIN 

		CSRVDEIN 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		M14.11 
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		Did you participate in a clinical trial as part of your cancer treatment? 



		TD
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		CSRVCLIN 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		377 
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		M14.12 

		M14.12 



		Do you currently have physical pain caused by your cancer or cancer treatment? 

		Do you currently have physical pain caused by your cancer or cancer treatment? 



		CSRVPAIN 

		CSRVPAIN 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		378 

		378 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 
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		Go to next module 
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		Span

		M14.13 

		M14.13 



		Would you say your pain is currently under control…?   

		Would you say your pain is currently under control…?   



		CSRVCTL1 

		CSRVCTL1 



		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 With medication (or treatment) 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		379 

		379 
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		2 Without medication (or treatment) 

		2 Without medication (or treatment) 

		3 Not under control, with medication (or treatment) 

		4 Not under control, without medication (or treatment) 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 15: Prostate Cancer Screening Decision Making 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		M15.01 
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		Which one of the following best describes the decision to have the P.S.A. test done? 
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		PCPSADE1 
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		If C15.04 = 1 continue, otherwise go to next module.  
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		Span
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		380 
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		Read: 

		Read: 

		1 You made the decision alone  

		2 Your doctor, nurse, or health care provider made the decision alone 



		Go to next module. 

		Go to next module. 
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		3 You and one or more other persons made the decision together   



		TD

		Span
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		4 You don’t know how the decision was made 

		4 You don’t know how the decision was made 

		Do not read: 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		Span

		TD
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		M15.02 



		TD
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		Who made the decision with you? 



		TD

		Span

		PCDMDEC1 



		TD
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		Read if necessary: 

		1 Doctor/nurse /health care provider 

		2 Spouse/significant other 

		3 Other family member 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD
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		Select one response.  If respondent offers more than one response ask for primary person who made decision. 
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		Span
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		4 Friend/non-relative 

		Do not read:                                    7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9  Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 16: Clinical Breast Exam 
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		Question text 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 
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		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		M16.01 
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		A clinical breast exam is when a doctor, nurse, or other health professional feels the breasts for lumps.  Have you ever had a clinical breast exam? 



		TD

		Span

		PROFEXAM 
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		If respondent is male, go to the next module. 
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		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 
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		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module.  





		TR
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		M16.02 

		M16.02 



		How long has it been since your last breast exam?  

		How long has it been since your last breast exam?  



		LENGEXAM 

		LENGEXAM 



		Read if necessary: 

		Read if necessary: 

		1 Within the past year (anytime less than 12 months ago)  

		2 Within the past 2 years (1 year but less than 2 years ago)  

		3 Within the past 3 years (2 years but less than 3 years ago) 

		4 Within the past 5 years (3 years but less than 5 years ago)  



		 

		 



		 

		 



		383 

		383 
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		5 5 or more years ago 

		5 5 or more years ago 

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure   

		9 Refused 









		 

		  

		Module 17: Adult Human Papillomavirus (HPV) - Vaccination 

		 

		Table

		TBody
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M17.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		A vaccine to prevent the human papillomavirus or H.P.V. infection is available and is called the cervical cancer or genital warts vaccine, H.P.V. shot, [Fill: if female GARDASIL or CERVARIX; if male: GARDASIL].   

		Have you ever had an H.P.V. vaccination? 



		TD

		Span

		HPVADVC2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		To be asked of respondents between the ages of 18 and 49 years; otherwise, go to next module. 



		TD

		Span

		Human Papillomavirus (Human Pap·uh·loh·muh virus); Gardasil (Gar·duh· seel); Cervarix (Sir·var· icks) 



		TD

		Span

		384 
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		2 No 

		3 Doctor refused when asked 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Go to next module 
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		M17.02 



		TD

		Span

		How many H.P.V. shots did you receive? 



		TD

		Span

		HPVADSHT 



		TD

		Span

		_  _ Number of shots 

		03 All shots 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused  
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		Span
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		385-386 









		 

		  

		Module 18: Tetanus Diphtheria (Tdap) (Adults) 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M18.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you received a tetanus shot in the past 10 years?  



		TD

		Span

		TETANUS1 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes, received Tdap 

		2 Yes, received tetanus shot, but not Tdap 

		3 Yes, received tetanus shot but not sure what type 

		4 No, did not receive any tetanus shot in the past 10 years 

		7 Don’t know/Not sure 

		9  Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If yes, ask: Was this Tdap, the tetanus shot that also has pertussis or whooping cough vaccine? 
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		387 









		 

		  

		Module 19: Shingles (Zostavax or ZOS) 
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		TBody
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span
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		Span

		M19.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		Have you ever had the shingles or zoster vaccine?  



		TD

		Span

		SHINGLE2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is ≤ 49 years of age, go to next section. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Shingles is an illness that results in a rash or blisters on the skin, and is usually painful. There are two vaccines now available for shingles; Zostavax, which requires 1 shot, and Shingrix, a new vaccine which requires 2 shots. 
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		Span

		388 









		 

		  

		Module 20: Industry and Occupation 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		M20.01 

		 



		TD

		Span

		What kind of work do you do? For example, registered nurse, janitor, cashier, auto mechanic.  



		TD

		Span

		TYPEWORK 



		TD

		Span

		 _______Record answer 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.15 = 1 or 4 (Employed for wages or out of work for less than 1 year) or 2 (Self-employed), continue. 

		If C08.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of work did you do? For example, registered nurse, janitor, cashier, auto mechanic.” 

		 

		Else go to next module  



		TD

		Span

		If respondent is unclear, ask: What is your job title? 

		 

		If respondent has more than one job ask: What is your main job? 
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		Span

		389-488 





		TR

		Span

		M20.02 

		M20.02 



		What kind of business or industry do you work in? For example, hospital, elementary school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant 

		What kind of business or industry do you work in? For example, hospital, elementary school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant 



		TYPEINDS 

		TYPEINDS 



		_______Record answer 

		_______Record answer 

		99 Refused 



		If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of business or industry did you work in? For example, hospital, elementary 

		If Core Q8.15 = 4 (Out of work for less than 1 year) ask, “What kind of business or industry did you work in? For example, hospital, elementary 



		 

		 



		489-588 

		489-588 
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		school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant.”  

		school, clothing manufacturing, restaurant.”  









		 

		  

		Module 21: Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) 

		Table

		TBody
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		M21.01a 

		 



		TD

		Span

		The next two questions are about sexual orientation and gender identity. 

		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself?  



		TD

		Span

		SOMALE 



		TD

		Span

		1 = Gay 

		2 = Straight, that is, not gay 

		3 = Bisexual 

		4 = Something else 

		7 = I don't know the answer 

		9 = Refused 



		TD

		Span

		Ask if Sex= 1. 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 
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		Span

		589 





		TR
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		M21.01b 

		M21.01b 



		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself? 

		Which of the following best represents how you think of yourself? 



		SOFEMALE 

		SOFEMALE 



		1 = Lesbian or Gay 

		1 = Lesbian or Gay 

		2 = Straight, that is, not gay 

		3 = Bisexual 

		4 = Something else 

		7 = I don't know the answer 

		9 = Refused 



		Ask if Sex=2. 

		Ask if Sex=2. 



		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		Read if necessary: We ask this question in order to better understand the health and health care needs of people with different sexual orientations. 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		M21.02 



		TD

		Span

		Do you consider yourself to be transgender?   



		TD

		Span

		TRNSGNDR 



		TD

		Span

		1  Yes, Transgender, male-to-female   

		2  Yes, Transgender, female to male 

		3 Yes, Transgender, gender nonconforming 

		4 No 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		Read if necessary: Some people describe themselves as transgender when they experience a different gender identity from their sex at birth.  For example, a person born into a male body, but who feels female or lives as a woman would be 
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		Span

		590 
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		7 Don’t know/not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		transgender.  Some transgender people change their physical appearance so that it matches their internal gender identity. Some transgender people take hormones and some have surgery. A transgender person may be of any sexual orientation – straight, gay, lesbian, or bisexual.   

		 

		If asked about definition of gender non-conforming: Some people think of themselves as gender non-conforming when they do not identify only as a man or only as a woman.  

		 

		If yes, ask Do you consider yourself to be 1. male-to-female, 2. female-to-male, or 3. gender non-conforming? 

		 

		Please say the number before the text response.  Respondent can answer with either the number or the text/word. 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		  

		Module 22: Random Child Selection 
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		TBody
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		Span
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		Span

		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD

		Span

		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 





		TR

		Span

		TD

		Span

		Intro text and  screening 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.16 = 1 and C08.16 does not equal 88 or 99, Interviewer please read:  Previously, you indicated there was one child age 17 or younger in your household.  I would like to ask you some questions about that child. 

		 

		If C0.16 is >1 and C08.16 does not equal 88 or 99, Interviewer please read:  Previously, you indicated there were [number] children age 17 or younger in your household. Think about those [number] children in order of their birth, from oldest to youngest.  The 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		If C08.16 = 88, or 99 (No children under age 18 in the household, or Refused), go to next module. 

		  

		CATI INSTRUCTION:  RANDOMLY SELECT ONE OF THE CHILDREN.  This is the Xth child. Please substitute Xth child’s number in all questions below. 

		INTERVIEWER PLEASE READ: I have some additional questions about one specific child. The child I will be referring to is the Xth [CATI: please fill in correct number] child in your household.  All following questions 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span
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		oldest child is the first child and the youngest child is the last. Please include children with the same birth date, including twins, in the order of their birth. 



		TD

		Span

		about children will be about the Xth [CATI: please fill in] child. 





		TR

		Span

		M22.01 

		M22.01 

		 



		What is the birth month and year of the [Xth] child? 

		What is the birth month and year of the [Xth] child? 



		RCSBIRTH 

		RCSBIRTH 

		 



		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year 

		_ _ /_ _ _ _ Code month and year 

		77/ 7777  Don’t know / Not sure 

		99/ 9999  Refused 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		591-596 

		591-596 
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		M22.02 



		TD

		Span

		Is the child a boy or a girl? 



		TD

		Span

		RCSGENDR 



		TD

		Span

		1 Boy  

		2 Girl 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		597 





		TR

		Span

		M22.03 

		M22.03 



		Is the child Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 

		Is the child Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin? 

		   



		RCHISLA1 

		RCHISLA1 



		Read if response is yes: 

		Read if response is yes: 

		1 Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a 

		2 Puerto Rican 

		3 Cuban 

		4 Another Hispanic, Latino/a, or Spanish origin 

		Do not read: 

		5 No 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9 Refused 



		 

		 



		If yes, ask: Are they… 

		If yes, ask: Are they… 



		598-601 

		598-601 
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		Span
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		Span

		M22.04 



		TD

		Span

		Which one or more of the following would you say is the race of the child? 



		TD

		Span

		RCSRACE1 



		TD

		Span

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 



		TD

		Span

		[CATI NOTE: IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE TO Q4; CONTINUE. OTHERWISE, GO TO Q6.] 



		TD

		Span

		Select all that apply 

		 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and 



		TD

		Span

		602-629 
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		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		code subcategories underneath major heading. 





		TR

		Span

		M22.05 

		M22.05 



		Which one of these groups would you say best represents the child’s race? 

		Which one of these groups would you say best represents the child’s race? 



		RCSBRAC2 

		RCSBRAC2 



		10 White   

		10 White   

		20 Black or African American  

		30 American Indian or Alaska Native 

		40 Asian 

		41 Asian Indian 

		42 Chinese 

		43 Filipino 

		44 Japanese 

		45 Korean 

		46 Vietnamese 

		47 Other Asian 

		50 Pacific Islander 

		51 Native Hawaiian 



		 

		 



		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 

		If 40 (Asian) or 50 (Pacific Islander) is selected read and code subcategories underneath major heading. 



		630-631 

		630-631 
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		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		52 Guamanian or Chamorro 

		53 Samoan 

		54 Other Pacific Islander 

		Do not read: 

		60 Other 

		88 No additional choices 

		 77 Don’t know / Not sure 

		99 Refused 
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		M22.06 



		TD

		Span

		How are you related to the child? Are you a…. 



		TD

		Span

		RCSRLTN2 



		TD

		Span

		Please read: 

		 1 Parent (include biologic, step, or adoptive parent) 

		2 Grandparent 

		3 Foster parent or guardian  

		4 Sibling (include biologic, step, and adoptive sibling) 

		5 Other relative 

		6 Not related in any way  

		Do not read: 

		7 Don’t know / Not sure 

		9  Refused 
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		632 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Module 23: Childhood Asthma Prevalence 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		M23.01 

		 



		TD
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		The next two questions are about the Xth child.  

		Has a doctor, nurse or other health professional EVER said that the child has asthma?  



		TD

		Span

		CASTHDX2 

		 



		TD

		Span

		 

		1 Yes 

		 



		TD

		Span

		If response to C08.16 = 88 (None) or 99 (Refused), go to next module. 

		Fill in correct [Xth] number. 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		633 





		TR
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		2 No 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		Go to next module 

		Go to next module 
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		M23.02 



		TD

		Span

		Does the child still have asthma?  



		TD

		Span

		CASTHNO2 



		TD

		Span

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		7 Don’t know/ not sure 

		9 Refused 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		634 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Asthma Call-Back Permission Script 
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		Question Number 



		TD

		Span

		Question text 



		TD
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		Variable names 



		TD

		Span

		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 



		TD

		Span

		Interviewer Note (s) 



		TD

		Span

		Column(s) 
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		Span

		TD

		Span

		Text 

		 



		TD

		Span

		We would like to call you again within the next 2 weeks to talk in more detail about (your/your child’s) experiences with asthma. The information will be used to help develop and improve the asthma programs in <STATE>. The information you gave us today and any you give us in the future will be kept confidential. If you agree to this, we will keep your first name or initials and phone number on file, separate from the answers collected today. Even if 
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		you agree now, you or others may refuse to participate in the future. 





		TR
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		CB01.01 

		CB01.01 



		Would it be okay if we called you back to ask additional asthma-related questions at a later time? 

		Would it be okay if we called you back to ask additional asthma-related questions at a later time? 



		CALLBACK 

		CALLBACK 



		1 Yes 

		1 Yes 

		2 No 

		 



		 

		 



		 

		 



		635 

		635 





		TR

		Span
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		CB01.02 



		TD

		Span

		Which person in the household was selected as the focus of the asthma call-back? 



		TD

		Span

		ADLTCHLD 



		TD

		Span

		1 Adult 

		2 Child 



		TD

		Span
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		TD

		Span

		636 









		 

		  

		Reproductive Health Call-Back Permission Script 
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		Question Number 
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		Question text 
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		Variable names 
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		Responses  

		(DO NOT READ UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED) 



		TD

		Span

		SKIP INFO/ CATI Note 
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		Interviewer Note (s) 
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		Column(s) 
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		CB02.01 



		TD

		Span

		We would like to call you again to talk in more detail about your reproductive health. The information will be used to help develop and improve the programs in <STATE>. Would it be okay if we called you back to ask questions related to reproductive health at a later time? 



		TD

		Span

		CALLBCKZ 



		TD
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		1 Yes 

		2 No 
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		637 









		 

		 

		  

		Closing Statement 
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		Read 
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		That was my last question.  Everyone’s answers will be combined to help us provide information about the health practices of people in this state.  Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. 
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The complete measure specification can be found here:   
 

Concurrent Use of 

Opioids & Benzodiazepines.pdf 
 
Methods:  Benchmark baseline data from Delaware plans will be needed to inform the development 
of an aspirational benchmark. The DHCC should request 2018 baseline data for this measure from 
Aetna, AmeriHealth Caritas, Cigna, Highmark and UnitedHealthcare for their Medicaid and 
commercial lines of business (as applicable) for reporting to the DHCC by August 1, 2019. Following 
acquisition of plan-specific baseline performance, the DHCC should consult with one or more 
persons with relevant clinical subject matter expertise to determine the aspirational benchmark 
value. 
 
Benchmark Values:  To be determined for 2020–2021 and for the aspirational benchmark after 
insurer data are obtained by the State during 2019. 
 

2) Emergency Department Utilization  
Specification:  For members 18 years of age and older, a risk-standardized measure of the 
emergency department (ED) visits during the measurement year. The complete measure 
specification can be found here: 
 

Emergency 

Department Utilization.pdf 
 
The specification used for the Delaware quality benchmark is adapted from NCQA’s HEDIS 2018 
EDU measure above, by using risk-standardized rates instead of the risk-adjusted ratio of 
observed-to-expected ED visits. Please see “Methods” below for additional details. 
 
Methods:  Delaware used the national 75th percentile, risk-standardized rate for commercial  
all-lines-of-business from NCQA’s 2018 Quality Compass (calendar year 2017 data) as the 
aspirational benchmark. HEDIS benchmark data were not available for the Medicaid population for 
this measure. 
 
There were three steps involved in calculating risk-standardized rates from the publicly available 
observed-to-expected EDU rates. The first step was calibration of the national data. The national 
EDU risk-standardized rate was calculated by multiplying the national average  
observed-to-expected ratio by the national average observed rate. The national average observed 
rate must be obtained through NCQA, as it is not available publicly. The second step was a 
calculation of risk-standardized baseline rates for Delaware plans. Delaware plan-specific  
risk-standardized rates are calculated dividing the plan’s observed-to-expected ratio by the national 
risk-standardized rate. The third step was calculating the national 75th percentile risk standardized 
rate to use as the aspirational benchmark. The 75th percentile risk-standardized rate is calculated 
dividing the national 75th percentile observed-to-expected ratio by the national risk-standardized 
rate.  
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Concurrent Use of Opioids and Benzodiazepines 
 


Description 
 


This measure examines the percentage of individuals 18 years and older with concurrent use of prescription opioids and 
benzodiazepines. 


 
The denominator includes individuals 18 years and older by the first day of the measurement year with 2 or more 
prescription claims for opioids filled on 2 or more separate days, for which the sum of the days supply is 15 or more 
days during the measurement period. Patients in hospice care and those with a cancer diagnosis are excluded. 


 
The numerator includes individuals from the denominator with 2 or more prescription claims for benzodiazepines filled 
on 2 or more separate days, and concurrent use of opioids and benzodiazepines for 30 or more cumulative days. 


 


Definitions 
 


 
Opioids 


 
See Table COB-A: Opioids 


Benzodiazepines 
 


See Table COB-B: Benzodiazepines 


Concurrent Use 
 


Overlapping supply for an opioid and a benzodiazepine for 30 or more cumulative 
days. 


Measurement Year 
 


The time period when the measure is assessed, generally the calendar year. 


Rationale 
 


The purpose of quality measurement is to improve quality of care, inform consumers and influence payment. At this 
time, the goal is to develop measure concepts that are indicative of potential improvements in or to our healthcare 
system so that evidence-based patient care can be provided and positive patient outcomes can be achieved, while 
considering costs, and ultimately, patient safety. 


 
Since 1999, the amount of prescription opioids sold in the U.S. nearly quadrupled, as did deaths from prescription 
opioids.1 Prescription opioid-related deaths are now considered to be one of the leading preventable public health 
problems.2 In 2010, the US government released its first National Drug Control Strategy, stating that overdoses from 
opioids is a “growing national crisis”.3 In 2010, opioids were associated with the most pharmaceutical-related overdose 
deaths (75.2%), followed by benzodiazepines (29.4%).4 In addition, benzodiazepines use was associated with 30.1% of 
opioid overdose deaths and opioid use was associated with 77.2% of benzodiazepine overdose deaths. Concurrent use 
of opioids and benzodiazepines, both central nervous system (CNS) depressants, increases the risk for severe 
respiratory depression, which can be fatal. These adverse events can occur in patients that do not exhibit signs of drug 
abuse. 


 
Several studies suggest that concurrent use of opioids and benzodiazepines might put patients at greater risk for 
potentially fatal overdose. Three studies of fatal opioid overdose deaths found evidence of concurrent benzodiazepine 
use in 31%–61% of decedents.5–7 In one study, the rates of nonmedical use-related emergency department visits and 
overdose deaths involving both opioid analgesics and benzodiazepines approximately tripled from 2004 to 2011, and 
benzodiazepines were involved in 31% of opioid overdose deaths in 2011.7 Benzodiazepines were determined to be 
involved in 61% of opioid-related deaths in 2010 among North Carolina residents receiving prescription opioids.6 


Furthermore, benzodiazepines are increasingly involved in opioid overdose deaths. The number of opioid overdose 
deaths involving benzodiazepines increased 14% on average each year from 2006 through 2011, while the number of 
opioid analgesic overdose deaths not involving benzodiazepines did not change significantly.8 Lastly, a case-cohort 
study found that concurrent use of benzodiazepines among US veterans using opioids raised the risk of drug overdose 
deaths four-fold (hazard ratio = 3.86, 95% confidence interval = 3.49-4.26) compared with patients not using 
benzodiazepines.9 See Appendix A for an evidence table of evaluated studies. 


 
Despite the risks described above, concurrent prescriptions for opioids and benzodiazepines is common and 
increasing.10,11 In one study, approximately half of the patients received both the opioid and benzodiazepine 
prescriptions from the same prescriber on the same day.10 In an analysis from 2015 in the non-cancer or non-hospice 
enrolled Medicare Part D opioid user population, the prevalence of opioid and benzodiazepine concurrent use (any day 
with overlapping supply) was 24%.11
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According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Guideline for Prescribing Opioids for Chronic Pain 
– United States, 2016, clinicians should avoid prescribing opioid pain medications and benzodiazepines whenever 
possible.12 This is a Category A recommendation (applies to all persons; most patients should receive the 
recommended course of action) and is based on Type 3 evidence (observational studies or randomized clinical trials 
with notable limitations). In August 2016, the US Food and Drug Administration added concurrent use of opioids and 
benzodiazepines as a boxed warning to labeling of prescription opioid pain and prescription opioid cough medicines, 
and benzodiazepines.13 The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) is also concerned with both the high 
prevalence of concurrent opioids and benzodiazepines therapy, as well as instances of very long durations of use. In 
the 2017 Final Call Letter,14 CMS discussed these concerns and encouraged Part D sponsors to evaluate their claims 
data and use available drug utilization management tools to help address the concurrent use of these drug classes. 
Starting in October 2016, CMS added a concurrent opioid-benzodiazepine use flag to the OMS reports in an effort to 
assist Part D sponsors in addressing this issue.15


 


 
This measure was designed for monitoring and improving quality of care across populations of patients. Patients with 
cancers diagnoses and those receiving hospice care are excluded from the measure because of the unique therapeutic 
goals, ethical considerations, opportunities for medical supervision, and balance of risks and benefits with opioid  
therapy in such care.12 Concurrent use of opioids and benzodiazepines has an unfavorable balance of benefit and harm 
for most individuals. 
Although there are circumstances when it might be appropriate to prescribe opioids to a patient receiving 
benzodiazepines (e.g., severe acute pain in a patient taking long-term, stable low-dose benzodiazepine therapy), 
clinicians should avoid prescribing opioids and benzodiazepines concurrently whenever possible. The CDC guideline 
cautions against abrupt withdrawal from benzodiazepines, which can be associated with hallucinations, seizures, and in 
rare cases, death; the guideline also provides specific strategies to improve safety while tapering opioids or 
benzodiazepines.12


 


 
References Available Upon Request 


 


Eligible Population 
 


 
Ages 


 
18 years and older as of the first day of the measurement year. 


 


Benefit 
 


Pharmacy. 


 


Treatment Period 
 


The individual’s treatment period begins on the date of the first prescription claim of 
any target medication (Tables COB-A: Opioids and COB-B: Benzodiazepines) and 
extends through whichever occurs first: the last day of the measurement year, death, 
or disenrollment. 


 


Continuous Enrollment 
…using enrollment data 


 
Allowable Gap for 


Medicaid 


 


 
Individuals should be continuously enrolled during the treatment period. 


 
No more than one gap in continuous enrollment of up to 45 days during the 
treatment period.  To determine continuous enrollment for a Medicaid beneficiary 
for whom enrollment is verified monthly, the enrollee may not have more than a 
1-month gap in coverage (i.e., an enrollee whose coverage lapses for 2 months 
[60 consecutive days] is not considered continuously enrolled). 


Administrative Specifications 
 


Data Sources Medical claims, Pharmacy claims, Prescription Drug Hierarchical Condition 


Categories (RxHCCs) 


 
Denominator The number of individuals from the eligible population with 2 or more prescription 


claims for any opioid (see Table COB-A: Opioids) filled on 2 or more separate days, 
for which the sum of the days supply is 15 or more days during the measurement 
period. 
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Numerator The number of individuals from the denominator with: 


• 2 or more prescription claims for any benzodiazepine (Table COB-B: 
Benzodiazepines) filled on 2 or more separate days, AND 


• Concurrent use of opioids and benzodiazepines for 30 or more cumulative days. 
 


Concurrent use is identified using the dates of service and days supply of an 
individual’s opioid and benzodiazepine prescription drug claims. The days of 
concurrent use is the sum of the number of days during the treatment period with 
overlapping days supply for an opioid and a benzodiazepine. 


 
Exclusion Hospice: Any patient with a hospice indicator from the enrollment database during the 


measurement year is excluded from the denominator. 
 


Cancer diagnosis: Any patient with a cancer diagnosis during the measurement year 
is excluded from the denominator. 


 
Commercial, Medicaid, or Medicare data (if available): 


• ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes, based on the American Medical Association-convened 
Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement Cancer value set (OID: 
2.16.840.1.113883.3.526.3.1010). 
Available at: https://vsac.nlm.nih.gov/ 
See ICD-9 and/or ICD-10 diagnosis codes in the excel file, ICD Codes 
Measure Manual, tab COB- Table Cancer Exclusion 


• A cancer diagnosis is defined as having at least one claim with any of the listed 
cancer diagnoses, including primary diagnosis or any other diagnosis fields 
during the measurement year. 


Medicare Data (if ICD codes not available) 


• RxHCCs 8, 9, 10, 11 for Payment Year 2015; or 
RxHCCs 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 for Payment Year 2016 
Available at: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health- 
Plans/MedicareAdvtgSpecRateStats/Risk-Adjustors.html) 


 
Stratification Commercial, Medicaid, Medicare (report each product line separately). 


 
Low-income subsidy (LIS) population (report rates for LIS population and non-LIS 
population separately. 


 


Medication Tables 
 


Table COB-A: Opioids a 


Opioid Medications 


buprenorphine b 


butorphanol 
codeine 
dihydrocodeine 
fentanyl c 


hydrocodone 
a Excludes injectable formulations. 


 


 
 


hydromorphone 
levorphanol 
meperidine 
methadone 
morphine 
opium 


 


 
 


oxycodone 
oxymorphone 
pentazocine 
tapentadol 
tramadol 


b Excludes single-agent and combination buprenorphine products used to treat opioid use disorder (i.e., buprenorphine sublingual tablets, Probuphine® Implant kit 
subcutaneous implant, and all buprenorphine/naloxone combination products). 
c Excludes Ionsys® (fentanyl transdermal patch), as it is only for inpatient use and is only available through a restricted program under a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 
Strategy (REMS). 


 


Table COB-B: Benzodiazepines a 


Benzodiazepines 
alprazolam 
chlordiazepoxide 
clobazam 
clonazepam 
clorazepate 


a Excludes injectable formulations 


 


 
 
diazepam 
estazolam 
flurazepam 
lorazepam 
midazolam 


 


 
 


oxazepam 
quazepam 
temazepam 
triazolam 



https://vsac.nlm.nih.gov/

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health-Plans/MedicareAdvtgSpecRateStats/Risk-Adjustors.html)

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health-Plans/MedicareAdvtgSpecRateStats/Risk-Adjustors.html)
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Emergency Department Utilization (EDU) 


SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO HEDIS 2018 


• Clarified how to identify an ED visit that resulted in an inpatient stay.   


• Removed the AOD Rehab and Detox Value Set from the required exclusions (claims and encounters with a 
principal diagnosis of chemical dependency are excluded from the measure).  


• Clarified to round to 10 decimal places using the .5 rule during the intermediate calculations of Expected 
events. 


• Added steps 5 and 6 to the calculation of the PUCV risk weights to calculate covariance and total variance 
for each category. 


• Removed the Risk Adjustment Weighting Process diagram.   


• Added Total Variance as a data element to Table EDU-B-2/3.  


Description  


For members 18 years of age and older, the risk-adjusted ratio of observed to expected emergency 
department (ED) visits during the measurement year.  


Definitions  


Classification 
period  


The year prior to the measurement year. 


PPV Predicted probability of a visit. The predicted probability of a member having an 
emergency department visit in the measurement year. 


PUCV Predicted unconditional count of visits. The unconditional count of emergency 
department visits for members during the measurement year. 


Eligible Population  


Note: Members in hospice are excluded from the eligible population. Refer to General Guideline 20: Members 
in Hospice. 


Product lines Commercial, Medicare (report each product line separately).  


Ages 18 and older as of December 31 of the measurement year. 


Continuous 
enrollment 


The measurement year and the year prior to the measurement year. 


Allowable gap No more than one gap in enrollment of up to 45 days during each year of continuous 
enrollment.  


Anchor date December 31 of the measurement year. 


Benefit Medical. 


Event/diagnosis None. 
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Calculation of Observed Events 


Step 1 Count each visit to an ED once, regardless of the intensity or duration of the visit. Count multiple 
ED visits on the same date of service as one visit. Identify all ED visits during the measurement 
year using either of the following:  


• An ED Visit (ED Value Set). 


• A procedure code (ED Procedure Code Value Set) with an ED place of service code (ED 
POS Value Set). 


Do not include ED visits that result in an inpatient stay (Inpatient Stay Value Set). When an ED 
visit and an inpatient stay are billed on separate claims, the visit results in an inpatient stay when 
the admission date for the inpatient stay occurs on the ED date of service or one calendar day 
after. An ED visit billed on the same claim as an inpatient stay is considered a visit that resulted in 
an inpatient stay.  


Step 2 Exclude encounters with any of the following: 


• A principal diagnosis of mental health or chemical dependency (Mental and Behavioral 
Disorders Value Set). 


• Psychiatry (Psychiatry Value Set).  


• Electroconvulsive therapy (Electroconvulsive Therapy Value Set). 


Risk Adjustment Determination 


For each member in the eligible population, use the steps in the Utilization Risk Adjustment Determination 
section in the Guidelines for Risk Adjusted Utilization Measures to identify risk adjustment categories based 
on presence of comorbidities. 


Risk Adjustment Weighting and Calculation of Expected Events 


Calculation of risk-adjusted outcomes (counts of ED visits) uses predetermined risk weights generated by two 
separate regression models. Weights from each model are combined to predict how many visits each 
member may have during the measurement year. Refer to the Risk Adjustment Weight Process diagram for 
an overview of the process.  


For each member in the eligible population, assign Predicted Probability of a Visit (PPV) risk weights.  


Step 1 For each member with a comorbidity HCC Category, link the PPV weights.  


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PPV-ComorbidHCC. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PPV-ComorbidHCC. 


Step 2 Link the age-gender PPV weights for each member using the following tables. 


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PPV. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PPV. 


Step 3 Identify the base PPV risk weight for each member using the following tables. 


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PPV. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PPV. 


Step 4 Sum all PPV weights associated with the member (HCC, age, gender, base weight). 
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Step 5 Calculate the predicted probability of each member having at least one visit based 
on the sum of the weights for each member using the formula below. 


PPV = 
𝑒(∑ PPV WeightsForEachMember)


1+𝑒(∑ PPV WeightsForEachMember)
 


Note: The risk adjustment tables will be released on November 1, 2017, and posted to www.ncqa.org. 


For each member in the eligible population, assign Predicted Unconditional Count of Visits (PUCV) risk 
weights. 


Step 1 For each member with a comorbidity HCC Category, link the PUCV weights. If a 
member does not have any comorbidities to which weights can be linked, assign a 
weight of 1. 


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PUCV-ComorbidHCC. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PUCV-
ComorbidHCC. 


Step 2 Link the PUCV age-gender weights for each member using the following tables. 


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PUCV. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PUCV. 


Step 3 Identify the base PUCV risk weight for each member using the following tables. 


• For the Medicare product line:  Use Table EDU-MA-PUCV. 


• For the commercial product line:  Use Table EDU-Comm-PUCV. 


Step 4 Calculate the predicted unconditional count of visits in the measurement year, by 
multiplying all PUCV weights (HCC, age, gender and base weight). Use the following 
formula: 


PUCV = Base Weight * Age/gender Weight * HCC Weight 


Note: Multiply by each HCC associated with the member. For example, assume a 
member with HCC-2, HCC-10, HCC-47. The formula would be: 


PUCV = Base Weight * Age/gender Weight * HCC-2 * HCC-10 * HCC-47 


Note: Round intermediate calculations to 10 decimal places using the .5 rule. 


Expected count of 
hospitalization 


Report the final member-level expected count of ED visits for each category using 
the formula below. Round to four decimal places using the .5 rule and enter these 
values into the reporting table. 


Expected Count of ED Visits = PPV x PUCV 


Step 5  Use the formula below to calculate to calculate the covariance of the predicted 
outcomes for each category (i.e., gender and age group). 


𝐶𝑂𝑉 =
∑ (𝑃𝑃𝑉 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑃𝑃𝑉))  ×  (𝑃𝑈𝐶𝑉 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑃𝑈𝐶𝑉))𝑛


𝑖=1


𝑛 − 1
 


Step 6 Use the formula below to calculate the variance for each category. 


𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = ∑(𝑃𝑃𝑉 × 𝑃𝑈𝐶𝑉)2 × (1 + (1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑉)2 + (
2 × 𝐶𝑂𝑉


𝑃𝑃𝑉 × 𝑃𝑈𝐶𝑉
))


𝑛


𝑖=1


 


 



http://www.ncqa.org/
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Reporting: Number of Members in the Eligible Population 


The number of members in the eligible population for each age and gender combination and enter these 
values into the reporting table (Table EDU-A-2/3).  


Reporting: Number of Observed Events 


The number of observed ED visits within each age and gender group and the overall total. 


Reporting: Observed Visits per 1,000 Members 


The number of observed ED visits divided by the number of members in the eligible population, multiplied by 
1,000 within each age and gender group and the overall total. 


Reporting: Number of Expected Events 


The number of expected ED visits within each age and gender group and the overall total. 


Reporting: Expected Visits per 1,000 Members 


The number of expected ED visits divided by the number of members in the eligible population, multiplied by 
1,000 within each age and gender group and the overall total. 


Reporting: Total Variance 


The variance (from Risk Adjustment Weighting and Calculation of Expected Events, PUCD, step 6) within 
each age and gender group and the overall total. 


Table EDU-A-2/3: Number of Members in the Eligible Population 


Age Sex Members 


18-44 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total  ___________ 


45-54 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 


55-64 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 


65-74 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 


75-84 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 


85+ 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 


Total 


Male ___________ 


Female ___________ 


Total ___________ 
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Table EDU-B-2/3: Number of ED visits by Age and Risk Adjustment 


Age Sex 
Observed ED 


Visits 


Observed ED 
Visits/ 


1,000 Members 
Expected ED 


Visits 


Expected ED 
Visits/ 


1,000 Members 
Total Variance 


(O/E) 


O/E Ratio 
(Observed ED 


Visits/Expected 
ED Visits) 


18-44 


Male ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


Total  ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


45-54 


Male ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


55-64 


Male ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


65-74 


Male ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


75-84 


Male ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


85+ 


Male ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 


Total 


Male ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Female ___________ ___________ _________ _________ ___________ ___________ 


Total ___________ ___________ __________ __________ ___________ ___________ 
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26 

Benchmark Values: 
 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware* 196.0 6.0 190.0 183.9 177.9 165.9 

* Delaware’s baseline was derived from the weighted average performance of Aetna, Cigna,  
   Highmark and UnitedHealthcare. Aetna Health Inc. (Pennsylvania) – Delaware and Aetna Life    
   Insurance Company (Delaware) rates have been combined based on Delaware enrollment rates  
   to create the “Aetna” rate. Weights were HEDIS 2018 (CY 2017 data) enrollment by plan. 
 

3) Persistence of Beta-Blocker Treatment After a Heart Attack 
Specification:  The percentage of members 18 years of age and older during the measurement year 
who were hospitalized and discharged from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to 
June 30 of the measurement year, with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction and who received 
persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after discharge, as defined by the HEDIS 2018. The 
complete measure specification can be found here:   
 

Persistence of Beta 

Blocker Treatment After a Heart Attack.pdf 
 
Methods:  Delaware used the national 90th percentile for commercial all-lines-of-business from 
NCQA’s 2018 Quality Compass (CY 2017 data) as the aspirational benchmark. Delaware used the 
national 75th percentile for Medicaid HMO business from NCQA’s 2018 Quality Compass (CY 2017 
data) as the aspirational benchmark. Data were not available for the majority of Delaware health 
plans. 
 
Benchmark Values: 
 
Commercial 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0   

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware* 80.2 2.3 82.5 84.9 87.2 91.9 

* Delaware’s baseline is Highmark’s baseline rate, as Highmark was the only plan with commercial  
  data available in NCQA’s Quality Compass for HEDIS 2018 (CY 2017 data). 
 
Medicaid 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware* 77.6 1.3 78.8 80.1 81.3 83.9 

* Delaware’s baseline is Highmark’s baseline rate, as Highmark was the only plan with Medicaid  
  data available in NCQA’s Quality Compass for HEDIS 2018 (CY 2017 data). 
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Persistence of Beta-Blocker Treatment After a Heart Attack (PBH) 


SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO HEDIS 2018 


• Clarified the definition of “direct transfer”: when the discharge date from the first inpatient setting precedes 
the admission date to a second inpatient setting by one calendar day or less. 


• Replaced medication table references with references to medication lists. 


• Clarified the calculation of treatment days in the numerator. 


Description 


The percentage of members 18 years of age and older during the measurement year who were hospitalized 
and discharged from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year to June 30 of the measurement year 
with a diagnosis of AMI and who received persistent beta-blocker treatment for six months after discharge. 


Definition 


Treatment days 
(covered days) 


The actual number of calendar days covered with prescriptions within the specified 
180-day measurement interval (i.e., a prescription of a 90-day supply dispensed on 
the 100th day will have 80 days counted in the 180-day interval). 


180-day 
measurement 
interval 


The 180-day period that includes the discharge date and the 179 days after 
discharge.  


Eligible Population 


Note: Members in hospice are excluded from the eligible population. Refer to General Guideline 20: Members 
in Hospice. 


Product lines Commercial, Medicaid, Medicare (report each product line separately). 


Ages 18 years and older as of December 31 of the measurement year. 


Continuous 
enrollment 


Discharge date through 179 days after discharge. 


Allowable gap No more than one gap in enrollment of up to 45 days within the 180 days of the 
event. To determine continuous enrollment for a Medicaid beneficiary for whom 
enrollment is verified monthly, the member may not have more than a 1-month gap 
in coverage (i.e., a member whose coverage lapses for 2 months [60 days] is not 
continuously enrolled). 


Anchor date Discharge date.  


Benefit Medical and pharmacy. 


Event/diagnosis An acute inpatient discharge with any diagnosis of AMI (AMI Value Set) from July 1 
of the year prior to the measurement year through June 30 of the measurement year. 
To identify an acute inpatient discharge: 


1. Identify all acute and nonacute inpatient stays (Inpatient Stay Value Set). 


2. Exclude nonacute inpatient stays (Nonacute Inpatient Stay Value Set). 


3. Identify the discharge date for the stay. 
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 If a member has more than one episode of AMI that meets the event/ diagnosis criteria, 
from July 1 of the year prior to the measurement year through June 30 of the 
measurement year, include only the first discharge. 


Direct transfers to an acute inpatient care setting. If the member had a direct transfer to 
an acute inpatient setting (for any diagnosis), use the discharge date from the transfer 
setting, not the initial discharge. Exclude both the initial discharge and the direct 
transfer discharge if the transfer discharge occurs after June 30 of the measurement 
year. Use the instructions below to identify direct transfers and exclude nonacute 
inpatient stays using the Nonacute Inpatient Stay Value Set (step 2). 


Direct transfers to a nonacute inpatient care setting. Exclude from the denominator, 
hospitalizations in which the member had a direct transfer to a nonacute inpatient care 
setting for any diagnosis. Use the instructions below to identify direct transfers and 
confirm the stay was for nonacute inpatient care based on the presence of a nonacute 
code (Nonacute Inpatient Stay Value Set) on the claim. 


A direct transfer is when the discharge date from the first inpatient setting precedes 
the admission date to a second inpatient setting by one calendar day or less. For 
example: An inpatient discharge on June 1, followed by an admission to another 
inpatient setting on June 1, is a direct transfer. 


• An inpatient discharge on June 1, followed by an admission to an inpatient 
setting on June 2, is a direct transfer. 


• An inpatient discharge on June 1, followed by an admission to another inpatient 
setting on June 3, is not a direct transfer; these are two distinct inpatient stays. 


Use the following method to identify admissions to and discharges from inpatient 
settings. 


1. Identify all acute and nonacute inpatient stays (Inpatient Stay Value Set). 


2. If needed, identify nonacute inpatient stays (Nonacute Inpatient Stay Value Set). 


3. Identify the admission and discharge dates for the stay. 


Administrative Specification 


Denominator The eligible population. 


Numerator At least 135 days of treatment with beta-blockers (Beta-Blocker Medications List) during 
the 180-day measurement interval. This allows gaps in medication treatment of up to a 
total of 45 days during the 180-day measurement interval.  


Assess for active prescriptions and include days supply that fall within the 180-day 
measurement interval. For members who were on beta-blockers prior to admission and 
those who were dispensed an ambulatory prescription during their inpatient stay, factor 
those prescriptions into adherence rates if the actual treatment days fall within the 180-
day measurement interval. 
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Beta-Blocker Medications 


Description Prescription 


Noncardioselective beta-blockers • Carvedilol 


• Labetalol 


• Nadolol 


• Penbutolol 


• Pindolol 


• Propranolol 


• Timolol 


• Sotalol 


Cardioselective beta-blockers • Acebutolol 


• Atenolol 


• Betaxolol 


• Bisoprolol 


• Metoprolol 


• Nebivolol 


Antihypertensive combinations • Atenolol-chlorthalidone 


• Bendroflumethiazide-nadolol 


• Bisoprolol-hydrochlorothiazide 


• Hydrochlorothiazide-metoprolol 


• Hydrochlorothiazide-propranolol 


Exclusion (optional) 


Members identified as having an intolerance or allergy to beta-blocker therapy. Any of the following anytime 
during the member’s history through the end of the continuous enrollment period meet criteria: 


• Asthma (Asthma Value Set). 


• COPD (COPD Value Set). 


• Obstructive chronic bronchitis (Obstructive Chronic Bronchitis Value Set). 


• Chronic respiratory conditions due to fumes and vapors (Chronic Respiratory Conditions Due to 
Fumes/Vapors Value Set). 


• Hypotension, heart block >1 degree or sinus bradycardia (Beta-Blocker Contraindications Value Set). 


• A medication dispensing event indicative of a history of asthma (Asthma Exclusions Medications List). 


• Intolerance or allergy to beta-blocker therapy (Adverse Effect of Beta-Adrenoreceptor Antagonists 
Value Set).  


Asthma Exclusions Medications 


Description Prescription 


Bronchodilator 
combinations 


• Budesonide-formoterol 


• Fluticasone-vilanterol 


• Fluticasone-salmeterol 


• Mometasone-formoterol 


Inhaled corticosteroids • Beclomethasone 


• Budesonide 


• Ciclesonide 


• Flunisolide  


• Fluticasone  


• Fluticasone CFC free 


• Mometasone 
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Data Elements for Reporting  


Organizations that submit HEDIS data to NCQA must provide the following data elements. 


Table PBH-1/2/3:  Data Elements for Persistence of Beta-Blocker Treatment  
After a Heart Attack 


 Administrative 


Measurement year ✓ 


Data collection methodology (Administrative) ✓ 


Eligible population  ✓ 


Number of optional exclusions ✓ 


Numerator events by administrative data ✓ 


Numerator events by supplemental data ✓ 


Reported rate ✓ 


Lower 95% confidence interval ✓ 


Upper 95% confidence interval ✓ 
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4) Statin Therapy for Patients with Cardiovascular Disease – Statin Adherence 80%  
Specification: The percentage of males 21 years to 75 years of age and females 40 years to  
75 years of age during the measurement year who were identified as having clinical atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease and who remained on a high-intensity or moderate-intensity statin 
medication for at least 80% of the treatment period, as defined by HEDIS 2018 (CY 2017 data). The 
complete measure specification can be found here:  
 

Statin Therapy for 

Patients with Cardiovascular Disease.pdf
 

 
Methods:  Delaware used the national 90th percentile for commercial all-lines-of-business from 
NCQA’s 2018 Quality Compass (CY 2017 data) as the aspirational benchmark. Delaware used the 
national 75th percentile for Medicaid HMO business from NCQA’s 2018 Quality Compass (CY 2017 
data) as the aspirational benchmark.  
 
Benchmark Values:  
 
Commercial 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware* 79.4 0.5 79.9 80.5 81.0 82.1 

* Delaware’s baseline was derived from the weighted average performance of Aetna, Cigna,  
Highmark and UnitedHealthcare. Aetna data are from Aetna Life Insurance Company (Delaware), 
as no data were available for Aetna Health Inc. (Pennsylvania) – Delaware. Weights were HEDIS 
2018 (CY 2017 data) enrollment by plan. 
 
Medicaid 

E N T I T Y  B A S E L I N E  A N N U A L  

C H A N G E  

2 0 1 9  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 0  

B ’ M A R K  

2 0 2 1  

B ’ M A R K  

A S P I R A T I O N A L  

B ’ M A R K  

Delaware* 56.9 2.3 59.2 61.5 63.7 68.3 

* Delaware’s baseline is Highmark’s baseline rate, as Highmark was the only plan with Medicaid  
  data available in NCQA’s Quality Compass for HEDIS 2018. 
 

D A T A  S O U R C E S  F O R  E V A L U A T I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E  A G A I N S T  Q U A L I T Y  

B E N C H M A R K S  

Moving forward, the DHCC should annually evaluate performance against the quality benchmarks at 

the state level, and depending upon the measure and its data source, the market, insurer and 

provider levels. 

To do so requires the collection of data both from insurer-reported and non-insurer-reported 

sources. 
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Statin Therapy for Patients With Cardiovascular Disease (SPC) 


SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO HEDIS 2018 


• Clarified that the pregnancy required exclusion should be applied to only female members. 


• Replaced medication table references with references to medication lists. 


Description 


The percentage of males 21–75 years of age and females 40–75 years of age during the measurement year, 
who were identified as having clinical atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) and met the following 
criteria. The following rates are reported: 


1. Received Statin Therapy. Members who were dispensed at least one high-intensity or moderate-
intensity statin medication during the measurement year. 


2. Statin Adherence 80%. Members who remained on a high-intensity or moderate-intensity statin 
medication for at least 80% of the treatment period. 


Definitions 


IPSD Index prescription start date. The earliest prescription dispensing date for any 
statin medication of at least moderate intensity during the measurement year.  


Treatment period The period of time beginning on the IPSD through the last day of the measurement 
year. 


PDC Proportion of days covered. The number of days the member is covered by at least 
one statin medication prescription of appropriate intensity, divided by the number of 
days in the treatment period. 


Calculating number 
of days covered  
for multiple 
prescriptions  


If multiple prescriptions for different medications are dispensed on the same day, 
calculate the number of days covered by a statin medication (for the numerator) 
using the prescriptions with the longest days supply. For multiple different 
prescriptions dispensed on different days with overlapping days supply, count  
each day in the treatment period only once toward the numerator.  


If multiple prescriptions for the same medication are dispensed on the same day 
or on different days, sum the days supply and use the total to calculate the number 
of days covered by a statin medication (for the numerator). For example, three 
prescriptions for the same medication are dispensed on the same day, each with a 
30-day supply. Sum the days supply for a total of 90 days covered by a statin. 
Subtract any days supply that extends beyond December 31 of the measurement 
year.  


Use the Drug ID field in the Medication List Directory of NDC codes to determine if 
the prescriptions are the same or different. 
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Eligible Population: Rate 1—Received Statin Therapy 


Note: Members in hospice are excluded from the eligible population. Refer to General Guideline 20: Members 
in Hospice. 


Product line Commercial, Medicaid, Medicare (report each product line separately). 


Age  Report two age/gender stratifications and a total rate.  


• Males 21–75 years as of December 31 of the measurement year.  


• Females 40–75 years as of December 31 of the measurement year.  


• Total.  


Continuous 
enrollment 


The measurement year and the year prior to the measurement year.  


Allowable gap No more than one gap in enrollment of up to 45 days during each year of continuous 
enrollment. To determine continuous enrollment for a Medicaid beneficiary for whom 
enrollment is verified monthly, the member may not have more than a 1-month gap 
in coverage (i.e., a member whose coverage lapses for 2 months [60 days] is not 
considered continuously enrolled). 


Anchor date December 31 of the measurement year. 


Benefit Medical. Pharmacy during the measurement year. 


Event/Diagnosis Follow the steps below to identify the eligible population. 


Step 1 Members are identified for the eligible population in two ways: by event or by 
diagnosis. The organization must use both methods to identify the eligible population, 
but a member only needs to be identified by one method to be included in the 
measure. 


Event. Any of the following during the year prior to the measurement year meet 
criteria: 


• MI. Discharged from an inpatient setting with an MI (MI Value Set). To identify 
discharges: 


1. Identify all acute and nonacute inpatient stays (Inpatient Stay Value Set). 


2. Identify the discharge date for the stay. 


• CABG. Members who had CABG (CABG Value Set) in any setting.   


• PCI. Members who had PCI (PCI Value Set) in any setting. 


• Other revascularization. Members who had any other revascularization 
procedures (Other Revascularization Value Set) in any setting.  


Diagnosis. Identify members as having ischemic vascular disease (IVD) who met at 
least one of the following criteria during both the measurement year and the year 
prior to the measurement year. Criteria need not be the same across both years. 


• At least one outpatient visit (Outpatient Value Set) with an IVD diagnosis (IVD 
Value Set), or 


• At least one acute inpatient encounter (Acute Inpatient Value Set) with an IVD 
diagnosis (IVD Value Set). 
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Step 2: 
Required 


exclusions 


Exclude members who meet any of the following criteria: 


• Female members with a diagnosis of pregnancy (Pregnancy Value Set) during 
the measurement year or the year prior to the measurement year. 


• In vitro fertilization (IVF Value Set) in the measurement year or year prior to the 
measurement year. 


• Dispensed at least one prescription for clomiphene (Estrogen Agonist 
Medications List) during the measurement year or the year prior to the 
measurement year.  


• ESRD (ESRD Value Set) during the measurement year or the year prior to the 
measurement year. 


• Cirrhosis (Cirrhosis Value Set) during the measurement year or the year prior to 
the measurement year. 


• Myalgia, myositis, myopathy or rhabdomyolysis (Muscular Pain and Disease 
Value Set) during the measurement year. 


Estrogen Agonist Medications 


Description Prescription 


Estrogen agonists • Clomiphene 


Administrative Specification: Rate 1—Received Statin Therapy 


Denominator The Rate 1 eligible population. 


Numerator The number of members who had at least one dispensing event for a high-intensity or 
moderate-intensity statin medication (High and Moderate-Intensity Statin Medications 
List) during the measurement year. 


High- and Moderate-Intensity Statin Medications 


Description Prescription 


High-intensity statin therapy • Atorvastatin 40-80 mg 


• Amlodipine-atorvastatin 40-80 mg 


• Ezetimibe-atorvastatin 40-80 mg 


• Rosuvastatin 20-40 mg 


• Simvastatin 80 mg 


• Ezetimibe-simvastatin 80 mg 


Moderate-intensity statin 
therapy 


• Atorvastatin 10-20 mg 


• Amlodipine-atorvastatin 10-20 mg 


• Ezetimibe-atorvastatin 10-20 mg 


• Rosuvastatin 5-10 mg 


• Simvastatin 20-40 mg 


• Ezetimibe-simvastatin 20-40 mg 


• Niacin-simvastatin 20-40 mg 


• Sitagliptin-simvastatin 20-40 mg 


• Pravastatin 40-80 mg 


• Lovastatin 40 mg 


• Niacin-lovastatin 40 mg 


• Fluvastatin XL 80 mg 


• Fluvastatin 40 mg bid 


• Pitavastatin 2–4 mg 
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Eligible Population: Rate 2—Statin Adherence 80%  


Note: Members in hospice are excluded from the eligible population. Refer to General Guideline 20: Members 
in Hospice. 


Product line Commercial, Medicaid, Medicare (report each product line separately). 


Age  Report two age/gender stratifications and a total rate.  


• Males 21–75 years as of December 31 of the measurement year.  


• Females 40–75 years as of December 31 of the measurement year.  


• Total. 


Continuous 
enrollment 


The measurement year and the year prior to the measurement year.  


Allowable gap No more than one gap in enrollment of up to 45 days during each year of continuous 
enrollment. To determine continuous enrollment for a Medicaid beneficiary for whom 
enrollment is verified monthly, the member may not have more than a 1-month gap in 
coverage (i.e., a member whose coverage lapses for 2 months [60 days] is not 
considered continuously enrolled). 


Anchor date December 31 of the measurement year. 


Benefit Medical. Pharmacy during the measurement year. 


Event/ 
diagnosis 


All members who meet the numerator criteria for Rate 1. 


Administrative Specification: Rate 2—Statin Adherence 80% 


Denominator The Rate 2 eligible population. 


Numerator The number of members who achieved a PDC of at least 80% during the treatment 
period. 


 Follow the steps below to identify numerator compliance. 


Step 1 Identify the IPSD. The IPSD is the earliest dispensing event for any high-intensity or 
moderate-intensity statin medication (High and Moderate-Intensity Statin Medications 
List) during the measurement year.  


Step 2 To determine the treatment period, calculate the number of days beginning on the IPSD 
through the end of the measurement year.  


Step 3 Count the days covered by at least one prescription for any high-intensity or moderate-
intensity statin medication (High and Moderate-Intensity Statin Medications List) during 
the treatment period. To ensure that days supply that extends beyond the measurement 
year is not counted, subtract any days supply that extends beyond December 31 of the 
measurement year. 


Step 4 Calculate the member’s PDC using the following equation. Round (using the .5 rule) to 
two decimal places. 


Total Days Covered by a Statin Medication in the Treatment Period (step 3) 


Total Days in Treatment Period (step 2) 


Step 5 Sum the number of members whose PDC is ≥80% for the treatment period. 
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Note 


• All members who are numerator compliant for Rate 1 must be used as the eligible population for Rate 2 
(regardless of the data source used to capture the Rate 1 numerator). For example, if supplemental data 
were used to identify compliance for the Rate 1 numerator, then supplemental data will be included in 
identifying the Rate 2 eligible population. 


Data Elements for Reporting  


Organizations that submit HEDIS data to NCQA must provide the following data elements. 


Table SPC-1/2/3: Data Elements for Statin Therapy for Patients With Cardiovascular Disease 


Data Elements Administrative 


Measurement year ✓ 


Data collection methodology (Administrative) ✓ 


Eligible population Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Number of required exclusions Rate 1, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Numerator events by administrative data Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Numerator events by supplemental data Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Reported rate Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Lower 95% confidence interval Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 


Upper 95% confidence interval Each rate, for each age/gender stratification and total 
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Insurer-Reported Data:  Annually, the DHCC will need to direct insurers to submit performance 

data on select quality measures by August 1. See Insurer Reporting Requirements, below for 

additional information.  

Non- Insurer-Reported Data:  Annually, DHCC staff will need to collect relevant state and  

insurer-market segment data from the following sources: The National Committee for Quality 

Assurance and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
 

S O U R C E  T I M I N G  

Insurers By March 31, the DHCC should request quality 

performance measurement data from insurers with 

instructions on content and format. DHCC will request 

that insurers submit all requested data by August 1 

each year. 

NCQA – Data Request The DHCC should make a request to NCQA, by  

March 31, for the national average EDU observed-to-

expected ratio and for the national average EDU 

observed rate. Details on the data request of NCQA 

can be found below under Calculating Performance 

Against the Benchmark. 

CDC – BRFSS  The DHCC should annually seek out the BRFSS 

performance, by July 31 in the year following the 

performance period. 

CDC – YRBSS  The DHCC should annually seek out the YRBSS 

performance, by June 30 in the year following the 

performance period. Survey data are only collected at 

the state level during odd years. 

CDC – Wonder: Multiple Cause of Death (MCD) Data The DHCC should annually seek out CDC Wonder 

performance by December 15 of the year after the 

performance period.  

 

I N S U R E R  R E P O R T I N G  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  

Annually, DHCC should request the following data from insurers listed in Table 4 of Chapter 3.  

M E A S U R E  R E P O R T I N G  L E V E L  

Health Care Measures 

Concurrent use of opioids and benzodiazepines Insurer – by line of business  

Provider – by line of business 

Emergency department utilization  Insurer – by line of business  

Provider – by line of business 
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M E A S U R E  R E P O R T I N G  L E V E L  

Persistence of beta-blocker treatment after a heart 

attack 

Insurer – by line of business  

Provider – by line of business 

Statin therapy for patients with cardiovascular disease 

– statin adherence 80% 

Insurer – by line of business  

Provider – by line of business 

 

Insurers will submit provider-level data by line of business for the top 10 largest providers (defined 

by attributed members, consistent with the methodology in Chapter 3 and Appendix A) and for those 

measures which meet the minimum size and denominator thresholds indicated within the detail of 

each measure, below.  

 

Annually, by March 31 of the reporting year, the DHCC will need to direct insurers to submit 

performance data by August 1. When communicating to insurers, the DHCC should provide the 

following materials: 

1. Insurer Reporting Manual. This document outlines the steps required for submission of 

health insurer-reported data to the DHCC and is included in this document as Appendix G.  

2. Quality Benchmark Performance Submission Template. This document should be used by 

insurers to submit insurer-level and provider-level data to the DHCC and is included as 

Attachment 6. 

3. Attestation of the Accuracy and Completeness of Reported Data. This document should be 

used by insurers to attest to the accuracy and completeness of both the Spending and 

Quality benchmarks performance data submissions and is included in this document as 

Appendix H. 

C A L C U L A T I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E  A G A I N S T  T H E  B E N C H M A R K  

Annually, by September 30 of the reporting year, DHCC staff should complete calculation of 

performance against the Quality Benchmarks for the measurement year for all measures except 

opioid-related overdose deaths. Data for opioid-related overdose deaths are on a delayed schedule 

because CDC Wonder does not publish annual performance data on opioid-related overdose 

deaths until 12 months after the performance year has ended (e.g., data for 2019 performance are 

not available until December 2020). Therefore, performance against the quality benchmark for 

opioid-related overdose deaths for 2019 should be calculated by February 1, 2021. This delayed 

reporting timeline will repeat annually. Performance should be calculated at the state, market, 

insurer and/or provider level depending on the measure. The levels at which performance should be 

calculated are outlined below. Data sources are italicized. 
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M E A S U R E  S T A T E  A N D  M A R K E T  I N S U R E R  P R O V I D E R  

 Overall Commercial Medicaid Commercial Medicaid Commercial Medicaid 

Health Status Measures 

Adult Obesity  X 

CDC 

      

High School Students 

Who Were Physically 

Active*  

X 

CDC 

      

Tobacco Use X 

CDC 

      

Opioid-Related 

Overdose Deaths  

X 

CDC 

      

Health Care Measures 

Concurrent Use of 

Opioids and 

Benzodiazepines  

 X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

Emergency 

Department 

Utilization  

 X 

Insurer 

 X 

Insurer 

 X 

Insurer 

 

Persistence of Beta-

Blocker Treatment 

After a Heart Attack  

 X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

Statin Therapy for 

Patients with 

Cardiovascular 

Disease – Statin 

Adherence 80%  

 X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

X 

Insurer 

* Performance can only be measured for performance periods in which a YRBSS survey has been  

  performed. 

Health Status Measures 

Adult Obesity 

Performance Level: State  

State-Level Performance: Obtain Delaware’s measurement year rate from the CDC BRFSS 

webpage (www.cdc.gov/brfss/index.html). 

1. Select “Prevalence Data and Analysis Tools,” then “BRFSS Prevalence & Trends Data”. 

http://www.cdc.gov/brfss/index.html
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 Under “Explore BRFSS Data By Topic” select: 

A. Class: Overweight and Obesity (BMI) 

B. Topic: BMI Categories 

 Once redirected, select the following options: 

C. Selected Year: [Performance Period] 

D. View By: Overall  

E. Response: Obese (BMI 30.0-99.8) 

F. Data Type: Crude Prevalence 

Hover over “DE” to obtain the rate.  

Interpreting Performance: Compare Delaware’s measurement year rate obtained from the BRFSS 

results to the annual quality benchmark. Performance equal to or below the annual benchmark 

value indicates that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance above the annual quality 

benchmark indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

High School Students Who Were Physically Active 

Performance Level: State  

Performance Periods: Performance can only be measured for measurement years in which a 

YRBSS survey has been performed. As such, performance can only be measured for the 2019 and 

2021 annual quality benchmarks.  

State-Level Performance: Obtain Delaware’s measurement year rate from the CDC YRBSS 

webpage (www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/index.htm). 

1. Select “Youth Online Data Analysis Tool,” then “View Data From” “High School YRBS.”  

 Under “View one question for all locations” select “Physical Activity.”  

 When re-directed, select: 

A. Question Direction: Less Risk 

B. Physical Activity: Were physically active at least 60 minutes per day on 5 or more days.  

 Once redirected, select the following options: 

http://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/yrbs/index.htm
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C. Question: Physical activity >= 5 days 

D. Locations: States  

 Search for Delaware to obtain the rate. 

Interpreting Performance: Performance equal to or above the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance below the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Opioid-Related Overdose Deaths 

Performance Level: State 

State-Level Performance: Obtain Delaware’s measurement year rate from the CDC Wonder’s 

Multiple Cause of Death mortality files (http://wonder.cdc.gov/mcd-icd10.html).  

1. Select the following filters: 

A. Organize table layout: 

i. Group Results by: State 

B. And by year 

C. Measures: Deaths, Population, Crude Rate and Age-Adjusted Rate 

 Select location: 

D. Click a button to choose locations by State, Census Region or HHS Region: State 

E. Browse: Delaware 

 Select demographics: 

F. Pick between: Ten-Year Age Groups, All Ages 

G. Gender: All Genders 

H. Race: All Races 

I. Hispanic Origin: All Origins 

 Select year and month: 

J. Year/Month: [Measurement Year] 

http://wonder.cdc.gov/mcd-icd10.html
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 Select weekday, autopsy and place of death: 

K. Weekday: All Weekdays 

L. Autopsy: All Values 

M. Place of Death: All Places 

 Select underlying cause of death:  

N. Click a button to select ICD codes by Chapters or by Group: UCD – Drug/Alcohol Induced 

Causes 

O. Browse: Drug-induced causes 

 Select multiple cause of death: 

P. Click a button to select ICD codes by Chapters or by Groups: MCD-ICD-10 Codes 

Q. Browse and click “Move Items Over” for: Opioids: T40.0, T40.1, T40.2, T40.3, T40.4, or 

T40.6. 

 Other options: 

R. Check “Show results” 

S. Precision: select “1” decimal place 

 Click “Send” 

 Click the “Results” tab and use the “Age-Adjusted Performance Rate Per 100,000” value for 

 Delaware’s performance.  

Interpreting Performance:  Performance equal to or below the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance above the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Tobacco Use 

Performance Level: State  

State-Level Performance: Obtain Delaware’s measurement year rate from the CDC BRFSS 

webpage (www.cdc.gov/brfss/index.html). 

1. Select “Prevalence Data and Analysis Tools,” then “BRFSS Prevalence & Trends Data”. 

http://www.cdc.gov/brfss/index.html
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 Under “Explore BRFSS Data By Topic” select: 

A. Class: Tobacco Use 

B. Topic: Current Smoker Status 

 Once redirected, select the following options: 

C. Selected Year: [Measurement Year] 

D. View By: Overall  

E. Response: Yes 

F. Data Type: Crude Prevalence 

 Hover over “DE” to obtain the rate.  

Interpreting Performance:  Performance equal to or below the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance above the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Health Care Measures 

Concurrent Use of Opioids and Benzodiazepines 

Performance Level: State, health insurer and provider for the commercial and Medicaid populations. 

Benchmark Value: The DHCC should have calculated benchmark performance using  

payer-requested data by September 30, 2019. Values collected will be compared against this 

benchmark. 

Provider-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values, by line of business, using the health 

insurer-reported data for each provider.  

 Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator by line of business to obtain 

 provider-level rates. 

Health Insurer-Level Performance: Divide the numerator by the denominator, by line of business, 

using health insurer-reported data for each payer. 
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State-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values, by line of business, using the health  

insurer-reported data for each health insurer.  

 Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator, by line of business, to obtain 

 state-level rates.  

Interpreting Performance:  Performance below the annual quality benchmark indicates that the 

annual quality benchmark has been met. Performance equal to or above the annual benchmark 

value indicates that the quality benchmark has not been met.  

Emergency Department Utilization  

Performance Level: State, health insurer and provider for the commercial population 

Calibration: Prior to performing any performance calculations, one must calibrate the national data:  

1. The national average EDU observed-to-expected ratio and the national average EDU observed 

rate will likely need to be purchased from NCQA through either an existing consultant contractor 

or directly from NCQA. To contact NCQA, email Karen Onstad (onstad@ncqa.org) and  

Chris Carrier (carrier@ncqa.org) and ask for the national average EDU observed-to-expected 

ratio by the national average EDU observed rate for the performance period.  

The national EDU risk-standardized rate is calculated by multiplying the national average observed-

to-expected ratio by the national average observed rate. The “EDU Risk Standardized Rate 

Calculator” performs this calculation in row 11 in the embedded tool below if the national average 

observed-to-expected ratio and the national average observed rate are input. 

EDU Risk 

Standardized Rate Calculator.xlsx
 

Provider-Level Performance:  

1. To calculate provider-specific risk-standardized rates, divide the provider’s emergency 

department observed-to-expected ratio from payer-reported data by the national 

risk-standardized rate. 

A. The “EDU Risk Standardized Rate Calculator” performs this calculation in row 12 in the 

embedded tool above if the national average observed-to-expected ratio, national average 

observed rate and the provider’s emergency department observed-to-expected ratio are 

input. 

mailto:onstad@ncqa.org
mailto:carrier@ncqa.org

EDU Rate Calculator

				EDU Risk Standardized Rate Calculator

				To use the EDU Risk Standardized Rate Calculator, please input performance period values into the yellow cells.  

				The national risk standardized rate (row 11) and entity's risk standardized rate (row 12) will be displayed in the green cells.



				INPUTS		Data Source		Value

				National Average Observed ED Visits/1000 Members		NCQA

				National Average O/E Ratio of ED Visits		NCQA

				Entity's O/E Ratio of ED Visits		Health Insurer Data

				OUTPUTS				Value

				National Risk Standardized Rate				0

				Entity's Risk Standardized Rate				ERROR:#DIV/0!





Mercer
Benchmark IM v1.0
EDU Risk Standardized Rate Calculator
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B. Minimum Size Threshold: Rates should only be calculated for providers with a minimum of 

150 attributed patients for a given performance period. Minimum size thresholds should be 

determined by taking the data from Column K of the payer-submitted “Quality Benchmark 

Performance Submission Templates” and dividing the value by 12. 

Calculate provider-level aggregate commercial risk-standardized rate by taking the weighted 

average performance by provider-attributed lives for providers meeting the minimum size threshold.  

Insurer-Level Performance:   

1.  Insurer-specific rates are obtained from the insurer-reported data. 

To calculate insurer-specific risk-standardized rates, divide the provider’s emergency department 

observed-to-expected ratio from payer-reported data by the national risk-standardized rate. 

A. The “EDU Risk Standardized Rate Calculator” performs this calculation in row 12 if the 

national average observed-to-expected ratio, national average observed rate and the 

insurer’s emergency department observed-to-expected ratio are input. 

B. Minimum Size Threshold: Rates should only be calculated for insurers with a minimum of 

150 enrolled members22 in a given performance period. Minimum size thresholds should be 

determined by taking the data from Column K of the payer-submitted “Quality Benchmark 

Performance Submission Templates” and dividing the value by 12. Rates should only be 

calculated for providers with a minimum of 150 attributed members in a given performance 

period. 

Calculate insurer-level aggregate commercial risk-standardized rate by taking the weighted average 

performance by provider-attributed lives meeting the minimum size threshold.  

State-Level Performance:  Calculate Delaware’s commercial risk-standardized weight by taking the 

weighted average performance of all reporting health insurers, weighted by plan enrollment.  

Interpreting Performance:  Performance equal to or below the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the annual quality benchmark has been met. Performance above the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Persistence of Beta-Blocker Treatment After a Heart Attack 

Performance Level:  State, insurer and provider for commercial and Medicaid populations 

  

                                                

22 The threshold value of 150 was recommended to Delaware by NCQA. 
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Provider-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values by line of business using the payer-reported rate 

for each provider.  

2. Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator by line of business to obtain 

provider-level rates. 

3. Minimum Denominator Threshold: Rates should only be calculated with denominator values of 

30 or more. Organizations with denominators less than 30 do not meet the HEDIS small 

denominator threshold.  

Health Insurer-Level Performance:  Divide the numerator by the denominator from the health 

insurer-reported data by line of business to obtain health insurer-level rates. 

State-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values by line of business using the health 

insurer-reported data for each health insurer.  

2. Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator by line of business to obtain 

state-level rates.  

Interpreting Performance:  Performance equal to or above the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance below the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Statin Therapy for Patients with Cardiovascular Disease - Statin Adherence 80%  

Performance Level:  State, health insurer and provider for commercial and Medicaid populations. 

Provider-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values by line of business using the health 

insurer-reported data for each provider.  

2. Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator by line of business to obtain 

provider-level rates. 

3. Minimum Denominator Threshold: Rates should only be calculated with denominator values of 

30 or more. Organizations with denominators less than 30 do not meet the HEDIS small 

denominator threshold.  
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Insurer-Level Performance:  Divide the numerator by the denominator from the insurer-reported 

data by line of business to obtain insurer-level rates. 

State-Level Performance:  

1. Aggregate numerator and denominator values by line of business using the insurer-reported 

data for each insurer.  

Divide the aggregated numerator by the aggregated denominator by line of business to obtain 

state-level rates. 

Interpreting Performance:  Performance equal to or above the annual benchmark value indicates 

that the quality benchmark has been met. Performance below the annual quality benchmark 

indicates that the annual quality benchmark has not been met. 

Q U A L I T Y  B E N C H M A R K  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  T I M E L I N E  

T A S K  D E T A I L  T I M I N G  

1. Establish quality benchmarks Governor Carney’s Executive 

Order establishes 2019–2021 

quality benchmarks 

November 20, 2018 

2. Set concurrent use of opioids 

and benzodiazepines benchmark 

Request data from health insurers 

to create benchmark 

March 31, 2019 

Receive data from health insurers  August 1, 2019 

Establish benchmarks for  

2020–2021 

September 30, 2019 

3. Measure and publish 

performance against the 

benchmarks 

Request the national emergency 

department utilization observed 

rate from NCQA 

Annually, March 31   

Request health insurers submit 

performance data 

Annually, March 31   

Receive the national emergency 

department utilization observed 

rate from NCQA 

Annually, August 1  

Receive data from health insurers Annually, August 1  

Calculate performance for all 

measures except for opioid-related 

overdose deaths 

Annually, September 30  

Publish performance data for all 

measures except for opioid-related 

overdose deaths 

Annually, early November  
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T A S K  D E T A I L  T I M I N G  

Calculate performance for  

opioid-related overdose deaths  

for the performance period two 

calendar years prior 

Annually, February 1  

Update published performance 

data to include opioid-related 

overdose deaths 

Annually, February 28  

4. Update benchmarks Review the benchmark measures 

and methodology to define quality 

benchmarks for the year beginning 

2022 

Commence January 2021 and 

complete by September 30, 2021 

 
Establish Quality Benchmarks:  Quality benchmarks were established for calendar years 2019 
through 2021 through Governor Carney’s Executive Order #24, effective as of November 20, 2018.  
 
Set Concurrent Use of Opioids and Benzodiazepines Benchmark:  Insurer data are needed to 
determine commercial and Medicaid benchmarks for concurrent use of opioids and 
benzodiazepines. The DHCC should request necessary data of insurers by March 31, 2019. 
Insurers should submit data for this measure by August 1, 2019, and DHCC should establish a 
benchmark for this measure by September 30, 2019. 
 
Measuring and Publishing Performance Against the Benchmarks:  

• For DHCC requesting national EDU information from NCQA: The DHCC should annually 

request the national EDU observed rate from NCQA by March 31 of the reporting year for 

August 1. 

• For DHCC requesting performance data from insurers: The DHCC should annually direct 

insurers, by March 31 of the reporting year, to submit performance data. When requesting data, 

staff should provide the “Insurer Reporting Manual,” the “Quality Benchmark Performance 

Submission Template” and the “Insurer Attestation”.  

• For insurers reporting data to the DHCC:  Insurers should, annually, by August 1 of the reporting 

year, report data to the DHCC using the “Quality Target Performance Submission Template” for 

the prior year’s performance beginning for performance year 2019. 

• For calculating the data and releasing performance data:   

– All measures except opioid-related overdose deaths: The DHCC should annually calculate 

performance by September 30 of the performance year on performance relative to the 

quality benchmark the prior year and publish the results with the health care spending 

benchmark results by early November. 
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– Opioid-related overdose deaths: The DHCC should annually calculate performance for two 

calendar years prior on or near February 1 (e.g., performance for CY 2019 should be 

calculated on or near February 1, 2021). DHCC should then update the previously published 

quality results to include the performance on the opioid-related overdose deaths on or by 

February 28.  

• Update benchmarks:  The DHCC should review the quality benchmark methodology in 2021, 

and every three years thereafter, to determine whether changes should be made to the quality 

benchmark measures, the values used to establish the quality benchmarks to reflect changes in 

new population health or health care priority opportunities for improvement, and/or whether the 

quality benchmarks values should be changed to reflect improved health care performance in 

the state. Should the DHCC identify appropriate changes, the DHCC should make such changes 

to measures and/or to benchmark values used for the quality benchmarks only after providing 

the public and interested stakeholders an opportunity to provide feedback and after considering 

their recommendations.   
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APPENDIX A  
INSURER TME DATA SPECIFICATION 

This insurer TME data specification provides technical details to assist insurers in reporting and 

filing data to enable the DHCC to calculate TME. This appendix can serve as a stand-alone 

document that DHCC can distribute as a guide for TME data reporting. 

DHCC will annually request TME data file(s) with dates of service during the prior calendar year, 

and any other past years upon request. Files will contain different record types, including: 

• Header, including summary data and payer comments 

• TME by large providers 

This insurers TME data specification appendix is directly based on the Massachusetts’ TME data 

collection specification. The Massachusetts model has been simplified to meet the needs of 

Delaware. However, the file format is as close to identical as Massachusetts’ as possible to aid 

insurers who may operate in both markets. The DHCC may periodically update and revise these 

data specifications in subsequent versions. 

T M E  F I L E  S U BMI S SI O N  IN S T RU CT IO NS  A N D  S C H E D U L E  

TME file layouts for insurers are included in this appendix. Further file submission instructions will 

be available on DHCC’s website. Insurers will submit flat files of their TME data.23  The fields are 

variable in length and relative to position; therefore, they need to be separated by an asterisk (*). 

Insurers will submit this information on an annual basis.  

Insurers will submit TME data on the following schedule: 

I N S U R E R S ’  T M E  FI L I NG  S C HE D UL E  

Date Files Due 

August 1, 2019 CY 2018 final TME 

August 1, 2020 CY 2019 final TME 

                                                

23 A flat file is a file without structure or formatting. 
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I N S U R E R S ’  T M E  FI L I NG  S C HE D UL E  

Date Files Due 

August 1, 2021 CY 2020 final TME 

August 1, 2022 CY 2021 final TME 

August 1, 2023 CY 2022 final TME 

August 1, 2024 CY 2023 final TME 

 

T M E  D A T A  S U B M I S S I O N  

Insurers must report TME data based on allowed amounts (i.e., the amount the insurer paid plus 

any member cost sharing).  

Insurers must include only information pertaining to: 

• Members who are residents of Delaware  

• For which the insurer is primary on a claim (exclude any paid claims for which it was the 

secondary or tertiary insurer) 

Insurers must attribute members to a PCP according to the following categorization:  

1. Delaware members required to select a PCP by plan design (member months for members who 

were attributed to more than one PCP in a calendar year should be allocated based on the 

number of months associated with each PCP). 

2. Members not included in (1) who were attributed during the measurement year to a PCP, 

pursuant to a contract between the insurer and provider for financial or quality performance  

3. Members not included in (1) or (2), attributed to a PCP by the insurer’s own attribution 

methodology 

4. Members not attributable to a PCP (aggregate line) 
 

Insurers must report TME for each large provider within their TME file submission and for members 

who are not attributable to a PCP. A large provider is any practitioner, physician group, ACO, 

independent practice association or contracting entity for which the insurer has a minimum number 

of member lives attributed during the reporting period as follows:  

• A minimum of 60,000 attributed Medicare member months (5,000 lives) with an individual payer 

for one or more lines of business 
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• A minimum of 120,000 attributed Medicaid or commercial member months (10,000 lives) with an 

individual payer for one or more lines of business 

Insurers must report three categories of data:  

1. TME data applicable to the 10 largest providers based on the number of attributed members 

(using the aforementioned attribution methodologies). Each of the 10 largest providers will 

be reported separately, not in aggregate. Should any of the 10 largest providers not meet the 

minimum attribution threshold, DHCC will not publicly report its performance. 

 

2. TME data applicable to providers with fewer numbers of attributed members than in the top 

10, reported in aggregate. 

 

3. Member spending not attributable to a PCP, reported in aggregate. 
    

If an insurer holds multiple contracts with providers that are affiliated with the same health system or 

ACO, data for those providers should be reported in aggregate for the health system or ACO, 

regardless of whether the members attributed to the smaller entities by contract would be 

categorized into the 10 largest. For example, if an insurer is contracted with a health 

system-affiliated health center or provider group separately from other health system primary care 

physicians, and the contract with the affiliated health center or provider group does not fall into the 

top 10 largest providers, it should be combined with other health system providers for the reporting 

of the health system. If, after combining the data for multiple contracts, the provider group still falls 

below the top 10 largest, then the data should be reported in the category of spending by groups 

with fewer numbers of attributed members than in the top 10.  

Insurers must include all allowed amounts for all TME data for members, regardless of whether 

services are provided by providers located in or out of Delaware, and regardless of the situs of the 

member’s plan. 

The data reported for each PCP must include all TME for all attributed members for each month a 

member was attributed, even when care was provided by providers outside of or not affiliated with 

the respective PCP entity.  

Claims Run-Out Period Specifications 

Insurers shall allow for a claims run-out period of at least 120 days after December 31 of the prior 

calendar year. Payers should apply reasonable and appropriate IBNR/IBNP completion factors to 

each respective TME service category based on commonly accepted actuarial principles and will be 

required to attest that they are reasonable and appropriate.  
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Large Provider Org IDs 

DHCC will update this section after it asks each insurer to submit data on the number of members 

attributed to each insurer’s 10 largest contracts. DHCC will create a list according to the insurer 

reports of provider size, and then will assign IDs for consistency in reporting, and include those IDs 

in this section.  

T M E  D A T A  F I L E  L A Y O U T S  A N D  F I E L D  D E F I N I T I O N S  

Each item below represents a column in the TME Data File Layout that insurers will use to 

submit TME data to the DHCC using an Excel template provided by DHCC. There are two TME 

data files that insurers must submit: a header record file and a PCP group file. A pharmacy 

rebate data file will also be submitted. Each is described below in more detail: 

 

Header Record File 

Record Type: Must have “HD-TME” inputted to indicate that this is a header record. 

Insurer Org ID: The DHCC-assigned organization ID for the insurer submitting the file.24 

I N S U R E R  D H C C  O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L  I D  

Aetna 101 

AmeriHealth Caritas 102 

Cigna 103 

Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield Delaware 104 

UnitedHealthcare 105 

 

National Plan ID: National plan identification number. This element is not required at this time, but 

may be required for future filings. 

Period Beginning and Ending Dates: The beginning period of time represented by the reported 

data. These dates should always be January 1 and December 31, respectively, unless an insurer 

newly enters or exits the market during other parts of the year. All reporting is based on the date of 

service related to the TME data.  

Health Status Adjustment Tool: The health status adjustment tool, software or product used to 

calculate the health status adjustment score required in the TME file. 

Health Status Adjustment Version: The version number of the health status adjustment tool used 

to calculate the health status adjustment score required in the TME file. 

                                                

24 As noted previously, because the Delaware market may change, this table may need to be updated over time. 
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Comments: Insurers may use this field to provide any additional information or describe any data 

caveats for the TME submission. 

Reserved: There are data elements labeled as “Reserved” in the header record file layout. These 

are fields that are reserved for possible future use.  

Large Provider Record File 

The large provider record file will be the source of the insurer’s expenditure data that will be used by 

DHCC to compute THCE. Insurers will report their permissible claims and non-claims payments in 

this file. 

Record Type: Must have “PR” inputted to indicate that this is a PCP record. 

Large Provider OrgID: The DHCC-assigned OrgID of the large provider group. Note: For PCPs that 

do not meet the minimum threshold to be considered a large provider, TME data for those PCPs is 

to be aggregated and labeled “all other”. For TME data for members who are unattributed to a 

primary care provider, TME data for those members is to be aggregated and reported as 

“unattributed”.   

Insurance Category Code: A number that indicates the insurance category that is being reported. 

Commercial claims should be separated into two categories, as shown below. Commercial 

self-insured or fully insured data for large providers for which the insurer is able to collect information 

on all direct medical claims and subcarrier claims should be reported in the “Full Claims” category. 

Commercial data that does not include all medical and subcarrier claims should be reported in the 

“Partial Claims”, and an actuarial adjustment should be made to those claims to allow for them to be 

comparable to full claims. Such an adjustment must use actuarially sound principles and be reviewed 

with DHCC before the adjustment is made. The goal of the adjustment is to estimate what total 

spending might be for those members without having to collect claims data from carve out vendors, 

such as PBMs or behavioral health vendors. For example, for those members for whom pharmacy 

benefits are carved out, the insurer might include its commercial market book of business average 

pharmacy spending per-member per-month for the same year, calculated on members who had 

pharmacy coverage, and applied to all member months for which the carve out applied. Insurers 

shall report for all insurance categories for which they have business, even if those categories do not 

meet the member month threshold. For insurers reporting in the “Other” category, insurers should 

describe in the Comments field (HD006) what is included in the “Other” category. 

I N S U R A N C E  

C A T E G O R Y  C O D E  

D E F I N I T I O N  

1 Medicare & Medicare Advantage 

2 Medicaid & Medicaid Managed Care (MCO) including CHIP 

3 Commercial — Full Claims 
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I N S U R A N C E  

C A T E G O R Y  C O D E  

D E F I N I T I O N  

4 Commercial — Partial Claims, Adjusted 

5 Omitted25 

6 Medicare and Medicaid Dual Eligibles, ages 65 years and over 

7 Medicare and Medicaid Dual Eligibles, ages 21 years–64 years 

8 Other 

 

Member Months (annual): The number of members participating in a plan over the specified period 

of time expressed in months of membership. 

 

Health Status Adjustment Score: A value that measures a member’s illness burden and predicted 

resource use based on differences in patient characteristics or other risk factors. Payers must 

disclose the health status adjustment tool and version number and calibration settings in the header 

record.  

 

Insurers are permitted to use a health status adjustment tool and software of their own choosing, but 

must disclose the tool (e.g., ACG, DxCG, etc.) and the version in the comment fields of the TME 

data files.  

Where possible, payers must apply the following parameters in completing the health status 

adjustment: 

• The health status adjustment tool used should correspond to the insurance category reported 

(i.e., Medicare, Medicaid, commercial).  

• Insurers must use concurrent modeling.  

• The health status adjustment tool must be all-encounter diagnosis-based (no cost inputs) and 

output total medical and pharmacy costs with no truncation. 

If an insurer changes its health status adjustment method and software (including version updates), 

it must re-report at least one prior year of TME data using the modified health status adjustment 

method in order to ensure comparability between years.  

PCP Type Indicator: The method used to attribute members to a specific PCP. 

                                                

25 Omitted in Delaware in order to keep specification as similar to Massachusetts as possible for the benefit of national 

insurers. 
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P C P  T Y P E  

I N D I C A T O R  

D E F I N I T I O N  

1 Member-selected PCP (report on a prorated basis as necessary) 

2 Member attributed to PCP during reporting period pursuant to payer–provider contract 

3 Members attributed to PCP by payer’s own attribution methodology and unrelated to 

contractual terms with a provider 

4 Members not attributed to a PCP 

 

Claims: Hospital Inpatient: All TME data to hospitals for inpatient services generated from claims. 

Includes all room and board and ancillary payments. Includes all hospital types. Includes payments 

for emergency room services when the member is admitted to the hospital, in accordance with the 

specific payer’s payment rules. Does not include payments made for observation services. Does not 

include payments made for physician services provided during an inpatient stay that have been 

billed directly by a physician group practice or an individual physician. Does not include inpatient 

services at non-hospital facilities. 

 

Claims: Hospital Outpatient: All TME data to hospitals for outpatient services generated from 

claims. Includes all hospital types and includes payments made for hospital-licensed satellite clinics. 

Includes emergency room services not resulting in admittance. Includes observation services. Does 

not include payments made for physician services provided on an outpatient basis that have been 

billed directly by a physician group practice or an individual physician. 

Claims: Professional Physician, Primary Care: All TME data to physicians or physician group 

practices generated from claims. Includes services provided by any care provider defined by the 

health plan as a PCP (including doctors of medicine or osteopathy in family medicine, internal 

medicine, general medicine or pediatric medicine, nurse practitioners, physicians assistants or 

others not explicitly listed here). The one exception is OB/GYNs may not be considered a PCP for 

this purpose.   

Claims: Professional Physician, Specialty: All TME data to physicians or physician group 

practices generated from claims. Includes services provided by a doctor of medicine or osteopathy 

in clinical areas other than family medicine, internal medicine, general medicine or pediatric 

medicine, not defined by the health plan as a PCP.  

Claims: Professional Other: All TME data from claims to health care providers for services 

provided by a licensed practitioner other than a physician. This includes, but is not limited to, 

community health center services, freestanding ambulatory surgical center services, licensed 

podiatrists, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, physical therapists, occupational therapists, 
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speech therapists, psychologists, licensed clinical social workers, counselors, dieticians, dentists 

and chiropractors. 

Claims: Retail Pharmacy: All TME data from claims to health care providers for prescription drugs, 

biological products or vaccines as defined by the insurer’s prescription drug benefit.  

Claims: Long-Term Care: All TME data from claims to health care providers for skilled or custodial 

nursing facility services, home health care services, home- and community-based services, hospice 

and private duty/shift nursing services. 

Claims: Other: All TME data from claims to health care providers for medical services not 

otherwise included in other categories. Includes, but is not limited to, durable medical equipment, 

freestanding diagnostic facility services, hearing aid services and optical services. Payments made 

to members for direct reimbursement of health care benefits/services may be reported in “Claims: 

Other” if the insurer is unable to classify the service. However, TME data for non-health care 

benefits/services, such as fitness club reimbursements, are not to be reported in any category. 

Non-Claims: Incentive Programs: All payments made to providers for achievement in specific 

predefined goals for quality, cost reduction or infrastructure development. Examples include, but are 

not limited to, pay-for-performance payments, performance bonuses and EMR/HIT adoption 

incentive payments. 

Non-Claims: Capitation and Risk Settlements: All payments made to providers as a 

reconciliation of payments made (risk settlements) and payments made not on the basis of claims 

(capitated amount). Amounts reported as capitation and risk settlement should not include any 

incentive or performance bonuses. 

Non-Claims: Care Management: All payments made to providers for providing care management, 

utilization review, discharge planning and other care management programs. 

Non-Claims:  Recovery: All payments received from a provider, member/beneficiary or other payer 

that were distributed by a payer and then later recouped due to a review, audit or investigation. This 

field should be reported as a negative number. Only report data in this column that is not otherwise 

included elsewhere (e.g., if Inpatient Hospital is reported net of Recovery, do not separately report 

the same Recovery amount in this column). 

Non-Claims: Other: All other payments made pursuant to the insurer’s contract with a provider that 

were not made on the basis of a claim for health care benefits/services and that cannot be properly 

classified elsewhere. This may include governmental payer shortfall payments, grants or other 

surplus payments. Only payments made to providers are to be reported; insurer administrative 

expenditures (including corporate allocations) are not included in TME. 
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Pharmacy Rebate Record File 

The pharmacy rebate file will be the source of the insurer’s pharmacy rebate and will be used by 

DHCC to compute THCE and TME. Insurers will report their rebate data in this file. 

Record Type: Must have “Rx” inputted to indicate that this is a pharmacy rebate record. 

Insurance Category Code: A number that indicates the insurance category that pharmacy rebates 
are being reported on. Use the applicable Insurance Category Code as defined previously in the 
Large Provider Record File (not all Insurance Category Codes may be applicable to pharmacy 
rebates). 
 
Pharmacy Rebates: The estimated value of rebates attributed to Delaware resident members 
provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers for prescription drugs with specified dates of fill, 
corresponding to the period beginning date through end date from the Large Provider Record file, 
excluding manufacturer-provided fair market value bona fide service fees.26 This amount shall 
include pharmacy benefit manager (PBM) rebate guarantee amounts and any additional rebate 
amounts transferred by the PBM. Total rebates should be reported without regard to how they are 
paid to the insurer (e.g., through regular aggregate payments, on a claims-by-claim basis, etc.). 
Payers should apply IBNR factors to preliminary prescription drug rebate data to estimate total 
anticipated rebates related to fill dates in the calendar year for which reporting will be done. If 
insurers are unable to report rebates specifically for Delaware residents, insurers should report 
estimated rebates attributed to Delaware resident members in a proportion equal to the proportion 
of Delaware resident members compared to total members, by line of business. For example, if 
Delaware resident commercial members represent 10% of an insurer’s total commercial members, 
then 10% of the total pharmacy rebates for its commercial book of business should be reported. 
 

Member Months (annual): The number of members participating in a plan over the specified period 

of time expressed in months of membership. 
 

Market Enrollment File 

The market enrollment file will be the source of the insurer’s member months by market in that it will 

be used by DHCC to compute NCPHI. Insurers will report their member months by market in this 

file. 

Record Type: Must have “ME” inputted to indicate that this is the market enrollment file. 

                                                

26 Fair market value bona fide service fees are fees paid by a manufacturer to a third party (e.g., insurers, PBMs, etc.) that 

represent fair market value for a bona fide, itemized service actually performed on behalf of the manufacturer that the 

manufacturer would otherwise perform (or contract for) in the absence of the service arrangement (e.g., data service fees, 

distribution service fees, patient care management programs, etc.).   
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Market Enrollment: The number of members participating in a plan categorized by the insurer as 

individual, large group, small group, self-insured and student markets. Insurers should report 

member months (see definition below) by market enrollment category listed below. 

M A R K E T  E N R O L L M E N T  

C A T E G O R Y  C O D E  

D E F I N I T I O N  

1 Individual 

2 Large group 

3 Small group 

4 Self-insured 

5 Student market 

 

Member Months (annual): The number of members participating in a plan over the specified period 

of time expressed in months of membership. 
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Data File Layout Table 
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HD-TME 1 HD001 Record type 1/1/2019 Text HD 2 Yes This must have HD reported 

here. Indicates the 

beginning of the Header 

Record. 

HD-TME 2 HD002 Insurer 1/1/2019 Integer ######## 8 Yes This is the Insurer OrgID. 

HD-TME 3 HD003 National Plan ID 1/1/2019 Text  30 No Unique identifier as outlined 

by CMS for Plans. 

HD-TME 4 HD004 Period beginning 

date 

1/1/2019 Date 

period 

MMDDYYYY Or 

MM/DD/YYYY 

10 Yes This is the start date period 

of the reported period in the 

submission file (based on 

date of service).  

HD-TME 5 HD005 Period ending date 1/1/2019 Date 

period 

MMDDYYYY Or 

MM/DD/YYYY 

10 Yes This is the end date period 

of the reported period in the 

submission file (based on 

date of service); if the 

period reported is a single 

month of the same year, 

then period begin date and 

period end date will be the 
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same date. 

HD-TME 6 HD006 Comments 1/1/2019 Text Free Text 

Comments 

255 No Insurer’s comments on TME 

data. 

HD-TME 7 HD007 Health Status 

Adjustment Tool 

1/1/2019 Text Text 80 Yes The health status 

adjustment tool, software or 

product used to calculate 

the health status adjustment 

score required in the TME 

file. 

HD-TME 8 HD008 Health Status 

Adjustment 

Version 

1/1/2019 Text Text 20 Yes The version number of the 

health status adjustment 

tool used to calculate the 

health status adjustment 

score required in the TME 

file. 

PR 1 PR001 TME Record  

Type ID 

1/1/2019 Text Text 2 Yes This must have PR reported 

here. Indicates the 

beginning of the Provider 

based TME record. 

PR 2 PR002 Large Provider 1/1/2019 Text Text 25 Yes DHCC assigned ORG ID for 
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OrgID entities considered to a 

large provider. 

For aggregation of all other 

sites that fall below the top 

10, use “all other”. 

For aggregation of all 

members unattributed to a 

PCP, use “unattributed”. 

PR 3 PR003 RESERVED 1/1/2019 Integer ###### 6 No Any content in this field will 

be ignored for 2019; it may 

be used for other purposes 

in the future. 

PR 4 PR004 RESERVED 1/1/2019 Integer # 1 No Any content in this field will 

be ignored for 2019; it may 

be used for other purposes 

in the future. 

PR 5 PR005 Insurance Category 

Code 

1/1/2019 Integer # 1 Yes Indicates the insurance 

category that is being 

reported: 

1 = Medicare & Medicare 
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Advantage 

2 = Medicaid & Medicaid 

MCOs 

3 = Commercial: Full-Claim 

4 = Commercial:  

Partial-Adjusted 

6 = Medicare and Medicaid  

Dual-Eligibles, 65 and over 

7 = Medicare and Medicaid 

Dual-Eligibles, 21–64  

8 = Other 

Value must be an integer 

between ‘1’ and ‘4’ or ‘6’ 

and ‘8’. 
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PR 6 PR006 Member Months 1/1/2019 Integer ######### 9 Yes The number of members 

participating in a plan over a 

specified period of time 

expressed in months of 

membership. 

PR 7 PR007 Health Status 

Adjustment Score 

1/1/2019 Number ##.## 6 Yes A value that measures a 

patient’s illness burden and 

predicted resource use 

based on differences in 

patient characteristics or 

other risk factors. 

No negative values. 

Number must be between 

‘0.2’ and ‘10’. 

PR 8 PR008 PCP Type Indicator 1/1/2019 Integer # 1 Yes The method used to 

attribute members to a 

specific PCP : 

1 = Members required to 

select a PCP by plan design 

2 = Members attributed to 

PCP pursuant to contract 
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between payer and provider 

group during the reporting 

year 

3 = Members attributed to 

PCP by payer’s own 

attribution methodology 

4 = Members not attributed 

to a PCP (aggregate OrgID 

999996) 

Value must be an integer 

between ‘1’ and ‘3’. 

PR 9 PR009 Claims: Hospital 

Inpatient 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

hospital inpatient medical 

expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 10 PR010 Claims: Hospital 

Outpatient 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

hospital outpatient medical 

expenses. 
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No negative values. 

PR 11 PR011 Claims: 

Professional 

Physician,  

Primary Care 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

professional physician 

medical expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 12 PR012 Claims: 

Professional 

Physician, 

Specialty 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

professional physician 

medical expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 13 PR013 Claims: 

Professional 

Other 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

other professional services 

medical expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 14 PR014 Claims: Retail 

Pharmacy 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for 

pharmacy medical 

expenses. 

No negative values. 
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PR 15 PR015 Claims: Long-Term 

Care 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for all 

long term care expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 16 PR016 Claims: Other 1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed claims for all 

other medical expenses. 

No negative values. 

PR 17 PR017 Non-Claims: 

Incentive Programs 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 18 PR018 Non-Claims: 

Capitation and Risk 

Settlements 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 19 PR019 Non-Claims: Care 

Management 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 20 PR020 Non-Claims: 

Recovery 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Report as a negative 

number. 

PR 21 PR021 Non-Claims: Other 1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  
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RX 1 RX001 RX Record 

Type ID 

1/1/2019 Text Text 2 Yes This must have RX reported 

here. Indicates the beginning 

of the Pharmacy Rebate file. 

RX 2 RX002 Insurance Category 

Code 

1/1/2019 Integer # 1 Yes Indicates the insurance 

category that is being 

reported: 

1 = Medicare & Medicare 

Advantage 

2 = Medicaid & Medicaid 

MCOs 

3 = Commercial: Full-Claim 

4 = Commercial: Partial-

Adjusted 

6 = Medicare and Medicaid 

Dual-Eligibles, 65 and over 

7 = Medicare and Medicaid 

Dual-Eligibles, 21–64  

8 = Other 
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Value must be an integer 

between ‘1’ and ‘4’ or ‘6’ 

and ‘8’. 

RX 3 RX0003 Pharmacy Rebates 1/1/2019 Money #####.## 15 Yes Total pharmacy rebates 

estimated for Delaware 

members. 

RX 4 RX0004 Member Months 1/1/2019 Integer ######### 9 Yes The number of members 

participating in a plan over a 

specified period of time 

expressed in months of 

membership. 

ME 1 ME001 ME Record  

Type ID 

1/1/2019 Text Text 2 Yes This must have ME reported 

here. Indicates the 

beginning of the Market 

Enrollment file. 

ME 2 ME002 Market Enrollment 

Category Code 

1/1/2019 Integer # 1 Yes 1 = individual 

2 = large group 

3 = small group 
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4 = self-insured 

5 = student market 

ME 3 ME003 Member Months 1/1/2019 Integer ######### 9 Yes The number of members 

participating in market over 

a specified period of time 

expressed in months of 

membership. 

 

File Record Legend: 

F I L E  F I E L D  D E S C R I P T I O N  

HD-TME TME header record 

PR Large provider TME record 

RX  Pharmacy rebate record 

ME Market enrollment member months 
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File Submission Naming Conventions 

Data submissions should follow the following naming conventions: 

Insurer Name_TME_YYYY_Version.dat 

YYYY is the four-digit year of submission (which will generally be one year later than the year of the 

data reflected in the report).  

Version is optional and indicates the submission number.  

The file extension must be .dat (or .DAT) 

Below are examples of valid file names: 

TME_2018_01.dat or TME_2018_1.dat or TME_2018.dat 

 

Submitting Files to the DHCC 

[This section should describe to whom or how the files should be submitted to DHCC. This is to be 

determined by DHCC at a later date.] 
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APPENDIX B  
DELAWARE DMMA TME DATA SPECIFICATION 

 

THCE =            Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

                        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

                     Delaware Population 

 

D E F I N I T I O N S  O F  R E L E V A N T  K E Y  T E R M S  

• Allowed Amount: The amount the payer paid plus any member cost sharing for a claim. 

Allowed amount is typically a dedicated data field in claims data. Allowed amount is the basis for 

measuring the claims component of Total Health Care Expenditures. 

• Insurer: A private health insurance company that offers commercial insurance and may also 

administer benefits for self-insured employers. Medicare Advantage and/or are Medicaid/CHIP 

MCO. 

• Provider: A term referring to a medical group, individual provider, ACO or similar entities for 

which TME data is collected from payers in support of the Spending Benchmarks. 

• Pharmacy Rebates: Any rebates provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers to payers for 

prescription drugs, excluding manufacturer-provided fair market value bona fide service fees.27 

The computation of the THCE at the statewide, market and payer level is net of pharmacy 

rebates (i.e., other expenditures are reduced by the amount of the pharmacy rebates). For 

DMMA, this would include federal and state supplemental rebates on both MCO and FFS drug 

claims. 

                                                

27 Fair market value bona fide service fees paid by a manufacturer to a third party (e.g., insurer, PBM, etc.) that represent 

fair market value for a bona fide, itemized service actually performed on behalf of the manufacturers that the manufacturer 

would otherwise perform (or contract for) in the absence of the service arrangement (e.g., data service feeds, distribution 

service feeds, patient care management programs, etc.). 
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• Total Medical Expense: The total medical expense incurred by Delaware residents for all 

health care benefits/services by all payers reporting to the DHCC. 

T M E  D A T A  O V E R V I E W  

This DMMA TME data specification provides technical details to assist DMMA in reporting and filing 

its data to enable the DHCC to calculate TME. This appendix can serve as a stand-alone document 

that DHCC can distribute as a guide for TME data reporting. 

DHCC will annually request TME data file(s) from DMMA of FFS data with dates of service during 

the prior calendar year and any other past years upon request. Files will contain two different record 

types: 

• Header, including summary data and DMMA comments 

• TME by program/delivery system 

DMMA’s submission is to include TME data on the following: 

• FFS claims expenditures for enrollees in the Medicaid/CHIP MCOs, such as: 

Wrap-around dental services for children, behavioral health services in excess of MCO coverage 

limits, etc. 

This should be accomplished based on aid category code, MCO enrollment indicators and/or 

other data fields. 

• FFS claims expenditures for individuals not eligible for or not-yet-enrolled in the 

Medicaid/CHIP MCOs, such as:  

FFS TME data on Medicaid/CHIP populations excluded from MCO enrollment (e.g., breast and 

cervical cancer population, DDDS waiver, partial Medicare/Medicaid duals) 

FFS TME data for Medicaid/CHIP MCO-eligible individuals during their “FFS window” prior to 

enrollment in managed care 

This should be accomplished based on aid category code and/or other eligibility fields. 

• Other DMMA FFS claims expenditures not included in any of the aforementioned 

categories, such as: 

FFS expenditures on non-Medicaid/non-CHIP populations or programs that are paid with 

State-only general funds (e.g., Vaccines for Children program). 
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• DMMA’s payments to Delaware’s Program for All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) 

organization(s) and non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) vendor(s): 

This includes capitation or lump sum payments made to PACE organization(s) or NEMT 

vendor(s) for Medicaid/CHIP members. 

PACE and NEMT payments are being reported as non-claims expenses to separate these 

payments from payments to providers that are based on claims data. 

• DMMA’s other non-claims expenditures: 

May be immaterial, but would include any other provider payment not otherwise reported 

elsewhere.  

• Federal and State supplemental pharmacy rebate collections: 

There is a separate file to report DMMA’s pharmacy rebate activity. See below for more details. 

Any net expenditure from/to DMMA to/from the Medicaid/CHIP insurers/MCOs (e.g., monthly 

capitation, maternity supplemental payments, net risk mitigation payments, net incentives/penalties) 

are not to be included in this TME submission in any category.  

DHCC may periodically update and revise these data specifications in subsequent versions of this 

implementation manual. 

MCO Financial Data Needed from DMMA to Support NCPHI Calculation 

In order for the DHCC to calculate NCPHI, DHCC will need copies of select financial report 

schedules from the Medicaid/CHIP MCOs’ calendar year-end audited financial reports. At a 

minimum, the MCO financial reports that DMMA will be requested to provide include: 

• Income Statement (e.g., Schedule B in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO financial reporting template 

• HCQI & Administrative Expenses Statement (e.g., Schedule B.1 in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO 

financial reporting template) 

• Footnotes Disclosures Statement (e.g., Schedule C in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO financial 

reporting template) 

DHCC may request that DMMA include copies of the applicable MCO financial reports when DMMA 

provides its TME data by September 1 of each year. 
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T M E  F I L E  S U B M I S S I O N  I N S T R U C T I O N S  A N D  S C H E D U L E  

TME file layouts for DMMA are included in this appendix. Further file submission instructions will be 

available on DHCC’s website. DMMA will submit flat files of its TME data.28 The fields are variable in 

length and relative to position; therefore, they need to be separated by an asterisk (*). DMMA will 

submit this information on an annual basis. DMMA will have an opportunity to review the final 

calculation before it is publicly reported by DHCC. 

DMMA will submit TME data on the following schedule29: 

DMMA’s TME Filing Schedule 

D A T E  F I L E S  D U E  

September 1, 2019 CY 2018 Final TME 

September 1, 2020 CY 2019 Final TME 

September 1, 2021 CY 2020 Final TME 

September 1, 2022 CY 2021 Final TME 

September 1, 2023 CY 2022 Final TME 

September 1, 2024 CY 2023 Final TME 

 

 

T M E  D A T A  S U B M I S S I O N  

DMMA must report applicable TME data based on allowed amounts (i.e., the amount DMMA paid 

plus any member cost sharing). Pharmacy rebate amounts are the amounts obtained (i.e., received 

or expected) by DMMA for pharmacy claims incurred in the reporting period. 

DMMA must include only information pertaining to:  

• Members who are residents of Delaware  

• For which DMMA is the primary insurer on the claim (exclude any paid claims for which it was 

the secondary or tertiary insurer)  

                                                

28 A flat file is a file without structure or formatting. 

29 As noted previously, DMMA should provide copies of the relevant Medicaid MCO financial statements to support the 

NCPHI calculation following this same schedule. 
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Claims Run-Out Period Specifications 

DMMA shall allow for as much claims payment run-out in the TME data prior to submitting the data 

files to DHCC. DMMA should not apply completion factors for IBNR/IBNP to its submission. 

DMMA’s TME data files will have a “Data Pull Date” that will document the date as to when DMMA 

extracted/pulled the data for purposes of completing the DHCC data request. 

 

T M E  D A T A  F I L E  L A Y O U T S  A N D  F I E L D  D E F I N I T I O N S  

Each item below represents a column in the TME Data File Layout that DMMA will use to submit 

TME data to the DHCC using an Excel template provided by DHCC.  

There are two TME data files that insurers must submit: a header record file and a provider 

expenditure record file. A pharmacy rebate data file will also be submitted. Each is described 

below in more detail: 

Header Record File 

Record Type: Must have “HD-TME” inputted to indicate that this is a header record. 

DMMA Org ID: For this submission, DMMA is to input “DMMA” as the value for this field. 

Period Beginning and Ending Dates: The beginning period of time represented by the reported 

data. These dates should always be January 1 and December 31, respectively. All reporting is 

based on the date of service related to the TME data. 

Comments: DMMA may use this field to provide any additional information or describe any data 

caveats for the TME submission. Additional information/context may be provided by DMMA in 

supporting documentation that accompanies its TME data submission. 

Data Pull Date: The date on which data was pulled/extracted by DMMA. 

Provider Expenditure Record File 

The provider expenditure record file will be the source of DMMA’s expenditure data that will be used 

by DHCC to compute THCE. DMMA will report its applicable claims and non-claims payments in 

this file. 

Record Type: Must have “PR” inputted to indicate that this is a provider expenditures record. 

DMMA Org ID: For this submission, DMMA is to input “DMMA” as the value for this field. 

Program Code: A code that indicates the program or nature of DMMA TME data that is being 

reported. 

P R O G R A M  C O D E  D E F I N I T I O N  
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P R O G R A M  C O D E  D E F I N I T I O N  

20 DMMA FFS TME data for Medicaid/CHIP individuals enrolled in the 

MCOs  

21 DMMA FFS TME data for Medicaid/CHIP individuals not eligible or 

eligible-but-not-yet-enrolled in the MCOs 

22 DMMA TME data on PACE provider(s) 

23 DMMA TME data on NEMT vendor(s) 

29 Total DMMA TME data for all programs/populations  

 

Total Member Months (annual): The number of members for which DMMA is reporting TME data 

on over the specified period of time expressed in member months:  

 

• For Program Code 20, this would be the total number of member months associated with 

Medicaid/CHIP MCO enrollment in the reporting period. 

• For Program Code 21, this would be the total number of member months associated with the 

Medicaid/CHIP individuals not eligible for or eligible-but-not-yet-enrolled in the MCOs  

(i.e., individuals in the Medicaid/CHIP FFS program). 

• For Program Code 22, this would be the total number of member months associated with the 

PACE program. 

• For Program Code 23, this would be the total number of member months associated with the 

NEMT vendor program. Note: This will duplicate other counts. 

• For Program Code 29, this would be the total number of unique member months for all 

populations DMMA is reporting on (including any populations that were not already included in 

any previous program code). This will also include any non-Medicaid/CHIP populations that 

DMMA can readily report data on. In this total, individuals can only be counted once for 

purposes of computing annual member months. 

• Member months reported in Program Code 20, 21 and 22 should be mutually exclusive.  

Claims: Hospital Inpatient: All TME data to hospitals for inpatient services generated from claims. 

Includes all room and board and ancillary payments. Includes all hospital types. Includes payments 

for emergency room services when the member is admitted to the hospital, in accordance with the 

specific payer’s payment rules. Does not include payments made for observation services. Does not 
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include payments made for physician services provided during an inpatient stay that have been billed 

directly by a physician group practice or an individual physician. Does not include inpatient services at 

non-hospital facilities. 

Claims: Hospital Outpatient: All TME data to hospitals for outpatient services generated from 

claims. Includes all hospital types and includes payments made for hospital-licensed satellite clinics. 

Includes emergency room services not resulting in admittance. Includes observation services. Does 

not include payments made for physician services provided on an outpatient basis that have been 

billed directly by a physician group practice or an individual physician. 

Claims: Professional Physician, Primary Care:  All TME data to physicians or physician group 

practices generated from claims. Includes, but is not limited to, services provided by a doctor of 

medicine or osteopathy in family medicine, internal medicine, general medicine or pediatric 

medicine, nurse practitioners, physician assistants or others not explicitly listed here if defined by 

DMMA as PCP.  

Claims: Professional Physician, Specialty:  All TME data to physicians or physician group 

practices generated from claims. Includes services provided by a doctor of medicine or osteopathy in 

clinical areas other than family medicine, internal medicine, general medicine or pediatric medicine, 

if not defined by DMMA as a PCP.  

Claims: Professional Other:  All TME data from claims to health care providers for services provided 

by a licensed practitioner other than a physician. This includes, but is not limited to, community health 

center services, freestanding ambulatory surgical center services, licensed podiatrists, nurse 

practitioners, physician assistants, physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech therapists, 

psychologists, licensed clinical social workers, counselors, dieticians, dentists and chiropractors. 

Claims: Retail Pharmacy: All TME data from claims to health care providers for prescription drugs, 

biological products or vaccines, as defined by DMMA’s prescription drug benefit:  

• Pharmacy data must be reported in this file gross of pharmacy rebates.  

• DMMA will report pharmacy rebates in a separate file to enable attribution of rebates to each 

Medicaid/CHIP MCO versus FFS. 

• Medicare Part D claw back payments are not to be reported in any category. 

Claims: Long-Term Care: All TME data from claims to health care providers for skilled or custodial 

nursing facility services, home health care services, home- and community-based services, hospice 

and private duty/shift nursing services. 

Claims: Other: All TME data from claims to health care providers for medical services not otherwise 

included in other categories. Includes, but is not limited to durable medical equipment, freestanding 
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diagnostic facility services, hearing aid services and optical services. Payments made to members for 

direct reimbursement of health care benefits/services may be reported in “Claims: Other” if DMMA is 

unable to classify the service. However, TME data for non-health care benefits/services, such as 

fitness club reimbursements, are not to be reported in any category.  

Non-Claims: PACE: Medicaid payments made to PACE organizations. The total amount is to be 

reported for Program Code 22 only. 

Non-Claims: NEMT: Medicaid payments made to the NEMT vendor(s). The total amount is to be 

reported for Program Code 23 only. 

Non-Claims: Incentive Programs: Net payment to providers (excluding insurers/MCOs, PACE 

organizations and NEMT vendors) for achievement or non-achievement in specific predefined goals 

for quality, outcomes or cost reduction. Examples include, but are not limited to,  

pay-for-performance payments, performance bonuses and EMR/HIT adoption incentive payments. 

Report net amount, taking into consideration all provider incentives/bonuses and financial 

performance penalties for the applicable reporting line. Amount should be reported for each 

respective program code as applicable. 

Non-Claims: Capitation and Risk Settlements: Net payment to providers (excluding 

insurers/MCOs, PACE organizations and NEMT vendors) for capitation, risk sharing, risk corridors, 

risk settlements or other risk mitigation programs. Report net amount taking into consideration all of 

DMMA’s arrangements for applicable reporting line. Amount should be reported for each respective 

program code, as applicable. 

Non-Claims: Care Management: All payments made to providers for providing care management, 

utilization review, discharge planning and other care management programs. 

Non-Claims:  Recovery: All payments received from a provider, member/beneficiary or other payer 

that were distributed by a payer and then later recouped due to a review, audit or investigation. This 

field should be reported as a negative number. Only report data is this column that is not otherwise 

included elsewhere (e.g., if Inpatient Hospital is reported net of Recovery, do not separately report 

the same Recover amount in this column).  

Non-Claims: Other: All other payments made pursuant to the insurer’s contract with a provider that 

were not made on the basis of a claim for health care benefits/services and that cannot be properly 

classified elsewhere. This may include governmental payer shortfall payments, grants or other 

surplus payments. Only payments made to providers are to be reported; insurer administrative 

expenditures (including corporate allocations) are not included in TME.  

Reserved: There are data elements “Reserved” in the file layout. These are fields that are reserved 

for possible future use.  
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Pharmacy Rebate Record File  

The pharmacy rebate record file will be the source of the DMMA’s pharmacy rebate data for 

Medicaid/CHIP FFS. Medicaid/CHIP MCOs and any other program or population for which DMMA 

obtains pharmacy rebates. 

Record Type: Must have “Rx” inputted to indicate that this is a pharmacy rebate record. 

Rebate Program Code: A code that indicates the source of the pharmacy claims data for which the 

pharmacy rebates are attributed to:30 

P R O G R A M  

C O D E  

D E F I N I T I O N  

50 AmeriHealth Caritas Medicaid/CHIP Claims 

51 Highmark Health Options Medicaid/CHIP Claims 

56 Other Medicaid/CHIP Managed Care Claims (e.g., PACE) — use only if 

applicable 

57 FFS Medicaid/CHIP Claims (i.e., not any form of managed care) 

59 Total DMMA rebates for all programs/populations (inclusive of all 

expenditures reported in other Rebate Program Codes plus any other DMMA 

rebates that DMMA is able to report on). 

 

Pharmacy Rebates: The estimated or actual value of total federal and state supplemental rebates 

attributed to Delaware resident members provided by pharmaceutical manufacturers for prescription 

drugs with specified dates of fill corresponding to the period beginning date through end date of the 

respective calendar year, excluding manufacturer-provided fair market value bona fide service 

fees.31 This amount shall include rebate guarantee amounts and any additional rebate amounts.   

Total rebates should be reported without regard to how they are paid to DMMA (e.g., through 

regular aggregate payments, on a claims-by-claim basis, etc.). DMMA has indicated the ability to 

report rebates applicable to each Rebate Program Code (e.g., AmeriHealth, Highmark, FFS, other). 

However, if DMMA is unable to report rebates specifically for Delaware residents by these Rebate 

                                                

30 If, in the future, DMMA contracts with different MCOs, these codes will need to be revised. 

31 Fair market value bona fide service fees are fees paid by a manufacturer to a third party (e.g., insurers, PBMs, etc.) that 

represent fair market value for a bona fide, itemized service actually performed on behalf of the manufacturer that the 

manufacturer would otherwise perform (or contract for) in the absence of the service arrangement (e.g., data service fees, 

distribution service fees, patient care management programs, etc.).  
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Program Codes, DMMA should proportionally report estimated rebates attributed to each Rebate 

Program Code.   

 

The source of pharmacy rebates may be DMMA’s “rebate system”. DMMA will determine the most 

appropriate data source to use. 

Member Months (Annual): The number of members participating in a Rebate Program Code over 

the specified period of time expressed in months of membership. 

Data File Layout Table 
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HD-TME 1 HD001 Record Type 1/1/2019 Text HD-TME 6 Yes This must have 

HD-TME reported 

here. Indicates 

the beginning of 

the Header 

Record. 

HD-TME 2 HD002 DMMA Org 

ID 

1/1/2019 Text DMMA 4 Yes This is to identify 

this as DMMA’s 

data submission 

HD-TME 3 HD003 Period 

Beginning 

Date 

 

1/1/2019 Date 

period 

MMDDYYYY 

Or 

MM/DD/YYYY 

10 Yes This is the start 

date period of the 

reported period in 

the submission 

file (based on 

date of service). 

Example: 

01/01/2018 
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HD-TME 4 HD004 Period 

Ending Date 

 

1/1/2019 Date 

period 

MMDDYYYY 

Or 

MM/DD/YYYY 

10 Yes This is the end 

date period of the 

reported period in 

the submission 

file (based on 

date of service). 

Example: 

12/31/2018 

HD-TME 5 HD005 Data Pull Date 1/1/2019 Date MMDDYYYY 

Or 

MM/DD/YYYY 

10 Yes Date that DMMA 

extracted/pulled 

data to complete 

the TME data 

submission. 

HD-TME 6 HD006 Comments 1/1/2019 Text Free Text 

Comments 

255 No DMMA’s 

comments on 

TME submission. 

PR 1 PR001 Record Type 1/1/2019 Text PR 2 Yes This must have 

PR reported here. 

Indicates the 

beginning of 

DMMA’s provider 

expenditure TME 

record. 

PR 2 PR002 DMMA Org 

ID 

1/1/2019 Text DMMA 4 Yes This is to identify 

this as DMMA’s 

data submission. 
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PR 3 PR003 Program 

Code 

1/1/2019 Integer #### 4 Yes Indicates the 

program or nature 

of DMMA TME 

data that is being 

reported: 

20 = FFS data for 

Medicaid/CHIP 

MCO enrollees 

21 = FFS data for 

Medicaid/CHIP 

individuals not 

eligible for or not 

yet enrolled in the 

MCOs 

22 = DMMA’s 

PACE program 

23 = DMMA’s 

NEMT vendor 

program 

29 = Total of all 

of DMMA’s 

programs and 

populations being 

reported on 
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PR 4 PR004 Member 

Months 

 

1/1/2019 Integer ######### 9 Yes The number of 

members 

participating in 

a Program 

Code over a 

specified 

period of time 

expressed in 

months of 

membership. 

PR 5 PR005 Claims: 

Hospital 

Inpatient 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for 

hospital 

inpatient 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 6 PR006 Claims: 

Hospital 

Outpatient 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for 

hospital 

outpatient 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 
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PR 7 PR007 Claims: 

Professional 

Physician, 

Primary 

Care 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for 

professional 

physician  

primary care 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 8 PR008 Claims: 

Professional 

Physician, 

Specialty 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for 

professional 

physician 

specialty 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 9 PR009 Claims: 

Professional 

Other 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for other 

professional 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 
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PR 10 PR010 Claims: 

Retail 

Pharmacy 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for 

pharmacy 

medical 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 11 PR011 Claims: 

Long-Term 

Care 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for long 

term care 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 12 PR012 Claims: 

Other 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Total allowed 

claims for all 

other 

medical/benefit 

expenses. 

No negative 

values. 

PR 13 PR013 Non-Claims: 

PACE 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes DMMA’s 

payments to 

PACE 

organization(s). 

PR 14 PR014 Non-Claims: 

NEMT 

Vendor(s) 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes DMMA’s 

payments to 

the NEMT 

vendor(s). 
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PR 15 PR015 Non-Claims: 

Incentive 

Programs 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 16 PR016 Non-Claims: 

Capitation 

and Risk 

Settlements 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 17 PR017 Non-Claims: 

Care 

Management 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

PR 18 PR018 Non-Claims: 

Recovery 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes Report as a 

negative 

number.  

PR 19 PR019 Non-Claims: 

Other 

1/1/2019 Money #######.## 12 Yes  

RX 1 RX001 RX Rebate 

Record Type 

ID 

1/1/2019 Text Rx 2 Yes This must have 

“RX” reported 

here. Indicates 

the beginning 

of DMMA’s 

Pharmacy 

Rebate file. 

Rx 2 RX002 DMMA Org 

ID 

1/1/2019 Text DMMA 4 Yes This is to 

identify this as 

DMMA’s 

pharmacy 

rebate 

submission. 
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RX 3 RX003 Rebate 

Program 

Code 

1/1/2019 Integer #### 4 Yes Indicates the 

program/source 

of claims the 

rebate dollars 

are attributed 

to: 

50 = 

AmeriHealth 

Caritas claims 

51 = Highmark 

Health Options 

claims 

56 = Other 

Medicaid/CHIP 

managed care 

claims (e.g., 

PACE), if 

applicable 

57 = FFS 

Medicaid/CHIP 

claims 

59 = Total of all 

rebates for all 

claims 

including any 

other programs 

not reported in 

other Rebate 

Program codes 
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RX 4 RX004 Pharmacy 

Rebates 

1/1/2019 Money #####.## 15 Yes Total 

pharmacy 

rebates for 

Delaware 

members. 

RX 5 RX005 Member 

Months 

1/1/2019 Integer ######### 9 Yes The number of 

members 

participating in 

the respective 

Rebate 

Program Code 

over a 

specified 

period of time 

expressed in 

months of 

membership. 

 

FI L E  S U BMI S SI O N  NA M ING  C O NV E N T IO NS  

Data submissions should follow the following naming conventions: 

DMMA_TME_YYYY_Version.dat 

YYYY is the four-digit year of submission (which will generally be one year later than the year of 

the data reflected in the report).  

Version is optional and indicates the submission number.  

The file extension must be .dat (or .DAT) 

Below are examples of valid file names: 

DMMA_TME_2018_01.dat or DMMA_TME_2018_1.dat or DMMA_TME_2018.dat 
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S U B M I T T I N G  F I L E S  T O  T H E  D H C C  

[This section should describe to whom or how the files should be submitted to the DHCC. This is to 

be determined by DHCC at a later date.] 
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APPENDIX C  
MEDICARE FFS TME DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 

 

THCE =            Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

                        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

                     Delaware Population 

 

DHSS will be able to receive TME and enrollment data from Medicare FFS annually by September 1 

of the year following the measurement period (e.g., 2018 data is available September 1, 2019). 

CMS believes that data will be at least 90% complete by September 1.  

 

Specifically, CMS will share total program payments and cost sharing for the following services: 

• Hospital inpatient 

• Hospital outpatient 

• Non-hospital outpatient 

• Home health agency 

• Hospice 

• Skilled nursing facility 

• Physician (primary care) 

• Physician (specialty) 

• Other professionals 

• Durable medical equipment 

• Other suppliers 
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• Part D 

These services are mapped to the TME reporting categories as follows: 

M E D I C A R E  S E R V I C E  C A T E G O R I E S  T M E  S E R V I C E  M A P P I N G  

Hospital Inpatient Hospital Inpatient 

Hospital Outpatient Hospital Outpatient 

Non-Hospital Outpatient Other 

Home Health Agency Other 

Hospice Long-Term Care 

Skilled Nursing Facility Long-Term Care 

Physician (Primary Care) Professional Physician (Primary Care) 

Physician (Specialty Care) Professional Physician (Specialty Care) 

Other Professionals Other 

Durable Medical Equipment Other 

Other Suppliers Other 

Part D Retail Pharmacy 

 

CMS will also share enrollment figures for Medicare Parts A, B and D broken out between managed 

care and FFS. 

To receive Medicare FFS TME data from CMS, DHSS needs to make a formal request to CMS by 

emailing the attached Excel file (Attachment 3) to Stephanie Bartee, Acting Director of the 

Information Products and Analytics Group in the Office of Enterprise Data Analytics, 

(stephanie.bartee@cms.gov) and copying: CMSProgramStatistics@cms.hhs.gov. Please note, 

CMS has specifically requested that Delaware staff (not a contractor) make the official 

request.  

CMS is willing to share the data with DHSS by September 1 if the data request is made by June 1. 

  

mailto:CMSProgramStatistics@cms.hhs.gov
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APPENDIX D  
VA TME DATA COLLECTION PROCESS 

Statistics on Delaware veteran health care spending is published in the summer by the  

US Department of Veterans Affairs National Center for Analysis and Statistics. DHCC can access 

the information here: www.va.gov/vetdata/Expenditures.asp and download the relevant year’s 

expenditure tables. The figure “Medical Care” is what should be reported as “VA TME” in the 

formula below: 

 

THCE =            Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

                        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

                     Delaware Population 

 

Per the notes on the VA expenditure report, “Medical Care” includes expenditures for medical 

services, medical administration, facility maintenance, educational support, research support and 

other overhead items. Medical care expenditures do not include dollars for construction or other 

non-medical support.  

 

It is important to note that the VA expenditure report data is reported on a federal fiscal year basis 

(October–September) and not on a calendar year basis.  Therefore, DHCC should utilize the fiscal 

year that contains nine months of the reporting calendar year (e.g., fiscal year 2018 data should be 

used in lieu of calendar year 2018 data). This is not consistent with the reporting from other payers 

and should be footnoted as such, but it is not expected to make a large impact.    

More detailed TME data on veterans has not been identified yet. If other sources of veterans’ data 

are identified in the future, this manual will need to be updated. 

VA TME is only reported at the State level. 

 

 

 

http://www.va.gov/vetdata/Expenditures.asp
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APPENDIX E  
NCPHI DATA SPECIFICATION 

 

THCE =            Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

                        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

                     Delaware Population 

 

N E T  C O S T  O F  P R I V A T E  H E A L T H  I N S U R A N C E  

This element captures the costs to Delaware residents associated with the administration of private 

health insurance.)  It is defined as the difference between health premiums earned and benefits 

incurred and consists of insurers’ costs of paying bills, advertising, sales commissions and other 

administrative costs, premium taxes and profits or losses. NCPHI is reported as a component of 

THCE at the State, market and insurer levels. NCPHI will not be reported at the provider level.  

Because of substantial differences among segments of the Delaware health insurance market, 

NCPHI will be calculated on a PMPM basis separately for the seven different market segments:  

(1) Individual Market; (2) Small Group, Fully Insured; (3) Large Group, Fully Insured; (4) Student;  

(5) Medicare Advantage; (6) Medicaid MCOs; and (7) Self-Insured. To derive the aggregate NCPHI, 

each segment’s PMPM amount will then be multiplied by the Delaware resident market enrollment, 

in each segment, in member months as reported within the TME submission. The methodology and 

data sources for the calculation of NCPHI for each market segment are described below. 

Individual, Small Group, Fully Insured, Large Group, Fully Insured and Student Markets 

(Collectively “commercial fully insured market”) 

The federal commercial medical loss ratio (MLR) reports will be used to calculate NCPHI for the 

commercial fully insured market.32 MLR reports need to be requested from insurers as part of their 

TME data submission due annually on August 1. Although these reports become publicly available 

in the fall, insurers will need to submit them August 1 in order to meet the Spending Benchmark 

reporting timeline. In an instance in which the MLR report submitted to DHCC on August 1 differs 

from the final submission an insurer makes to the federal Center for Consumer Information and 

                                                

32 Available at: https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Resources/Data-Resources/mlr.html 

 

https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Resources/Data-Resources/mlr.html
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Insurance Oversight, the insurer must notify DHCC in writing as soon as possible. The data 

elements that will be used in the calculation are detailed below: 

NCPHI = 

Premium as of March 31 (Part 1 Line 1.1) – [Total Incurred Claims as of March 31 (Part 1, Line 2.1) - 

Advance Payments of Cost Sharing Reductions (Part 2, Line 2.18)] - MLR Rebates Current Year (Part 3, 

Line 6.4) 

 NCPHI PMPM =           NCPHI    

             Member Months 

 

Medicare Advantage  

The Supplemental Health Care Exhibit (SHCE) from the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners will be used to derive NCPHI of the Medicare Advantage market. The Medicare 

Advantage reporting combines stand-alone prescription drug plans (PDP) and the Medicare 

Advantage plans (MAPDs). Therefore, additional information from some carriers that offer both PDP 

and MAPD may be needed. The data elements that will be used in the calculation are detailed 

below: 

NCPHI = 

Health Premiums Earned (Part 1, Line 1.1) - Total Incurred Claims (Part 1, Line 5.0)  

 NCPHI PMPM =         NCPHI    

          Member Months 

Medicaid MCO Market 

The Medicaid MCO includes government programs such as Medicaid Title XIX and CHIP Title XXI 

risk contracts and other federal or State government-sponsored coverage. Medicaid MCOs 

participating in this market complete a financial reporting template on a quarterly basis that reports 

financial experience. DMMA is responsible for the development of these required financial reporting 

templates. To support the NCPHI calculation, DHCC will need to request from DMMA the applicable 

financial report(s) that contain(s) the necessary information. At a minimum, the Medicaid MCO 

financial reports that DHCC will need to obtain from DMMA are:  

• Income Statement (e.g., Schedule B in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO financial reporting template) 

• HCQI & Administrative Expenses Statement (e.g., Schedule B.1 in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO 

financial reporting template) 

• Footnotes Disclosures Statement (e.g., Schedule C in the CY 2019 DMMA MCO financial 

reporting template). 
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DHCC can request that DMMA include the financial report data when DMMA provides their TME 

data by September 1 of each year.  

The data contained in the Medicaid MCO’s financial statements will be used to derive NCPHI for the 

Medicaid MCO market, specifically page “B-Income Statement QTRLY,” column G showing 

year-to-date (YTD) results for period ending December 31. The formula will be: 

NCPHI = [TOTAL REVENUES (Line 9) – Investment Income (Line 7)] – [TOTAL MEDICAL 

EXPENSES & HCQI EXPENSES (Line 70) – Total Healthcare Quality Improvement (Line 69)] 

NCPHI PMPM =          NCPHI    

          Member Months (Line 1) 

Since DMMA will occasionally revise the Medicaid MCO financial reporting templates, DHCC will 

need to confirm with DMMA the appropriate Line # and Statement name used to obtain the data 

necessary for the NCPHI calculation. DHCC should contact Josh Aidala or the current Health Care 

Cost Containment Specialist at DMMA. 

Footnote 18 on page “C-Footnotes” should be reviewed. If a premium deficiency reserve is implicitly 

included in the values in the income statement, which is rare, adjustments may be needed after 

consulting with an individual with expertise in financial statements. 

Self-Insured Market 

The SHCE will be used to derive NCPHI of the self-insured market. The formula will be: 

NCPHI = 

Income from fees of uninsured plans (Part 1, Line 12)  

 NCPHI PMPM =           NCPHI    

                       Member Months 

 

The table below provides the columns associated with each line of business/market in the SHCE 

and the MLR reports. 

L I N E  O F  

B U S I N E S S / M A R K E T  

S H C E   

C O L U M N  

M L R  C O L U M N  

( P A R T S  1  A N D  2 )  

M L R  C O L U M N  

( P A R T  3 )  

Individual N/A 2 4 

Small Group, Fully Insured N/A 7 8 

Large Group, Fully Insured N/A 12 12 
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L I N E  O F  

B U S I N E S S / M A R K E T  

S H C E   

C O L U M N  

M L R  C O L U M N  

( P A R T S  1  A N D  2 )  

M L R  C O L U M N  

( P A R T  3 )  

Student N/A 36 36 

Medicare Advantage and PDP 12 N/A N/A 

Medicaid MCO N/A N/A N/A 

Self-Insured 14 N/A N/A 
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APPENDIX F  
DELAWARE TOTAL POPULATION STATISTICS 

The denominator of the THCE per capita calculation is the Delaware State population count for the 

respective reporting period. The source of the Delaware population value is the US Census Bureau 

estimates. There are links to these estimates on the websites of the Office of State Planning 

Coordination and the Delaware Census Data Center. The most recently available census figures, 

which will be a snapshot in time figures (not full year estimates) for the measurement year, should 

be used as the “Delaware Population” figure in the THCE per capita formula listed below. 

 

THCE =            Commercial TME + Medicare Advantage TME + Medicare FFS TME +  

                        Medicaid/CHIP MCO TME + DMMA TME + VA TME + Insurer NCPHI 

                     Delaware Population 

 

 

 

 

 

https://stateplanning.delaware.gov/
https://stateplanning.delaware.gov/
https://stateplanning.delaware.gov/demography/cdc.shtml
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APPENDIX G  
INSURER QUALITY DATA REPORTING MANUAL 

Delaware has established health care quality benchmark values that foster accountability for 

improved health care quality in the state. The purpose of this document is to provide instructions for 

insurer submission of data. 

Health insurers subject to reporting must annually provide performance data to the Delaware Health 
Care Commission (DHCC) for the following measures at both the health insurer level and provider 
level, by line of business. 

M E A S U R E  S P E C I F I C A T I O N  L I N E S  O F  

B U S I N E S S  

R E P O R T I N G   

U N I T  

Concurrent use of opioids and 

benzodiazepines 

PQA 

 

Commercial 

Medicaid 

Insurer 

Provider 

Emergency department utilization  

HEDIS, version 

corresponding to 

performance period 

Commercial Insurer 

Statin therapy for patients with 

cardiovascular disease - statin adherence 

80% 

Commercial 

Medicaid 

Insurer 

Provider 

Persistence of beta-blocker treatment 

after a heart attack 

Commercial 

Medicaid 

Insurer 

Provider 

 

Quality Benchmark Performance Submission Template 

One “Quality Benchmark Performance Submission Template” should be submitted per health 

insurer. The template should contain all health insurer and provider-level information requested of 

the health insurer with 120 days of claims runout. 

The “Quality Benchmark Performance Submission Template”, refer to Attachment 6, contains one 

tab that payers should complete: “Quality Performance”.  Illustrative examples are provided in rows 

11 and 12 of the accompanying spreadsheet. 

• Cell C3 requests the calendar year for which performance is being submitted.  

• Columns B–F ask for the submitter’s contact information. 

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2297879/Links%20%20Measure%20Submissions%20July%202017/2017%20measure%20spec/Opioid%20Documents%20/Concurrent%20Use%20of%20Opioids%20&%20Benzodiazepines.pdf
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• Column H asks for the name of the entity for which the performance is being reported in a given 

row. 

• Column I requests the payer select the reporting level for which it is reporting data in the 

associated row: “Health Insurer” or “Provider”.  The template is set up so that only one option 

may be selected per row. 

• Column J requests the payer select the line of business for which it is reporting data in the 

associated row: “Commercial” or “Medicaid”.  The template is set up so that only one option may 

be selected per row. 

• Column K asks for membership information for the line of business being reported. If "Health 

Insurer" is selected in column I, please submit health insurer enrollment in member months. If 

"Provider" is selected in column I, please submit provider-attributed lives in member months. 

• Columns M–V ask for the measure performance data by measure:  

– Column M, Emergency Department Utilization Observed-to-Expected Ratio requests input 

of the observed-to-expected ratio.  

– Columns O–V, Concurrent Use of Opioids and Benzodiazepines (columns O & P), Statin 

Therapy for Patients with Cardiovascular Disease - Statin Adherence 80% (columns R & S), 

and Persistence of Beta-Blocker Treatment After a Heart Attack request numerator and 

denominator information (columns U & V).   

Timeline 

Materials must be electronically submitted annually by August 1 of the year immediately following 

the performance period, to [DHCC enter email here.] 
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APPENDIX H 
INSURER ATTESTATION  

Attestation of the Accuracy and Completeness of Reported Data 

Instructions: Please enter all requested information in the blank spaces provided below and have 

an authorized signatory sign the attestation. Insurers should submit one “Attestation of the Accuracy 

and Completeness of Reported Data” per performance period. Scanned copies of the signed 

attestations should be emailed to [DHCC enter information here.] 

Insurer: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Performance Period Being Reported: ____________________________________________ 

Pursuant to Delaware’s establishment, monitoring and implementation of annual Health Care 

Spending and Quality Benchmarks under Governor Carney’s Executive Order 25 and 

State-defined reporting guidelines, certain health insurers operating in the state of Delaware 

must annually submit certain data requested to calculate insurer and provider performance 

relative to Delaware’s health care spending and quality benchmarks. 

I hereby attest that the information submitted in the reports herein is current, complete and 

accurate to the best of my knowledge. I understand that whoever knowingly and willfully 

makes or causes to be made a false statement or representation on the reports may be 

prosecuted under any applicable state laws. Failure to sign this Attestation of the Accuracy 

and Completeness of Reported Data will result in DHCC non acceptance of the attached 

reports.  

 

 

  

Signature  Date 

   

Printed Name  Title 
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APPENDIX I 
STAFF/CONTRACTOR REQUIREMENTS 

To assess performance against the Spending and Quality Benchmarks, DHCC will need to acquire 

staff support to conduct the analysis. This may come in the form of State staff or contracted vendor 

staff. The following skills are necessary to complete the analysis. 

• Strong analytical skills, including the ability to identify anomalies in data submissions or resulting 

analysis and to update the Benchmarks methodology as necessary 

• Strong communication skills, particularly around communicating and understanding written and 

verbal communication about data and associated calculations and analyses. Experience 

communicating with a variety of health care stakeholders, including data professionals and 

business professionals 

• Expertise in working with health care data, including understanding the strengths and limitations 

of claims and quality data 

• Aptitude to develop expertise in the source data 

• Expertise in Excel, including combining data across multiple data books, data manipulations, 

error checking and statistical analysis  

• Strong organizational skills and ability to manage a complex project under time pressure 

In addition to State or contracted vendor staff who will conduct the analysis, DHCC will also need 

access to staff who have expertise in communications so that performance against the benchmark 

can be published in materials that are easy to read. The following skills are necessary to publish the 

results of the analysis. 

• Expertise in communications, preferably around health care data 

• Expertise in displaying complex data in an easy to read format using multiple methods, including 

website design, electronic and print publications 
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APPENDIX J 
 

LIST OF PAYERS DHCC REQUESTS DATA FROM FOR 
SPENDING AND QUALITY BENCHMARKS AND 
ORGANIZATIONAL ID 

P A Y E R  C O M M E R C I A L  

F U L L Y  A N D  

S E L F -

I N S U R E D  

M E D I C A R E  

A D V A N T A G E  

M E D I C A I D / C H I P  

M A N A G E D  

C A R E  

G O V E R N M E N T  I D  

Aetna     101 

AmeriHealth Caritas     102 

Cigna     103 

Highmark Blue 

Cross Blue Shield 

Delaware 

    104 

UnitedHealthcare     105 

DMMA      106 

Medicare      107 

Veterans Health 

Administration 

     108 

 

This table should be updated annually to account for any changes in the Delaware insurer market.
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